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PREFACE. 

The English Government of Madras extends over various IlimKi 
nations, each of which has its peculiar language. At the date of 
the Musulman invasion, eiglijt centuries ago, while Canute ruled 
Britain, the Telugu, Karnataca (Carnatic), and Tamil countries 
were ruled by “Karnataca Razulu,” Kings of the Carnatic, who 
took the title Tribhuvana Chacravarti (or Trailokya Malla), as 
“ Lords of the Three Realms/’ in which these three languages 
were spoken. The last of these princes, named Betteda Raya, 
quitted the Jaina sect, and becoming a worshipper of Vishnu 
(in A.D. MCXI., about the time of Henry the First of England), 
took the title Betteda Vishnu Vardhana. He patronized the 

Bramhans, and in his days the first part of the Mahabharat 
(their sacred book) was translated from Sanscrit into Kannadi, 
Telugu, and Tamil metre. That work is to this day read in every 
village throughout the country. The earliest poems and philo¬ 
logical treatises (now somewhat antiquated) are believed to have 
been written in the days of this raja. Actuated by a zeal for their 
hierarchy, the Bramhans of former ages translated this ‘‘Iliad 
of India,” and also the Ramayan and Bhagavat, into every 
language. 

About the time when, in England, Queen Elizabeth’s reign 
began, the Telugus were ruled by Krishna Rayalu, who patro¬ 
nized literature ; and the most eminent of the poets have sung his 
praises. But the Musulman power had gradually increased until 
about A.D. 1580, when the Telugus were finally conquered. From 
that time the languages of the three countries became more and 
more infested with foreign words ; the literature was, as far as 
possible, crushed ; and yet to this day every work of merit sur¬ 
vives: these may be seen in a library which I collected, and pre¬ 
sented to the Literary Society cf Madras, 'it will, I hope, long 
remain in the College Library, although; while I write, the College 
has been dissolved. 

C. P. Brown's Telugu Grammar; Second Edition. 
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II 

The Musulman rulers strove to make their subjects learn Per¬ 

sian and Hindustani, but with little success: and the few 

Hindhs who managed to learn Hindustani (which they never could 

pronounce aright) altered its syntax, and hence arose the lan¬ 

guage called Dakhini, which gives the words a peculiar arrange¬ 

ment. 

Each language of Southern India has (like English) a poetical 

dialect, which uses the entire vocabulary ; and a colloquial style, 

which requires only about one-fourth of the phrases. Some have 

fancied that the poets use a separate vocabulary ; but this is not 

the case. To exemplify this in English : the words u Horse, 

courser, steed, nag, palfrey, hunter, pony, barb, jade, hack, bay, 

roan, grey”—“To think, reflect, consider, ponder, muse,weigh” 

— are all one; but the Hindu, understanding the first word alone, 

may fancy the rest obsolete, merely because they arc not used in 

ordinary life. 

While the language used in the poets is uniform, local dialects of 

Telugn vary ; and we may be able to speak that of Kadapa, while 

unable to understand that of Rnja-mahendra-varam, or CondapiUi, 

or Visakha-patnam. But, for the purposes of mere tuition, now 

that the u Reader” is printed, a native of any part of the Telugu 

country will suffice for a tutor: indeed at Chittoor, and even at 

Tanjaur and Trichinapali, in the heartof the Tamil country, I met 

with Telugu brarnhans who were excellent assistants. But, while 

voung in the study, we should, as soon as possible, get rid of a 

tutor who can speak English : such a munshi is apt to neglect 

teaching, while he eagerly learns English from his pupil. In 

hirino- servants, also, though such as talk English abound, we 

should early obtain such as will speak to us in Telugu. After we 

speak the language correctly, it is an indulgence to those around 

us to converse with them in English, for this benefits them. 

Hindh grammarians, like those of China, neglect the colloquial 

dialect, which they suppose is already known to the student, and 

teach only the poetical peculiarities. They are willing to aid our 

studies, either in Telugu poetry or in Sanscrit; they are reluctant 

to teach us the language of common business : but unless vie fiist 

surmount this, the lowest step (which natives attain untaught) 

how can we climb to the highest ? A shrewd critic has obser\ cu. 
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that “ those who explain the poets have in all ages fallen into one 

common error: they have illustrated and magnified themselves 

first, and have given less thought to the work in hand.”* The 

same want of judgment is evident in the course which native tutors 

recommend. Instead of ordinary dialogues, tales, trials, letters, and 

histories, Telugu assistants counsel us to read the venerated Siq 

Bliagavat(as a pious act),and the prose Telugu Ramayan, one or tw o 

books of the Mahabliarat, the Sanscrit vocabulary by Amara, the 

versified set of Telugu synonymes called Andhra-Bhasha-Bhu- 

slianam, or the treatises on grammar written by Nannaiia Bhatta 

and Appa Cavi.f Happily for me I never read one of these books 

until I had already (about the age of twenty-seven) acquired a 

command of the spoken Telugu. 

I w ill mention some of the poems which seem profitable to the 

proficient. He may begin with a perusal of the verses of Vemana. 

These are useful as teaching a variety of common expressions. 

Such a series of verses is called a Satacam,or Anthology. A few 

of these little volumes are the works of accurate poets: others are 

merely juvenile essays. Next he should read the Lila, written in 

(dwipada,) couplets, and the Chenna Basava Puranam, which is 

written in “ padya-cavyam,” or stanzas. These two are disagreeable 

to Bramhans, as being heretical. He may then proceed to the four 

different poems on Harischandra’s adventures, quoted in the 

dictionary as HK, HN, UH, and HD, He may then read the 

Abhimanya Dwipada and the adventures of Kalapurna, finishing 

with the Dasavatara Charitra and the Pancha Tantram. These 

poems have all been carefully edited, and fitted with elaborate 

commentaries framed in Telugu under my directions. Silly prose 

abridgements of the Pancha Tantram, and of the Vicramarca 

Tales have long been read by students, but are unprofitable. 

Some who have not studied Hindu books speak of them as 

licentious ; but there is more vice in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, in 

Congreve’s plays, and in Lcsage’s romances, than will easily be 

found in all Hindu literature. 

* Huet, Preface to his Delphin edition of Virgil. 

f Thcse unprofitaWe books are still, in 1856, taught to native pupils in the 
Madras University. 1 r 
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Our learned assistants will disapprove the course of reading 1 

have marked out: they zealously recommend books (especially 

the Bhagavat) which would soon discourage the student. A perusal 

of the volumes they venerate is considered an act of homage to the 

gods, conferring merit on the teacher and on the learner. But the 

Bramhans are excellent instructors, patient, humble, and admi¬ 

rably skilful. Until I had studied the poems with them for seven 

years, I did not perceive how perfect they are in learning. 

Students were formerly examined, at the Madras College, in a 

manner not quite fair. The papers laid before them were new, 

never before seen. This was done, I believe, by the native 

examiners, who are fond of tormenting the aspirant. In the Telugu 

Dialogues, Reader, Wars of the Rajas, Tales, and Village Dispu¬ 

tations, I have endeavoured to furnish a series of exercises and 

examination papers for every grade. The student ought, I think 

to be examined in these books alone, until he has completely 

mastered them; and afterwards he should read Vemana. 

Native tutors urge us first to learn the very subjects which ). 

have placed at the end of the work. The native method is 

followed by Mr. A. D. Campbell, in his “Teloogoo Grammar,” 

an accurate, though very imperfect work, too intricate to aid the 

beginner. Mr. Campbell died in London, on the 23rd April, 

1857. 
Some absurdities, very dear to native tutors, call for notice, 

because they obstruct the progress of the learner. The alphabet, 

if counted in one way, contains so many letters, and if counted in 

another way, so many; certain letters are Sanscrit, and others are 

Telugu; some being common. These idle refinements furnish 

themes for wrangling. .The verbs, also, are put through useless 

forms, thus; *pamputa* To send, and 1 cheyuta , To do, make 

the passives pampabaduta, and chcya-baduta; the causals being 

(pampvipu’, ( cheyincu’ and the middle 4 pampu-co chesu-co.» 

Thus far is useful, but the tutors next propose fanciful forms 

which never occur, such as ‘pampincu-co-baduta. When we 

object that such phrases are never heard, the absurd answer is that 

they are possible. In the alphabet, too, every native tutor is apt 

to teach combinations of letters, such as lkha, sba, vpha, yia, khpa, 

and when we have acquired them, we find we have taken fruitless 
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trouble, for these never occur. But the art of tormenting is 

carried to it9 highest pitch in teaching prosody; for they would 

gladly keep us at work for two years in learning as much as an 

English tutor would teach in a fortnight. We ask for grain : 

they give it us on the condition that we will, with it, submit to eat 

the straw. Their memory is well exercised, their judgment is 

fettered; and they counsel us to learn, as they do, long vocabularies 

by rote, whereas by reading the poets we can easily acquire an 

ample stock of all the words that are in use. Such unwise counsels 

have disheartened many a student; while others, more submissive, 

have stored their memories with all the tutor prescribed, and yet 

remained unable to use the language. 

'Telugu has been called the Italian of India. In the poems, and 

as spoken in retired villages, it may merit this name % but, like 

Italian, it has some rough and rude dialects, more or less mixed 

with foreign languages. In another point there is a resemblance. 

Learned men of Rome or Naples, who know English, prefer 

writing in English, because, according to the refined Della 

Crcsca rules, they cannot write Indian faultlessly. In like 

manner the learned Telugus of our days find a difficulty in writing 

correct ordinary prose, because, however well it may be composed, 

critics cavil at many expressions or modes of spelling. After some 

study, I found it best to neglect their refinements, but to imitate 

their example closely in speaking and writing. The models l have 

given in the Reader of a simple natural style will enable the learner 

to judge for himself. 

Many years have passed since the first edition of this Grammar 

was printed. In that period I have re-composed nearly every page; 

particularly attending to the remarks made by students 

Let not the beginner be alarmed at the size of this Grammar. 

1 life re is very little to be learnt by heart. The grammar terminates 

with the tenth book,* page 291. He should read it so as to be able 

to find such rules as are required whenever they are wanted, and 

few of these seem hard to remember. 

Some have urged me to simplify the grammar, by rectifving 

* The first hook has been already reprinted in large octavo, with improve¬ 
ments, and prefixed to the Dictionary. 
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irregularities. But innovations can only be made by poets ; and 

even such as they make do not always become current. My 

province was merely to observe, record, arrange, and explain facts, 

and to produce quotations in proof of my statements. A few years 

ago I was shown a manuscript Grammar, which was professedly 

an improvement of that I first published; but in reading it I found 

that the author had merely inserted all that I had rejected, and 

excluded such rules as were new, restoring the arrangement which 

I disapproved. 

Failing health having obliged me to return to England while 

this work was in the press, the latter pages contain some errors; 

but there are none which will impede the progress of the student.* 

If, in the arrangement of the rules, I have taken a new course, 

it is because my great object has been to facilitate self-instruction, 

making the learner independent of oral aid. “ Every man (says 

Parkhurst, in the Preface to his Greek Dictionary), who has 

thought much upon so curious and extensive a subject as grammar, 

may j ustly claim some indulgence to his own notions, and be allowed 

his own peculiar method of communicating them toothers.” This 

discretion may be profitably exercised when we have to examine 

principles which are well understood by the commonalty, but 

are obscured by refinements invented by the learned. 

Our earliest English Grammars were arranged on the Latin 

system; and the oldest grammatical treatises on Telugu were con¬ 

structed on the Sanscrit plan, though the two languages are radi¬ 

cally different. The native grammarians of the present day are 

fond of the expression that “ Sanscrit is the mother but this does 

not allude to its origin; it merely denotes dependance, because we 

cannot speak Telugu without using Sanscrit words. 

Some learned or half-learned natives find fault with the arrange¬ 

ment I introduced. Hitherto every path was overgrown with gay 

weeds of pedantry, which I have cleared away. While preparing 

a second edition, I have been exhorted to replace some of the 

riddles which they venerate, and which, in their eyes, render the 

science mysterious. But it is to be observed that the learned 

* In London I prepared the preface and sent it printed to Madras; but the 
packet was not received, and I therefore re-printed it, with some improvements. 
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have passed over in silence many points which called for clear 

elucidation. 

Some have wished me to exclude all notices of errors and 

blemishes in style; but how is the sailor to shun shoals and sands 

unless they are pointed out in the chart? The poet,(in 2 Henry I Y\, 

act 4, scene 4) observes that — 

“ The prince but studies his companions 
Like a strange tongue; wherein to gain the language, 
'Tis needful that the most immodest word 

Be look’d upon, and learn’d: which once attain’d, 

Your highness knows, comes to no further use 
But to be known and hated.” 

Unless we read their books, and have daily communications with 

the Hindus, what insight can we obtain into the minds of the people? 

We have no intercourse with them in society: we live amon<»- 
• & 

them, as oil upon water, without mingling.* Many an English¬ 

man has been acquainted with the natives for years, while remaining 

entirely ignorant of the peculiarities of the Hindu character. 

Missionaries seek and enjoy greater facilities ; and such as have 

studied the poems acknowledge that books are the best guides to an 

acquaintance with the mind of the people. Some have severely 

judged the Hindus from the stories contained in Sanscrit poems ; 

but these are obsolete, and widely different from modern traits of 

character. In like manner the prejudices of Hindus regarding 

ourselves, can only be removed by a course of English reading. 

We are well aware that an Englishman residing in France, 

Spain or Germany, must become acquainted with the favourite 

volumes of Rousseau, Calderon, or Goethe, before he can converse 

idiomatically, or enter into the feelings of those around him. And 

experience proves that the true key to those modes of thought, and 

peculiarities of expression which in India occur daily, can be 
found only in the classics of India. 

This was written before the Sepoy mutiny broke out in 1857. 
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OF ENGLISH WORDS USED IN THE GRAMMAR. 

A (thearticle) how expressed,?, 8. 

A, “Root in A” 230, 233. 

A, elided, 334. 
A, final, broad. 43. 

A, E, O, accents affixed, 17,2, 

Belly, Body, 210, 290. 

Bible Translation, 188. 
Books that merit publication ; 

(see Preface). 

Cala words, 334, 180, 250, 325 

—329. 
A', r, E\ (prefixed), that, this, 

which, 75. 

A, I, U, affixed, 334, 337. 

Ablative, 203, 207. 
Able, (can, cannot), 120, 121, 

209, 277. 
Accent, 34, 35. 

Accusative, 200. 
Action, gestures, 107. 

Adjective, 79, 181. 
Adjective pronouns, 74. 
Adverb, 76, 77, 79, 80, 131, 

132, 107, 233, 280. 

Adverbial particles, 280. 

Affected refinements, 100, 102, 
104. 

Alliteration, 314, 344. 

Anomalous forms, 271. 

Antiquated forms, 208. 

Aorist, 82, 152, 201. 

Aphorisms of grammar, 20(5. 
t 

Arabian nights, 29. 

Arabic, 60, 67, 84. 

Arithmetic, 240. 
Article 75, 279. 

Assuredly, 282, 283. 

Auxiliary Verbs, 273, 274, 270. 
Ballad metre, 318. 

Campbell, 326 

Can, cannot, 120, 121, 209, 277. 

Cases of Nouns, 49, 50. 

Causal voice, 155,158,240,241. 

Cerebrals, 7. 

Change of consonants, 41, 330, 

331. 

Change of vowels, 333. 

Circle, 28, 29, 232, 272, 320. 

Comparative and Superlative 
79, 181, 340. 

Compass, 213. 

Compound nounsand pronouns, 

193, 207, 210, 343. 

Compound tenses, 160,102,163. 

Conditional Aorist, 257. 
Conjugations, 81 ; verbs can 

change from one conjuga¬ 

tion into another, 82, 154. 

j Conjunctions, 169, 187. 

j Consonants softened, 169, 41. 
j 331. 

I Contraction in spelling, 338, 79, 

note; in writing, 36, 33; 

in verbs, 267,269,270,273 
. » 
in verse, 170. 

Conversational forms, 218. 
Courtesy, 97. 



Declensions, 49, 51, First, 51, i 

52; Second, 52; Third, 5G; ! 

of Sanscrit nouns. 70; of j 

adverbs, 70, 77, 78, 79. 

Defective nouns, 70. 

Defective verbs, 274, 275. | 

Defilement, 5. I 

Denials, 33. 

Dialects, 33. j 

Doubt, 283. | 

Druta. 174, J75, 179, 234, 250, i 
325—329. 

I-.' final, 43,172, 173, 174, 175. ! 

Mir ion, 44, 333, 330. 

Emphasis, 43, 170, 172, 173, 

170, 177. 

English spoken, 03. 

Enunci ition, 5, 35. 

Etymology, 325, 354. 

Exclamations, 280. 

Father, 290. i 

fictitious phrases used l>y pe¬ 

dants, 102, 104 

Final vowels, 43. 

Fit, possible, 277. 

Flattery, 212. 

Foreign words,00,07,68, 81,82. 

Future, 208. 

(tender, 334. 

Genitive, 50, 198. 

Gentleman, 215. 

Gcntoo, a wrong name, 13. 

Gerunds, 218. I 

Gestures, 107. 

Gtr, 208. 

(* reek, 95. 

II (visargab), 342. 

! I ai d sounds, 0. 

Have, 224. 

lie (translated by Man), 214. 

Hebrew, 84, 168, 278. 

Hindustani, 244. 

Honorific forms, 218. 

Hymns, 319, 323. 

T and 1 (vowel finals , 47, 4^. 

Idiom, 278, 289. 

If, or when, 257. 

Imitatives, 280—288. 

Imperative, 259. 

Impersonals, 200, 273. 

Imprecation, 234. 

Inchoative forms, 270. 

Inclegnncies, 207, 208. 

Infinitives, 54, 85, 80. 94, 105. 

228, 234. 

Inflection, 50. 

Initials changeable, 7,41, 43, 44, 

109, 344. 

Instrumental case, 49, 50. 

Intercourse with the people, 2J-; 

Interjections, 280, 275. 

Interrogation, 43. 

Intransitives, 224. 

Irregular (an objectiunabl 

phrase), nouns, 235; verb-, 

113. 

Kala word's, 174, 250. 

Kannadi, 82, note, 322 

Labials, 7. 

Laconic phraseology, 107, 108. 

Learned men, 42. 

Letters, (epistles), 212. 

Literature, (see the Preface). 

Locative case, 49, 281, 282. 

Lord’s Prayer, 200. 

M; elision of this letter, 1/<S,340. 
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M. MU, final,45,178,322,323, 

334. 

Mahat and Araahat,39,190,191. 

Man, how translated, 214, 217 

Manners, 5, 69. 

Measures, 350, 351,353. 

Melodies, 305, 316, 321. 

Metrical feet, 295, 296, 306. 

Ml. Negative Verbal noun, 239, 

283 

Nominative case*-50, 192, used 

adverbially, 280, 281. 

Numerals, 40. 

O, (short), 17. 

O, (the sign of doubt), :172, 

173 

Omission of words, 168. 

! “ One ’ is omitted, 168. 

Optative or Precatory forms. 

! 266. 
Middle Voice, 154, 242—246. 

Mind, 216. 

Monosyllabic Imperatives, 231. 

Multiplication table 191. 

Musical metres, 315, 318, 319. 

Must, ought, should, 277. 

N : shapes of this letter, 239. 

N : final in nouns, 201. 

N : final in verbs, 85, 95, 163, 

268 269. 

N, optional (adesu). 96, foot, 194. 

N, inserted to prevent elisiin, 
333. 

N, inserted in the verb, 232, 267, 

270. 

N, inserted for the sake of metre, 
272. • 

N, dropped, even in the middle 

of verbs, 112. 

Names, proper, 209, 213. 

Neuter verbs, 224. 

Nasals, 8, 30 ; (see circle.) 

Negative, 93, 95, 162,163, 239, 

251, 283. 

NI. or NU. conjunctions. 169, 
170. 

No. 225-228, 275. Never, &c., 
216. 

Paddy, (rice), 190. 

Pagoda, (a coin), 347, 348. 

Palatals, 7. 

Particles, 284, 236, 288. 

Participles, 86, 94, 247-257, the 

present p.)|250,negative 251, 

past relative p. || 252, 353, 

reiterated, 283. 

Passive verb, 83, 153, 224, 247. 

Past tense. 269, used for the 

present, 270. 

Pedantry, 295. See in Preface, 

People, 214, 217. 

Permutation of vowels 333, of 

initials, 18. 

Persons of the verb how named, 

83. 

Plurals, 97, 187-192. 

Poetical dialect, 325, 327, 

spelling, 30,271, in the verb, 
,13, IP 

Points of the compass, 213, 254. 

Politeness 69, 97, 182, 218. 

Positively, 282, 283. 

Postpositions, 51. 

Potential f ms, 261. 

Prayer, 234, 259, 260, 275. 

Precatory forms, 23 
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Prepositions, 51. 

Present, habitual or occasional, 

267, used for future, 268. 

Pretence, 282. 

Pronunciation 22, 212. 

Pronouns, 68* 193, 213. 

Proper names, 209, 213. 

Prosody, 295—320. 

Pure Telugu, 25, 182. 

Quantity, 295. 

Question, 43. 

R, shapes of this letter, 3; dis¬ 

putes regarding it, 24; ob¬ 

solete, 24,25,258; inserted, 

345. 

Reading, 295, 306. 

Reciprocal or reflective verb, 243 

-245. 

Reiteration, 278. 

Relations, 290. 

Relative pronouns, 218. 

Rhyme, 298,314,315,323, 344. 

Root?, 83, 84. Root in A, 230, 

233. 

Rmes, antiquated 266. 

Rupee, 346—350. 

Rustic forms of the verb, 159. 

S. On this letter, 26, 27, 126. 

Sanscrit, 5, 239, 339. 

Scriptures, translated. 188, 189. 

Self, 246. 

Semicircle, 28,29,232, 272,320. 

Senior and junior, 211,215, 290 

Shall and will, 269. 

Silent consonants, 296. 

Soft sounds, 6. 

Softening initials, 41, 169, 330, 

344. 

Sounds hard and soft, 6. 

Spelling 47,126, 217, 330, note 

Spittle, 5, 182, 218. 

Subjunctive, 261 

j Sumati, 254. 

I Sunna, (see circle). 

Superlatives, 280, 28 T 

Syntax, 165. 

I Tadbhava and Tatsama. 335, 

j 355,356. 

i Take, 246. 

i Telugu, Tenngu, 13. 

Tenses, 82, 87, 152, 160 

Therein, thereby, thereto, 72. 

; Thou, 215 

Though, although, 252. 

Tone in reading, 5, 295. 

Transitive, 224. 

Tutor, advice to a, 32. 

U, final, 333, 336. 

Uncertainty, 283. 

V is changed into W, or even is 

slurred, 95. 

Verb, 81 ; voices, 83, verbs are 

quoted in the preterite form, 

83, 84; some are formed 

from nouns, 278, in in^uta, 

239. 

Verbals, 54, 86, 235; negalhe 

in MI., 239, 283. 

Vocative, 202. 

Vowels, 333. 

Vulgar forms, 56, 115, 357. 

Welsh initials changeable, 344. 

Woman, in pronouns, 215, 217 

Y, inserted, 333. 

Yes and No, 225-228. 

Z, or J, 21. 



RRRATA ANJ) ADDKXJU. 

Page 57. The nouns "ZjO’ct'sSx) a wife, ftfnzSx) a clerk, 

an actor, ana OoXboXo (not «oXtSx> which would be wrong) 

aic declined in the same manner; the genitive being the same 

as the nominative. 

73. is used for * man’ or ‘person5 as here shewn. But 

is never used in such compounds. Thus: *$bo (a good 

man:’ but ‘this good man’ is So in the feminine 

that woman, this woman: but ‘this old woman’ is 

d® ®er* "So. 

p 82. 1. 18 read “Thus from {to do’ ‘to. make’ corner 

the past. p|| * having done or made," 

p. S5. 1. 15 read “ Bought wood.” 

102. foot: read ‘ Palnati. p. 331.’ 

111. foot. The initials here used are explained in page 358. 

116. line 3. fq. v.5 denotes a reference to this word in the 

Dictionary. 

120. line 11. The mark § denotes that these shapes arc pe¬ 

culiar to poetry. 

p. 178. 1. 16 erase E"°'nr,oi!)oir»£&o:>. 

182. 1. 1 read, “may drop MU”—“fine cloth.” line 12 read 

“foul” 1. 18 read “cloth; and so on.” 

183. 1. 23 erase “(lime).” line 21 read “ Telaga” line 27 read 

184. 1. 15 read “ forms the,” line 27 read, or 

than* added.” 

iS5. 1. 3 read, “meaning, she is.'1 

180. foot note “Regarding Sanscrit comparatives and superlatives 
^e page 340” 



errata. 

192, 1. 13 read “ let him go,” not Met I go,’ 

203. 1. 29 read. 
1 6J * 

207. 1. 29 read “ uniting several”.“the signs of case.” 

215, 1. 28 read “ o^s$<9§ to whom ?” 

216. 1. 2 read “(incorrectly rendered.&).’> 

247. 1. 2. 3 and in page 255 line 14 and page 260, erase the 

marks ( ) 

254. 1. 26 read “meddling with quarrels.” 

260. 1. 3 read “ a series of imperatives.” 

261. note; read ‘ arx alta’ ‘thou woukTst still.’ ‘And in Ovid’s 

Met am’ fulva colrc. 

265, 1. 13 for “W. I” read i Vishnu Puran.’ 

271. The quotation from Plutarch should be placed at the head 

of the page, as a motto. 

p. 273. 1. 9 read “and yet is used in Spenser.”—line 30 read 

“by the present; equivalent.” 

274. 1. 1 read, “ il ne.” 

278. lines 6 and 9 erase “(2. W. 580” and ‘ (2 W).’1 

282. line 15 erase “(ADC 484).” 

283. 1. 27 read “ (in MI, »ee page 239).” 

290. line 2. Instead of ‘121—122,’ read ‘216.* 

291. 1. 7 read “ words are easily found.” 

296. lines 28 and 29 read Maecenas, “ Yraelto.” 

297. 1. 16 read “denotes the yati or pause.” 

298. 1. 20 read ‘^whatever: should.’ 

302. 1. 27 read ‘ tacitaque.’ 

310. 1. 14 read ‘pedantry.’ 

314. After line 12 place a new Title: “On RHYME.” line 

33 read “ Alliteration :—and,’ 

317/line 6 for 234 read ‘page [306,* 

318. line 22 erase “ TT.where are.” 

319, read “ On the DANDACAMU.” 



ERRATA. 

320. line 2 Instead of read sStf jSsfo?. 
9 

322. line 20 read * an additional short syllable.’ 

323. note. For ‘Assonants’ read ‘Asonantes.' 

324. 1. 24 read ‘ dictionary are.’ 

325. i. 2 and 3 read ‘ formulae.* 

326 1. 14 * Here, &c.’ must be erased. 

327. 1. 7 read (A, see page 343). 1. 23 read ^ 

o&) -f + £>, + And in line 30, oS"3 

Note: The Table of Verbs (p. 220, 221, 222, 223) should, in 

a future edition, be placed before the rule for the first Conju¬ 

gation : which at present is in page 04. 





THE GRAMMAR 

or THE 

TELUGU LANGUAGE. 

BOOK FIRST—On Oethogbaphy. 

The Telugu language is written from left to right, like English : 

and the best writing is upright: or sloping a little, (unlike Eng¬ 

lish) towards the left. The words are in general pronounced, fas 

in Greek) precisely as they are spelt: thus the ear is a sufficient 

guide in orthography. In the round hand used in books every 

letter stands separate as in printing. In running hand the letters 

are shaped differently, and are combined, as in English; the words 

not being divided from each other. To render the alphabet easy it 

will be requisite first to explain the principles on which it proceeds. 

Many letters have two forms : one appears in the alphabet as a 

capital or primary, and the other is secondary. Thus S, ^ 

are the alphabetical or capital forms of the vowels A, I, U, which 

are respectively called Acaram, Icaram. 

and Ucaram : because caram is equivalent to letter. 

Thus the consonants §\ X, are Ka, Ga, Cha; the mark 

abc^e each being the Talacattu or sign qf A. §, \ are Ki Gi. 

and Chi : and &, Xb, are Ku, Gu, Chu. With this last 

vowel \), the talacattu is retained, though it is not pronounced. 

1 he letters *f, X, tJS", have as secondary shapes, , q, and 

which are written under the line. Thus akka, agga, and 

a^a: which last is pronounced atsa. or-a3 azza would be 

sounded in Italian. 
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The talacattu, or A, is thus attached to most letters. Thus 

Ra, £> da, ta; but some letters write talacattu and 

9 gudi, separately. Thus ^ sa, si, pa, & pi. 

Ten consonants never use the sign talacattu : for it is sounded 

though not written. These are kha, gna, 8 ja, 8 za, gf- jna, 

<A> ta, CO na, a) ba, O la, 6*9 ra. Excepting these, it is not the 

custom to write any letter, even in the alphabet, without the 

talacattu. In modern printing, the Kannadi (or “ Cannarese”) 

types ^ arc used; which remove all doubt. 

The mark I called jada, or ottu, or vottu, is a 

breathing, and being placed under some letters, makes them aspi¬ 

rates. Thus £) Bi, Di, 8A) Bu, £)0 Du, are not aspirated. But 

Bhi, ^ Dhi, aj$5 Bhu, ^ Dhu, have the aspirate sound. 

A circle, O, is in some places used for N or M. Thus is 

anta, is amba, is pamputa ‘ to send.’ The circle 

(called sunna) is usually formed like the English letter o. 

‘Thus is angam ; but, for the sake of clearness, the form O 

is frequently used in this grammar. 

As certain consonants have the vowel A “inherent” so the 

consonant c*55 ya (of which C is the second form) has the vowel 
f Xj 

I, inherent. Eor if written without the letter OX) is l or yi. 

Tlius is po-yi (pronounced po-i) 4 having gone.’ veyyi 

(ve-i) ‘ a thousand.’ cheyyi (che-i) 4 the hand.’ 

The mark —° is called dirgham ; and is the common 

name for broad a. Thus kakara-dirgham signifies 

(IT® ka) the consonant k with a added. 

As 1 is inherent in y, COCT-0 is y* > sounded as i in machine, or 

ee in seen. 
The letter a £9 is called acaram or ‘ letter a as in 

Amelia; but the sign ^ a is called ««**» talacattu or crest. 

The letter 9 1 is called 3^6° i-ehram . hut the srffn Q i, is 

called *>* gudi • a whirl.’ The teller 6s I; is called * F'co Uca- 

ram : but the sign |J 'a called ‘ eonimu a horn 
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Instead of caram, the word twain (a word like wr-**. 

as stoutness, heaviness) is sometimes used. Thus 

these three vowels are at pleasure called 

at warn, itwam. and utwam. 

If two consonants meet, one is written without a vowel, under 

a a a 
the other. Thus nc, nacca ‘a fox.’ cue, kukka ‘adog.’ 

c c 
e a 

M]5 hi mu, ballemu ‘ a spear.’ gu r mu gurramu ‘ a 

horse.’ Here we see that B £> is written without the vowel a; and 

dU Xb has the vowel a written above it, but not pronounced. 

In the mark is It and comes between gu and ram. This 

mark shaped ^ or <s j is called ^5~0TT';5!e crara vadi. 

The letter ^ J is used in writing: but in printing it is more 

c mvenient to use the ancient forms [_ or J thus Ijf or ?f *) k ra 

This form is used in inscriptions on some ancient temples; and is 

retained in many manuscripts, both Telugu and Cannadi. 

The letter that stands on the line is pronounced first; then the 

one, or two, under it. Then the vowel above. Thus ^ is pra : 

3, 1 
and , r\M s, stri, a woman, also written ■ that is, Sj SI with 

r 

—° t and r beneath. Thus also s s that is, Sastri, 
t 

‘ a learned man. ’ r 

Sometimes a consonant is marked as “ silent •” no vowel bcim^ 

attached to it. The silent mark called sJT’uo polln is cr E~ 

added to the top of the letter instead of a vowel. Thus 

pridhac (*. c. separately,a part.) Here the mark written above k 

sii°ws that it is silent. Thus also O is the letter La;’but by ad¬ 

ding this sign it becomes q!T as in the word hal; meaning a 

consonant. So vhT ach (*. a vowel). Thus § ta becomes 

0 as in the word avas.lt ‘unexpectedly.’ The letter 
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T- sa becomes ^ as in the word tejas ‘ lustre.’ Ttuis *4 o. 

pa becomes 5 as ap i. e. water. These are Sanscrit words, 

and rarely occur in the free dialect. 

The letter ^ ]STa assumes the form r~ as in the word ooookr- 

intan 4 in the house;’ lopalan 4 within.’ 

Thi3 mark is called nacara-pollu. 

The letter R when followed by another consonant adds it 

a 
beneath, as in the word area ar or sometimes changes places 

c 

a a a 
with it and assumes the form ET~ thus £“ acr. So # tf o Dh r m 

m 
a a a a 

dharmam, may also be written tfsSsro dh m r m. So S' tf c r 

t 

ft ft Si 

carta 4 a lord’ may be written S'tfe- ctr. Thus sgpB^o p r m 

u v 
a 

puri'am 4 formerly’ may be written sgps5 s"o, p v r m. Either way 
u 

the pronunciation is the same. 

This mark is called gilaca (literally a rattle,) from a fancied 

resemblance in shape) or more usually s$e>valapala gilaka, 

which means, “ the gilaca on the right hand,” i. e. placed beyond 

the letter. 

The letters of the alphabet appear very numerous, but the rea¬ 

son is that a separate character is used for each sound, instead of 

using the same letter with two or three different sounds, as hap¬ 

pens in English. 

The consonants also are multiplied and have such a variety of 

forms, because they use a separate shape for each variety of sound. 

T has one form and Th another; K has one form and Kh another. 

And this happens also in the Greek alphabet. 

This spelling is easy ; as the letters when correctly pronoimr-ed, 

never deviate from the sound given in the alphabet. 

But a difficulty (felt by those vho have advanced far) arise-, 

from the liberty of spelling the same word in various ways. 
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The ntudent eliould provide himself with the edition, lately 

printed in the Telugu character, of the Sanscrit Bhagavad Gita. 

This will famish a good key to the character if he already knows 

the Sanscrit alphabet. 

When we have occasion to write Hindu or Mahometan names 

in English letters, too great precision would be pedantic. It is 

usual to write Bramin for Brahman, or Eramhan : and Kajahmun- 

dxy lor Itajamahendra^varam. 

When a letter is written under the line it is usually larger than 

if written on the line. 

It is not the custom to separate the words. Thus a paragraph 

looks as if it was all one word. But in printing it will be found 

easy to separate; words, as is done in English. 

The mark | is used as a comma ; and || as a period. The com¬ 

ma is used at the end of each line in poetry except the last which 

is marked with the period. 

In some Telugu printing, the English comma, semicolon, pe¬ 

riod and other stops have been introduced with good effect. 

A letter is called-axaram. An aspirated letter is called 

or likewise means a syllable. Thus 

stri ‘ a woman’ is considered to be ec axaram, a mo¬ 

nosyllable : lit. one letter. 

Unless thoroughly acquainted with the principles of spelling 

and the variations therein allowed, we shall not be able to find 

words in the dictionary. The reader must therefore pardon what 

he may consider a tedious degree of preciseness regarding ortho¬ 

graphy. 

The vowels cannot be correctly pronounced without opening the 

mouth wide, looking up, and using a loud tone. Natives complain that 
the English mumble their words.* 

The learner should write the letters on a slate, in a large flou¬ 

rishing style : this is the easiest method of attaining fluency in writ¬ 
ing. 

l b* native tutor. alv> complain that En*luh pupil, touch their motun. with 

the.r hand.: and then defile bo,»u with hand, thus dirtied. Hindu, hold ,pitll. 

“ om,natl°n. We hhould respect their prejudice,, «nd treat them kb.dly. 
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THE ALPHABET. 

Vote els. 

Qj) a O' a Q i I 6^> u (or e*£) uj ^4 fi 

(ore^u) ?A\)ru SCAT0 ru °2T or ex) lu ^ e i)e 

o3 ai 2o o cu o ^7° au. 

CcMSOT^ttfo 

Class 1st tf ca kha 

2nd. OS cha ^ chha 

3rd. &> *a & *ba 

4th. e£ ta ^ tha 

5th. pa ^3 pha 

: (in Jive classes.) 

X- ga apO glia <£■ gna. 

28 ja (Xv j,,a 2^ jna. 

& 4a $ dha Q na (hard.) 

(3 da V dha ^ na (soft.) 

20 ba «p bha ma. 

Miscellaneous. 

cX5o ya ^ ra O la $ la 5$ va. 

$ sa 5S. sha 76 sa ha cS*. xa. 

The clots placed under the letters t th d dh u 1 and s denote that 

these letters are sounded hard. They are sometimes marked with 

accents, as if t h d' d'h rf V and s'. 

Numerals. 

n -d 3 M 2 o”, l'or r oo, oo-^fo. 

1,234567 8 9 9 10 1850. 

The numerals three and seven are perpetually confounded in ma- 

nuscript. 

The first 25 consonants are arranged in sets (called varga- 

mu) having five letters in each : and on arranging these in lhe line*, 

we shall observe that the first and third letter in each line, aie sim 

pie : * but the second and fourth are aspirated. For the sake of dis¬ 

tinction the consonants that stand in the first column, being 

^ &c., are called hard : and X, 8, fi, &>, &c., in 

the third column are called r'S# soft. Thus G is the soft sound of 

k ; and P is the hard sound of B. 
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In tome places a hard initial is softened : that if, T changes into 

D ; or P into B, &tc. Thus Tammudu ‘ a younger brother’ 

changes into damrnudu, povuta 4 to go’ becomes 

bovuta, *<*->-> ‘ to fall’becomes baduta, and ? 

caluguta ‘ to he’ becomes galuguta. But a soft letter is 

never changed into a hard one. 

The expressions dentals, palatal*, labials, &cc., which are used in 

Sanscrit Grammar are needless here : or belong only to the rules 

(at the close of the volume) regarding Sanscrit words. 

In expressing the sounds in English letters, the spelling used in 

the works of Colebrooke, Jones, Wilson, and Wilkins is the most 

convenient. 

'1 he ruleR for spelling, which Native grammarians inculcate, are te¬ 

diously minute, and widely different from those used in ordinary 

writing; which they consider beneath their notice; giving rules for 

lhe poetical dialect alone. Accordingly their rules are of little use to 

a foreigner ; and my object being to assist the foreigner, the present 

grammar is so constructed as to meet his wants : the rules for the 

poetical dialect are therefore removed from the beginning to the end 

of the grammar. Indeed, we need notice no rules of permutation but 

♦ hose requisite for finding words in the dictionary. 

I he alphabet exhibits the capitals or first forms. The secondary 

form of O a being this is added to the consonants. In some 

grammars all the consonants are exhibited without vowels attached : 

but it seems useless to give forms that are not in use. 

Six consonants <£», ^ c&, gha, pa, pha, sha, sa, 

ha, use this sign, as here shewn, above the letter; but written with¬ 

out touching it. If they were joined, the letter itself would change ; 

thus, are pa, sa ; but £ ^ are va, na. 

The sound of A is that used in about, around. Thus the name 

a is pronounced Alacananda. Nala, the name of a cer¬ 

tain prince, is sounded like the Latin Nulla. £-*5 Hari, a name 

of Vishnu, is pronounced like the English word hurry. &&G 

Amara coslia (the title of a Dictionary) is written Umruuru Koahu 

by those who prefer 1 hat mode of spelling. 

In common writing, the letter* often take other shapes iho-. 
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over the letters *f, e£, §, ka. ta, ki, ti, we often see the vowei 

written-without touching the consonant. 

The nasals are placed at the ends of those classes in the alphabet 

to which they belong. 

All the nasal letters may be changed into O sunna (the sign or 

contraction for N or M) either when they are followed by a conso¬ 

nant or when they are final. Thus grandham 4 a book’ 

would according to Sanscrit rule be written ; and 

angam 4 the body’ would be written S. 

Regarding Telugu words also, instead of kinda, the spelling 

in use is §oaS. The sound remains unaltered. 

In the Devanagari alphabet, as exhibited in Wilson’s Sanscrit 

Dictionary, the appropriate nasal is retained ; but in Telugu, as in 

common Devanagari or Banglli writing, the dot or circlet is substi¬ 

tuted. Thus OeisFjtfcSo alancaram (ornament) is written 

which form alone is intelligible. This occasionally alters the place 

of a word in the dictionary. 

ON SPELLING.—THE VOWELS. 

If a word borrowed from Sanscrit ends in a long vowel, this is 

generally shortened. cala becomes cala; and Devi be- 

comes rfo Devi. Monosyllables, as sri and stri retain the long 

vowel* 

The long (or broad) a is sounded as in the English words half, 

hard, laugh. tata, 4 grandfather’ is sounded as the English pro¬ 

nounce Tartar. mata 4 a word’ like the English 4 Martyr.' 

]n t£Hofj£o A'ndhra (the learned name for Telugu) the first vowel 

is long, as though written arn. The second shape of a is 0 as in 

T&'iS tata 4 grandfather.’ This —° is called &£>e"o (long) and is, 

addea to the letters thus. 

* The short vowel A is written in eight ways in English : with five vowels 

and three dipthongs : thus (A) Ashore, Amelia, Victoria, Woman, (E) writer, 

flower, other, (I) stir, Cheshire, (O) London, son, mother, Hertford, (U) gun, 

cup, yntil, (IE) soldier, (OU) neighbour, (10) fiction, occasion. The Sanscrit 

asti and santi, become in Latin est and sunt ; the a changing into e, and into 

u. Many Sanscrit words are identical with Latin. santi Bunt, 

pravahanti provehunt. But as these instances shew, the Sanscrit vowel A is 

convertible into E, 1, 0, and U. 
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ka gp—* kl.a 7T® ga oXT° gba 

TV* v-w cha -p w chlia £T° ja jha 

dr* ta O-0 tha To-0 da Tf3 dba V or Co a* 

ta TJT* tha £T° da Tp^ dba *fr° na 

tr° pa c£r° pha aT° ha V bha 2£h> mi 

C&T* } 3 TT° » a efc)v ra la Via va 

sa c\.° sha or -j^-o sa ha i^A° xa. 

The vowel is short I as in ‘ India.’ 'Thus irri ‘ a fawn 

illu ‘ a house’ i99'i * having given.’ The word English is 

written ^ Inylishu and England is $o£o<£o Inglandu. The 

Q is called itwam as twain is the name given to the 

vowels only; while caram as Acarain, S'T’So caciiram is 

common to both vowels and consonants: the long sound is 

Itwam. The secondary shape 0 is called gUdi (like goody) 

and the long sound is £) e~o gudi-dirgham. It is sounded 

i or ee like I in machine, ravine, Louisa. Thus (JL; (a woman) is 

6tri, or stree. Lila (a comedy) is sounded Leeler. The sign 

for dirgham or the longer sound is often omitted in writing 

Added to various consonants this somewhat changes their shapes. 

Thus 

§ ki S ki ip khi ip khi ^ gi ^ gi ^ ghi ^ ghi 

or ghi. 

Hereiri we see that instead of adding the accent above, they add 

the sign ° dirgham at the end. 

£) chi chi 2j ji 2? ji £Xp jhi jhi or 5^p~~o JhT 

&0 ti d3 ti ti or eS ti 5 thi thi di di 

^ dhi ^ dhi ni ni or £^5 ni Q tj 

5 ti or |5 ti l< ti § thi § thi & di & di Q dhi A dhi 
r% ^ ^ 

P ni p ni & pi $0 pi ^ phi phi £) bi £) bl 

0 bhi |) bhl [in common writing £> cbi ^ chhi and g) bi 

5) bhi are shapea alike] Jo mi ^ nil or go mi Qx> yi 

b 
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yi (This consonant having the vowel inherent) Q ri 6 li 

Q u bn £> u <•> n s> vi vi § ?i § si £x shi 
/ 

lx sill 01- isro shl fj si fj or 9oJ-o si &r° hi ^T1' or 

Sr6 hi hi £r« hi xi JL xi. 

It will be observed that some of these letters have two or three 

torms just as happens in English. In common writing 0 li and 

<D vi are shaped alike. 

Instead of the initial (or capital forms) Q ! I they use CUO 

and CLXT73 yi which however are pronounced simply ! and I. Thus 

iccada (here) oxr°&> Idu (age) are written instead of £3^ & 

aiid The initial forms Q, are seldom used unless in 

poems and dictionaries. 

It will be observed that the six consonants ojjD gha, pa, pha, 

sha, ^ sa, ha, which have the vowel ‘ a’ written separate from 

them, likewise have the vowel Q (i) written in the same manner 

separately. 

or e*E) the short vowel U as in Superb, or oo in book. Thus 

&&£ uppu 4 salt’ puli ‘ a tiger.’ ^ nd (_^r& or is the same 

vowel long, as u in Lucy, chuse, choose oivpo in root, shoot. Thus 

uguta ‘ to swing.’ 

In common business this is best represented by bb ; thus Ramoo- 

doo for Ramudu : for in the affairs of ordinary life more precision 

in spelling would be pedantic.* 

The form e*£) is constantly used for this vowel, thus uttar- 

avu 4 an answer,’ is written ; but grammarians assert that 

this form belongs to R, as will be stated in a future page. 

The second forms are and 13”° with which ^ (the sign of a) is 

used : excepting as regards the ten letters that never use These 

are 3o 23 Sf- & F3 C.) which are written 2P 

dX), fSOj 2Tb e£X)« The rest use it as follows: 

on this iuHjri-t Prin-f )>' , remark.} in Journal of A iatic Socie<y. June, loot 

2SI 
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& ku 400 khu /So gu ghu chu chhu ^ ju 

jhu dX> tu So thu £&odu (J*0 dhu rso nu C>0 tu 

thu CSo du qS) dhu ^(i nu & p« phu 830 bu 

q£53 bhu S&0 mu c&o yu 60 ru OO lu £6 111 £) vu & su 

6JS shu pi) su ^r°o hu c5jco XU. 5(7-®, zSJ“"° are k li, chu, 

formed by adding the ° to 

Here it will be observed that the letters pa pha and va 

add the vowel in a peculiar manner. This is done to distinguish 

tfiem from ojJO gha and oSi nia. But in common hasty writing these 

distinctions are sometimes confounded. 

In like manner ^ ‘ N’ is often written for S ; and V is often 

written for P. But over S and P, when thus written, a little up¬ 

right d^sh is often placed to shew the difference, and to denote that 

the vowel ought to be separated from the consonant. 

Instead of the initial forms 63 and the consonants ^5) vu and 

vd are generally used. Thus the words uppu ‘ salt’ 

uduta ‘a squirrel’ are in the dictionary spelt and 

but in common life vuppu, and &&& vuduta. But the V or W 

is not sounded and accordingly the sounds are uppu, uduta, or oop- 

poo, oodoota. 

The short u when it is final is written indeed, but is very often 

(like the silent e in hare, ride) dropped in pronunciation. Thus 

^r&chenu ‘ a field’ is always called v§§"" chen ; 3^60 batu ‘ a duck’ 

is pronounced bat ; stop ! stop ! is pronounced 

Tarl ! Tai l! or Til Tal ! fiSbjS^T6^ ‘ a he buffalo’ in like 

manner is called^ dunnapot. Words that end in Soo mu as 

beramu ‘ merchandize’ caramu * acrid’ are always 

pronounced ~£tfo beram ^60 caram. In such words the final U 

is necessary only in poetry : for in Telugu as in French verse each 

syllable is enunciated. In the words borrowed from Hindustani 

English or other languages (and which have a final silent consonant) 

as fir 3 ad (a complaint) vakil (a pleader) book, major, line, number, 

(the English words)the Telugus do indeed add a final u, thus 
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sSi<x3, aw?£ , '$ozz&t jQ^fSowcSb • they write the vowel U, but do not 

pronounce it. 

At the end of a verse in poetry, the syllables (DO, ? j&, often 

drop their vowels and are contracted into eT", §~. Thus be¬ 

comes and ^o<5§6,a> become ^r»o^9of”. 

But vulgar, copyists instead of dropping the vowel, lengthen it; 

thus <6?5b€>r») -sr^ogSbj6cn># 

Many lelugu words use the vowels A and U in the second sylla¬ 

ble at pleasure; thus valaga, or ■sr»<ooX' valuga, wotfskoeu or 

uo£&sSx>tx), or 'So&rtb, £>0r «$05sSx>5 wejS' ataca, or S3&x>5* 

atuca. The same happens in verbs, thus para^uta, s^XexiC^ 

may at pleasure be spelt paruquta, 

'6ewS’doxk£jt or dropping both vowels parquta, <6<y_Oox5ocj 

palkarin^uta. Accordingly if we do not find one form in the die' 

tionary we must,look for the other. 

The short vowel &XX) is n or roo as in the words rig, rich, trick, 

rook, brook. Thus 2000L. rishi * a prophet’ zxn&d rutuvu ‘ a season’ 

2^orac5bo debt. The second form is as in trinti ‘satisfaction’ 

S^j6 cripa ‘ favor’ *^o*^ Sanscrit. 

In common writing, the letters zu and g"-0 zu are often shaped 

exactly like the vowels 11 an(* cOOCP ru. And instead of the 

capital woo they use 00. Thus is written But this is 

wrong. 

The vowel is aiso written (hut, not pronounced) along with 

fcyo. Thus V) erf <) grl prf srf, &c. But * tripti is 

generally, though not correctly spelt trnpti and &>o griham 

^a house) is wrongly written ; while krushna or 

krishna, (a certain name) is vulgarly written &)£ and vai“ 

enti is written 2§3^0.* 

• The vowel *2 La as in will rwn, shall tend, is rarely used, and the learner may 

safely neglect it. Indeed 00 (that is, the consonant L) is generally substituted. 

Thus clnpta 5 (short) is written §oj6 a°d pronounced clupta. Ihe word 

pluta ‘ extension’ is written Plava the name of a year is pro- 
M 00 

nounced like the 'English word Plover. In fact °2 is peculiar to a few Sanscr*» 

words, and ought to be pronounced lri as in bell-ringer. 
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The short vowel o) is E short, as in Bella, Betty, periphery. 

Thus oiffcsSw enumu * a she buffalo’ Telugu or 'S&Xb.Tenugu* 

(the name of this language) Chenna-Patnam, the original 

name (still in use) of Madras, (jr*-?) vrase 4 he wrote’ pullkS 

he spoke.’ If such words are written in English characters the 

addition of h (vraseh, palikeh) will conveniently shew that the 8 is 

to be sounded as a syllable : not being silent. I bus in Latin bone, 

tal8, male. 

The long vowel oj is e long as in the French words meme, bleme 

and the Persian words shekh, sher, der; different from the sound given 

in English to the vowel a in name, or same. Thus erai ‘ w'hat’ 

enuga * an elephant’ ^ r5 tone * honey’ ledi ‘an antelope 

lellu * antelopes.’ 

The short vowel a is vulgarly changed into e in a few words. 

Thus gaddi ‘ grass' is pronounced geddi, X'o^S'o, T{o$(o. 

The word vela ‘ time’ is written and pronounced v3*Ua* 

These are mere vulgarisms and should be avoided. So nedari 

‘lout’ leka ‘without* l5tf leta ‘soft’ become n-yadari, 

I-y5ca, **"*,§ ® l-y ata; while veta ‘venison’ (the common 

word also for a sheep) becomes and cS£r»*o v-yata and yata. 

By a similar error, which is universal, the words beginning with 

iS or 0, &c., are perpetually written and ; thus to 

do is almost invariably written ^dabj^o; anj ^3c£)l> (to arrive) 

; x3<$ cheta (by) chepa (a fish) are usually written xT*#, 

chata, chapa: because the illiterate spell by the ear alone, 

o batta-meka ‘ a bustard’ is pronounced vulgarly butter-maker, 

a suburb becomes p-yata, ~tij teta ‘clear’ becomes 

So a name (instead of peru) becomes 

p*yaru. And (as vulgarism is capricious) the contrary happens: 

thus #630 sarlram ‘the body’ is always written ^630 seriram. 

This must be remedied in searching for a word in the dictionary. 

The correct spelling is uniform : the vulgar forms are devoid of rule; 

• It is high time to abolish the absurd name Gentoo which was introduced by 

th* fortugueze, and is ignorantly used by some persons for the name ‘ Telugu.'/ 
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and various people use various spellings. They often know and ac 

knowledge these deviations to be wrong, and entirely approve the 

more correct mode of spelling. Among ourselves orthography has 

only in late years become fixed: our ancestors cared little for the 

spelling even of proper names. 

The final short It is sometimes written e. Thus £>oa3S\ 
lO ' 

allied, pentica are written allikc, pentike. 

The second forms are —=> e and -5,e. Thus £ k'O ke "Ip khe 

IjS khe "X ge "X g* ghe “1^0 ghe, kc. 

The long vowel differs from the short only by adding the C mark 

above called pollu; which in ordinary writing is omitted. 

Thus the long and short vowels are written alike. Sanscrit writing 

never uses the pollu ; but the sound is invariably long. 

In the copies of the Telugu Poems which have been transcrib¬ 

ed for me (now amounting to some hundred volumes) the spelling 

has been left as it was in the original. To rectify the vulgar errors 

would have been an endless task: the spelling has been rectified 

only in those volumes which have been prepared for printing. 

The shapes —=> —£ are drawn from right to left, (backwards) and 

—« the sign of a is drawn (forwards) the opposite way. Thus S u 

is ka, but ”§ is ke, and $ is ke. Accordingly we have these forms 

Ip khe, ~7\ ge, ghe, IS gne, ^ che, ^ chhe, gp jne, 

je, jhc, te, ~$J the, de, 4he,. ne, H te, 

the, 1o do, dhe, £) nc, ”o0 pe, phe> ”2> be, 

bhe, “So me, "cOD ye, re, re, ""<3 le, \e, 

“S ve, ^5 se, ~l\ she, se, he, *&. xe. And if 

the accent is added, thus "t ke, khe, "X ge> ghe, &c. the 

vowel becomes long. 
Instead of the initial form of cO e (which is confined to poems and 

dictionaries.) So yt is in use. Thus for •>**> evadu ‘ who’ 

eccada ‘where’ enimidi ‘eight’ enduku ‘why’ we 

write and pronounce yevadu, ) eccada, c&.ijOStofi', )eni 

midi. o^Cd&So yenduku. And the long vowels as kV'o, 

are always changed into cXrrW'o or c&>«r°o, kc. 
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The letter Y though thus written (the learned say) ought not af- 

feet the pronunciation. 

The vowels A and E are in vulgar writing used for one another: 

chiefly in initial syllables. Thus onimidi ‘eight’ is written 

d&Jb&o© yanimidi; is spelt dtfcjf & j evvaru becomes 

yavvaru. 

It will be observed that the six letters over which the vowel G) i 

is written without touching them, likewise have e and e written in 

the same manner. 

oO ai; °^,Se$0 ais-war-yam, (prosperity) aik-yam ‘ united¬ 

ness.’ This is sounded as the English sounds of sky. like, heights. 

Words beginning with this vowel use the shape S3 in the diction¬ 

ary, (See rules for finding words in the dictionary) but in common 

use this is laid aside, and ^cxo ayi is substituted. Thus I 

became is written ayinanu. Under the vowel Q it has 

b*en shewn that OCD yi is used for i, and in fact does not retain the 

sound y (which is reckoned as a consonant) thus a-yi-na-nu is pro¬ 

nounced ai-nanu. The second form is T~® ; thus Kai, Khai, 
1 Q_ r~i 

~~R gai, &c. 
o— 

The forms therefore are as follows: 

"3 9^ &c. 
Q  O  O— Q  o  Q  Q  Q  O  Q  O  qJ_ Q  

This vowel must always be expressed by AI in English—never 

by Y. Thu8 £3)$ is nairruti, not nyruti; is paicam,.not 

py-cum; is «ain-yam, not synyam. If it is written Y, this 

leads to uncertainty, as will be seen in the remarks on the conso¬ 

nant Y. For the letter Y is, in Sanscrit and in Telugu, always a 

consonant; and cannot be used without a vowel following it. 

The vowel &, is b as in Sophia, Police, produced, Moravia, poten¬ 

tial, Located. Or the french words folle, monnoie, montagne. The 

longer sound is that which occurs in the Persian words sh5r, top, 

mor, or in the French words lorgner, monde, fosse. 

These initial foims are found in the dictionary, but are laid aside 

in common use. ^>v6 and vo being substituted.* 

‘ The a,Ph“het is called onamalu from the words 

* ® r which is to Hindus what the liismillah is to Musulmans. 
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But the consonant V if followed by U or O is not pronounced. 

Thus is simple o and is iong 6. 

2-6$ oppu * right’ is usually written 

2-^*3 ocati 4 one’ is written or even 3 S'*3. 

ottuta 4 to press’ is written 

ogu ‘ wicked’ is written "^rXb. 

^£>2* opica ‘ patience’ is written "Sy’&lf. 

Ls&omarnu ‘bishop’s weed,’ is written “^p,s5oi£o. 

Elsewhere the long vowel is changed into. ; thus tne word for 

a boat or ship is always written and pronounced vilda; unless in 

poems, where it is written oda. 

The short 6 has two forms, viz. co, ft 5 go, ^9^° kho, 

&c., and the second form is ~^xO gho, Hpy jho, *&>) mo, o3oo J o, 

po, ^)VO. &c. Thfe second form is compounded of -=> e an0 

the sign of u. 

This compound form is used by all consonants: but all do not 

use the simple form. The simple forms are these; 

^ dr° tho ar° 4o <^r 4h0«r> 
If S-’ f ?5”° bo bho 5^ ro lo. Four letters have 

a peculiar shape po ^T° pho sho so. 

All these may be made long by adding the accent, thus S'-6 co, 

ft”’5 go, &c. 

Some are elongated by adding ° (dirgham) to the second form, 

as §0 o co, kho, &c. pd, vo, no. 

Thus e and u compounded (like eau in French) become o. But 

four letters omit the sign Q when the vowel is long, “^pyo ghd, 

~13cyro jho, mo, 533"° yd. Thus one commu is omitted: but 

uneducated persons often use n>y. 

It is a very common error io write the long o, instead of the short 

6. Thus are written ^02503. This does 

not affect the pronunciation: which remains short. 

The vowel au or ow, as in cow, out, mount; but it is com¬ 

pounded of A and U; and accordingly in common writing the initial 
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• hape £* is never used; avu or awu, being substituted; and 

the V or VV being silent as already shewn, this is pronounced aw or 

au. Thus awU or avuta (to become) which in the dictionary 

is Z?auta pronounced like the English word outer. Thus ^ 

audaryam ‘generosity’ aunn^tyam ‘loftiness’ are commonly 

written but the pronunciation remains unal¬ 

tered. In these Sanscrit words this change is not approved.* 

The sign jg (very needlessly) retained in combination with au 

as regards some letters. Thus sSj7"-0 mau, ° ya,h hau. 

The following are the shapes used, 

T° W" X° 53 3" ^ ^ 6T1 

w" S' fp fT S’ IT S’ ^ 
ir ir* ssr^ ^ S’ 
^ t5? ^r° ^ 3? 

'T hroughout the grammar I have used the common forms of the 

initial vowels. For the sake of uniformity in the dictionary, how¬ 

ever, monosyllabic forms of ai and au are used. Thus for the words 

payita (a woman’s veil) and ^^2?cavuzu (a partridge) we 

must use the spelling and Sanscrit words invariably use 

the monosyllabic forms. Telugu words use these or the dissyllabic 

forms at pleasure. Poets adopt whichever form suits the metre ; 

thus cau-gi-li (an embrace) is a dactyl formed of a long sylla¬ 

ble and two shorts. But this may be written cavugill (four 

shorts) or by inserting O (that is N,) poets write cavungtlt 

whereby the second syllable becoftnes lotig. 

Thus, besides the forms exhibited in the alphabet the vow els take 

the following forms; both in poems and in every day business. 

• Few of the Telugus are able to pronounce the short vowel 0 in the English 

words lost, hot, horse, top, God, law, lord, order, which they make 

"7r*<£b? er*, er»£b, thus born becomes barn, God, 

guard, and former, farmer. In the Telugu newspapers Hong Kong is spelt 

»£r*C*o Hangu-Kangu. In English neither sound is used unless in some 

districts as Derbyshire wnere honey and more are pronounced in the aneient 

manner: the sounds are quite different from those of rod and rode. 

C 
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O » becomes < K', 

^ 4 . <S£n> 
' . CCD 

* . cocro 

^ u . «S) 

^ 5 . 

3C&) ri . & 

* . '3> 

°3 « . c§i 

S3 =»> . C3ccu 

& » . ■$> 

^ 5 . £■* 

2T3 HU .<. 

200J"* ru and °2Tlu are not in use. 

y* 

ya 

y* 

y» 

vu (but sounded u ot 06) 

vu (sounded u or 66) 

rd or 5 ri 

ye (or wrongly, ca£> ya) 

ye (or wrongly, <3Sj-*>va) 

a-yi 

ro, wo, or o^Od yo 

vo, w5, or 633“° yo 

a-vu, awu. 

A short vowel is called hraswamu, hras 

waxaram, or*****^ laghuvu: each of which Words literally means 

(levis) light; as opposed to rtbcfc^) guruvu 4 heavy’ which is the same 

as &£>e-o dirgham 4 long a vowel which is long by nature as 

a, i, &c., is called dirgham: but it is called guru if long 

either by nature or position; that is by being followed by two con¬ 

sonants. Thus in the words anta ‘all’ anna 4 elder bro 

ther’ tammudu * younger brother’ &c. &c., the first vowel is 

short; but is guru being followed by two consonants. The word <ju 

ru is chiefly used in prosody.* 

* In the Rambler, No. 90, Johnson uses the preferable expressions strong and 

weak syllables. These words are referred to in various parts of Telugu Gramms < 

and therefor* are here noticed. They are also used regarding the X’r3|j6‘£ro0o 

or Tahle of (tfr»*£oex>) Prosodial feet: wherein the sign j (a short upright line i 

is used fonvaAor*, and ^ (our mark for short) denotes long. As the quantify ,.t 

every syllable is evident to the eye, scanning is perfectly easy, and the mai n • | 

and are rarely used. We may therefore without any inconvenience u > *' . 
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On the Consonants. 

The first 25 consonants, as shewn in the alphabet, stand in fi\e 

lines, each of which contains four letters besides a nasal.« 

The four letters which thus form one line are often looked upon 

as equivalent. This particularly happens as regards initials changed 

by grammatical rule; which will be explained elsewhere. The 

“ Primary” letters S' £> 6 ka, cha, ta, ta, pa, are changed in¬ 

to “ Secondaries” and respectively become X & & tS 20 ga. ja, da, 

da, ba, or X ^ £$ CS sS ga, sa, da, da, va. 

The sounds of many consonants require no explanation. Thus : 

S' ka X ga -CS cha £ ja ^ na ^ pa & ba £0 ma c£6 ya 

^ ra O la S5 va sa Kr® ha are usually pronounced like the cor¬ 

responding English letters as sounded in Kate, Gate, chase, jackal, 

no, put, be, me, you, row, low, vale, sale, hale. The letter G is 

always hard, thus *g inn eh ‘a cup’ and ~Xtwi£> gcluru ‘ to con¬ 

quer but it is never pronounced soft as in George. 

The aspirates are the following. 

kha as in ‘park-house;’ 4 buck-horn '^x> gha as in * log- 

house,’ ‘ stag-horn ;’ tp chha as in 4 coach-horse ;’ Qjp as in ' hedge¬ 

hog ;’ S’ tha as in 4 cart-horse ;’ ££ Dh, as in 4 bid-him tha 

as in ‘ but-him 4 not here ;’ tha as in ‘ ad-here pha as in 

‘ up-here bha as in ‘ club house.’ 

The learned affirm that aspirates are peculiar to Sanscrit, and 

never should be used in native Telugu words. Thus they wish us 

to write those words without the aspirates : dora ‘ a master’ 

marks found in Latin and Greek. Iu reading verse, the natives use particular 

chanting tones which to our ear are far from agreeable. It is such as the Romans 

used, according to Ovid, Arte 3,345 \ cl tibi composite cantetur e pistol a voce. This 

passage should have been noticed in Monk’s Life of Bentley, Vol. II., p. 324. See 

Smollet’s remarks (Humphrey Clinker, letter of 13th July,) “ Every language has 

it s peculiar recitative” &c. Natives are accustomed to read in a very loud voice • 

whenever we find this disagreeable, we merely nued remark 68oOrib5b > 

TT* v5Ss50£. The student will find it useful to read the first two sections 

of the chapter or Prosody. 
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~/r*0 gali ‘ wind’ gatti * strong’ kobbera ‘ cocoanut ker¬ 

nel’ duinukuta to leap,’ zancuta * to fear,’ eg 

dat$i ‘a girdle: but in this they are not countenanced by general 

use, which gives the aspirate to these words ; viz., dhora, 

ghali, ghatti, khobbera, dhuraukuta, &po§o 

jhankimjuta (HD. 2. 901) also &V>o5jhancuta, and 

dhatti. 

The capital shapes ot the consonants are given in the alphabet. 

But some of them take another torm, without Talacattu, when writ¬ 

ten beneath the line. Thus £* is the capital form, and ^— or — 

is the second form of ka; in the words lecca (an account) 

palcu (a word.) Thus SSo is ma; but the second shape is —& as in 

the name ^ Manmathudu (Cupid) or marmam 

* a secret.* 

The following are the letters with their second shapes. Some of 

which (as Ba) are nearly the same as the capital shapes. 

X kka X gga £$ dgha chcha or rra ■£) chchha 

o~“ 0 cpj XJ 9 

23 jja or zza 8 
ei oop 

ijha tta &) ttha 44a 44^a 
eo © a 9 

Q nna £> tta ttha 
© 

6 dda 
a 

(5 ddha 
9 

^ nna 

•£\ ppa 4 ppha bba JS 
?j 

SS^ mma cS£ yya 

^ or rra (also 6© rra) 
e© 

O Ha 
oo 

? 11a 
co - 

^ vva 

ssa sheha 
ri 

^ ssa. 

In some of these combinations the upper letter is different from 

the lower as ( a) because the other combinations (ns gv) are 

wrong; though they sometimes occur in writing. Native tutors 

would teach us about a hundred more combinations, though well 

aware that they are never used. 
The pronunciation oLsorae consonants is peculiar. Thus ST clia 

and gj ja are sometimes soltened into 9a (or tea, as in hot-sun, Bet¬ 

sy) and z or ds (as in swordsman.) The softer sounds 9a and za 

are peculiar to Telugu, ana the harder sounds cha, ja, originate in 

Sanscrit: no Sanscrit word can use the soft sounds. 
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The letters £$■ and £> take the hard sound with (I, E, E’ AI,) Q 

^ Thus chippa ‘a plate’ ton chima ‘an ant’ 

chepputa ‘to say’"^(6 jerri 4 a centipede’ jerri-potu ‘a 

cobra de capello’ chenu 4 a field’ jena 4 a span’21?^ 

chaitramu 4 the name of a month' and 2*^ Jaimini 4 a certain name. 

AU these take the hard sound. But -t3o^£><*&> chandrudu 4 the 

moon’ chacachakyamu ‘ brilliancy’ chorudu 4 a 

thief being words of Sanscrit origin give the hard sound of cb. 

And jalamu ‘water’ 8T*e>j£x> jalainu ‘a net’ jlvamu, 

‘ life’ give the hard sound of J. 
w 

The following words being Telugu, give the soft sounds ; 

jalamu anger’ ^acuta 4 to extend’ £otu ‘a place’ 

55 va^cuta ‘ to come’ 7x^133 ^oc^u^unnaru ‘ thpy enter’ 

which might be spelt in English letters tsalam, tsatsuta, tsdtu, vat- 

suta, sossusunnaru.* 

And . the soft sound (dz) of is perceived in the Telugu words 

zabbu 4 slow’ "Sk sSx> bezzamu 4 a hole or bore’ zodu 4 a 

pair’ which might be written dzabbu, bedzamu, dz5du. In common 

writing the letter 23 is wrongly shaped like ZX) bu. 

Instances wherein the consonant is doubled. pi^i or pichr.hi 

(foolish) is pronounced like the English word pitchy ; and 55 ^ va99eh 

(he came) is pronounced like vat-cheh. z&'&K mazziga ‘ butter-milk’ 

is pronounced madjiga; and gazzelu (anclets) would accord* 

ing to English ear be written gud-jelloo. 

In some grammars and in some recent editions of poems, the nu¬ 

merals o and —2) (1 and 2) have been placed over these letters : one 

denoting the soft, the other the hard sound. But the principle is so 

easily understood that marks (which indeed few understand) are su¬ 

perfluous.t 

• This is the German sound of C; for in the names of the letters in the Ger- 

man Alphabet the letter C is called Tsav, and Z is called Tsett 

t The mutation of $a, into sta is obvious in the verb : where the participle 

che-yu-tsu is at pleasure spelt chestu : thus the sounds of S and 

T change places. 
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In the rustic or ancient pronunciation, the Telugus use the soft 

Bounds alone. Thus we frequently hear the words ^j^chinna, 

chappu, jilugu, jemudu pronounced ^inna, $eppu, zi- 
lugu, zennidu. 

They in like manner mispronounce Sanscrit words. 

The soft sounds are common in Irish, where true, dry See., are 

pronounced thrue, dhry, Sec. 

The nasal sound 2Z gna or ng of the first varga or class is like n 

in the word mignionetle or in opinion. It occurs in the common words 

•ar»acr°,e;s£o vang-mu-lamu 1 a recorded deposition or statement.’ Like 

all other nasals, it is usually changed into O as in the word &oXc 

ansjam c the hodv. 

The nasal of the second varga or class is and never appears 

alone : being always written under the letter 25 j, as in the word 

jnapacamu 1 recollection’ and jnanamu ‘know¬ 

ledge’ san-jna, ‘ a sign.’ These words are usually though 

not correctly pronounced gyapa-camu, gya-nami:, 

t'xg saugya. 

In teaching Sanscrit or Telugu the teacher is obliged continually 

n make his pupils pronounce harder than they fancy requisite. 

The letters Ta, & L)a, and £3 Na, are harder, and the letters 

§ Ta, o5 Da, and 1 Na are softer, than the sound they have in 

English* 

The hard I> is often pronounced nearly like R. thus Re- 

/.avada becomes Bezoara. 

The distinction between the hard and soft T is perceived in these 

words. 

a stab a beast 

a fort cutting 

a song old 

W h the bark of a tree a grandfather 

on a bow strange 

eo 
evil —o rubbish 

# The soft D and the soft T are used in modern Creek : as is shewn <u t)ail«- 

wiv’s Constantinople 
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&kx> 
60 limit intoxication, pride 

ttxr* to a bundle a cover 

ten millions a monkey 

x3 x$<ba evijg 
no ^3 goto hands 

s!T®ii3 
60 husk ©■**& friendship 

ST* £3 
60 short, not tall sr>d a rag 

6*3 
60 mere, only 6 a a wick 

063 
60 reviling 0 d a bag 

4*3 
60 holding, a list i6 0 silk 

r*3. 
60 binding ro a sword 

The distinction between the hard and soft D is important. 

a speck a bush 

powder .ir*© a pouch 

waste bed of a tree 

jbotf (adv.) fully blame, reproach 

Ct a boil 
o vulture 

o a door ©0 
<a correcting 

<# 
an egg, the eye-ball Kofifc 

Q a blow with the fist 
toodi 

c* a bottle 9J0© 
<♦> sense 

sfr*afcxb length sJPficto the udder 

a bough a flock 

~sr» do he ■*r*d&> battle, quarrel 

to slip out to blow 
j6& having fallen Jfc© ten 

c* fallen «ofiS 
o a bit 

having fruited dbo© a pig 

In the negative verbs some masculines end in the hard sounn 
some feminines or neuters in the 

-7 
soft sound. Thus, 

he becomes not T"«fc she becomes not 
"tifiSb he lives not she lives not 
T'dk he comes not tr*& she comes not 
^cdS^b he will not stay she will not stay 
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oS £6 he gpeaks not she ppeaks not 

he hears not ehe hears not. 

This aorist form is used in all verbs. The following call for par- 

ticular attention; 

he cannot write |jr*ce&~e££> he did not write 

■5r*£oiJessSl5£c> he cannot read he did not read 

The difference between the following words is equally important, 

crimson a waterfall. 

And between soft and hard L. 

To too lice 
r*> names 

jo to flow 
o> 6tones 

"5~° *00 a leg nr% legs. 

The hard sound of £3 is exemplified in the words kaniti ar 

elk’ and canuzu ‘a partridge.* 

The letters P Ph B Bh M call for no remarks in addition to whfct 

is stated already regarding aspirates. 

The letter Y is always a consonant, and requires the addition of a 

vowel. Thus t3cs£o£o che-yu-ta ‘ to do’ che-yyi * the hand’ 

co-yya ‘wood’ bi-yya-mu ‘rice’ a-vy-a ‘sir.’ 

Likewise in Sanscrit words as pad-ya-mu ‘stanza’ fT«cc«jsSx> 

nya-ya-mu ‘justice’ S'jSg can-ya ‘a virgin’ rkn>Cfcg&b sur-yudu ‘the 

sun.’ When yy occurs in a name we may conveniently express it 

by ii. Thus *3o§'cs6^ Venk-ayya and Su-rayya (certain 

names) may be written Venkiia and Suriia. 

The letter ^ ‘ y’ is denominated 8csfi£ or §cS£r°s<&. 

The letter R is a fruitful source of idle disputation among the 

learned: some of whom assert that in certain words, as 

•5oS&, ^ , &c., we ought to use the obsolete form s&e5&} 

S’g. It is sufficient to point out that the shape 6© is obsolete, and 

we may safely neglect it. In ancient times the two letters varied so 

far in so md that they were not allowed to rhyme together: and the 

excellent poet who wrote the Telugu version of the Sri Bhagavat is 
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blamed by pedants for neglecting this refinement. The letter ^ is 

< ailed *5bo©l$^-and the letter &0 is called 

When R is connected with a consonant, with no vowel between, it 

may be written thus; S’carta ‘Lord’ S’gtzSx> carmamu * act’ 

marinamu a ‘secret.’ Or the mark called s5e>^ohe;§' js placed 

beyond: thus S'«ko, six>. 

The letter R in such places must always be clearly pronounced as 

is the practice of 4.h« Scotch and of the Germans. 

In some printed books the silent R is shaped 5~. Thus 

carta. This is chiefly used in foreign words ; as Governor, 

senior, junior. 

Many puref Telugu words have a liberty of adding R to the ini¬ 

tial consonant: thus [&**, <5^, tova, trova,dova, drova, 

all mean ‘a road.’ cotta (new) may be spelt crotta: and 

§o« kinda (under) may be spelt \ fptS krinda : thus in English there 

are words that resemble others in the initial, as cave, crave, gave, 

grave ; tie, try, die, dry ; cape, crape, gape, grape ; pay, bay, pray, 

bray, couch, or crouch, babble, or brabble, petty or pretty. Chaucer 

writes dioil for toil, prin for pin, grit for girt, and brids for birds. 

Spenser writes thrust for thirst (F. Q. 3. 7. 60.) A similar liberty is 

found in all languages of the Celtic family. In English these are Se¬ 

parate words, but in Telugu they are often only various spellings of 

the same word. For this reason, in the dictionary I have mingled 

these four classes; as I and J, or U and V were long mingled in the 

* The obsolete e*9 R and C the serai circle have wept even into some of th 

books printed under ray directions. These letters ought to be set aside and no 

allowed a place at the compositor’s table. The letter R is written under the letter 

*nd shaped thus w (crara-vadi) in the Burmese language. The letter G is als 

shaped like the form o. The letter H i, also aimilar. *Somc other characters ale 

are evidently cognate. 

t By the “ pure Telugu words- T»u»fc) or «• Radical Tel«g„~ grm 

manans intend such as are not derived from Sanscrit. This will hr , - , 

the e„d of the Grammar in remark, o„ Etymology. The pHoc^.f 

nd . ansent spelling arc widely different: but as it is requisite to explain both 

- e reader wtll observe that each rule, a, meotioo ouc of ,hear languages „ 

D 
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English dictionaries. While the consonants were classed separately, 

in the Telugu dictionary, this uncertainty regarding the initial often 

rendered it requisite to search for a word in three or four places be- 

fore it came to light. By mingling the initials, and excluding the 

optional R, all the various modes of spelling usually appear in the 

same page. This arrangement diminishes the size of the dictionary; 

as formerly two or more forms were inserted; and were explained 

separately or referred to another page. 

The expediency of the present arrangement of the du:ti<4t#ry will 

be hourly felt in reading: a native assistant or instructor, whan - 

ed whether we are to look for the word in question, under the -mi 

mary initial K or the secondary G; under Ch or J and 

are all the same word, meaning mischief, harm) under M o' D 5 

under P or B; under s or ^ s, is very apt to reply that either sp£ - 

ing is equally good. 

The letter O is L as in Telugu. The letter v is the sam* 

> pronounced harshly, turning the tongue upwards: thus "^pellu 

* names’ r*#? collu ‘birds.’ Certain Sanscrit words always use O 

and others always use $. 

The letter V or W; this is generally sounded V; thus, 

vadu ‘that man’ <L&> vldu ‘this man cvatlu who. In 

Sanscrit words it ought to be pronounced V as vayasu ‘age’ 

vina ‘ a lute ;’ but in many Telugu words the sound is more 

like W, thus ^ vatti ‘mere’ is usually sounded watti. The learn¬ 

ed generally us^the sound V, the illiterate often use the sound W. 

In English words the Telugus find V hard to pronounce; usually 

changing it into W. When it is doubled, as in 4)&:$ Puvvu il 

Bower’ covvu ‘fat’ 8$$$ davvuna ‘afar’ it is usually pro¬ 

nounced as W, thus pu-wu, co-wu, da-wuna. In common talking 

the V is often dropt: thus vida (hunting, the chase, venison, a 

goat) is generally changed into **>*> jeta and <*r* jdla. Else¬ 

where V changes into O. Thus ««• (vufrcheh) ‘ he came, is 

pronounced ~$) ^ o<,'(;e. 

The three letters £ sa Sx sha ami $ sa are as different In sound 

as the English words sharp, action, soul. They are exemplified «« 
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’in* names tf sSao Sanivaramu ‘Satur¬ 

day’ Inxmivaramu 4 Thursday’ Somavaramu ‘Monday.’ As distinct 

names are convenient, some call these santi-sacaramn, 

S's^3x-5'®t5sSx> cashta-shacaramu, *&> sulabha-sacaramu: 

others use the words tsVs*, sl|-, Any three words in a simi¬ 

lar order are more easily remembered than the grammatical phrases 

4 labial, dental, and palatal.’ 

The learned state that $ Santi-Sacaramu, belongs solely to words 

of Sanscrit origin: and wish us to exclude it from all Telugu words. 

Thus they think ‘must’ ought to be written iSe>£>j6©: and 

*5$, should be t3J\ But the voice of the 

nation is against them : and common usage is the best guide in this 

matter. 

The word h?, or “ blest, happy, auspicious” is auperstitious- 

ly placed at the beginning of papers and books; but in government 

business at Calcutta this is forbidden: and books printed at Madras 

omit it at pleasure. 

The consonant '£r*> H takes peculiar forms with the various vow¬ 

els ; thus ha '£r€ ha £r° or oT° hi £r* or ^oT° hi 

hu hri ^oT0 he he hai ho 

ho or ho hau. 

The interjection aha denotes yes. 

The letter 0J-0 H is sometimes pronounced as F. Thus 

Jihva, pronounced jifva, (ignorantly written Jimha) is the 

Sanscrit name for the tongue. S3-g«cso ahladam (afladam) delight. 

It sometimes changes places, in pronunciation, with the letter written 

under it. Thus the name Bramha (a name of God) is written 

Brahma. And the name for a bramin is written (JObrah. 

manudu but pronounced bramhanudu.* 

When the letter H is silent (that is, is without a vowel) it is ex¬ 

pressed by two dots or circles, viz. g which is called uo visargalu. 

Thus in Danish Hval is the name for a whale. In Swedish Ilrad is what and 

Ilvar is where. See ltae Wilson’s Norway and Sweden 1S2G, page [60] Appendix. 
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And it is the custom to repeat after this the vowel that precedes it ; 

thus swatah is voluntarily, pronounced swataha, T7°&% 

Ramah (a proper name) is pronounced Ramaha; as if it was writ¬ 

ten The word ££>®4)3x> dubkhamu, pain is pronounced 

Dukhamu. 

The letter csha, more conveniently expressed by X; is a com¬ 

pound of ka and S&. $ha; and is sounded like ct in action, di¬ 

rection, section. Thus axi ‘the eye’ ^6^ parixa ‘examina¬ 

tion’ axaramu ‘ a letter of the alphabet.’* 

The letter X is placed by the native authors at the end of the 

alphabet. In Wilson’s Sanscrit Lexicon it is placed with the letter k. 

The Telugus are as negligent in spelling as the English were be¬ 

fore the days of Johnson. The words borrowed from Sanscrit are 

often misspelt. Thus strl ‘ a woman’ is often written §rT 

‘ fortune’ and vice versa. The word annam ‘ food’ is constantly 

written and pronounced The word Bramhanudu 

is frequently mispronounced Biamanudu. 

On the Sunna and Half Sunna. 

It has already been stated that the circle or cipher o called sunna 

is used as a substitute for a nasal letter. But it is wrong, though 

customary, to place it in conjunction with ^ N or M. When N 

or M occurs double as the vulgar write or 

even and 

When sunna is followed by a consonant of tbe first four classes 

(varga) it is N ; but the remaining letters (pa, pha, ba, bha, ma, ya, 

ra, la, va, sa, sha, sa, ha, xa,) sound it as M; and it likewise is M 

whenever it stands at the end of a word. Thus the word Sanscrit 

•(Oo*^ *s pronounced sams-cru-tam. The Sanscrit words 

eso conversation, •c&o;3'c*6o doubt, are pronounced sam-vadam, sam- 

Sayam. When followed by Y, the sunna is pronounced, nasally : 

thus 1&od6S)o say-ya-mi, ‘a hermit,’ cSj-oX'sSx) say-yogamu, ‘junc¬ 

ture:’ here the nasal sound of n is used, as in some French words, 

• The letter X is in Spanish pronounced like sk. Thus Texiera and Xeres are 

aounded Teishira and Sheres, or Sherry. 
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Men, sien, chien, requin. Thus sunna is ivritlen full but only half 

pronounced. 

These words are Sanscrit; but in some Telugu words the letter C 

called the half sunna or semi-circle is used by some grammarians* 

but in common use the circle alone is used : though it sometimes is 

pronounced full N, as in the English words song, long. 

The spelling used in ordinary writing deviates from that approved 

by the learned. Thus atandu is pronounced atydu. 

The learned assert that the semi-circle is peculiar to verse, and that to 

use it in prose is absurd.f 

The following observations regarding the circle and semi-circle 

need not be read by beginners. They can only be understood by 

those who have made some progress in the language. 

In some particular words the sunna is inserted after a short sylla¬ 

ble. Thus tammudu may .become tammundu ; 

becomes *2^0ason-in-law; 
f*> (*) ' 60 ’ CO 

M. 17. 1. 55 or o?fc an elephant. 13ex>No or "3ex>ortb. 

The sunna thus inserted is called 63-^o^or optional N. Thus 

3 becomes ^5o43."S£tS or 56coo£j or &ox>o±j- 

r*3 or ®C48 ; £ t Telugu or Telungu, 

also spelt ~di&Xo Tenugu or Uffcortb Tenungu, and even Tre- 

nugu or Trenungu. M. Virat. 1. 6. 

It is inserted before ~A~° when that adverbial affix is added to a 

Hoot in A. Thus TT>7r* or ; «i&X'Tr* 0r 

And after words of colour. Thus or ^>U^07T* redly. 

^e)7T* or r5 « oTT* blackly. 

It is,sometimes inserted in the verb, in the third person singular 

masculine of the negative voice. Thus or ££od£>; 6o£e& or 

• It is analogous to the sign used in old Latin printing for morn. Thus ge- 

mitu, indignata sub umbras became ‘geitu, idignata sub dbras.’ In some ancient 

Latin words the letter N was optional; thus toties or totiens; quoties or quotiens. 
In his life of Numa, Plutarch mentions Pontifex as written Potifex. 

t The printers of many recent publications seem to be unaware of this rule. Tn 

a Ttlugu version of the Arabian Nights we even find (p. 682) such odd forms as 

^)0^)c ; and similar refinements may be seen in most pages of that book 
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&o£c£b. Thus, (Lila XI. 83.) for ‘ he disap 

proves $o£o£0 for S>o£fiSo. This spelling is rustic; and is used 

in verse merely to lengthen the preceding short vowel.* Also in 

other parts of the veib, as &e>o3o£j • ? voids ; lfe> 

Ko*j 4 to grieve' may become S'eioKbej. It seems to be prefixed to 

the letters K G 1) a^d B alone. 

It is even inserted in pronouns, becomes °^ce& (\I. XII. 

6. 615 here evadu becomes evvandu.) And the ge¬ 

nitive of 

In such places the N is used or dropt at pleasure: like U in 

honour or favour. Practice alone can determine where we must 

use it. 

In the ancient pronunciation of Telugu, (which the rustic classes 

still retain) the nasal sound was very prevalent: but the educated 

classes have laid aside this disagreeable accent. In England the rus¬ 

tic pronunciation, particularly in Derbyshire, is more antique and 

nasal than that of the higher ranks. 

The nasal (following a long syllabic) is preserved among the illi¬ 

terate in many Telugu words: as -sr°&o vadu ‘he’ veta ‘hunt- 

ing, the chase’ £>§* vika ‘strength’ S' S’ toka ‘a tail’'S-0^ kaka 

‘heat’ 2T<& zada ‘trace,’ T&o, "5“®&o he is not :• which the rustic- 

classes write t eT6OS', ht^oS', 2r>o£, -^o«Sb, 

The verb T'Ototo is written which properly is 

another verb. is the spelling in the dictionary, but 

in ordinary writing, though condemned. is written 

* It is sometimes omitted to suit the metro. Ho5o& becomes Kb5£)? 

ejo becomesIn M. 4. 2. 1G9. we find 53o5o5\ erigi, eringi, 

here the same word is used twice; with and without sunnn, to suit the metre. 

See quotations in the dictionary. 

f The poets (like Ilomcr) sometimes alter the spelling of words to suit the metre 

Thus eppudu, “when” is—\j a dactyl: but may change into 

epudu tribrach \j \j or even epudu \j - \j "an amphibrach o) 

^•Jj) cpdn,_a trochee. 
Cs 
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sHo-sr&S; TT°oSb for The learned have attempted to 

reconcile this discrepancy by using C the semi-circle ; they wish 

sucli words to be written thus 3*c?T, In like 

manner the forms chcyagd, joocagd, TT°~rr* ragii (do¬ 

ing, going, coming) are commonly written and pronounced tSc&ott* 

chcyanga; d^oTT* pdccwgd; 07r* rangii. Thi3 is the older 

spelling, now disused by the learned. Th# slightly nasal sound an¬ 

swers to the indistinct N used in French or in the Hindustani 

language. 

This semi-circle is occasionally used in poetry (when written on 

palm leaves) as a hyphen at the end of a line.* 

The semi circle has never come into general use among the peo¬ 

ple, and it will he hard to prove the expedience of a refinement like 

this : which is discountenanced by most manuscripts of the poets and 

it is entirely unprofitable. 

Experience and the advice of sound scholars among the natives 

has shown me it's futility; but some bramins of ordinary learning up¬ 

hold this character. They acknowledge that in practice it is laid 

aside, and that there is no rule in any grammar to vindicate the va¬ 

rious ways in which the ardha bindu is inserted. 

They insist upon an English pupil acquiring the practice of using 

the semi-circle: as well as the obsolete R; and leave him to find out, 

* The vulgar often write the long vowel short and substitute the circle for ardha 

sunna. Thus & Z vica ‘ force’is written 2)o S' vYnca, j is written 

and z^doK is written for pdea * a nut’ is written OS' punca, 

becomes fT'ottb, S'*OtfTT0 for TV*. &OH for ^ tegeh. ^otJ for 

i)£j. ltosica. 1. 52. Though written wrong these words arc pronounced right. 

This error often occurs both in poems and in ordinary letters: and must be observ¬ 

ed by the student who otherwise may be misled in the dictionary. On the other 

hand, sunna is omitted with equal carelessness, thus spfoi is written ooo*b S 
£ j * 

•rfox’a, *^£0, (go ye) 

-T*o£ Kanchi (a certain town) is written 3 the town of Ongole is 

written JSfipiO and yet no one pronounces the words in the wrong way. Thus 

m hasty English writing, letter, teller, litter, tiller, tetter, titter, may easily 
be understood, though written wrongly. 
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by experience, that both these are uhknown to all hut pedants. Yet 

as few students continue the study after acquiring a smattering of 

Telugu, the emptiness of these instructions generally remains unde¬ 

tected.* 

Some modern pedants among the Telugus have attempted (in imi¬ 

tation of some Devanagari printing to abolish the O : thus instead of 

and they affect to write and 

This idle whim appears in some recent publications both Sanscrit 

and Telugu. It is an empty innovation and is not likely to become 

popular. 

From what has been stated the reader will observe that there are 

(as in some other languages) two or even three modes of spelling: 

bne in daily use and indispensable; this alone is used in the present 

grammar; the second mode is poetical, and uses particular forms of 

certain initial and final letters, as for (in common spelling) 

and for ; and a third, which is pedantic, 

using the obsolete R and the obsolete semi-nasal. 

* The ordinary teachers arc apt to speak to students on some learned subjects 

which are ill suited to beginners. The tutor should on such occasions be desired 

tq read the following caution. 65-0^i£o S 7T°tfO 

"la;5e>o (§ 

ejo# ftinr'P S’#- 

•^0$- ovWfia \J)~£ocXSsfco 

Wj&Xbaofc oar»l^J^ocsC 

sfcDOO oox- raster* ^eo^^X^er6 

*&> X'^r 2r*«ueu- sr.2hT^e>tf»e»- tp-S' 

In reading any manuscript with a learned Bra- 

min, we shall find him object to the spelling in almost every line : asserting 

that the ignorance of the transcribers has vitiated the book. Bbt our business 

is to study the language as it is; to take it as we find it: and errors that do not 

injure the sense or the metre may safely be left unaltered. Much that is pressed 

upon our notice as highly momentous, is in truth mere learned trifling- 
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In poetry a word may sometimes etand part in one line, and part 

in the next: thus Naia Dwip. 2. 831, + and in 2, 166, the 

word + S 4 ihou becamest’ is thus divided. 

It will be seen in the chapter on Elision that the final M is often 

dropped in Sanscrit words. Thus \£c$o + W-6grandham— 

irambham becomes yCo^r»6o^o grandh’a-rambham : the Elision be¬ 

ing the same as occurs in Latin. But with Telugu words the rule is 

different; thus an actress, play, may form 

bogam-ata 4 the actress's play’ never And S'cres&D 

caranamu-anna 4 the clerk’s brother’ may become S'b^^^caranam- 

anna but cannot become 5 car an anna. In Sanscrit in such 

places a long vowel would be used. But in Telugu this never is 

allowed. 

On Dialects. 

Just as happens in English and French, certain forms of expres¬ 

sion and of spelling are in common use; others are found only in 

poem?. Most words belong to the common stock ; and those pecu¬ 

liar to the higher and lower dialect are altogether but few in nujii- 

ber. Such occur even in the verb ; thus “ shalt not, wilt not,” would 

be the poetical form ; “ shall not, will not,” is the common form, and 

shan't, won't is the colloquial. ^Native grammarians condemn and 

neglect the colloquial forms, which they consider vulgar; though it 

is easy to prove their occurrence, (as in English) even in the writings 

of the best authors. I 

We are aware how totally the rules for Elision used in French, 

differ from those of Latin : and the difference between Sanscrit and 

Telugu in this respect is yet wider. What is right in one language 

is, sometimes, wrong in the other. 

The rules for elLion, permutation and softening initials are re¬ 

quired in poetry ; but not in the common Telugu w e talk or write : 

and these poetical refinements are not admissible in books written 

to teach either a language or a creed. Our native teachers would 

willingly reject common Telugu altogether, and teach us fhe poeti¬ 

cal dialect alone : which they themselves how ever cannot use in daily 
talking and writing. 

x 
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In ordinary sentences, as grcindhamu unrtadi ‘there 

is a book’ viiniki isiini 4 to him I gave it’ ajiossskit* 

chhandamu anaga yemi 4 what is Prosody ?’ they would di¬ 

rect us to spell these words thus; grandham unnadi, 

tdnik isttni, £&> chh and ami)'an awg an emi. 

This mode of spelling would be correct in poetry ; but in com¬ 

mon life no one uses it; and if we wish to be intelligible, we must 

use the common dialect. The two dialects differ almost as much as 

ancient and modern Greek : and were a resident in Athens, to attempt 

to transact business in ancient Greek (using likewise poetical elision!) 

he would not easily be understood : nor will the Telugus understand 

us, unless we speak and write as they do. These remarks are made 

in consequence of the publication, by natives at Madras, of some 

small works on Grammar and on religion, which by using poetical 

rules are rendered hard to understand.* 

On Accent. 

The accent accords with the spelling; and is easily understood. 

In words that consist of short syllables the accent falls on the first, 

thus puli ‘a tiger’ padi4 ten’ enhnidi 4 eight’ & p pa- 

m 4 work’ would in English spelling be pulley, puddy, ennimiddi, 

punvy. 

When a long and short syllable come together, the accent falls on 

the long : thus cTieh 4 a spear’ "irosSy) pamu 4 a snake. 

When long syllables come together the accent falls on the last. 

Thus G5® kuda ‘together.’ The following instances of the ac¬ 

cent may suffice : and to each is appended an English or Latin word 

of similar sound. Vasari (Surrey) 4 right.’ sama(summa) ‘even.’ 

efxb ata (utter) 4 they say.’ sfcri mani (money) 4 a jewel.’ ^a hari 

(hurry) 4 a certain name.’ S’# cala (colour)' 4 a ray.’ pusi (pus- 

sev) 4 rheum.’ "39 cheri (cherry) 4 each, apiece,’ ^ madi (mud¬ 

dy) 4 a field.’ “3a tera (terror) 4 a curtain.’ $)*> puli (pulley) 4 a ti¬ 

ger.’ s.itacam (shuttercome) 4 a set of one nundred stanzas.’ 

* Writers regarding China have noticed that a similar pedantry prevails there; 

grammarians considering the language of common life wholly beneath their no¬ 

tice. 
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In all these we perceive that the vowels are short in both syllables 

and the accent falls on the first. These words also shew that in 

English we express the first vowel (short a) sometimes by u and else¬ 

where by other vowels. But a double consonant as e> or fa or 

has a different accent; as is perceived in English when the two con¬ 

sonants are in separate words thus; royal-lady., begin-now, unnamed, 

unnumbered. 

No student I ever saw, though well educated in grammar could 

pronounce Telugu. Sanscrit, or Hindustani intelligibly on arrival in 

India. But I acknowledge that the grammatical knowledge conveyed 

by a tutor in England is of greater importance than pronunciation. 

In reading aloud, it is the custom to open the mouth wide and to 

raise the voice to a high pitch. In fact they inculcate the rules used 

by music masters in England.* 

* “ Those who wish to make themselves understood by a foreigner in his own 

“ language should speak with much noise aud vociferation, opening their mouths 

“ wide. The English are in general, the worst linguists in the world; they pur- 

“ sue a system diametrically opposite. For example, &c.” See Borrow’a Bible 

in Spain, Chapter 1. 

The spelling of some Sanscrit words is retaiued, as £n>6 Hari (for ^62 Hnrih) 

a name of Vishnu. S'2) Kavi (for Kavih) a poet, &c. wherein the termina¬ 

tion is but slightly altered : these are denominated Tatsamamu,aword 

•lained in the appendix : as well as s$x> Tadhhavamu or Per¬ 

mutations. 

After making some progress in Telugu or Canarcsc, the student should rend over 

those chapters of Sanscrit Grammar which treat of (Sandhi, Vriddhi and Sainilsa) 

Elision, augment, and compound words. Doubtless many read Telugu without 

this : but if we ever make any real progress in the language the student will re¬ 

quire the aid of the Sanscrit Dictionary, and cannot even talk or write Telugu 

with any ease or precision, unless he masters the first principles of Sanscrit or¬ 

thography. 

Hindus and Musulmans usually mispronounce English names: and both the 

English and French, particularly in names of places, have equally corrupted the 

pronunciation used in ludia. The accent is misplaced in almost every proper 

name. 

We call Muh’ammad, Mahomet, and Goo-da-loor, Cuddalore. We change 

Tec-pu 4^^) into Tippoo, and Tiruvalikedi (a suburb in Madras) into Triplicanc. 

CunchTpuram or S"c© is changed into Conjeveram; and Tirupati be¬ 

comes Tripctty; Eranuoor becomes Ennorc. Fudicheri becomes 

Fondichorry. Bengi-lu-ru becomes Bangalore: and the name Cari- 

manal, (a small insignificant village north of Pulicat near Madras) has been 
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When reading verse the Telugus like all other Hindus use a sort 

of vociferous chant; (the papists call it “intonation,”) and at the 

rnd of every stanza they are taught to drawl out the last syllable in 

a kind of quaver which to our ears is absurd. It is needless*for us to 

imitate this method which a native tutor will lay aside when he finds 

that it does not please the English ear. 

Though the learner must enunciate loudly, he need not do so 

after he has obtained some familiarity with the sounds. 

Contractions. 

The common contractions of words, (whether Sanscrit, Telugu, 

Hindustani or English) used in letter writing and accounts are as 

follows :—The Hindustani words are marked (H.) 

tJ"|| i.e. 

<3-11 
w-tf II 
^ || 

S'II 

^11 

*11 

XX || 

*n 
*ii 

*n 
°n to 

*1 

Sunday. 

W-l oXb Acting. 

Anno Domini. 

<ar s$bo Answer. 

r&ST> (H) Cusbah 4 a town.’ 

i. e. 60 Candy or Indian ton. 

A Garise, or measure. 

A pagoda or gold coin. 

Thursday. 

XbQofc Respecting. 

Xb^b^ (H.) Gumashta, 4 a writer or agent/ 

XbsT’dS (H.) In charge of. 

(H.) (Persian, on date) as i5o|]_a> _s 

on the 22d of June. 

•cr* According to, at (the rate of.) 

By. 

Tuesday. 

sr* 

changed into Coromandel; and is applied to the entire coast. It has been furnish, 

ed (by English ingenuity) with a Sanscrit root “ Cholamandal or Land of the 

Chula grain!" a name unknown to natives; who assert that the Curu race 

(which name some Europeans imagine to bo the root of Coromandel) was in tb. 

north of India, not in the Peninsula. 
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•^11 
or 2^5 i 

*11 

Sll 

■e^exr»5o (fl. 

^exPT5 (H. 

or ^*|| ?\\ -ff'iT'Zoo (II 

*n (H.) 

?ii psx> fS&o 

lo|| “Number"—». e. Case, 

A\ (fl.) 

1*11 \**± 

L*il 
1*11 

»n 

'H.) People. 

Pence. 

Afterwards. 

) Appertaining or belonging to. 

) A division of a district. 

) Postscript. 

(The Persian word daslkhat) 4 gig. 

nature.’ 

A day. 

On account of. 

letter, field, trial, &c. 

Pergunr.ah ‘ a division or district.’ 

Question. 

First. 

According to. 

The dark fortnight, or wane. 

&3 b|| (H.) An Item, or belonging to. 

cO ‘|J ^il (II.) Be it known (to you.) 

&T> || 1X1 r Wednesday. 

SS>0|| 

«T-|| 

Soo || 

"2>oo|| 

°“ll 
Q^ll 

•^bo^ ^ «rr» Tuesday, 

or sSr»j| (H.) A village. 

(H.) By the hand of; in charge of. 

(H.) Out of. 

~2o3T*0 (H.) A station , also, 4 Dated at.‘ 

cco*^o (H.) An Individual. 

^11 ^ (H.) Izzat-i-asdr, ‘ Reverence to th, 

Traditions. This is a Sectarial exclamation among Musul- 

mans of the Sheea creed. But it is used by Hindus without 

any idea of the meaning. 
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C"|| Signifies T^£^S£TT'£^2?3bl34‘ His Ho- 

nour'5 the common salutation at 

the beginning of a letter. 

oJ ‘ WV (P.) And. 

S5|| *2y (ii.) Etcaelera. 

Soil Sr^?sS»«JO Letter, statements. 

*11 ? ft) sr* Saturday.* 

*11 St> ( S' sr** tf sl>o Friday. 

II or —fj Your bumble servant. 

fll 
So03 

9 
The light fortnight. 

*il 
^ssolr* (H.) Ahovementioned. 

or^ll “ San" (P.) Year. 

tf°ll l A vear. 
76011^0 \ v cJ y 

l6o||^ Of a year. 

^C||-o°ex3 is *^os5e^TT'e» Years. 

thi -£p>§r" (H.) Sakin ‘ Inhabitant of’ 

•^n 
(H.) Sahib (a gentleman.) 

fd-6|| 3 :5oo Monday. 

55-11 
0~a~*sir* (II.) Temporary. 

"^r»or^_ (H.) Hunn ‘ a pagoda.’ 

-f- caret; denotin g omission of a word. O 

• jn poetry it is customary to designate metres in the same manner. Thus 

£j| ^jj fcj| e-|J 1*|| &|| -t5i| V|| &\\ denote the metres called §'o«^o, 

XO, TDd£p>sre>3>:>, 

S*> and j5|| stands for sStfjSsfc) i. e. prose ; which (as in Lai la Rookh) is 

mingled with verse. The letter & tu and even ^ will often be found written 

by mistake for & || i. e. Utpalamala. Further details regarding metres are con¬ 

sidered in the chapter on Piosody. 
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On other Conti^ctions used in Writing. 

Where two short vowels occm in a word, the second is not always 

written. Thus tirigi ‘ again’ganaka ‘ therefore' 

taruvata ‘afterwards’ venaca ‘behind’ §'”'’£•£0 colimi a fur¬ 

nace’ «5£>^><S valasina ‘must, ought’ alugu ‘a spear head,’ Uc. 

are pronounced as here written : though they are often written 

thus tirgi. ganka, tarwata, ~£r> venka, P1col- 

mi, valasna, and aigu. 

In poetry such contraction is used for the sake of the metre: thus 

^£§S^> may become &P. may become me- 
o 

luconi becomes melconi, the u being dropt. 

The colloquial contractions, l3 for &c., are explained in the 

chapter regarding those words. 

The following and similar words (particularly such a9 have three 

syllables and the middle syllable OO or £&) or ob) frequently arecon- 

tiacted by dropping the U of the middle syllable. Thus 

chiluca becomes £>o__ chilka ‘a parrot.’ caluva becomes 

calva ‘ a kennel.’ This even takes place (as elsewhere stated) when 

two words are combined. Thus & -f- becomes So 

tod-bot, + becomes '5^-rSa\«b. becomes P 

col-puli. 

On Majors and Minors. 

Nouns are distinguished as Majors and Minors. The majors (vo¬ 

ces majores) called sSj^S~ mahat or ssx>vj mahatUvaca- 

camulu include words relating to rational beings. The minors (vo¬ 

ces rninores) called amahat or S'sfoto ama_ 

had-vacacamulu relate to neuters and all irrational beings, including 

the words for child, infant, &c. Feminine words (whether of women 

or goddesses) are defined as (amahat) minors in the singular, but 

majors (irnhat) in the pluial number. 
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Thus all masculines are major, all neuters are minor; while femi¬ 

nine words are minor in the singular, but are reckoned as masculines 

in the plural. In Ordinals as first, second, &c., there are no major 

forms. Thus second,. &>rT,<2r* third are used with all gen¬ 

ders. 

The sun and moon (Surya and Chandra) are always spoken of 

as (mahat) majors ; being the gods Apollo and Adonis. Likewise 

the names of Dhruva, Sucra and some other stars. Thus in English 

ne still say he for the planet Mars and she for Venus though the 

word 4 star’ is neuter.* 

This principle pervades every part of Telugu Grammar and will 

be exemplified in the numerals : of which the original names are 

neuter. These remarks are necessary to the following rules. 

On Numerals. 

1 is o called &?f. The vowel 2- not being used except in poetry 

this is spelt or even ^S^P; Hence come the nouns 

(neuter) one; one man, *^>5' <3 one woman. In Sanscrit 

#Sx> is the neuter word for one ; and is commonly used in Telugu. 

2 is _^ for which the neuter name is ; (vulgarly be- 
. % 

comes just as Resin is pronounced Rosin.) It is a noun sub¬ 

stantive; of which' the genitive form is The major form 

(that is the masculine or feminine form) is always written 

oootfflo; Infl. and accusative ox>KQp. The word (in 

Sanscrit) Zjtec-sS** is first; and second is which (in Sanscrit) 

is The affix o changes the sense ; thus one, 

IS* the first. 13oj£ two, second. sixn>&> three, Axrx?* 

third, Sec See chapter on the affixes A'E'O'. The sign 5 is usually, 

with numerals, written thus; 33^ third. tfV® fourth. 

3 is 3 (neut.) sS»g& (m. f.) A**?* is third: which (in 

Sanscrit) is The ordinal names, (first, second, third, &c ) 

are of the common gender. 

* la German the moon is masculine, Dermond: and the sun feminine, Die Sonne. 

In Arabic too the moon is masculine, and the sun feminine. 
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4 is ^; pr»ex)^); neut. tfoortoSo (m. f.) ‘r^exjJT6 fourth, which in 

Sanscrit is &>$£"«&>. By adding & the ordinals become minor 

nouns: viz. the fourth thing: &ox><S^Q the fifth woman. 

The names of the remaining numbers are as follows:— 

Minors. Majors. Ordinals. 

5, >t fc?ooo<?o;io3o or 

fc?0005&«ibo£b 
5th 

6, e_ W- So ^SoNbSo or 

£9-Cbs5oO© 

6th ^-<5^ 

7, 2 cSo<3b ^ofibrtbSo or 

o§o2$055boQ 
7th c 

Seven is often called arunnokati or aSoifc yellu, to 

distinguish it from five. The two words aidu five and edu 

seven are so nearly alike in sound that they are daily mistaken from 
one another. 

8, a- ^>;6sSb02£>*o& or 8th 

c3oj&S)o©s5boQ 

9, & oe§b«o3o or 9th 
6 * —nj 

£T° So^SsSbaQ • 

10, oo £s> or 10th 

oS)©s5bo© 

The remaining numerals will be stated in a future page. 

On Softening Initials. 

The rules regarding softening Initials are to be passed over for 
the present. The student will afterwards study them. 

The letters g”, dj, •{}, are called tbCotlto “Hard'” when 

they stand at the beginning of words they are liable to being soften¬ 

ed respectively into X a (or ■#) & Q a or £ : which are call¬ 

ed “soft” the K becoming G, &c. 

Thus, +■ r* tot. becomes T becomes D ; Safe as 

tammudu is a « younger brother,’ but when combined with W^nna 

‘ elder brother” the compound is wfep&p, anna-dammulu • bro- 

liters.’ In ltke manner tfoLa tandri is « father’ but combined with 
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tal-li 4 mother’ it makes the word sso^bix) talli-dandrulu, i c. 
m 

parents. Thus "3 chellelu is ‘ a younger sister,’ and & $ acca 

is ‘ an elder sister, but acca-jellendlu is ‘ sisters.’ 

Elsewhere (only in poetry) a similar change affects other nouns 

or verbs following a nominative case. Thus -f- atadu- 

poe 4 he went’ may become (never but in verse) atadu- 

voe. Thus HD. 2. 2442. £)j£tfowoex>^s£o ? i. e. and HD. I. 

2199 -^25 meaning to die * 

This change is denominated o sarala-desam. It fre¬ 

quently occurs in Telugu poetry and (but rarely) is used in common 

prose. The few instances given above are in frequent use, and these 

are all we need at present consider. 

In Welsh poetry as also in Irish, Gaelic and other languages of the 

Celtic family, as will be shewn in a future page, this principle oc¬ 

curs. It is wholly unknown to Sanscrit Etymology. This change 

is evident in the verb : where the auxiliar paduta 4 to fall’ is 

continually spelt baduta; which we hourly use in speaking 

and writing. 

The same principle appears in other languages. In Spanish a 

cat is £?ato. Littleton in his Latin dictionary says Thrill and Drill 

are the same words. 

In a few instances an initial consonant is dropped. Thus 

veyuta ‘to cast’ nenu ‘the pronoun I’ nivu 4 Thou’ 

memu ‘ we’ are spelt &cs5oo^, -&£), eyuta, enu, Ivu, emu. 

The pronoun nenu ‘ I’ can even become & e.f 

The letter K G is sometimes changed at pleasure into £ V. Thus 

or sJr6^) ‘ an earring’ or 4 coral’ infinitive 

of (to drink) may become On the same principle t* 

«3o becomes he, as $ri<faTr>c& a handsome fellow, 

a gardener. In some places also becomes 7^<*S as 

that man. 

* Learned natives arc fond of altering the spelling in some poems without any 

authority : indeed their propensity to tamper with the text is greater than their 

respect for any author. 

f Occasionally rude contractions occur; thus in Tal. 108. ^ex; ^ 

cravanik’o^i for X$p». |- P™ niki vsicci. 
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After we become familiar with Telugu spelling we are often 

apt, in transcribing a passage of poetry to change a soft into 
a hard, or a hard into a soft initial: elsewhere we unintentionally 

use or omit an aspirate, writing or ^^3 4 strong’ or 

‘ a master.’ 

These'changes are not of any consequence, and the natives them- 

selves are equally careless. Thus in English we write connection 

or connexion, honor or honour, and either spelling is admissible. 

Some learned men inculcate more exactitude than they themselves 

use: for by observing their conduct we shall perceive that in writ¬ 

ing down from dictation, and in preparing a common letter, they de¬ 

viate from the principles which they teach. A century ago the 

English and the French disregarded errors in spelling; and the Hin¬ 

dus are. at present equally careless. But unless we know the 

proper mode we cannot trace a word in the Telugu dictionaiy: 

and this consideration has led me to give rules so numerous and so 
minute. 

Further rules on this subject will be placed at the end of the 
grammar. 

On Lengthenina Final Vowels. 

The three vowels Q when they are final are often length¬ 

ened. Thus ‘ sister’ becomes in the vocative acca. 

‘ brother’ becomes * father,1 mother become ? 

O father! and tfe) ! O mother! ‘3(6 ‘fool1 in the vocative case be¬ 

comes ; and ‘ a proper name,’ makes Tq 
Ramudu ! Of this the proper form tr’sSx)-^ js a vocative, but is 

used only in poetry. This is a license peculiar to a few words which 
colloquially retain \JT) the long vowel U. 

Again the final \) or is changed into to denote question. 

Thus 4 he’ becomes He ? Sometimes this is .used to 

denote conjunction ; thus sr° &n> ^ f&r* ‘lie and I.’ 

And emphasis is marked by adding E/ Thus vadu, ‘ he ; 

vade ‘that very man : he himself.’ At present it is only re¬ 

quisite to point out that the final vowel is often lengthened without 

affecting the meaning. This particularly happens in compound 
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words. Thus acca-jellendlu 4 sisters,’ is generady 

^ tr* *** ^ acca-chellelu. This is the conjunction. 

In like manner * together’ is generally spelt &n>“G*T> and the 

final U in becomes er*f£jr> ‘inside.’ These shapes are con¬ 

sidered vulgar but are in daily use. 

Thus in the writing of illiterate persons we frequently see the 

. short vowel lengthened ; but this should be carefully avoided. 

No vowel ought to be lengthened unless the sense requires it; for 

every lengthened vowel is an accent. 

On Elision. 

When the short vowels ^ Q \) stand at the end of a word, they 

are liable to Elision if the next word begins with a vowel. Thus 

^*oL + anna-f eccada may become ann’eccada, al¬ 

so & anna-f yeccada ‘where is his brother?’ fc9Q-f 

adi-f eccada becomes ^"53” & ad-eccada, also ‘ where (is) 
Z>— ' Zr~ ' ' 

it.’ This is called yasruti which sometimes happens to the 

vowels 0. But -f oi?T_<£ vadu-eccada has but one shape 

vad-eccada ‘where (is) he?’ the vowel or U being al¬ 

ways subject to Elision. 

It is already shewn that atadu ‘ he ’sH®o poe ‘ went’ may (in 

poetry)become ataduvoye. And while Telugu thus alters 

the initial consonant of the second word, Sanscrit often alters the last 

consonant of the preceding word; thus or vac or Vaccu 

‘speech’ and tS° ‘dispute’ becomes vag-vadam. 

Such linking is continually used in verse ; but in speaking and 

writing Telugu (as in French) we continually neglect this elision 

and change; which is denominated ^0$ sandhi. Thus ■=*■*?>§-f coo 

‘I gave (it) to him’ would in poetry become '**'•?>§Jbp, but in 

common life such elision is never used, either in speaking or writing, 

unless as regards certain words. Thus we say ata¬ 

du pdyenu, he went; neglecting the elision. 

The Sanscrit rules for elision and permutation are entirely differ¬ 

ent from those we use in Telugu: and as they are much used in 
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Telugu, as regards Sanscrit words alone, they will be placed at the 

end of this grammar for the use of those who have not learnt that 

part of Sanscrit Grammar. 

And as the principal Telugu rules are used in poetry, but much 

neglected in common life, I have placed them at the end of this 

Grammar to be referred to when questions arise in Telugu poetry. 

Among the natives these rules are known to few but poets; wbo use 

them (and often break them) in writing verse. 

On Changes in the last Syllable. 

Many nouns end in Mu. Thus 

which are Sanscrit; and 

which are Telugu. All these are in poetry occasionally changed 

into MMU or MBU as T§^sSx> or or &o&ozx)) 

or But the original form in MU, as is 

obvious and requires no rule. 

Sanscrit words are classed without reference to this final MU. 

Thus ‘tS#’ l«$x>, ptf csfcl&x), wherein the final MU is 

optional: being changeable into oax>t or 11 

that is, in composition. Thus lx'o£'?r*5ksSx>. Accordingly 

in searching for a Sanscrit noun of this class the final mu is to be 

disregarded. 

In the dictionary a doubt may arise. Thus sSbfSsSo^if it is the 

Telugu word for 4 we’ retains the : whereas if it is the Sanscrit 

word for (manas) 4 mind’ it is printed s&;S|sSx>* and the Mu not being 

reckoned, the word is sought for as afcjS. Accordingly these two 

words skfSIskD * and are far removed from each other, in the 

dictionary : the Sanscrit word is placed next after s5b#£sSb#0; whereas 

the Telugu word is next after ^j65fcTT>ex> with the interval of a page. 

The mark I is used when the added is not reckoned. But 

when this £x> does not interfere with the alphabetical arrangement I 

generally omit that mark ; which is used only with Sanscrit words. 

In printing it has sometimes been inserted erroneously; thus 

which ought to be Ko|J**5og. 
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On Terminations in NI, and NU. 

The letter N (either NI or NU) is added to a variety of words as 

a sign of the accusative (singular and plural:) as an affix to the 

first and third persons of verbs, &c. And as this is monotonous 

there is a liberty of dropping such a termination. Thus the full 

shapes are I went, he went: but in poetry these often 

drop the final vowel, becoming and in common life 

the syllable is altogether dropped, and we may at pleasure say 

or else And the principle applies equally to 

the accusative, the locative and instrumental cases: to the tenses 

and to the infinitive or root. In the following instances the sign + 

denotes that the N is used or dropped at pleasure. 

A ecu. 

Loc. 

Inst. 

Accu. plu. 

fSi. a horse. 

. a crow. 

S{o£j + (&.in a house. 

(Sj. by him, by his hand. 

oooo<£ -f . houses. 
CO 

Past Tense. ^043 -fp.I was. 

£>0-3 -f . he was. 

^or.. «6&b-{-f3b. he may fall. 

e>3)-f . it may be. 

The game principle applies to the words er8-}- r& or inside and 

to the infinitive Aorist, as £>oj£-*- + ?!> or yo&Kr or €>o£x- while 

there. 
The principle of the mutable N, like tioiv for euh» (piXoiaiv for (ptXoii; 

and EiTTEV for «9rs in Greek: or “ an” for “ A” in English, is a mere 

matter of spelling and will easily be understood. But the ancient 

grammarians have treated it in a manner so obscure that it is hardly 

possible to comprehend their meaning. They seem to have inten¬ 

tionally surrounded grammar with all that mystery which might pro¬ 

duce veneration: and never have attempted to remove those difficul¬ 

ties which the reader, after every explanation, will feel to be great. 

* This frequently occurs at the close of those stanzas which require a long final 

syllabic; for every silent consonant as <T or r makes the preceding short sylla¬ 

ble long. 
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in the older Telugu the letter N was inserted in many places 

which in the modern dialect (which may be dated from about A. D. 

1600) exclude that letter. 

On Uncertainty in Spelling. 

Numerous Telugu words (chiefly those which have three short sylla¬ 

bles) admit of two modes of spelling : as in English we write favor, 

honor, or favour, honour. If the second syllable is A or U we are 

at liberty to write either. Examples ; 

A, U or or 25jS 

S',CS^^, £b.3b§o£j, d&sSx)93&>, $jj(: octfs5sS>->? 

j£3os5j&o, ofctf-^sSiSoSx^ o&6o’^25f5s5», fc^SSsS, OeaoSosS, 

"^5?6oStC, X'f&g', X ,&g\ 

Likewise some words are at pleasure spelt with A or I; thus, 

I'ejctf-o Kalavu or kaliyu, £'r,ox'0Ot5btb, 

<5F3o%Qodoij, ^£0?), "^tfcJQoo^ 

Other words use I or U at pleasure; thus; 7r°05'j fT»eJO§'> *^62)^), 

or 

Elsewhere the choice is between I and E as «o, -t5“3 eis5x> A 
yr- ’ Xr~ 

and E are wrongly used for one another with ch, and J; thus 

^3cj£o4j is written lg|Q « a centipede’ is written e[Q. 

A few words vary in the first syllable: as (6&35 nasuku or 
nusuku. 

Elsewhere the word is written three or four ways as 2S Xtf. 25 * tf 

^ ‘near,’ a>8S*, or 63o«or, 65o0-§ ‘ a rat,’also 

i>r&X', if&Ko, « a corpse ;’ &XB, atrtbQ, • a way.’ 

Changes in third syllable in consonants ; thus ^Se3o-&>^; ^3 So 

■dcL or ^363ot3o6->. 

On Terminations in S3 sj. 

In all parts of speech words which have the vowel * i’ in the two 

last syllables, are subject to one uniform principle. 

If the last vowel is 9 or or SD and if it is added by a rule 

of Telugu (not Sanscrit) grammar; that is,-if it is an inflection, 

an affix, such as S the dative sign, or the accusative, or S tense, or a 

participle, then both the last syllables must have the same vowel 
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Examples ; s&rk^mannu 4 earth’ 2-& ollu 1 the body’ make the inflec¬ 

tions manti, ^043 (or ^)o*3) onti. Accordingly the dative is 

s£°*3§ mantiki, ”^)045§ ontiki; accusative mantini, *^)o43?> on- 

tini. 

In like manner S'^ ‘ the eye’ ‘ a tooth’ 3l<£> * a house’ make 

the inflexions S'oiS, j6o43, s^oi3 and the datives S'oASS, $^o43§. 

Also the accusatives S'oaSP, ssp43?>. 

In these words the inflection adds the vowel I, and accordingly 

the dative adds KI, and the accusative NI. 

But if the inflexion is not in I, then these cases end in KU and 

NU. Thus in the plural S*ogb’4eyes’ ‘ teeth’ omo£o ‘houses’ 

make the dative cx-»o£& and the accusative <£oasj& 

3o&;ox>o&}&>. 
oo ‘ ‘ cn 

So those nouns which, having no inflexion, retain the nominative 

shape, if they end in 9, add KI, and NI ; but if they end in any 

other vowel they add KU and NU. 

Examples; S’J* ‘a knife or sword.’ Genitive, the same. Dative 

§■ 8 5. Accusative Plural. —o kattulu. but M a table 

makes the G.w£>. D. £>«ySo ; Acc. fr. Thus^?>§ * an abode;’ D. 

&»>§§. Acc. ; but plural N. D. The 

words kalimi 4 wealth”, possession’ makes the dative and 

the Accusative S'©&>!&. But the plural is g'eosSwex); the plural Da¬ 

tive is S'fcJOsboeSS and the plural Acc. g'euSxxyffc. Thus 4 the 

front’ D. o3o£>6§, Acc. ofcQdp. Thus ‘ a cat.’ D. & ®§; Acc. 

®,0 p Plural, fceuuo. D. tex>e>sS. Acc. bgofr. Thus ^a 4 a poet.* 
oo1 J co‘ co 

D. tfal. Acc. Plu.N. D. ^33, Acc. 

Also Hindustani words, thus ^>"^T>§ tupaki, ‘ a gun. D. $&"£>■•§§ 

Plural. &4 guns.’ D. 
The same principle appears in the conjunction. Added to nouns 

in I it is NI: but added to any others it is Thus D. 

intiki * to the house :’ with the conjunction 3o63§^ intikinni ‘ and 

to the house.’ Butin the plural indlaku ‘to the houses’ 

which by adding the conjunction becomes OMOfik£j&>L indlakunnu 

4 and to the houses.’ 
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The verb is regulated by the same principle, and carries it yet 

further. poti ‘I went’ if it adds N becomes potini: but 

tir*ab poye, ‘ he went’ if it adds N becomes poyenu. 

So the verb «to remain’ makes in the Aorist fc, but 

in the past tense ^)0&Op ‘ I remained.’ Thus pewi&^ ‘to stand* 

a&«x>S3Aj ‘to speak’ ;6fi£>x5bi> 1 to walk’; the aorUts of these verbs are 

pejotfbf&: : and the other persons, singular and 

plural, proceed on the same principle. The past tenses are P&&&P; 

Thus the same principle appears throughout; when a noun or its 

inflection ends in Q the dative is §.and the accusative is JD; other¬ 

wise the dative is So and the accusative is j^j. 

The only two words excepted from this principle are thou and 

you, which make the dative in and But these ter¬ 

minate in long, not short vowels. Thus they do not break the 

rule. 

In the words noticed here the vowels I and U occur monotonously 

in the spoken dialect: in the poetical dialect this inconvenience is 

lessened by elision and contraction. 

BOOK SECOND. 

ON THE NOUN. 

Ancient grammarians describe the nouns in three Declensions. 

There are two numbers; singular and plural. The Latin cases 

will be found to embrace all the shapes of the noun: and this ar¬ 

rangement is preferable to the native mode wherein Telugu gramma¬ 

rians have made fruitless efforts to mould the noun on the Sanscrit 
model. 

In one respect the Sanscrit model is preferable: as discriminating 

the third case or Instrumental Ablative (By, with) from the Locative 
case (or 7th case) “In.” 

o 
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Accordingly the cases found in Telugu are the Nominative, Geni¬ 

tive, Dative, Accusative, Vocative, Instrumental and Locative.* 

The Genitive case, if it differs from the nominative is often called 

the inflection: thus cx»o«3 is the inflection of ooocjo a house. 
CO 

The Genitive often uses “ of.” Thus ts&ploSo and 

equally signify “ his name.” 

The Genitive plural changes the 0} LU of the Nom. plu. into 

£) LA. Thus N. Plu. ; G. of the brothers. 

The Dative, as already pointed out, adds § to the inflection if it 

ends in 0 or £) ; as N. he, G. ^ P, his, D. to him.—N. 

a woman, D. to a woman. But if the inflection ends in 

any other syllable it takes §0. Thus NG. a child. D. &£& t0 

a child. As regards some words the inflection ending in takes 

at pleasure ^ Na before So in the Dative Singular. Thus NG. 

a horse. D. ?6\J*sk>!£ or to a horse. 

The Dative plural adds KU to the plu. inflection. Thus G. 

Plu. D. to the horses. 

The accusative generally adds £) to words that end in O) or £); 

but |\f) to other words. Thus N. a cat. Accusative &&P. N. 

a woman. Accusative, But the plural N. cats, Accu- 
c C 

sative N. Accus. £>. 

Masculine nouns ending in UDU or DU make the accu¬ 

sative singular by changing the termination into p NI. Thus N. 

a brother A. N. a son-in-law. A. &£>P. 

N. a husband. A. s&xp. N. a person. A. N. 

A. But Sanscrit masculines in <&) drop at 

pleasure £& altogether: as N. a teacher. A. or 

• Sanscrit grammarians (from whom Telugu authors borrow their rules) call 

the nominative ^5£*SrO$r_f First case; the Accusative ©<5&cB5n'3$r j Se¬ 

cond case; the Instrumental Third case; the Genitive and 

Dative are included in § the Sixth case; and the Locative is called 
© » 

§ the Seventh case. The Ablative is called either Instrumental 

or # Locative. Singular is called kS'sSUjand plural 
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The Accusative plu. either simply uses the inflection plural; or, 

adds to it; as G. Plu. Acc. Ko[tf Horses. 

The Vocative generally uses either the Nom. Singular itself, or 

lengthens its final vowel, Thus, N. a sister. V. or 

O sister / N. a father. V. or &o\h 0 father / But 

nouns ending in U change that vowel into a, or a. Thus, 

N. a brother. V. or O brother / The Nomi¬ 

native plu. adds or Thus, N. Plu. sisters. V. 

or w^ 0 sisters / N. Plu. fathers. \, &o 

or <5o\aoer*TJ» 0fathers! N. Plu. V. &or 

v O brothers / Nouns derived from Sanscrit, as a 

king, may in poetry merely drop the affix £&). Thus ^,6)^ O king. 

The instrumental case adds to the inflection the words ‘ by' or 

*5^ ‘with;' and the Locative case adds s=so<5£> or eT"*^ ‘in! In 

the irregular nouns these cases are shaped in a peculiar mode with¬ 

out these affixes. 

^ Na, the sign of the Locative case, is sometimes used for the In¬ 

strumental in the singular number; thus from a spear, w’cj 

he stabbed him with the spear. «"J> a stick, 5~£;Sr'Xj3J 

he beat him with the stick. 

Of To, From, &c. are in English called prepositions because they 

precede the noun: but in Telugu they are postpositions or affixes be¬ 

cause they follow the noun. 

There are three ©oXsfotw Genders: called Mascu¬ 

line, Feminine and )Si4)°l6^0ox'tS» Neuter. 

FIRST DECLENSION. 

The First Declension includes all those nouns that are masculine 

and end in Du; as a younger brother; «koO*r*fl£> a good 

man; «£&$£> a hero; a son-in-law. a husband. 2-S' 

<£> a person. Xo&ste a stout man. 

Many Sanscrit nouns [such are called Tatsama] are placed under 

this declension; Udu being added. Thus 'a g0d.’ £n> 

Bramhanudu, ‘ a Brainin.’ vartacudu ' a merchant.’ 8bsfcr»Co 
a son. 
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The Inflection singular of the nouns of this Declension is formed 

t?y changing4^fifc, or of the nominative singular into jj). Thus 

N. G. 0. 

Singular. 
N. &or cdSb 

G. t$s£o Jb or —6 o 
or &sS>d j053oo6' , &sSx> SSooS' 

—4 u— 7 —* V— 
D. £)§ or S$5&^&§ 

A. £$&»,£>. or 

V. or 6 1 

I. sS» Jb ^ £$ or #£x> 

L. tf8&3.per* or £$s5b^,PdSSoeSb 

■sr*fi& He, a man, ribo-S^&b a 

people. 

Plural. 

N. tfsiooi£>, 0r « ' —4 t»> » —6 

—Ooo 

G. tfsS» e>, tfs&oo &. &sSx>$ or * —4 > —6 co> oo v,t 

# sSoo e> 53o.:> S’ See 
—4 7T- ~ 

D. e$sfcv,o<£§6 or 6 / co — ^ 

«S5 CO 

A. or 4- 

r*> 

V. &s£cer°tf, or &5£oer»xr>. 

I. 'j are formed by affixes added 

L. j to the Inflection, 

good man, plu. s&oO»r*od& good 

Singular. 

N. *£0&oT*d& 

G. 55boS^r°jO? 5$bo£)-sr«»& 

D. S&O&oT0 ?>§, o5bO&-ST"&>i 

A. sbbo&^r0^ s5bo-Q'sro&j&, 4&0& 

V. obbo&sr*"^ 

I. or 55boS)^p>f)^ 

L. 

Plural. 

N. e&ofi«3“*od&, P&ofi-sroOo • CO 7 

G s5bo€)oT*Od« o5bc£>sr®5 

D oSbO&^O# So. s5bo£>W»©§ 

A. «bbo£»r*o<$»i&, s&C&sj-oQp 

V. o5bofisr»o *cr° or s&O&sr^Tr0 l«V 

T o6b0€)»r*O^ x3«£, s5bo£);sr»0 t3t£ 

or s5bo £)«t»o^ « ? ;&o8«a-» 

Q^6 

L sSbo&‘=r*o<5eJy'€, j5bo&-5r*der* 1J* OO * 

The noun a son-in-law is declined in the same manner. 

All Genitives singular and plural can at pleasure add J. “ OF’ 

in all declensions. 
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Some masculines which end in have two modes of inflexion 

in the singular; by dropping or by using p. Thus 

JyJ. a hero Plural 

G or wSfiSba The rest is regular 

D. w05&x>§ or 
m co 

A. wS<2>bft or we)5$b 
co ' erJ 

2-5^<2^b One, a person. Plu. persons. It is declined thus, 

Singular. 

N. or £ oz£b 

G. or 

D. ^rjOg or 

Plural. 

N. ”^)5"0o or "^) S" ol_2^o 

G. "S>sa 

D. ^rot 

a. ^Qp A. or ^ 

Instrumentals and Locatives are formed by affixes added to the 

Inflection. 

All words ending in UDU take P§ and jSSo in the Dative singu¬ 

lar. Thus, and ^tv)f5§6 to a son-in-law, w0a£>£>§ and «£)<&>£ 

& to a hero. 

The nominative plural of this declension is formed by changing 

the final of the nominative singular into GO or °&o, ffc, 

and even 6b ; as & An ex) : fc?ex>i3o *3 ejocssb or ^ejo^ • 
—o 7 * to ’ com co cr> * 

X'o<^^bj Xo£o t£> : Tr°ejo^, ; g^er* g^er^^aoOo ; 

^n>e£>. In poetry the final vowel is sometimes dropt: thus 

tammulu, may become osS^cT tammul. All the regular 

nouns make the inflec. plu. in O LA. 

SECOND DECLENSION. 

This contains neuter nouns of more than two syllables, ending in 

and -r=3sSx> (amu, amu, emu) in the singular number. 

The Genitive of some nouns may be formed in Many nouns 

use the nominative singular instead of any Inflection. 

Example *o[tfs£x> a horse. 

Singular. Plural. 

N. Kb|J5o«x> N. rtbjjcPejo, 

or fo[ps<Kvo 
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Singular. 

G. or Kb^s5boobw?f_ 

D. Kb|tfsk>fSSo> Kb^tfsko £5o5 Nb 
A 

h_tf owoj653,rtbljr>jD§ or Kb(tf 

si»§6 

A. Hb(tfs£o + jfc, or 

V. Kb^s^r®, or k'Kb^K'o 

I. or Kb^sSboeT6 

L. XbljSsSx> 76056, ^(tfsSbojS, 

or Kb^tfsfcwer6 

'^o'cp’i&o a wife, (vulgarly 

in this Declension. 

Plural. 

G. Kb|tfsfo>e>, Kbj tfoaje>tKblff5fco, 

or Xb(xr°e>, 

D. Kb^tfskoo^ Hb^tfouoej&S, 

Kb(tfsSx) e>3o, or KbUc^aSb 

A. Kb(tfsSMe>-f j& or ?<b(TPe>-f^> 

V. Kb [J5 six) cr° tt® or Ko [rr° er° TT° 

I. XiU*sioe>^3«$, or 

Hb(tf s&wejtS'’6 

L. rtb^tf sSx>acs6o56 or Kb(Tr°e) 

c>&ofiSb or KbUp^ejer^. 

is the only Feminine noun 

Singular. 

TSJ ""cj o 5* v o6d 
* CO 

G. ^jOTT'sio or ~*jonr0sSxo3oo§* 
co co xr“ 

D. '^oTrT,j5cogb or ^oT^ag 
oo OO 1 

A. "fciO'w's&o^) or wQ uBb 

V. ‘^j'oTS^sir* 
no 

T. "wOT^sSx) t5^ or "^>0 c^sSx><§> 

L. ^0TT°sioj6 0ffb, ^0-£p 

Plural. 

N. (vulg. ^J?vex>.) 

G TjOT^ej 

D. oj O CnC? u O o> 

A. 

V ^OT^er*TT> 
’ • oo 

I. Ibo'CT'e^cS or ^ott0©^ 

L ^oT^edSoo56 or 
co co 

eT* 

in ADAMU are declined 

•5bC56 or 

The verbal nouns or Infinitives ending 

in the same manner. 

Thus from to go, going, departure. 

Singular. 

N. d'GsS&o&o or d'SsStfo 

G sir6 s$ £• s£» 56j S’ 
* Lr— 

I), <3bo;SSi> or sHj5 & 

or £r “C5® j& § 

Plural. 

N. &*;5#sSbDe» or 

G. sfr^sStfsiw^oSx)?^ or S^s5 

- cF’voix) S' . 
Tr- 

D. «**££*&>*>& or stoS”C* e>‘ 
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Singular. 

A. d"8*# or ^=5"^^ 

X. or 

L. t^sS&sSxijS, s^r-6sS”^0°i6, s^s52l 

iiceT"8, &-Gs5<£sl>o;6o£6. 

Plural. 

A. s^sS&sko^rk or 

j sJr^tfskoe;#'6, 

or s^6 S5 <5» sSdo e> x5 

\Jm s^sStfstoeier*, ^s$-CP>eier«, 

^sS^sioeidCtcc^, or 

-CFJod& o££>. 

The Sanscrit nouns which take the Telugu termination 

are declined in the same manner. Thus tf a chariot. a 

horse, B&^sfco a jewel. 

Singular. 

N. B$sS», B#^, or 

G. B ?£«Sx>o3ooSf_ 

D. B#s£OfS&, or B^pP? 

A. or tf'zpP^L 
V. B#^ 

I. b3>*£k>t5& or B^ck^tT6 

L. B2^jS»j6, B7jr»B sSxor 

B^sSx>[6 otfb 

Plural. 

N. tf ^sfcoew, or B-jpew 

G. B^sioo, or STp« 

D. or B"jp^?& 

A. B£«•£*£» -f £>, or ffTpe> -f f& 

V. B $sSxiv~°Tr°f or B-zper0 B 

I. BipeixS#, B^rfoo 

e; <T*, BTpv5** 

Ij. B#5&£*>eJv“®, B-zpaeJ'"®, B^iibo 

t> dt6o$&? or BTpe>csC>o££> 

In like manner are declined T?x2SgoSx>> 15^ s£», [X'o^sfco, s^Jkivo, 

jSx)^sSx> and many other words borrowed from Sanscrit. 

Nouns in emu ; as -^>o"3sSn) a corpse ; s&o a camp ; r3"®e3Soo 

fineness make the dative “&»o'3*jx>j653 or "^oTSpg ; -ir*'«,^»j6 So 

or and the plural ~&x>o~3>&o*x> or "Sooo^ew;-^^sfooew^ or 

-&•'?■*», be* 

• The second form exhibited above inserts o£0 as ?<b|BOtJ0. This shape is 

only used in poetry, where the metre requires a syllable, otherwise short, to be 

made long . for gurramu being a dactyl, gurram-bu lengthens the second syllable. 

Even the last syllable of the genitive can be changed into T^)o if the metre 

re quires the change. Thus in the Vasu Charitra 2. 64. 23 the 

fever of youth: elsewhere 0*^)0 JT*'# a wall of crystal. In such instances 

grammarians look upon the genitive as an epithet. This will be explained in re¬ 

marks on Druta words. 
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Words denoting inanimate things and ending in U,of this Declen 

sion, take ^ in the Locative case ; either in the regular manner, by 

adding NA to the singular inflection, as, in the paper, 

^9-“5“®^ s&CfS in the sky, in the country; or by changing the 

ofo) of the inflection into ^ and lengthening the preceding vowel: 

thus *c§T°;5. 

The form dniki, as for (also anni as 

for in the accusative) are considered vulgar; and so is the 

ablative form (in the country) from country; yet we 

meet with these expressions even in standard poems. Thus our 

English poets, even Pope and Milton, use expressions or forms which 

modern taste condemns. 

Native tutors are apt to reject some good forms as vulgarities. 

(Thus instead of sSx>^S3. H. K. 5. 76.) Some indeed 

have urged me to omit such in this grammar. But whether the 

forms are right or wrong, we must learn them if we wish to under¬ 

stand and to be understood. 

Sanscrit Neuter nouns, when they fall under this declension fre- 

ouently use the Sanscrit shape of the Instrumental case. Thus 

Justice' makes injustice, justly. dis¬ 

crepancy, makes inimically, through spit* (See T. E. D. in 

CaSsSx-. g'oS'tf The proper and usual Telugu shapes 

would be s$sS»;6 but, the pure Sans¬ 

crit forms are often used; just as we often use the pure Latin forms 

ex parte, ab initiof a fortiori, &c. 

Nouns of this declension make the nominative plural either by 

adding to the nominative singular; or by changing the final *&> 

into *x> and lengthening its penultimate syllable if it is not long. 

Thus N. Sing. Plu. or N. Sing, 

Plu. 

THIRD DECLENSION. 

The tail’d Declension includes all regular nouns that have no in¬ 

flection in the Singular.* Also irregular nouns ; which will after¬ 

wards be described. 

* Those verbal nouns that end in as (jr* writing, can form the 

plural in (j^dSoo hut this is not usual. 
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Thus t$#x cider brother, elder sister, <2 child, wto- 

So|&father, use the Nominative form in the Genitive ; but the 

Genitive can at pleasure add the word Thus or 

the father's name. S’(J* wood, or 

^_s5^X the colour of the wood. 

^ An elder brother, 

Singular. Plural. 

N. «>$x N. 

G. ^f$x or 

D. «j6xS5 

A. 

V. 

I. or 
L. or ^^ciSjofiSb 

G. *2(^0 or t9?5x^o3oo^_ 

D. *5^095 

A. 

V. &&Ler*Tr> 

I. or 

Ii< &or t5f6^0c>5jO5$3 

Singular. 

N. ^0 

G. or ^0o3x>r 

D. 

A. 

V. 4)b 

I. ^Q^^or^©^6 

L. ^Oer* or ^©d&oeSb 

■4)© a tiger, 

Plural. 

N. ^ex)oj 

G. i&euv or i&vov5$x>? 

D. ^)0oe)S3 

A. ^ex>0^ 

V. ^Jj0Ger®Tr° 

L. 

I. ^ are formed (as in the 

singular) by affixes add¬ 

ed to the inflection. 

The cases are formed by adding the usual affixes to the Nomina¬ 

tive or Inflection. In the plural the Locative case, er*, frequently 

is contracted ; thus sandu, 'interstice' itot&vw* sandnla lo 

* in the spaces' is written sandullo. 

Some nouns of inanimate things of this Declension, ending in 

(%/»9»U0 A» U, and E, use ^ N in the Locative singular : as 

r'fijS "on the wall," “in the shade," S»£;S "on highground." 
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in the ear, on the road: P on the nose, <?'*»' • 

on breast: on the stick,* 
cO 

Nouns of tlii« Declension make the plural by adding OO LU to 

the nominative singular. Nouns that end in I, form the plural in 

ULU ; those terminating in I in the two last syllables, also change 

these into U in the plural. The plural inflection may be formed by 

changing the final 6X) into O.f 

Nom. and Gen. Sing. Nom. Plural. 

a master <S™6vo 

a frog S'<6^ to 

a calf dScr^eo 

cesSaoS* a bone dsSoS' to 

a mountain §T°o £to 

roso wealth % to £0: vo 

the ear T^tO 

a temple Ko£oto or 76#' 

63-S3 a leaf 63-So to 

XQlb a spoon X©^tO 

o some nouns derived from Sanscrit as, 

a forest 

63-6 the beginning 63^ to 

*6 a hill %&vo 

766 a river 76^0 to 

o5bp a man 

Some few Telugu nouns add S' at pleasure; thus P^,$ or pd>s? 

fire, JTo8o or fToSo? the throat. So *•«»,irv&S, or 

■sr>0O43 or &c4 

Sanscrit feminines ending in long A or I, as bhasha “ lan¬ 

guage,” e><|^ for tune (uot monosyllables,) shorten that letter, thus 

* But the £ added to words ending in I is vulgarly changed into p; thu->, 

p, a ?>, 63-© P, &c- This is not considered right. 

-f- -g-» The letter K; u* the letter B, plurals 8 ° to? t^fetO, 

% Nannaya, Chap. 68. 
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bhdsha, laxmi. But if the next word be Sanscrit forming 

(samasa) a compound, the broad A, or I', is generally retained. 

Thus description of a language. 

and being monosyllables do not drop the long vowel. They 

are declined thus; 
Igoj a woman, 

Singular. Plural. 

n. 4, N. [LjVJ 

G. or G. or 

d. 4>§ D. 

a. A. 

v. ^4, V. or 

I. 4^g or 4^ I. or 
c r 

L. or §> g 
L. {gojvey* or 05£> 

The word \$ also is declined like this by adding the usual affixes * 

a man, derived from (which is seldom used.) 

Singular. Plural. 

IsT. &pt>. N. Jatu 

G. &p^ or £op^.o3oo S' 
It¬ 

G. ojo pii sSiJ o 

'D. D. s5b/&53^e) So 

A. A. °&> jii t> f£> 

V. LaSoj&L V. r&Zx>er°T7° 

I. &plr^8 or sSop^S^ I. or 

L. sSopLur* IJ, e$i aj$3 £) 

On Irregular Nouns; Class First. 

All the irregular nouns are primitive Telugu words borrowed from 

no foreign source, and they proceed on principles peculiar to the lan¬ 

guage so remarkable that they alone furnish a sufficient proof that 
the language is entirely original. 

* The two words stri and sri (or shrcc) 

written in lieu of the other. 
are continually misused; each being 
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Although considered as Irregular these nouns evidently form the 

cases on certain principles which*I will endeavour to render apparent 

by classing together such as proceed on one mode.* 

Some nouns which are regular in the singular, form an irregular 

plural.f Thus, 

N. and G. Singular. N. Plu. 

a note, billet ■t)4» co 

trouble •^p>4*o 
OO 

a blow 
OO 

a net 
eo CO 

eo 
a tree CO 

200% a bottle 200 
Cs OO 

c* 
a beast Cry 

Cs 
an egg Tfb^b 

OO 

a fowl 

powder sJrSh 
OO 

a wild sir6^) 
OO 

a pint OO 

woa a carriage O') 

l^sfc© a peacock -^sSb& 

~S*Od^0 a crocodile ~300*^& 
OO 

j5co^0 an old man OO 

exo leather, skin OO 

^oa 
CO 

marriage ^oac^b. or, 

a fish 30cn>r5bex3, or, 

a louse 

a cow or 

OO 

Second Class. 

The Inflection singular of the following nouns is formed by chang¬ 

ing the last syllable of the nominative singular into d3 and the plural 

* The rule given in the ancient grammars is that only suen nouns as end in 

(£ tS o (S, take 43 in the Infl... .See the Bhattiyam, Chap. 30. 

t A few of these words assume a Regular plural form in poetry. 
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nominative into & or o£&. In poetry some of them use regular plu¬ 

ral by adding to the nominative singular, but in ordinary busi¬ 

ness those forms are never used. The plural Infl. changes the 

Norn. LU into LA. 

The Instrumental and Locative cases singular usually change the 

final C) of the Inflection into A. But these two cases are very ge¬ 

nerally laid aside, and instead of them the Inflection (Singular or 

Plural) is used, to which the signs ‘ with' and er* ‘in' 

are added. 

N. Sing. Infl. I. L. N. Plural. 

a lodge xJ*£43 xrak vT’Sifc 
CO 

eP&o a cord ^43 
CO 

a yard 
CO 

a city 

waste land, , t)tf i)b £ft oo 
common 

a country, fp>^3 TT6#) 1 CO 
a day 

food 
CO 

a nest 
CO 

iS fnller’s XS $43 

earth 

the leg of a 
CO 

bed-stead 

the west d&s&t3 t6 3 
to

 

*3 
Sd 

the mouth “^r°fe3 

or Q 

4o 
J Cto 

j&S&CJo the fore¬ r 

head 
CO 

&& a river &43 £>&ejo £>& 

an embrace 3^*43 

Xr~ the cheek 43 
Jj— t3 § 4j ^33 ft 

<5^0 a handful <5^43 
jj— TJ—CO 

JT'X'O a plough 7^K43 ’zr°Xk 
' CO 

T*’*&T»'X'0*b 
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N. Sing, 1 Infl. I. Jj. N. Plural. 

sSxOAO the court 3 s5oooAi) 
ry-» 

yard 
VO 

a pestle 
• or <S^t'o 

oo 

A© the interior or 
to (V) 

a door •5T'§43 •5r»§ej or 

13 to 
o_ 

the outside 1343 13 4j 

Third Class. 

Nouns noted below change the last syllable of the nominative sin¬ 

gular into o43 to form the singular inflection and o& or o£o 

to form the plural nominative. Some of these nouns also take (>x) 

in the regular manner to form the plural. 

N. Sing. G. I. L. Plural N. 

ri the eye S'o43 S'oio S'or -S’o£& 

sand s£>043 s6bo4o 

the sky So 043 So04j 

a female’s tfo43 or iJotfo 

£>ex> 

breast 

a bow ao43 2>o4j aewew, aoefc Solfc 

s£>oo£b or «5ooolb OO CO 

skoeo 
oo a thorn &*>C43 sSx>oi) 

SS^ejo ’oo a house 25^043 3}o£b 

oo 
a tooth a&o63 i6o4o i6o4j 

CO 

Fourth Class. 

The following use, the nominative singular for the singular inflec¬ 

tion : or change the nominative singular into They make the 

plural nominative either regularly by adding eX> to the Nom. Sing, 

or by changing the final syllable of the Nom. Sing, into or o££», 

Thus, 

N. Infl. I. L. N. Plural. 

a place xS^43 oew, or 

tS'“b4» 
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N. Infl. I. L. N. Plural. 

a pair, a aT*63 none gr6^ 00 

pair of 

shoes 

a boil ^4)o*3 l&oij 4)ogo or ^0$ 

*)C£o a fruit *>063 *>0b or *>otfr 

a village 6 OO 

a nail 3 jr*L> R"*tf>eo or 

“^3§b3o blood -f3e&63 none ~^e£>3otO 

£>So water fc>63 *>&* 

rose water no plural 

3x>jb^co the sea sSx>fojj3 sSx^6j sSo^5oto 

moonlight •3^60 

hunger £9-S'63 e-s'o^s es-rsfc 
CT) > CO 

s50 a sickle r'tfsSAS r°£s$Ob §^£s5o£b 00 

•ioftO spittle 

or 

•ioft63 

or, §TC £* ;6 

oboAW or °io?voa£> 

a shed *?0©63 *)o©6j 
CO 

jrtfo an axe r*^63 rr&t> r^o^.r^o^ 
O tr> * c* 00 69 Cs 09 0 

froX® 

#b£0 
ca 

SbolSto 

■axes to 

pudding 

pick-axe 

a hare 

the begin¬ 

£p oX& 

*0^63 G> 

Soo-^63 

“Rx> ft>43 "s^xsS6-> 

sJpox&3 
CO 

HotftOtO, *05 0 <5Cb 

SooTi^ or Soo'cS 

to to 

"2co£&> 
CO 

5^ to 

ning 

a mortar 5^63 
CO 

^>l!tO 

co 

a tortoise 

the body 

■^l!63 

^)063 2-c6~> 

CO 

k&eo 
CO 

Some neuter numerals are declined in the same manner. Thus 

N. rk’Cfc a hundred ; G. ; D. ; A. ; L. &n>±> or 

rSr*43ctf>0Co ; Tlu. i^&eo, ; N. '80 two; G. ~£o*3 ; D. 

~0°^§; A. "0o$3p ; L. “0o£r* or or ; Plu “5o<5& - 
* * J V4 • OO • > 
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N. three; G. sfcr.43; D. s5^n>43§ ; A. • L. sSbr*So^ 

or Plu. NG. o^Jb&>a eight; D. a3opSk&§; A. 

psx>&oASp * L. c3opsy>©o£j • Plu. 63o,\k ;&*}£& tw. 

The use of the local and plural forms of numerals is shewn in the 

Syntax. Thus three threes is nine : three eights are twenty-four, &c. 

Some masculine and feminine numerals are declined in the same 

manner. Thus two persons ; G. ; D. ooo£S6§ ; A. 

Also rix>Joc£> three persons ; G. £x>foQ ; D. skoKod§ ; A. 

Xodp. The word jStwNoflo is four persons; G. (SewHoQ • D.f$«w?6Q§ ; 

A. ?6ex)?fbep.* 

Fifth Class. 

Some nouns change the last syllable of the nominative singular 

into D to form the singular inflection and into to form the no¬ 

minative plural. Nouns in preceded by a short vowel lengthen 

that vowel to form the inflection singular and the nominative plural. 

Thus, 

N. Sing. G. I. L. N. Plu. 

■ST^CXW edge none «r°&zx> 

TTcOOO a stone tt°Q TJ0^ tt°$6 or Tr°ex> CO 

'SCXDOg the hand 

ghee none 

a well 0 none & 

s-o^5 a pit ?C*8oex> 

Sixth Class. 

The following nouns form the inflection singular by changing the 

final vowel U of the nominative singular into Q I. Nominative plu. 

change the final vowel of the nominative singular into tw, & or e&. 

Some, however, make the inflection singular irregularly. 

N. Sing. Inflec. L. N. Plu. 

afield 3P 3,&ex> or ^ 

rtr°(S} a hump-back JfcH'P 

* In poetry there occnr other spellings; the letter G being changed into V- 

Thus oooCJo^Oo two, three, four. 
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N. Sing. Inflec. L. N. Plu. 

a tree s£r°p or 

a tank r*e)JD vj&vj, or c 
9ot» 

the body *&|b 

& Co a village or 

Sen So Co a daughter Sn>CbQ Sen>«oCoex5 or o 

<3b 
OO 

-^>35 a name ~£d43 "^6i> or ’wCbtw or 
-=S w- 
oJO 

(6or» exo thread f6t®<D none 

wo a share iJr°© or CO 

■^•©43 

Seventh Class. 

Words ending in \ & form the inflec. singular in The Nom. plu. 

either adds to the Nom. Sing, or changes the last syllable of the 

Nom. Sing, into &; thus N. a sowing machine; G. 

N. Plu. or rr&. N. a plough share; G. S’ 6^; N. Plu. 

S'l^to or S'go. N. the neck; G. ; N. Plu. or *=>£> 
&c. 

Eighth Class. 

Some nouns form the inflection singular in ?) and the nominative 

plu. in $ , 0^, or ol*>. 

N. Sing. G. I. L. N. Plu. 

”3“°O0 the leg ~r*<0 V®e> "TT® o T«&> 
oo 

l§ex> the finger "^© l§e> l§e> 
oo 

£3-too a wife ^*© none none or W-o^o 

o5b^55o7J° a grand «5af$3bTT®o«£> or 
CO 

tx> daughter © s&rSs5bTr®0(J5S 

r^^oo a daughter ^<5© S^iJSoSSb or ^-co 

in-law l*> 
i.-o3CSU> a cousin sfctftf© 3 £5 0 fi£> or <5b 3 

i 
«0(£o 
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N. Sing. G. L. N. Plu. 

CV> 
a sister 

on or 

a town 

The word the hand makes the G. in ~^©, but it has no plu¬ 

ral. 

Sometimes the same plural is used for two or more different 

nouns: thus 

Singular. Plural. 

a day N 
| 

a country > days, lands, nerves 

7T°& a nerve ; ) 

a name ) 
CO 

names, splinters 
a splinter ’ 

a root 'l 1 -£& 
co 

roots, fingers 
a finger ' 1 

the eye j > ?f 
CO 

eyes, stones 
S'ex) 

CO 
a stone 

a fowl > l 

a leg or post fowls, legs, streams 

a rivulet , 1 f 

j£cfi$o a fruit ] [ 36 
r co 

fruits, teeth 

56 CX) 
CO 

a tooth ' [ 

Foreign Words: 

»Both in speaking and writing, the Telugus generally retain many 

foreign words untranslated. The words Doctor, Captain, Gene¬ 

ral ; coat, ice, glass, wine, beer, brandy, cup, saucer, bottle, court, 

book, receipt, pen, ink, bureau, &c., and perhaps a hundred Hindus¬ 

tani expressions in daily use as Kharch expence, outlay, zu- 

Note —A grammar of this language written in Telugu and printed in 1836 is 

arranged somewhat in the method preferred by the English. But besides mvchthat 

is omitted it gives some false statements. Regarding many of the words d< scribed 

in this page, it exhibits regular as well as irregular plurals. But those regular 

plurals are fictitious. 
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ror, ruZi, sandook, chacu, petara, jild, jawan, roz, naucar, munshi, 

nakd fSX'fifc, kc. This dialect cannot as yet be set aside: because 

there are no native expressions which precisely convey the same 

ideas. Take an instance. The word gazu does indeed mean 

glass: but in Telugu conveys the idea of glass bracelets; 

ginne ‘ a cup’ denotes a metal cup. There is no word to denote a 

glass. In like manner the word book, if translated or 

would convey the idea of a book written on palm leaves. Thus to 

bind a book is *x>So ~%os&':£<s&£o or because there is no 

intelligible and convenient word for binding, j It is not easy to 

speak or write Telugu without using foreign words : but good taste 

requires us to use them in moderation/ 

These foreign nouns whether Hindustani, English or neuters of 

Sanscrit origin, have no inflection, nor Locative or Instrumental 

forms in the singular: in the plural a few have inflections. All these 

use affixes. 

Thus naucar a servant '^§’6 naukarl, service, “&>2T* a 

table, tainu (the English word line) ^^■0 a couch. "«£> F* a 
• _ 

pen, omo§ ink. &> office. mine. doctor. er'>cS6c£> latc. 

yer. a guardian* 

Singular. Plural. 

N. Tr0** N. IT’S&ejo or 

G. or G. TT’S'cSaiuS' 

D. 
a. 

I. 
L. ■pg'Gber* 

D. ‘p^GbaSo 

A. 

I. 

L. fT* S’ C5oe> er* 

Words ending in LU as Vakeel sSito, Amul eiioto, kc. are ln. 

eluded in the same rule thus, 

Sing Pin. 

N. a§ex> a minister 

G. s$tcoa&3?f_ of a &ic. 

D. to a minister 

A. cteJOffc 

ministers 

at $ So 

ro 

co 

So Colonel, General. &tc. S'fSr&c. 
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It may be worth while to remark that house-hold servants at 

Madias talk a broken English with fluency; but the learner will find 

it profitable to employ pnly those domesticks who will speak to him 

in the language he is studying: ^uch are always to be had. Our 

initiatory native instructors also speak English, but we should as soon 

as possible lay aside such aid and employ a teacher who speaks 
Telugu alone. 

ON PEONOUNS. 

The pronouns may be divided into two kinds, viz. the personal 

and the adjective pronouns. There are no Relative pronouns. 

Personal pronouns have two numbers like those of substantive 

nouns, and three persons in each number, as /, thou, 

he. Plu. we, zxn>&> you, ‘sr'& they. 

The Gender of the 1st and 2d person is always clear. But the 

3d person calls for distinction. Thus Mas. he, Fem. and 

Neut. &&she, it, and Plu. Mas. and Fem. ‘st'Oo those persons. Neut. 

those things. 

The pronouns have all the cases of nouns except the Vocative, 

which, however, is used in compound words, as &>sr>~Gor> Q Gar¬ 

dener/ O milk maid &c. 
CO 

On The First Person. 

The first person (/, myself) has two modes of forming the plu..;!, 

Tiz# i&aris) we and sfcfSsio thou and /, or you and we, or thou and ' 

we ; for this includes the person addressed. 

Singular. Plural. 

N. * 1 N. we 

G. rX°53oo|_, my G. *>>, s6^5Xx>?f_, s*r>(5£ our 

D. '(To!£ to me -D* to us 

A. ** ™e A* 

or us. 

» la poetry is sometimes changed into enu or & E ; and ’io&e 

is changed into &sSoo-• and lIito 
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Singular. Plural. 

I. , -(T0^ by me, with I. by us, with us 

me 
L. 7T°er*5 tt»cs£o£b in me L. s^er^, sfr'c&ofiS) m us 

The other form which may be called the dual, runs thus, 

N. Thou and I; you and we. 
G. s5b;6dft Thine and mine ; Our and your. 

D. sfcfSSS To me and thee ; to you and us. 
A. -55oj6s1x){6, s5oj6e>, s&f>*Sxe> Us and thee ; us and you. 

The Instrumental and Locative are compounded as hi 
ts, *S6(6ctfboiSb in us- 

On the Second Person. 

Sing. Plu. 

N. thou N. Co-®you 

G. £>, ^£6 thy, thine G. &r®, &r®<s£> your 

D. to thee 

A. Pi&, pt$£. thee 

D. £)cn>SS to you 

A. £o&>oT g)osS^,, gosSx^e?, 

£ you 

I. fcxS#, by thee, with I. &r®x3t$, txr»^ by you, with 
thee you 

L. frer4, in thee L. s*p>dSoo<& in you 

This word forms the Dative singular and plural in and 

fcr»55 in opposition to the general rules of the Dative case of the 

nouns: which would require the termination to be not §0 but §. 

The peculiar politeness observed in the use of the pronouns among 

the Hindus requires caution. In speaking to equals or inferiors with 

some’esteem, it is not proper to make use of the pronouns thou ; 
but fcr^Cfc you is used. And so when a person of authority speaks 

concerning himself we is used instead of /. A Telu^u 

when speaking to his master, uses the phrase StebSo y0Ur )lonor . or 

oSo0f5sr»6o Sec. 

Pronouns of the Third Person. 

’<*> and (each meaning He) are nouns of the 1st deelen- 
•T* i 

*1011. 
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Masc. Singular. 

N. he, that man he, this man 

G. •ST’P, his tP, S5 

D. -5r>p§,to him &jbi, 

A. ^p, 'sr'&X him &P, 

I. -53-°^^ by SpT^O, ^peT6 

him 

L. ■sr»?)e5^e) -5r^c*e?^ in him ^per*, &&&* 

Plural. 

Masc. and Fem. 

N. ■sr»CSo, cT»^eJO. sj-*c6_ vr*02& 
1 ' CO ' CO ' 

■sr°o[_fi$o 

G. 5T*d, ■5T*^e>, ■5T»0££> -5T°0^ 

D. "5r»0§, -sr»0e>5S, -sr^tfSS, «r*o 
7 7 OO / 

£55 
CO 

A. ^ap, -sT^tf^rk, -syOgZfa 

It OT'dxS^, -5T» er6 

L. '5T»6eJ>r€, ■£r»KeT^ 
? CO 

Masc. and Fern. 

£>CJS, &tfeu, £)&, So&o, £>o^jfc 

£)0, £>tfe>, &OST, 

£>a§ Soo^S So ijo&So &o 7 7 OO 7 OO / 
» 

^5o 

&QP, £>tfe>r&, SoST^, 

Sa^tf, Sa^ 

Saer6, er*. 
5 to 

Interrogates. 

Masc. Sing. 

N. ^ssasb, oio^afe* wAo, which 

man ? 

G. ois$& whose, which 

man’s 

D. <^|&?, c5s$&§ to whom 

A. oisSp, o5s$«3^ whom 

I. «^sSpn3tf, ds5 p<§^ by whom, 

with whom 

L. ois5per*? cisS&er* in whom 

Masc. and Fem. Plural. 

So5C^b? ©isSoi&j S’kt^Qo which 

men 

o5s5a, o5s5od» > c*» 

cissai, 

oi^dp, <As50&$> 

7 CO 

dsSOiSer* 
" CO 

When the long initial vowel is shortened the next consonant is doubled, as 

here shewn. From snSb A*, is formed w/*af m««, by contraction 

who? So in the feminine edi becomes d© eddi. 
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vr»£b He, that man, <£>& this man, are used only of inferiors ; bu. 

when we speak of any man with respect and 7r*fi& or - 

£$b or o^'TT'SSb* are the proper words to be used, and when much res¬ 

pect is shewn the word is used: when still more respect is 

to be shewn, plurals are used, as they for he. 

*3&7rB<3b and £{{£7r*<£b are also thus declined. 

The words 63-c&fS his honour, his reverence, that gentleman, 

and or are declined thus, 

Masc. Sing. 
N. ftS-cSSo^ *&d30iS 

G. 53ooS' -&o&;$o3oo5' 
D. cJ£>f6§3 -^&d3j(69o 

A. 

I. 63-ct£>;6 or c*53j6 x5or 

L. S^-dSjfSer* -^dSSjber* 

These words have no plural, but borrow from and &>&> he, 

that man and this man ; and from dsSifc who. 

Feminine and Neuter Singular. 

Interrogative. 

&cSjf5 who ? 

&>d&j6o3*w?r 

obdtfc j$ ?£> 

j6 fit 

£)cJ£>j6T3££ or 

^dSofSer-6 

N, sAe, »7, that 

G. -C5^°Po3oog_ 

D. -GT°P§ 

A. TT*p, -CT*^ 

L. ■O'JDer*, (ry>ofS*'\ 

this woman, it, this thing, 

£>£>, 6 jDo3oo?f_ 

kp, kpx 

&>p§^t 

Observe, that tzpo^ and are disapproved as vulgar. They 
are. therefore included in brackets. 

The feminine plural of she, that woman and sj© this woman is 

the same as the masculine plural of wafc he, that man, and £«b this 

man. Thus -5r»eex) they, those women, i)&,£>i5VG these wo¬ 

men &c. But the neuter plural of «Q it, that thing and S<£> this 
thing runs thus, 

Neuter Plural. 

N. they, those thngs they, these things 

G. 'ST’43, ^r»435^r_ 0r, or Ip 

• In poetry «&&b and S^afc are somctimes 8pelt with a j inif, , 

-&&& OT&&o&, s^oab. 
as 
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Neuter Plural. 
D. 

A. 

I. 

L. 

•r»43§, or •sr»p§ 

•snbfi) or 

•5T°io •sr»43^, ' cr» J y 

or 

•sr’43eJy"s. •r*^>cTr* 
’ CO * 

n 
*, or ■sr*r) 

&^§, or £>£§ 

&&P, or £)p 

£>63^, or &p5T* 

£)63eJ^} £>jber*5 0r &£>d3305$b 

Interrogatives. 

Fem. and Neu. Sing. Neuter Plural. 

N. ^Q,oi©, oi Q* which woman, &2>, °ta, which ? 

ivhich ? 

G. ’^PoSmS' ^-cr>» oi-crrjD -^3 ^53oor ^g) 
y~~ 7 Q tr~ * 1 

D. "^P§, &^g>§ ^a3§, -^j&§ 

A.'&Py'SP'X -£&pt~£p 

L. cSPer*, (cSo^) ^-CT-jOer-e ^ger8, (^^,) ^pdSSoaS) 

Tn the feminine singular the word °^*3 is generally used for 

which woman ? 

The feminine plural interrogative of is the same as the mascu¬ 

line plural interrogative of °^<3o which man? Thus, Sing. °ia which 

woman ? Plu. °^«5So, ois$o<5£> which women ? &c. 

That woman or this woman and £9-~*b, or 

that lady, this lady. 

The word IT*, or self\ is translated Hey She, It. 

Sing. Plu. 

N. W, 

G. 

D. 

a. t, 
J, €5^6 x3<5, &(6&^ 

L. ^j6c«5o<J5b 

N. ■yrfw, &sSbC3. ^05 

G. tfs5b,£teb53oo>; , (#o&6) 

D. tf^oss, (tfi&eS) 

A. (€$«5c0jb) 

I. tfabtStf, tfo&tS'5 

L. CSsfcd''8, &;&c8SOd£>. 

* Some words peculiar to poetry are needless in the Grammar, and will be found 

in the Dictionary: such are ofor 
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The plural is used for your honor, a respectful mode of address. 

Thus sfco-»04S3 to your honor's house. 

From these pronouns are formed many compound nouns, which 

are declined in the same manner, by adding (to adjectives) 

for the masc- and ^6 or and for the fern, and 

for the neuter. Thus masc. sing. a potter, 

an old man.Q$Yzr*£> a child. Plu. sno^o-— 
c*” -6 OJ J q ro ) 

®‘ol,r*0i3P* Fern. sing. *Sx)~£er°lZjj or *S»*^er»£)'3 or 

an old woman. a child, a girl. plu. or sSx> 

■tfOsncfc old women, children. Neu. the large one. 

plu. ~^ga the large ones. 

These compound words form the vocative by changing the final 

vowel U into A' if they end in <&) for the masc. or by adding 

D77'° if they end in £> for the fern. Thus Norn. JP’e^-sr^dSb a cow- 

herd. Voc. o cowherd l Norn. **&© a girl. Voc. 

■^7^ 0 / &c. 

G) (From *£) and (from those things) are also added 

to the infl. sing, and plu. of all the pronouns, to denote posses¬ 

sion or connection : and are declined like Thus 7P8 0r 

c*° mine, fra or frc*9 thine. his. or ours. £x*S> 

*wrf- ^Q0 and so T^a Mwy*. fra thy things. D. 77- 

««w. tt-^>63§ To mine (Latino ad mea.) A. 

mine. L. rP»'Gr>per«j (0r 7n>Tr>o*r5) in mine. f0 ours,f &Cm 

Tliey are also added to the interrogatives : thus, whose 

(is) it ? »>*0a whose (are) these things? ’SpQ to which (does) it 

(belong) ? <Zpz to which do they belong ? Sfc. The masc. and fem. 

plurals are my people. sxn>*r>& your people. §>o&abXQ ^0 

& whose people are these ? whose kinsmen are they ? 

The pronoun ^ i8 defective, and is used only in the nomina¬ 

tive, genitive and dative : ThusN. what? G. £>&>43, £43 0f 

what ? D. &&>43«, &43§ fir what'l 

(adverb) There, is declined as a defective Pronoun ; thus, 
K 
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D. «0<&§5t or, thereto. 

Ins* or thereby. 

L. therein. 

In tho same manner stoc£> here is declined. 

D. hereto. 

Ins. siofiSb^# or 3{oab;S» hereby. 

L. s^ofiker* herein. 

And also <^oc&f where: thus. 

D. o5 o wherefore ? 

Ins. or whereby. 

Loc. wherein ? 

See also in page 79. 

ADJECTIVE PRONOUNS. 

Adjective pronouns have no singular; and are thus declined. 

Masculine and Feminine. 

N so many') allper-'} Aoss& how'} §^oc$& a few 

persons ) sons ) man!/Per r persons. 
S0«S i* „ 

G. Qocsd,oTQ°X& ‘ } fc*oa9 oioeO r^oaG 

o5x>§* ( 

D. s^oasS fc*oaG§ o^ocsq§ r'oaa? 

A. sfoea?) OoaG?) doaGp r^oaGp 

I. 30*56^$, 30a} «oa5^&, *] 1 g^oaa^tf, 

dS* j or j ) or oioaGeT* | l or^oaG^6 

L- goaGer^ ^oaQ^r6' oioaGer* l^oaGer6 

Neuter. 

all h°w ^ ^ afew 

many ? S 

N, so many 



adjective pronouns. 

Neuter. 

G. or ] > 
srpjts 

o^r ) 

D. A ^431 i-jbjiS? 

A. SP,#?* Ap^pp trp^sp 

J. | 

or « ) or S* ) or ^ j or 

L. Silver* wjD^Ser8 jo^Ser8 r'j^Ser8 

The word being All, or so much the following words are 

connected. 

Neuter Plural. 

Sing. Neuter All, so much as that so many, all, 

8S*otf All, so much as this so many, all, 

how much ? <^Px how many ? 

some S^F^some 

Herein the sing, denotes quantity ; but the plural denotes num¬ 

ber. Thus Aotf£)c*6o*s» how much rice ? §^^"£0 tfew gome goats. 

Masc. Fern. or &ots& all those (people) 

^oi$«fcoa c;o25C3S so many, these 

or <Aots& how many? 

fT*oQ&oQ §"* osome 

This sometimes takes a plural form, as sp&tx>. 

The initial letters S3- A and ■& I' (which might be called ar¬ 

ticles) and their interrogative ^ E' are prefixed to many words, 

meaning that, this and which. Thus S3-that tree, £3-t3&o 

those trees, this tree, which tree ? Rut when they 

precede the nouns, they are sometimes changed into short vowels 

doubling the following consonants. Thus or 
Tr— 

that time &c. Several other words originate from the same prin¬ 

ciple. 1 hus ‘zr*that man. this man. which man ? &c. 

Also there. here, ^ £ where? 
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«kop$o43 Such as that. such as this{talis) «te»sSo43 what 

sort y (qualis.) 

So >Sb many How many. 

«o6, So much ^06 How much <fcc. 

Instead of the initial vowels A, I, E, the syllables YA, YI, YE 

are perpetually written. Thus ***£_£, there, here, 

where, are written This mode of spell¬ 

ing is not inconvenient. But by an error in which all persist 

(and the same appears in copies of poems) the letter Ye (denoting 

which)- is almost always written Ya meaning that. Thus 6fc>otf 

how much ? becomes thus much. A little practice will ena- 

ble'us to recollect this perversion; which otherwise may sometimes 

create a doubt. We merely have to recollect that instead of ye it 

is customary, though wrong, to write ya. 

DEFECTIVE NOUNS. 

Some nouns have no singular nominative; and are placed in 

the plural form in the Dictionary. Thus, 4 milk.’ Many 

names of particular kinds of grain are thus defective. Thus 

' 7 CO 7 > CO 7 

The word water is used in the plural: unless in poems, 

which at pleasure use the singular as is already explained. 

Thus a little water: literally a few waters. 

Irregular Defective Nouns' and Adverbial Declension. 

Some adverbs and other parts of speech are capable of declen¬ 

sion as defective nouns of the third declension. Thus &r»cs above, 

goes beneath, er* within are properly mere adverbs ; and though 

they have no nominative they have a genitive, and sometimes 

other cases. But it will be perceived that in translation these 

sases become other parts of speech. 
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Thus txr>a is above; but the infl. ia txr>& of above ; upper or 

next: and the Dative to up, can only be translated up¬ 

wards Hence we may form a nominative by adding various 

words to the infl. as that which is next, or above. 

Soe, JosfcTT* adv. Beneath. G. So© adj. last, underneath, D. 

§o&§ adv. downwards, down. Hence Soft© nom. what is beneath. 

When these two adverbs are united into a phrase, a plural ia 
used thus So&&t«&cx> up and down. 

itoofifr, ifcooctf, or adv. In front. G. «*»o«43, *»o«d 

fore,fronting. D. *S»o©43S adv. forwards. Hence 

*S»ob43© that which is in front. 

■3jSS\ -3*r* or -3j6?7r» adv. Behind. G. ~3fiU8 adj. hinder, 

back. D. "3£Jf43§, adv. backwards. 

When these are united (with the plural affix) ■SjSI'afcoofikuo 0r 

«boofifc‘3?SS'u) means/ore and aft, backwards and forwards 

The two words before and after frequently change their mean¬ 

ings: thus Those after him may also denote 
his predecessors. 

r-T3***j adv. At last. G. tT&dsi3 adj. last. 

adv. At first. G. ^43, $**©43, <3^0©04S, «5~0 , 

adj./r,<. earliest. Hence <T* etfa or -S"043a i8 the nominal 

ees®, W-Se, adv. Thither, beyond. G. wSoD, <3-^ 

W*S0 adj. Farther. D. WsStfSS, W-sOS, tsjS^OS adv. <^r 

3,*sae>» ■**•’» Steady. Hither. G. -8**0, 2)^0 adj 
nearer. D. *jS«05, **$01 adv. This way. 

*r*K& adv. Formerly. G. tr*Kb adj former. 

adv. Afterwards. G. OvssO adi next 

M-^0438 The next one. 
Hence is derived 

o ” or *2 adv- ^ G. «»8 or «g adj. which is 
near, adjoining, neighbouring.!), e* 6! or rfe§ ».]„ 
e/we /a. ° “ 

fPe. 

• d*Lunct' ^ 0 (the 8ame) *** adj- iUtant- Loc. at 
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tr*, or adv. In, inside, within. G. er^p, ep^o6?); 

adj. inner. D. «r«pt, er«§, «rS3&0§, adv. inwards, *w. 

2^ adv. (Loc. case) outside. G. 2^ adj. Exterior, outer. D. 

2^S adv. ow£, outwards. 

adv. Cbt the left hand. G. adj. Mcz/ which is on the 

left hand. D. 'cr°<60l adv. towards the left hand, 

2S«(6e> adv. On the right hand. G. s$e>^e) adj. D. s$ei6£)§. 

*3e>£e> adv. Outwards, G. adj. outer. D. *^0560?, 

outwards. 

adv. Afterwards. G. adj. such. on the 

whole. 

adv. Hereafter, hencefor wards. G. s*o&63 adj. swcft. D. 

hereafter, after all. 

adv. Yesterday, G. P»^3 as PP^^P yesterday's work. D. 

up to yesterday. L. P4l£f* icithin yesterday. 

“2^>adv. The day before yesterday. G. Of that day : 

thus "S^f6;^32r,wa the letter that came the day before yesterday. 

D. ^oj6^4S§ until the day before yesterday. 

<^ejoo& adv. The day after to-morrow. G. Thus c^€£° 

Si6p the work to be done the day after to-morrow. D. 

adv. the day after to-morrow L. ; as to¬ 

morrow or day after to-morrow. 

£ adv. There. G. e?f_& adj. of that place, or country D. 

fc$3f &§ to that place, thither, thereto. 

adv. Here. G. adj. of this place. D. to this 

place, hither. 

adv. Where? G. ^£_&adj. of what place? D «^.&8 to 

what place, whither ? 

In every thing. G. ^^3 universal. D. ^^32 on the 

whole. 

In like manner there, S5^t> here, where, make 

the genitives tlms of that place, of this place, 
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of what place? D. to that place, to this 

place, to which place. 

A few adverbs have nominative forms, Thus this day. G. 

■^43 of this day, present. the man of to-day, the present 

man. D. to-day. 

o Then, how, oid&^afe when ? These form the G. 

erijrt, s^*3, D. «^I8S, **a*8» 

The defective pronoun there or that, is used in forming a 

noun (or gerund) and is added to participles : thus ^cxo^oakSKS 

for going. L. in, or by, going for 

want of <ud 

The acc. of this ends in £ NA. Thus t*d<2£>3r6ax>;$oifcj6?fc9o€> 

regarding his going. 

It even may take a plural form as for going. ~v%K 

for coming. &otZXvo&v& for staying. 

Even some Sanscrit adverbs can in Telugu take an inflected 

form. Thus the adverb at present. G. (adjective) 

or present, existing, current. L. at 

present. 

ON THE ADJECTIVE. 

The Telugu adjective like that used in English, is devoid of 

number, gender, (unless what affixes supply) and case. Compara¬ 

tives and Superlatives are formed merely by adding the words 

more, less, most or very. Some adjectives add ^oa>;S the rela¬ 

tive participle of to become: thus ^oi^) 0r ^os&ocojS pret¬ 

ty. But this will be placed under the Relative participle. 

* These three words <3 <6^ fife appudu, S^fife ippudu, oi^fife eppudu, 

are sometimes (in poetry) contracted : being written t$^t) ap'du, 

»P du, cpdu. Put this is not used in common life. 
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Some few Sanscrit adjectives are used in the Sanscrit compara¬ 

tive or superlative forms: just as in English we use the Latin 

forms superior, inferior, prior ; supreme, extreme, maximum. 

Other particulars regarding adjectives are placed in the Syn¬ 

tax. 

INTERJECTIONS are fully described in the Dictionary. 
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BOOK FOURTH. 

ON THE VEEB. 

All verbs appear in my Dictionary in the Infinitive form, end- 

ing in Ta. Thus pamputa to send 9aduvuta to 

read. 

The ancient Telugu Grammarians have with good judgment dis¬ 

tinguished three conjugations of verbs. The Second contains such 

Roots as end in T or S, likewise some few verbs in YY, or SS; 

such as chey-uta or ches-uta to do: 

vray-uta or vras-uta to write : sHcSSat) poy-utaor 

nos-uta to pour: toy-uta or tos-uta to push : 

vrayy-uta or vrass-uta to break : fiayy-uta or 

dass uta tv weary. 

The Third conjugation contains verbs that end in 9U; as Y>o-tia 

pen9*uta to rear, mannin9-uta, to forgive. Or in 99U a3 

me99-uta, to approve : 9a99*uta, to die. 

Most of the verbs which are derived from other languages are 

placed in this conjugation. 

Thus raxin9~uta to protect, ^TPoMo-tfaij phirain9*uta, 

from Hindustani, phirana, to turn. 

All verbs that do not belong to the second and third conjuga¬ 

tions, appertain to the first conjugation. Accordingly £0^)0 

pamp-uta, to send, 9aduv-uta to read, pov-uta to go, 

are verbs of the first conjugation. Each conjugation contains 

several classes of verbs, and instead of the numerical signs First, 

Second, or Third conjugation, the expression is, A verb ending 
in du, in yu in fw, &c. But natives never use such expressions 
among themselves. 

L 
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The first and second conjugations contain chiefly verbs that 

originate in Telugu:* the third, (besides numerous native verbs) 

embraces all verbs derived from Sanscrit, Hindustani and other 
languages. 

A verb may change out of one conjugation into another: thus 

^csSo*j chey uta ending in T is of the 2d conjugation. But in 

its Causal shape cheyinfuta it becomes a verb of the 

8d conjugation : and in its passive shape it is a verb 

of the 1st conjugation. And the same changes take place in al¬ 

most every verb. 

Verbs ending in are of the 3d conjugation ; thus 

Some of these have the liberty of changing ■&> ^u into ppu 

thus which falls within the 1st Conjugation. This will be 

afterwards explained. Thus the termination of the Boot alone 

■hews the conjugation. 

Certain changes made in the root make the participles: and 

then by adding personal affixes with some particles, the tenses 

are made. Thus from makes the past p|| chesi having 

done: and from this comes chesinadu, he did, 

te^inadu, he brought, pampinadu, he sent. Again^J» 

'F'rb chesinanu I did, te^inanu, I brought, 

pampinanu I sent. Here the terminations are uniform, though 

the verbs belong to three different conjugations. 

These personal affixes are the same in all verbs whatever; 

both active and passive just as have, had, hast, are equally appli¬ 

cable to all English verbs. Accordingly if we know the affixes 

of one verb, we know those of all. And (as in English, Latin or 

Prench) it often is sufficient to mention the first person of a 

• Many of these are likewise found in the Kannadi language which appears 
to be more ancient than Telugu. 
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tense, because all the rest of the persona merely change the termi. 

nation according to one rule. 

There are properly only two voices : the affirmative and nega¬ 

tive. The Passive voice is compounded with to falls the 

Middle voice with to take: and the Causal voice inserts 

g)oi& in^u. But all the terminations continue unchanged. Thus 

(as in English) the Passive uses the active endings. 

The tenses of the verb are Present, Past, Future, Aorist and 

the Imperative. 

The numbers are the Singular and the Plural; and the persons* 

are the first, second, and the third. In the Singular, the third 

person feminine has the neuter termination, but it takes mascu¬ 

line terminations in the plural. 

Principal parts of the Verb. 

These are the Root, the Infinitives, and the Participles. The 

Roots end in Q}] “ U** as pampu, ‘send,’ povu, 

‘go;’ to which by adding (the infinitive sign To) as 

the verbs to send, to go, are formed; as they appear in 

the Dictionary. 

The Root has been differently defined by various 

writers. Some say that do-£)L> pampu-ta is formed from 

pampu, adding ta. Others say (with the author of the Dipica) 

that the root is *o^f) pampu. Others exhibit the verb as 

pamp-adamu: but the oldest authors quote verbs in one form 

of the third person singluar past tense of the verb : pampe, 

• When we converse with a native who knows Sanscrit but not English we 

mast remember that I, We, are called & ; Thou, You, are called 

and He, she, it, they, are called the firsi 

' erson 
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he sent, *3^ cheppe he said, unde, he was. This is the 

form in which verbs appear in the lexicons of Hebrew and Arabic: 

languages of which the bramins are not likely to have heard. 

EADICAL POEMS. 

The following roots are included in the First conjugation which 

contains more than half the verbs in the language. 

to to rule, to drive, to ask, to tread, 

to sell, to grow, to leap, s£>ofi6i> to flame, 

to fall, to play, to speak, to mount, 

*ir*2$o4j to sing, to say, to walk, to hear, 

to buy. 

The verb Konuta when it means to buy is Eegular : but 

when used as a sign of the Middle voice, it is irregular. 

Silent Roots. 

MjlND. * Flame.' This is the root of mand-uta to flame. 

**r»jS>*6o&;6£> the wood flamed. 

Und'. * Be.' To be, stay, dwell, stop, remain. & 

he is in the village. 

Amm. 4 Sell.' <?sTo sell. S3-she sold it. 

A'd. ‘ Flay: pronounced Jrd. «-«*>*> To play, 

the women danced. 

Px'd; ( Sing.' (pronouncedpard.) S'&i* To sing. 

she sang a stanza. 

Pad. * Fall' (pronounced pud) To fall. the 

bird fell. 

Po'v. 4 Go' sJr6^ To go. the lime is past: cr 
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the sun is set. The full form appears only in verse. 

Pal. 220. the form s&> is in use. 

Av, or Ag. 'Become.' or To become. 

£>fc9ooo;$0 it became his : it proved to be his. The ancient form 

is seldom used unless in poetry. 

Paluk, 4 Speak,r To speak. r3-0^ the 

doctor (or learned man) spoke. 

Kalug. 4 AccrueTo chance, accrue, be, happen. 

There is a story. S' _tf S'&tfo there is an owner. 

Note. v. n. To move and to be angry are re¬ 

gular verbs 

An. 4 Say' To say. he said so. 

he told his brother. 

Kon. ‘Get.’ S~° To get. S^*c*6g§r*jr^a6 he got or bought 

a wood. 

These forms •fco&cij, &c. being the Infinitive forms 

exhibited in the dictionary, the silent roots are Maud, TJnd, &c. 

as now shewn. 

INFINITIVE FORMS. 

These are the Infinitive in A as j6o?6 parapa: the Infin. in £ *S» 

Damu as pampadamui Inf. in *-> TA. as doty to pampu- 

ta: Ifaf. in E'di as <bo pampedi. In my Telugu Diction* 

ary, the Inf. in TA alone is used. 

The “ Boot in A,” or 41 Infinitive in A" is made by changing 

the final U of the Root into A. Thus out of the root pampu 

comes dod pampa to send, and then by adding Damu to 

this, makes the Infi. in tfc&x) Damu ’ <6o<62e^x> pampadamu. 

Some grammarians are of opinion that this infinitive ought to 

end in thus do*>, pavtpanu, faduvanu, or bv con- 
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traction ftpampan, gaduvant which by a further 

contraction become e&sS pampa, gaduva. It appears how- 

ever reasonable to look upon this NU or N as an affix not affect¬ 

ing the sense. Certain affixes change the sense of the Hoot in si. 

The letter is also added as 7r*> tftf pampa ga, gadavaga. 

This is at pleasure spelled *6o*6o7r^ tfribsSoTV pampangay gadu- 

canga. It is also called the adverbial form. 

The Inf. in ^ TA adds the letter to the Root; thus out of 

comes pamputa: and the Inf. in E DI changes 

the final of the Root into —£& : thus out of comes 

pampedi. 

The Infinitives in TA and DAMU are declined as nouns: 

Thus is a noun of the third declension : and iS» ig a 

noun of the second declension. Some call them verbal nouns. 

ON PARTICIPLES. 

The Participles in the affirmative Verb are the present, the 

past, the relative and the aorist. I Bhall use the sign P|| or p|| 

for the word Participle. The present pH is made by adding to 

the Root or ; thus makes or 160^^. To 

these the affix (out of the auxiliary verb is also add¬ 

ed : thus pampug-unnu and pamput-unnu 

sending. But ”&> and being used chiefly in poetry, the 

colloquial shapes & and alone are exhibited in the following 

pages. 

Verbs that end in T'T'U as ^£0^ 'to strike’ ‘ to 

place* ‘to revile or abuse’ can in the present participle and 

past tense change toa TTU into or §; thus 

or §"*&£> and the past tense or or 

The past p|| is formed by changing the final C of the Root in- 
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to “ 9” *• I thus out of pampu comes patnpi hav¬ 

ing sent. 

If a verb has three syllables, and the second is short TJ, as ** 

ttorto adilgu, (to ask) 9adtivu to read, cartiqu to bite, 

Z cfcrtb cariigu to melt; this U changes into I when the termination 

changes into 9> “"=>> (I, e, e) : this happens in the past p|| the 

3d pers. sing, of the past tense, and one aorist p||. Thus 

cadivi (having read) *53*3 ^adive he read, and ^adive, who 

reads. 

And these verbs have also the liberty of changing the middle 

U into ^ a when the final vowel of the Root ends in ^ & : 

thus gaduva or ^adava to read. 

The Relative participle is formed by adding ^ NA to the past 

participle: thus from^ofc pampi having sent comes abo&fS pampi- 

na that sent. 

The aorist participle is derived from the Root either by using 

the root itself; or changing the final (U) of it into-5, -£*3, (e, 

e$i) or or -=>i (adu, edi): thus, abolS, afao-iiSS, a&c'Sjfifc, 

AoxA that sends. 

ON TENSES. 

The tenses are formed by adding the personal terminations 

to the root or else to the present and past participles. 

[The following rules on formation, marked with inverted commas 

[‘] in the margin, were framed by a native tutor in the College 

They may perhaps be useful to those who study Telugu in 

Europe : these principles may be occasionally referred to when a 

doubt arises. Such as read the language in India will seldom 

require these rules : which will be easily acquired without being 

studied in tb; method.] 
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4 The principal personal terminations in verbs are borrowed 

from the pronouns. 

‘ The terminations of the 1st and 2d persons are these. 

4 Sing. 1st pers. r*> from I, as I send. 

2d thou, as- — $ Thou sendest. 

Plu. 1st :Sx> ”^>sSx> we, as— -sS» We send. 

2d Ob &r«»&you, as— -Ob You send. 

‘ But one shape of the past tense changes the (TJ) of these 

terminations into 0 (I) i. e. fr, &», & me, vu, mu, ru, are 

changed into P, &, &>, 6 ni, vi, mi, ri. Thus I sent, 

thou sentest, we sent, you sent. 

‘ The Terminations of the 3d person Sing. 

4 Masc. &b from and lie, this man. For the pres, 

tense as he sends ; also for one shape of the past 

tense, as a&o®>iT°£b he sent and for the negative aorist, as 

he does not send. 

1 For one shape of the past tense as he sent, and for 

the affirmative aorist as he will send. 

‘ £) For the future tense, as <60^^). 

‘ Fem. and Neut. ft from wft or She or it. For the pres, 

tense, as she or it sends and for one shape of the past 

tense as &o2>fSQ she or it sent. 

For one shape of the past tense, as &d%t& she or it sent 

and for the affirmative aorist, as she or it will send. 

‘p For the future tense, as or she or it 

will send. 

1 £b For the neg. aorist as she or it will not send. 

‘ Plural. 

‘ Masc. and Fem. & from ^*0b and £>&. They, these persons. 

For all tenses, as send *30*a} 7^* they sent, 60 

a&oljCb, they ivill send, ;£o^)<&0b they may s they 
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«o/, but one shape of the past tense changes (U) into C) 

(I) Thus They sent. 

‘ Neuter from and They, these things. For the pres, 

tense as they send and for one shape of the past tense, 

as they sent. 

4 jrfj For one shape of the past tense as they sent, and 

for the affirmative aorist as they will send. 

‘ £) For the future tense as tio'ljp, aboip they will send. 

‘ For the neg. aorist as they will not send. 

‘ These terminations take before them certain intermediate par¬ 

ticles to make the affirmative tenses ; and are added either to the 

root or to the present and past participles. Thus, 

‘In the pres, tense 0 a is inserted for the 1st and 2d persons 

in the sing, and plu. For the masc. in the 3d pers. sing, and for 

the Masc. and fern, in 3d pers. plu. while ^ is inserted for the 

fern, and neut. in the 3d pers. sing, and for the neut. in the 3d 
pers. plu. 

‘ In thd 1st shape of the past tense $$ is inserted for the 1st and 

2d pers. sing, and plu. while -=> E' interposes for the masc. fem. 

and neut. in the 3d pers. sing, and for the neut, in the 3d pers. 

plu. And in the 2d shape is inserted for the 1st and 2d persons 

sing, and plu. and for the masc. in the 3d pers. sing., and for the 

masc. and fem. in the 3d pers. plu. while interposes for the 

fem. and neut. in the 3d pers. sing, and for the neut. in the 3d 
pers. plu. 

‘In the lst sbaPe of the future tense E'DA is inserted for 
the lst and 2d persons sing, and plu. and for the masc. and fem 

in the 3d pers. plu. whileEDI is interposed for the masc’ 

fem. and neut. in the 3d pers. sing, and for the neut.- in the 3d 

per*, plu. And in the 2d shape S E is inserted for the 1st and 

2d persons in the sing, and plu. and for the masc. and fem. in tho 



3d pers. plu. while or £> (E'P) is interposed for all genders in 

the 3d pers. plu. 

4 In the Aorist & is inserted for the 1st and 2d persons sing, 

and plu. and for the masc. and fem. in the 3d pers. plu. But for 

the masc. fem. and neut. in the 3d pers. sing, and for the neut. 

in the 3d pers. plu. no particles are inserted. 

1 When these particles are connected with the personal termi¬ 

nations, they staled thus: 

4 Present Tense. 

Plu. Sing. 

1st pers. —amu 

2d ‘—aru 

3d m. f. aru 

3d n. P^? nnavi. 

4 1st pers. —°i& anu 

2d —°€> avu 

3d Masc. oS& adu 

€) avu 

3d /. n. P£> or o& nnadi, 

ndi. 

The affixes fa? or c© and fa? are added to the p]| ending in & 

but not in L* 

4 Past Tense. 

Sing. Plu. 

* 1st pers. BP or fffr 

2d ©a or 

3d m. -r*i& enu or F° & 

3d /. n. or 

1st pers. &&D or 

2d ©Q or 7T*flS 

3d m. /. ® or 

3d n. -sffc enu or £2>. 

4 Future Tense. 

Sing. Plu. 

edanu or 1st pers. —=>cs*^w edamu —£*&> 4 1st pers. 

enu emu 
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‘ Eutuke Tense. 

Sing. Plu. 

2<1 —or 2d t=>2S6o or 

3d m. or or i)P 3d ju.f -r=>£& or —£>&> 

3d f n. or -£>P or £)P 3d n. or or 

t Aorist. 

Sing. Plu. 

* 1st pers. iSofSi 1st pers. 

2d 2d 

3d 3d m. f. 

3d /. 71. (Si 3d h. * 

‘ Imperative. 

Sing. Plu. 

2d pers. or zxr> 1st pers. or 

2d £& or 

4 The present and past tenses are derived from the present and 

past participles ; and the future and the aorist from the root in 

TJ. By adding therefore the affixes to these participles, the affir¬ 

mative tenses are regularly made. Thus, from the present parti¬ 

ciples and comes, by adding the affix —c<& 

A'NU &c. to them, tho present tense £o<&)3of^F> and &01&) 

I send. So abcn&'Sbthou sendest. 

F^fc, he sends, or «£o^&bo& she or it 

sends &c. 

4 The final U of the present p|| is dropped by elision, when the 

affixes ° F> A'NU &c. are added to it. Thus & o^j -f & 

pamputu 4- unnanu= &F> pamput' unnanu. There are 

also two other shapes of the present tense as or 

^ tj'pi) which are not used in the following pages, the one being 
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poetical and the other being vulgar. They are formed by merely 

changing $ ta into £$” ga. 

4 From the past participle ^o2> comes the past tense, by adding 

the affixes Op or &c. to it, as ^o®>8p 0r 3&ofjF°;S> I sent: do 

or thou sentest: or he sent &c. 

In one shape of the 3d pers. sing, doljfii the final Q of the 

past p|| is dropped when the affix -=>i& is added to it. Thus 

makes 

* From the root comes the future tense by adding the af¬ 

fixes —fS> edanu or Sfr enu &c. to it, thus do^csfS> or 

I will send, or thou wilt send &c. the final \) of 

the root being as usual dropt. 

4 The reader must not confound this word with W long 

pampenu with the word *6owith E' short pampenu, which is 

the 3d pers. sing, of the past tense of this verD. 

4 By adding the affix fifcfk &c. to the root, the aorist is made: thus 

from comes I will send &c. i6oT^)i6£) thou wilt 

send &c. 
4 Out of the two shapes of the future tense, the use of the sbaps 

—=»C5(edanu) pampedanu is strictly confined to poetry , 

and the shape -£& (enu) pampenu is seldom used: but 

the present tense and the aorist are used instead of the future 

tense. Thus instead of they say &o-£)-&*&>. 

« From the root comes also the affirmative imperative: 

either by using simply the root itself or by adding to it the affixes 

iko or for the 2d pOrs. sing, as or &oi£)6x> or ?6o 

send thou and tf*S» or for the 1st pers. plu. as 26o>^tfsi» 

or Ao^)‘cr««fco let us send and ^ or & or commonly added to 

the Infinitive in A for the 2d pers. plu. as or 6od)h or 

& o&ob send ye. 
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Formation of the Negative Verb. 

* The Negative Verb is derived from the Root in A, and by add¬ 

ing certain affixes fo this, the Negative participles, the Verbal 

noun, and the aorist with the imperative are formed. 

4 Thus i£o<6 which is the Root in A of takes the affix 

S' X to form the “negative p|| in KA" as ^oj6§' without sending. 

4 And to this [the Root in A of is at pleasure 

added. Thus j6oj6sf and equally mean without sending. 

4 Likewise the Root in A adds the affixes jj) NI to form the Neg. 

rel- p|| and Mi to form the verbal noun. Thus pampani 

that did not send, and &o&zx> the not sending. 

4 In the Negative verb, the aorist is the only tense, and it is 

formed simply by adding to the Root in A the pronominal affixes 

already explained. Thus ; 

‘ Sing. Plu. 

* 1st pers. ]gfc pej.s ?6o&sSx> 

2d 

3d m. 

3d f m. 

2d Co 

3d m. f. & 

3d n. %) 

To form th« Negative imperative, (the Prohibitive) the Root 

jn A takes the affixes ^ Xa or ^ XU or Xumu or So sir* 

Xurra or Xumee for the 2d pers. sing, as Boris' 0r 

*0*55 or *0*55^0 *o*Ssj» 0r *o*55t>x» Send not thou, and 

* os Kandi or &*> Kudu or *>ci Kudee for the 2d pers. plu. as 

*o*foa or *0*55 efc or *o*S>& send not ye- 

‘Elsewhere instead of these forms, the verb is used. 

Thus as in theaffir. verb J^ssodisSo^a means (il fant remettio) 

you must send, so in the negative, the verb se>«o or £g- may be 

added. Thu3 *°*^g’ do not 8end( t]lou 8])a|t nol scnd • 

The passages here marked with (') inverted commas nmy be oc 
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casionally referred to, if a doubt should arise; but those who 

study in India will not require these rules. 

FIRST CONJUGATION. 

For the purpose of exhibiting the terminations, the verb 

^ pamputa To send will now be conjugated throughout. This 

is a regular verb of this conjugation. 

Also <&£)^>'to read, because it is a verb of three syllables and 

undergo some changes in the formation of tenses, as was already 

explained. 

Also the verbs vinu-ta, To hear Konu-ta to buy 

and padu-ta to fall. These are given because verbs ending 

in NU and DU are contracted in a peculiar way. 

Also the verb povu-ta to go because that has some pecu¬ 

liarities. And to these will be added the Irregular Auxiliary 

Yerbs to dwell; &&&> to become; 5ex:?6i>, to occur. 

Affirmative Yuan. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in Damu 

Infinitive in E'DI 

tf&oTo send.. 

06 o <6 

sS» 

Participles. 

Pres. p|| 

Past p|| 

Pel. p|| 

Aorist pH 

or &o&8oi&x 

<6o"^fc3; or 

Sending 

Having sent 

"Which sent 

ixO^J Which sends. 
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NEGATIVE PARTICIPLES. 

Negative P|| in §* Ka Without sending 

Kel. p|| . jjfcoal’p Who sends not 

Verbal noun. . The not sending. 

Present Tense.* I send, I am sending. 

Sing. 1 £>, -f fl> 

2 

3 m. TTefo. 

3 f ». 560^)80^©, ^c^lgbo©. 

Plu. 1 

2 

3 m. f. 

3 n. 

Here.we perceive that the verb &oe£> is added, as in English 

‘ to be’ is added to all verbs. 

The Present Tense has two forms: the longer, ^0-361^73^^ 

pamput unnanu is 11 send, I am sending.’ But the shorter form 

pamputanu is used with a future sense : as in English 

“ I send it to-morrow.” This rule applies to all verbs. 

The final syllable NU (/&) is in all the tenses dropped at plea¬ 

sure : Even the letter a (vi) which terminates the 2d person sing¬ 
ular is frequently dropped: thus M. 1. 1. 174, where i3 

written for 

Throughout the verb the mark -j- denotes that the final sylla¬ 

ble NI or NU is frequently dropt. Thus in Greek the final N is 
often dropt, and or «rnv, twtnt or twfiriv may be used at the 

poet’s pleasure. 

Observe: in speaking Telugu, the final V (VU or VI) is often 

(vulgarly) slurred. Thus unnavu, unnavi, 

vintunnavi, a ok a vintavi, &*>&>& vinuduvu, vinavu_are 

often pronounced soft, thus ; unna’u, unna’i, vintunua’i, vinta’i, 
virudu’u, vina’u. But this is not elegant. 

• In the following pages numerals are used to denote the first, second, and 
third persons. 
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Past Tense. I sent, 1 have sent. 

Sing. 1 jfeoiO-fp, _j_^, 

2 t6o®>©3, <6ofc7r»£> 

3 m- 

3 j\ n. 

• Piu. 1 j6o?6o2)(T®sSx> 

2 rio&Sd, i6o2)rr»Oo 

3 m. f. <601)6, j6o®)fT»0o 

3 h. <& Ojj $i} (6o®)?S2>. 

Future Tense. I will or shall send 

Sing. 1 i6oT)tf -f 

2 

3 m. f. n. i6o^|0j a&c$>p 

Phi. 1 

2 i6o'^2sQoj 

3 m. /. j6o^ayaS, aOo^cS 

3 n. j6o"S)&p, a&ollp, a&olp. 

AORIST. 

Affirmative. I send. Negative. ‘ I send not. 

S. 1 -i- i& S. 1 j6o<6;3> 

2 2 t6o?6$ 

3 m. f. n. j6o^^ 3 771. 16026 afc* 

P. 1 j6o*4)s£;&o 3 y*. 7i. a&os&ai) 

2 j£o^)efctf> p. l <6oa6sk> 

3 /;». /. j6 0^)<3bCo 2 <6 oa665 

3 71. 160^)^. 3 77i. yi 

5 71. 

^o<6o5 

<6 os6^). 

* This has the liberty of inserting N (for the sake of metre) before Thus 

t6oi6oafc he sends not. In Bhasc. Sat. XII. metri gratia is 

spelt Ifo"3. 
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IMPERATIVE. 

Sing. 2 j6o^^§, ^fcv. send thou 

pin. l dotyatn, j&oi£)rr»«ko. 

2 sboi6c&, s6o^4)&§, *o<4)^§. 

Prohibitive. 

Sing. 2 rices', (6oS&9o, j6oi69o^§, a&o;6S5tfr»§, j6oa&Soi^r«»§. 

Send not thou. 

Plu. 2 abodb£cf&§, a&o?6&£o, a&oa&SSoafc, d&oS&Sofig. 

Courtesy requires, as in English, the use of the plural Impera¬ 

tive instead of the singular. But in prayer and addresses to the 

deity, they generally use the singular shape alone. 

Those persons that end in N, (whether ni or nu) drop this ter¬ 

mination at pleasure. This is denoted by the mark + , as a&o^)8o 

F^L+rfr, *6ol>0 + p, + 

The mark § is added to such shapes as are peculiar to poets. 

The Bigu [ ] denotes such as are inelegant. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in Damu 

Infinitive in E'DI 

To read 

cQ^e. 

Present p|| 

Past p|| 

Bel p|| 

Aorist p|| 

Affirmative Participles. 

or reading 

having read 

which read 

«o-S,?5e^*3,aB-3a§1oa-as5§1eab©§ which reads, 
K 
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Negative Pabticiples. 

Neg. P|| in S' Ka K&X*. or tf fifcsS&o-cs* Wunout reading 

Neg. Rel. P|| *S<**f> Who reads not 

Neg. Verbal Noun -tSi&sSsso The not reading. 

Present Tense. I do read I am reading. 

Sing. 1 

2 

3 

3 

Plu. 1 

2 

3 

3 

/. n. [15$^©] 

w. y 15 l5fiS>$*5P?6 

n< l5cSb^f^» 

Sing. 1 

2 

3 

3 

Plu. 1 

2 

3 

3 

Past Tense. I did read: I have read. 

tS6a84-?>, l5©a-?r»4-i4>,[T5a^+^] 

l5©aO+3, 1502)^3 [#©^i£>] 

^ i5ft-3 + j*, tf©s>F*e6 [tfo^afc] 

/ n. tfO*3;&T u©ai6a, tf©aoO 

i50aas», tfaaiT^, 

riosas, tfaaF»t*>, 

m f i5©sa, i5aar^c& 

n i5C5"3ffc, l5©Si5S. 

Fxjtttbe Tense. I will or shall read. 

Sing. 1 

2 

3 m. /. n. 

150*385 -f-ffc§, 

15©*3C5$§, 150^^ 
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Futube Tense. I will or shall read. 

Pin. 1 

2 

3 

3 

m. f 

n, u©-s&jb§, tso^p, fjohp. 

AORIST. 

Affirmative. I read. Negative. I read not. 

1 U«£>^«£>-f j6, S. 1 *> 

2 2. 

3 m.f n. 3 m. 

1 3 f n. i5&£>s5c£> 

2 PJu. 1 

3 m. f 2 i5d£:S{£ 

3 71. i5 <&;£(& 3 m. f ■tfefcsSGo 

3 71. 

Imperative. Read thou. 

Sing. 2 e£>$So§, tfefc$cr*§ 

Plu. 1 15fifc£)tfsS», ■OfiSb^)Tr»xS» 

2 tf&Soa, fifc$o£oS. tffifc2)&§, 

Prohibitive. Read not thou. 

Sing. 2 tfsksSS*, iJefcsSSS, U©bs5So«S»§, fikrSSasfr'g, f5fio^Sosir*§, 

Plu. 2 tfc£s5$'o&> tfa£s5So£fc§t tfcSb^Sootfog, tfe£>;SSo&§. 

Verbs ending in jjS, NU such as to hear. r^ja>t> to buy, 

to eat, and to say, form their present p|| in the usual 
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way by adding ; as Bp*&; or by changing the r*> into O 

sunna as Bo-tii. Or when they take th£y change into 

as Bo*». Likewise in the past tense B^Op becomes B043p. 

In the affirmative aorist Sfr&fr becomes Bo&fh. In the 2d and 

3d person plural B&»&&> becomes Bos£>:6 or Bo(ttb • vulgarly Botf^. 

Here the soft D changes into hard D. The form is used on¬ 

ly in poetry. Thus s*o(a6. M. XIV. 2. 94. and 2.169. 

Some grammarians direct us to write these verbs with ^ N, not 

with o. Thus Botb becomes But this is a refinement ap¬ 

proved only by grammarians; not by the people at large. 

The verbs B;s>a> to hear, to go to fall, 

to be spoiled, to fit, to descend &c change at pleasure 

the affix -=» E into 0o3o in forming the past and future tenses. 

Thus or Bp5fc>r&; and B^tfrk or BjboSofiSfk. And they have 

also the liberty of being contracted in the relative participle. Thus 

Bptf or B^l, *6^(5 or and or #£. Many verbs ending 

in NU and £&> DU (as mentioned above) contract the second 

shape of the past tense. Thus Bp becomes 

becomes A'GT'ik. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU 

Infinitive in E'DI 

Bj&A> To hear. 

BjS 

2~$0. 

Affirmative Participles. 

Pres. p|| Bo^o 0r Hearing 

Past p|| sp Having heard 

Bel. p|| or B^ Which heard 

Aorist pH BI3*$,al3aS§, B£>§ Which hears. 
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Negative Participles. 

Neg. Pj| in ^ Ka 

Eel. p|| 

Verbal noun 

SjSSf, Without hearing 

Who hears not 

The not hearing 

Present Tense. I hear, I am hearing. 

Sing. 1 

2 

3 m. 

3 f n- 

Piu. 1 

2 

3 m. f 

3 n. 

-f-fi), ao&r*-frk 

ao&r>i& 

aotx>fr^e6j ao&r'tfb 

scAxjo© [&o£x»©j 

ao^(T^s&o, aoAr*6oo 

aoiaTT^Co, aoAr»Go 

aoAOfT^tf), 2)06r*Qo 

aoAxjjS^a DOiiD. 

Past Tense. I heard, I have heard. 

Sing. 1 aotf-f-p, 2>f7^-f£> 

2 ac43a? 

3 m. a "^4-i$»y 

3 /. 7t. a^£>, apsa>§-f apj^, apjso, apoa 

Pin. 1 ao^ao, aTr^ssw 

2 ao*Se, a 7^33 

3 77i./. aj&6, afY^Oo 

3 7i. ap^a, 

'I he form ap^>, F^p^, in the third person singular is peculiar 

to poetry. 

Note. W*L> to go and ifci&k to live never use the form 
t&OCp. 
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Future Tense. I will or shall hear. 

Sing. 1 + *§,a?>6ktf + *>§, 

2 aj&63o«$§, a*^ 

3 m.f n. apokaj&g, a*^j&; a£>p 

Plu. 1 * a^«sSx§> spobtssSn^ 

2 aisas&g, aj*)o3oesa&§, a^cb 

3 m.f. ai3tft£>g, apcaocs&g, a^cso 

3 w. a^ap§, ajD^apg, a^p, a£> p. 

AORIST. 

Affirmative. I hear. Negative. I hear not. 

S. 1 a.$>.& + #>g, aocfc-f# S. 1 

2 a^as^g, ao£&^ 2 a?5© 
3 771. y! 71. . a p3i> -Si 3 7n. ai6£b 

P l aj&<sfcs£x>g} aosfcsio 3 f n. a ^ 

2 arkc&cog, ao^os P. 1 aj6 ss» 

3 m.f a^efcOog, aocsbos 2 a^os 

3 n. 3 m.f a£ & 

3 11. 

Imperative. Hear thou. 

Sing. 2 3jS>, 3rkaSx>§, aj&sSr*g a,&aog, aj&fcr*g, 

Plu. 1 Srfctfifoag, aotfrixg, ao-CT^^X). 

2 ajsoa, o§, a;fcoag, aj&ag* a^g. 

Prohibitive. Hear not thou. 

Sing. 2 SfSS', a£&, Sj6SSjSx>§, ajS&s*^ a^Soa^g 

Plu. 2 a^roft, ajsssabg, ajssoo^sg, a^ss^g, 

afk£j Sometimes forms the Imperative irregularly. Thus ; S)otf> 

or ai&oe£>. 

• Thus in Palnati, D. 361 ^&o^^Qi&2r*;5baua<&a, 
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Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

I nfinitive in DAM U r* * * *» 

Infinitive in E'DI y"r*® 

To take, buy 

To take 

Taking 

Taking n. s. 

Affirmative Participles. 

Pres. pH r’oka or yc^/fc^ Taking 

Past p|| Having taken 

Hel. pH trPfi or y& Who took 

Aorist p|| ST'l5,r*f«,ir?as» ■*■?*§» ^*§1 Taking. 

Negative Participles. 

Keg. p|| in ^ Ka 6^^S', yj$&o-c?> Without taking 

Rel. p|| ^t>P Not taking 

Verbal noun r’jSso The not taking. 

Present Tense. I take. 

Sing. 1 *'<*»mP9±+ f5b, y o<b- + 

2 yo<bo jr°^)? yc&r*^ 

3 m- yo&^&b 

3 y. «. yo&wj^ft, gr*o6x>c© 

Plu. 1 ycka-p^sio §^o&T*s^» 

2 yokoir^Co, yo&p>03 

3 m.f yoyo&nCfc 

3 «. yo^a. 

Past Tense. I took. 

Sing. 1 y otf+ p, ypy + ?S>§, 

2 y ofc3a,;yj&^§, yy^ 

3 j7i. y^fj>, ypfT»fife§5 y 

3 /. ». y^j«>, yn>*&§, ypos, y?^o 
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Fast Tense I took. 

Flu. 1 r'otfSo, 

2 §^o430, g^fr^Oo 

3 m.f §^po, 6^pp*So§, §~F^ob 

3 n. vr?fr,F'p}ss>§, r*^- 

Future Tense. I shall take. 

Sing. 1 r^K-fj&g, §~Pok>«4-*§, 

2 §^13tf$§, r«?>53otf$§, sr'iStf 

3 m./. a. r*73ap§, frpofc*p$. 

Plu. 1 s^^cs«s»§, r*po3otf sSy>§, 

2 r^tf&§, r’Pafca&g, r'^oo 

3 m./ r“ptfiS§, r*pa»esefi§, 8^^* 

3 n. r*‘?»p§>8fpa5»^§,r*^orr,f)^. 

AORIST. 

Affirmative. I take. Negative. I take not. 

1 r'jfcrib + <&§, ^*0c& +?& 

3 m.f n. 

\ r'fSi&iSx)§, §^o^s$» 

2 g~*fkcS>Oo§, r*oefct£> or §~o\Jfc§ 

3 m. f ^pk^&S, r'oc&flo or §^°l?>§ 

3 A. 

S. 1 

2 

3 m. f$ & 

3/ w. sr***> 

P. I r-?5ss» 

2 §^iSc6 

3 m.f. 

3 91. §~f*£). 

Sing. 2 

Flu. 1 

2 

Imperative. Take thou. 

g-^>t r^j£^§, §^2>^§, 

§^o2S*s»§, §^o-cr»sio 

r'jSoft, r*ffco§«6, §r*fr&. 
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jProhibitiye. Take not. 

sing. 2 r*jstr, r^fsss, r^ss«s»§, r^sicw'g 

Plu. 2 r'iiK'as§, r'i6S3otfo§, r';sSi^§. 

The verb ns the Bign of the middle voice deviates some¬ 

what from the regular verb to take or buy. The middle 

voice is thus conjugated. The irregular portions are marked 

But in the middle voice this verb is often written khnuta 

instead of konuta. 

General Note. In all verbs it is hard to express the Infini¬ 

tives and Participles in English, without misleading the learner. 

The true import is explained in the Syntax. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU 

Infinitive in E'DI 

260^ v. a. To send 

Affirmative Pabticiples. 

Pres. p|| *o*rtr'c4» rioifer-oAMj&x Sending 

Past p|| Having sent 

Rel. p|| ^o^r»f>j6§, Who sent 

Aorist p|| 

Aoi^r6^§ Sending. 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. p|| in * Ka *o^r^r§, (£§r Without sending 

Neg. Rel. p|| rioi&r'jSpJ, Un-sending 

Neg. Verbal noun *o^)r*j6a>§f (j3- fhe not sending. 

o 



FIBST CONJUGATION 

Present tense. I sond. 

Sing, l £>, sb o4)§"°o(b-<> -f 

2 j6 oV^g^odj^^) 

3 on. ^o^r^o^ir^b, 

3 /. 7*. ?6o^r*od»jSjLa, 

Plu. 1 i£o^?r®04x'jT^«S», ^OT^Ij^odrosSbo 

2 )6o^§'^odj^Qo 

3 on. f i6o^§^o<hD77^c5o, 

3 oi. j6 o^r^od^j^s), *0*6)§~*cdJ2). 

Past tense. I sent. 

Sing. I ?6o^§^o4S + p, j6o^r*^+j& 

3 on. fc, i6o^r*p^3 + j&§, j6c^r°fnL^ 

3/ 71. a&o^)y'f>sto + j&§) 

8bo^)§r,i6^&> 

Plu. l *o^jsr*o48a>, 

2 ^0^^0439, d6o^)r*^c6 

3 m.f *o^§~?>d, 

3 w# c£o4)§”"^jfc, j6o^r*pj6s§, a&o.^r^a. 

Future Tense. I shall send. 

Sing. 1 sbo^r^tf+ jfc§, £oi4)§^6fctf+ i*>§, j6o^r" 

2 

3 rn.f n. £o^jr*13&?>§, *6o 

1 i6o^r'^sSx> 

2 j6o^r® i6o^s^?)S^tfc6§, 

3 m.f j3«&§, ^o^8T*pa3«^§,^o^r*^*§ 

3 w. *o^)r^&jD§, *o^?r*?>ak&F>§, *o^r*i§?>, 

«6o‘^)§r*J>Jb. 



1 
TO SExNP 

A OBI ST 

Affi> motive. I scud. 

S. l i&§, | 

j6o^i)§r^o2SD 4-j 

2 *0 

3 m.f. n> *o4)<TfkjSi 

P. l £o^r*iS><sfcsSx§, 

£ oi&) S'-0 c <5£ sSx> 

2 ;&&&§, 4)0 

^)§^oa<o-6, &ot&) 

r*o\&>§ 

3 m.f *6o^§^2£>&§, 

jbo^ 

rxo{j^.§ 

3 n. j6o^g-j4>^. 

Negative. 1 scud uot. 

g. i £oi&) £’*#!&§, 

2 «£o^S^£)§, 

qy. 
3 w. i6o,?4)^^2^)§, 

ft^r ;£o^) 

3 /; 7| ^0^§Ti6«fc§, 

p. i <6o^r*j6sSx>§, 

(£§r S&o^r^sfco 

2 *o^§~j6tf§, 

(J^fr ^o^)§^C5S 

3 w./. *6o^)§^2&§, 

(j4r sfio^r6* 

3 ». *o^sr^&§, 

C^r 

Imperative. 

Sing. 2 figf Ao^r1, 83-^o^r'&J§, (rt, jfcoi^r'Ko' §, 

83- *oi4)§~&^§, j6o4)§^(*sS»§, rfJo^jr^sSr^ rio 

^r"/s>g^§. 

Plu. l a&o^rT,oTT,’s£o> ^o^)rT^fi«sx)§) 

^0^§^/3o7T°rfx§# 

2 (}^r $3* Ao'fa^ca, ^ ^o^g^o^g, 

j£o^)§^,s>3b§, 56o^§^ j^ofigc§) 

Prohibitive. 

sing. 2 tsr *°^)^r, ^ a&o^r^, (tr ^o^r^so*^, 

{£/* Q^> ^O^S^?&£xrt>, Or else, 



i ’& FIRST CONJUGATION. 

Ac^r-iiSoiSKj, *o^r'j$5cs&'<j, afco^r* 

f6SSt>r»# 

Plu. 2 Ao^r^roa, rio^r'sroas, o* ato^jr^sj 

«*>§, &g“ <6o^)r*8o|v. Or else, 

a&oi&r'';sroa> a&o4)r'isi6«s§> !6o^yr,isssoj£§, Ac& 
r^ssl^. 

When §~* is added, contraction sometimes is allowed; 

having sat may become but this is vulgar. 

If a verb ending in NU is in the middle voice the kia doubled : 

thus to view from to see; r&i>to purchase 

from to buy, yet in some other verbs it is left single ; thus 

Sja>8~*£>*j from to hear. 

The past negative tense of has two forms, of whicn one 

is contracted, viz. and §^"^26. The longer §"‘°£"e$5£> is I 

(thou, he, &c.) did not buy. The shorter is the middle form as 

I (thou he, &c.) did not sell. 

But the longer form is also admissible. Thus in 

the notes on the Bhascara Satacam § 41. ^i3«s»5'k»§’‘"j6'3rfb he 
CO It) 

did not crown himself. 

The form is used for *=*^^ft and 

£'^r«o8oi& for See the Syntax of the Past P|| 

m UKA. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU 

Infinitive in K'DI 

4c£>Ij To fall, 

a&fi 

& ££rir> The falling 

Falling. 



TO FALL. 109 

AnIEHA.TITB PaBTICIPLEB 

Pres. p|| or Falling 

Past p|| HaTin8 fallen 

Eel p|| ***ot*£ "Whicb fell 

Aorist p|| 6*. *>-Ae, eb'aag, *-3*>§,i6i6§ Which falls. 

Negative Participles. 

Xeg. P|| in S' KA rtfiSooTS’ Without falling 

Neg. Eel. pll Un-falling 

Neg. Verbal noun The not falling- 

Sing. 1 

2 

S 

3 

Plu. 1 

2 

3 

3 

Present Tense. I fall, I am falling. 

*2£«brS>, + 

y; rt. sibafcafco©, [0^6] 

BbdfcB',ifc©> !£_Tp«Sx> 

^2^o8bfT^j3o, db'CJ^Ob 

m. ft S&ak^flo, U&TpGS 

n. dbfifcabj^a, ***>#3, ab j*a 

Past Tense. I fell. 

Sing. 1 

2 

3 m. 

3 f. n. 

Plu. 1 

2 

3 m.f. 

3 n. 

*&© + *>, sba-pp.^^ d-crfr 

jfcaos j6'CTb*5) 
’ c* 

i6'3£>f ^asj-j-fi>gt a&a-p^^ ^-^dsb 

aba^a, ££6} jfca0o. 
o 

Sba&&\ i6air»sS» S&nr*ifco 
’ o 

^aoo, jfea^cso, abT^os 
’ o 

jfcao, a&a^cfc, sbxr'c6 
c* 

^‘3^> *a*a abga, *aafc-f-;a>§. 



110 FlllST CONJUGATION. 

Future Tense. I will or shall fall. 

Sing. 1 

2 

3 in. f. n. ** * 
Plu. 1 

2 

3 m. f. 

3 71. 

j6acajSjo§5 or 

4'3cStSx§1 j6&oBo«sS»§) 

^■3fiS^§, riaofcKGo§, afc-^Oo 

^"SfiSCfc^ j6&o3otf&§, i6^C3o 

<6'sa^§) a6aak&j&§, a&4p, 

AOPIST. 

Affirmative. I fall. Negative. I fall not. 

S. 1 ^2663 + j& S. 1 ^ So (Si 

2 2 

3 m. j. n. &c£)fSi 3 m. &&C& 

P. 1 3 /. 71. 1&&C& 

2 i^afcfifcoS P. 1 a6<i« six) 

3 m. /. ^2&2&03 2 

3 n. j6£fcjS> 3 7». f. j£<£0o 

3 n. *6<£ ^ 

Imperative. Fall thou, &c. 

Sing. 2 £«£>, £«bsk>§, i£2£fcj-§ 

Plu. 1 

2 

dfcafcfiSsto, j6^>tt°s5co 

j£fi$o<3oS, jjG&ooafcg, ?6<3o<i§. 

Sing. 2 

Plu. 2 

When 

Prohibitive. Pall not thou. 

j6<£!&, j6<5?£s£»§, ;6<!*53t£r>§, 

<6^Sc^§, <£6&o£b§, 

is compounded with a noun ending in s£x>, that 



TO GO. ill 

syllable is usually dropped. Thus tear. Qd&de&L) to tear, 

surprize. to be surprized. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DA MU 

Infinitive in E'DI 

povu-ta, to go.* 

or 

si ® o5 <5 sSx) 

AFFIRMATIVE PARTICIPLES. 

Pres. p|| sJr6^) or &*&&& Going 

Past p|| ^T®cxo Having gone 

Rel. p|| "Which went 

Aorist pl| d^o&jgiSj d*683g&§, «£r*6&>g£&§, 

Which goes. 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. P|| in tf Ka or sH55o u®'* Without going 

Neg. Rel. pH Who goes not, Un-going 

Neg. Verbal noun *y*£o The not going. 

Present Tense. I go, I am going. 

Sing. 1 

2 S^eT’^) 

3 m. s^rG^ &*w*{£o 

3 f n. s^6oo£> 

• This verb is sometimes pronounced £r63d£>* 0*j : and accordingly belongs 

to the 3d Conjugation. This is an ancient form. But in modern days it is 
considered obsolete and is avoided by educated persons. 

1 The following instances are found in various poems. 

DKAyo. 381. J4S&{t). U. Y. 2218. we h.«T ' 

we have heard. B VIII. 415. 
seen 
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Plu. 1 

2 

3 m. f. 

3 n. 

S^ePiSx* 

Sing. I 

2 

3 

3 

Plu. 1 

2 

3 

8 

Past Tense. I went, I have gone. 

P, d*oooO-f-|b§ 

£*ooo&D§ 

m. j&§, 

./• n. -f r&t> -f- p3b§, s^cxwjSSjsHoooo©. 

&*&&>, &*oco-^jfco, d*cx>o&3o§ 

^r«O0, sfr*ooo]T»cfc, S^aojQOJ 

*?». y*. sJr^oooS, ^ooofr^Qo 

fl. &*c&)(S>J sfr$cxo j60. 

Futuee Tense. I will or shall go. 

Sing. 1 

2 

1 i». y*. n. 

Plu. 1 

2 

3 *»./. 

3 n. 

* 

o5 ®So5 ^§» S^OW®^^ 

S^cSoiStiK) §, £r*o§o£iSx> 

•fr^cSofiSCo^ £r°c5og3d 

ir6«otfOo§, sJn’oS^efc 

£r*63o&P§, s^o&gp, £r*o»7gp. 

• At the town of Madras *te verb is often mispronounced. For s^oooTan* 

#o becomes sgp S^T3-0 <2$o a vulgarism that should be shunned. Another error 

in pronunciation is, that N is dropped .* thus poinadu becomes po-i-adu. 

■f It has been printed out in the alphabet that c8j ya and 63o ye are often 

wrongly sounded and written for one another. Thus poenu is written 

sHcpoyanu and even ’incfofii and -$r*cKS. 



TO OO. 

AORIST. 

Affirmative. I go, 

g \ -f fk, 4-r&§ 

3 m.f n. sH£>, £*^)rfc-§ 

Negative. 

S. 1 

2 

3 m. 

1 siT^rfco, 

2 &*&&, sir^rib&g 

3 tn.yi 

3 n. s^*, **£>r*>§. 

3 y. w. 

p. i 

2 

3 m./. 

3 n. 

I go not. 

d'6s5^)§ 

s^sS^J, or 

^sSofi^§ 

sir'ck, £*;$££>§. 

£rs$&x§ 

s2r«&, 

S^CSo, d"®JSC&§ 

S^£)§. 

Imperative. Go thou. 

Sing. 2 Srsto., *,«*2e§, **«*»§, j*§, 

'Plu. 1 S^tf&o* S^'GT’Jttoo, S^*^)£5«Sx§ 

2 sir0o&, ir*02^0§, ^$«£§, sfr^ofifcg, 

PROHIBITIVE. Go thou not. 

Sing. 2 t^So, sfr^SSriao^ s5r6i£s£r,,§l &&r^§ (or ^5o"^)t 

Plu. 2 sir6g'o&) s^Soafcg, d-6^So2£§, sSr*&&§. 

Verbs in any double consonant (V among the rest) as 

navv-uta, To laugh, tavv-uta /o tfty, covv-uta /o 

cotne fat are entirely regular. But those in single V as 

povuta to go, avuta to become, vary in a peculiar manner. 

Of these forms the Ivfinitive in JDamu, thus; 

* A few words as & £x> 'ey s$x> f (lei us go, come along) arc considered 

irregular; as mere exclamations. 

t The form pokuve, Oh go not ! (intensive) occurs ill the Bhagaval, 

V111.474, when Siva uses the word in addressing Moliim. 
r 



naST CONJUGATION, J14 

The irregular verb To < Be, dwell, stay’ enters into 

the composition of all other verbs (just as in English) and there¬ 

fore will be given here throughout. 

Infinitive in TA &oc&L> To be; being 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU &o&£sSx> Tbe being 

Infinitive in E'DI &c 

Pres. p|| 

Past p|| 

Rel. p|| 

Aorist p|| 

Ajeirmative Participles. 

Being 

Having been 

Which was 

Which is. 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. P|| in Ka or Without being 

Neg. Rel. p|| Who is not 

Neg. Verbal noun The not being. 

Present Tense. I am, I dwell, I stay. 

Sing. 1 <£ofcn»-t-j& 

3 111. &0&r>:£> 

3 f. n. &ofcooQ. 

Plu. 1 &o&r»s£o 

2 ^0&r>Qb 

3 m.f. ^o^fT^Oo, &o 

3 n. &o*j2>. 

Some poetical forms, are found in all the conjugations. These 

are, in the Present Tense, + r& I stay, thou 

Btayest, we stay. And in the Past Tense + 

jfr and j& I dwelt. we stayed. 



TO BE, DWELL, STAY. 11 j 

There are some other forms of this which are more or less vul¬ 

gar : such as ^o£* *©, ^oTPfi) 

fcrO, ^F^p. And, in every person, we sometimes 

meet with the inelegant contraction and &o 

]cr*a*b &c. 

The following is used both in the present and past tenses. 

Sing. Pin. 

1 1 

2 2 ^■{3^53 

3 in. & 3 m.f. 

3 3 n. 

Some of these numerous forms bear idiomatic senses : the form 

most contracted often has a past sensr* 

So in English “ he is gone” has a past import. The form in 

as often has a future import: so in English “ he cotres 

to-morrow,” or it denotes continuance as *3&S5err€^o&roQo uthev 

dwell in the forest, but merely denotes they are 
in the wood.” 

Past Tense. I was. 

Sing. 1 &oaO+p*§, dyotf + fb, 60&1 

3 in. &cC»-f-?S»f ^o4-jT»dSb 

3 f. n. &o"3 -j- &0&0Q 

* Some forms of the TrsI Tense are peculiar to poetry. Thus Uas, 

QoZ&Q undiiivu (not &S) thou wast, <5^a*;6& ‘ She wore’ is written ^ 

&XdHoojS^dSbfii in M. 11.142. 

t This form if put as a question would be But in 

poems &C&-3 is substituted. Thus becomes didst ^ ? 

Suca.3>276> This con(raction is used m no 

person or tense. 

• Ih‘r I8 ,°l'en Ufed by P°e,S : but condem"eJ V.y crilicka as vulgar Tin,, 
.n English Utt’ thou’ ra cons.dered a vulgar form of • If ,hou be -.'and yet tl e 

beat poeu use it In all languages some form., are in course of time laid aside 
o) the educated but retained by the vulgar. 
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Flu. 1 Ao&0£o§, 

2 <^o&G0§, &ot3d} 

3 m. f. &0&3, &cx\h q. v, 

3 n, ~5rS>f t»oij6S>. 

Future Tense. I shall stay. 

Sing. 1 + 

3 m.f n. 6o*a&j6§f* &o'&p} &ohp 

Plu. \ &o"citsiSx^ 6o'3^» 

2 &o~3>cs&§} ^o^oo 

3 m. f ^o'S{5C5c:§i daoilso 

3 n. &o&p. 

AORIST. 

S. 1 

2 

Affirmative. X may bo. 

&03$o<5Sb\£)§, &C££s£) 

3 m. f n. &oe£>f& 

P 1 &0 S&ifc&X^&Ot&sSX) 

2 ^cxSofiSb#^ 

&ol#b§ 

3 m.f. &o£otfbeo§, &Ofi£tfb. 

<&ot£&§ 

Negative. 

S. i 

2 

3 w. 

3 f n. 

P. 1 

2 

3 wi. 

3 «. 

I shall not st-av. 
r 

&0&p3f ^fS> 

&Q&&} l?s£> 

l?£Sb 

&0&&X)? l^slx) 

&o£{5o, “^Cb 

dro2*££>, ~efcSa 

l5$. 

3 ft. 

These two forms have different meanings. pi is ‘ I will 

not stay.’ It generally has a future sense. But implies ‘ I 

was not,’ and generally has a past sense: Pi^J^rk denotes “I 

was not here yesterday.” 

• Thus in Pal. 227. §"**|j£"^r* he perhaps will smite. 27j&>CS©Kp beau- 

ty perhaps will fail. 



] 17 TO BECOME. *;,v 

Imperative. Remain tlicu. 

6c£b; ^o2^sSx§, ^Ofifcxfcr^ &Cd6&>$; &Ofi£fcr^, 

&oas£x>, &0Ty**£o, ^C2^bx5^sl^§, 

&o£bao§, 6oJ£ofifc§, <3 0&b2§, 6o2&&§. 

The -termination UMU as in is often changed into 

AMA. Thus $)oSZs$fp^l)^'fi^e& he said Remain here: the origi¬ 

nal form being &c. So instead of ^cc&sfcp. 

Prohibitive. Stay not thou. 

Sing. 2 Notts'*' &o<3&. &o<5Sos£r»§ ^o<3fSo&r^, 

Plu. 2 ^o65’oS) 6otf«5«*§, &o<£§6c*§. 

Sing. 2 

Plu. 1 

2 

t> 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU 

Infinitive in E'DI 

(L j) -* j&y -0 

To BECOME. 

T1 

“r'SStfsio 

fci'cSo^©, 

The becoming 

That which become.' 

Affirmative Participles. 

Pres. pi| &&& or Becoming 

Past p|| »*» Having become 

Kel. p|| Which became 

Aorist p|| ec&g, w^«3, aa^Sj 0r «ai'C«§. «*>§ 

Which becomes. 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. P|| in < Ka T^r 0r Without becoming 

Neg. Rel. p|| s-p Who becomes not 

Neg. Verbal noun t>.*v> The not becoming. 

• The forms SoXS^, &g,£ (Sr-, 6o3JoT5», Soaic^ are in com 

mon use as intensives; ‘ remain not thou, stay not ye.’ 

t 1 he ancient form is seldom used unless in poetry. is at 

pleasure written Tt> auta : but either way it is pronounced a-u ta resembling 

the English word outer. 



US first conjugation. 

Present Tense. I shall or will become, I am becoming. 

Sing. 1 + 

3 m. b} &$-3^£do 

3 f. n. **&#><&©, 

Plu. 1 t5^^*sS6o 

2 t9^)30 7^30, t9©-^0o 

3 f». /. «€)8bF^0o, 

3 n. ^Soj^>, 

Past Tense. I became. 

Sing. 1 ^000^4.^ 

2 t^CXDoS -f 2)*^ t9oo)pT>^ 

3 ftt. £5-caoj&, t?cxV5£ -f r^§|, ^ooop^&o 

3 f. n. €3-6k> ^5+ *>§,*t?oooj56^oOk>o5 

Plu. 1 ^ooo&SOj t9ooo(T*«5oo 

2 fc^ooo©^ fc9ooo]T«Oo 

3 #!• y. t^cxod, fc^OOOfJ^Co rtJoCtfgQ ] 

3 C3-oto-frfc, t5cojj6*), [ttoooTT^a] or 

SD;62>. 

In this Tense we see the principle so frequently occurring that 

a short vowel followed by a double consonant is equivalent to a 

long. Thus t aye’ or * a-ye’ is the same as ‘ ayye/ which 

last is chiefly used in poetry. 

• The final S) is often dropt particularly in verse; as !?£)$, 

*&»• 

f &■(£$]& is vulgarly written £3- d&r& which is wrong. Ar.din careless talk¬ 

ing the middle N is often omitted. Thus -dir0£) IT® sr* did you see it is pronoun¬ 

ced -cir* tP'oT°? or even iSr* So he was found, becomes 



TO BECOME. li 

Future Tense. I will or shall become. 

Sing. 1 +rk§, 

3 m. f. n. ^6ao^&^§, fc9acr»£p 

Plu. 1 o^ogiSx) 

2 ^ao£fiOo§, 

3 m. f «36&gaOo§, e>o§o^3o 

3 «. «Sag^ P§, ^axr*£|&. 

AORIST. 

Affirmative. J will become. Negative. I shall not become. 
3 1 j* X -f S. I 

2 2 

3 m.yi 7i. 3 771. “ST* ,3b 

P. 1 3 / W. T-»5Sb 

2 P. 1 TT^sfco 

3 771. / <^abQo 2 TT*&> 

3 n. 3 777. /. T»C53 

3 n. 

There is a poetical form fc*flbab;S> <fcc. 

There is a rude inelegant form instead of T"»tfo, and 
fcjjSaf 

Imperative. Become thou. 

Sing. 2 -*\**»§, r*»§, rto>§i »*,£»§ 

Plu. 1 IlMj & yl) TTX *Vvi 

2 r°a, toh} [v*oa.] 

Prohibitive. Become not thou. 

-r-roa.nr-ft^ T'Sooa&g, t-53&§. 

Sing. 2 

Plu. 2 
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Infinitive in TA Kalugu-ta, 

TO BE, EXIST, HAPPEN, ACCRUE. 

Infinitive in A S'oX 

Infinitive in DAMU ZvX&t£» Existence, happening 
Infinitive in E'Dl 

The initial K is often changed into X G. 

Affirmative Participles. 

Pres. p|| S'ewrtogp 0r Being 

Past p|| ^©* having accrued 

Rel. p|| or and which was got 

Aorist p|| §'0"^43) §'0-k2&§, S'0-x%§, §'txrto 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. P|| in Ka §'oX'§'f ZoK&q-gt* Without being 

Neg. Rel. p|| or Which is not 

Neg. Verbal noun The not being. Poverty. 

The Present tense is not in use. 

Sing. I 

2 

3 m. 

3 /. «. 

Flu. 1 

2 

3 m. f. 

3 n. 

Past Tense. I was. 

S0fc0 + |b, + X00-f j&, 

S'D^O-}-S>, XpS-f-S), X0fy°£) 

§'01?-f {Si. X13 4-i&, X'e)7T»^o 
^ o 7 o 

5-01?-j-ji,, §'0ftjS©, §'0^oO, X"pi&, 

§'0^030, §'0Afy*sSy>, x0Os>o, x^fy9^ 
’ 7 o 7 o 

§"0*0©, CS5, X06, Xp-jvT’So 

r0^9, §'0AfyoX) X06. 
’ ’ o 7 o 

r0i?^, §'0*jSa,’x'0;$&, 
’ o o 

In the'other tenses, in like manner two syllables may at plea¬ 

sure be made one. Thus kaligenu may become S'p# 

kal’genu &c. And in like manner ^©* becomes 

Future Tense. It will accrue. 

Sing. 3 m.f ro*P 

piu. 3 n. ron&p§, re-^p, m?>. 
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AORIST. 

Affirmative. I am, 1 was. Negative. I am not, I was not. 

S 1 S'cG#b&>-fffr, S'oj&> S. 1 

2 2 

3 m. 3 TO. -$C& 

3 f ft. 3 /. ft. tvXt&> or & 

P. 1 §'uo?«oifci&>, S"t>j£o P. 1 

2 tfejortofiSbcJo, S'eiOo 2 

3 m. f C6, S'oflb 3 TO. f. 

3 n. I'tjoHork, S'o^. 3 ft. tt)X$) or ~t&. 

The Imperative of S’is not in use in modern Telugu. An 

example occurs in M. XII. 2. 271, where it is StuJ&Jfco and ac¬ 

cordingly the plural would be S’twx'oft. 

The verb has three meanings, “ To Be, to Happen, to 

Be Able.” Thus : added to the Boot in A of other verbs it means 

Can, and the negative means Cannot. Thus, 

S. 1. I can go. Of which the usual form is d^Kvfh 

I can go. Negative fr I cannot go. 

2. sir*Xor, Thou canst go. thou canst 
not go. 

3. He can go. &*Xvt& she, it can go. he can¬ 

not go. she, it cannot go. 

P. 1. £r*x'ex)Hb£k{£x> More usually wo can go. we 

cannot go. 

2. Ye can go. ye cannot go. 

3. They can go. (to./.) they cannot go. 

3. »Ve& Those things can go. they cannot go. 

These are the regular forms: the irregular forms in use are the 

following. 
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Singular. The first and second persons are wanting. 

3. in. He is, or was : thus 2-S'Tr°2?S'o&b there was a cer¬ 

tain King. Negative he is not as he is 

not here. 

3. /. S'tysk Shejs. Negative 

3. n. S'ask, or S*g> There is: thus & there is a (cer¬ 

tain) proverb 

Plural. First and second persons wanting. 

3. in f There are: as s^£^_g&e»5'<yc6 there are mer¬ 

chants here. Neg. they are not. Thus 

they are not here now. 

3. n. Se^They are. Thus eo#aV>?frX'eMS'e>£ there are ele¬ 

phants so large. Neg. Thus ^ 

they are not (here) now. 

These words are used as auxiliaries thus, 

5. 1 I can ■jSjSi iB^KeifSi I can say 

I cannot say 

2 Thou canst Thou canst say 

j6 ^13^75 Thou canst not say 

3 m. lie can *3 X & & He can say 

£93 t3 <&> She or it can say 

P. 1 £ o6x> We can “&>sS»^^K’e)sS» We can say 

We cannot say 

o You can gjr® Co t3 'K ej You can say 

Sir® 6o t3 ^ You cannot say 

3 They can ■sr’O&p^^X'otf) i They can say 

o3X)fik x3i6^75cfe They cannot say 

3 n. S'og) They can Ke>£> Those can remain 

They cannot remain 
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The verbs to suffice is likewise used: thus, 

S. 1 TT>vo&iS» lean I can say* 

I cannot say 

2 vPiiucSb^) Thou canst Thou canst 

say 

Thou canst not 

3 m.f. n. He can stay 

t9Q$)o£Z vT'vdfSi She can 

t9©^)o^'cr,tufa It can 

■sr»5£> $)o&vT®e>2£> He cannot 

stay 

She, it, cannot 

p. i vrca:£&js» We can ^*5w^^'ir>ex>££sSx> We can say 

“^a£o’s<6j^T0e)sS» We cannot say 

2 xT°tx)<&3o Te can g^&’S^vP’exjfifcOb Ye can 

£>o^BS:3^xT0ot& Ye cannot 

3 m.f 'CH’ew&SS They can ^ofifc^3s^xr'>ex>fi£>e3 They can 

■sr»°^^^\TT’e)& They cannot 

3 n. They can &£&6zr'Vo$> They can go 

They cannot go. 

The verb p*a>t> 0r to Oa» or “be able” is thus used, 

1 + 0>§, ^fe6- + ^ I can. •jSjS.a^-jS&jfc 

I can say 

fS> I cannot say 

2 7$&&>2)§, Thou canst. 

Thou canst say 

Hi© initial tT* is often changed mlu CT Thus 
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# Thou canst not 8ty 
3 m.f. n. He can gay 

she can 

we^iSs^* n can 

^^£>0 t£> He cannot say 

She, it, cannot sa y 

P. 1 ^^*£>e~s£o We can. "5o «Ss>:Sj6j'p0os-«X® We 

can say 

"&> We cannot say 

2 You can. Or*e&xJ^ ^s&Oo You can 

say 

fcr»c6'3^y^tf «6 You cannot 

3 m. y*. *^:£&c£>§, ^6of6 They can. ^r*ofl&:33&^c6Go They 

can 
■sj^ofifc^^y^etfS They cannot 

JjJ fi. They can. ^£>*3^'^c6yfc They can 

say 

They cannot say. 

The reader may think the rules tediously minute regarding the 

first verbs of the first conjugation : but the great difficulty of the 

language will be removed if they are thoroughly understood. The 

remaining verbs are treated with more brevity. The terminationt 

being entirely uniform, those of a single verb will suffice for the 

whole language. Thus in English shall, did, should, &c. are. uni¬ 

form in all verbs, but they vary in the root. 

SECOND CONJUGATION. 

This contains verbs the root of which ends in YU or cSw£ 

Y YU which is changeable into or Thus cheyuia or 
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chesuta to do. \jr*dab4j or {rr*frl> to write. or [* 

fyb to split, dBb^t> or to do fatigued. Either form iB 

used indiscriminately. 

Some verbs of two syllables have a liberty of being spelt in two 

ways. If cfib Y is single, the vowel preceding jt is long : if dou¬ 

ble the vowel is made short. Thus t3c*£o1> cheyuta and 

may be also written cheyyuta and sr*c&x>gi>. The Inf. in 

A tSc* and V* c*6 become ^3<**>£ and fe Thus the vowrel 

followed by cs£a YU is either long by nature or is made longTbj 

position. 

All verbs however have not this double shape. \j>r»tf£ob v. a. to 

write is distinct from v. n. to split. 

Verbs of this conjugation deviate from the first conjugation ; 

for when they take the affixes beginning -with the vowel £) I to 

make the past p|| or -=> E' to make the future tense or E" to 

make the aorist p|| they change the syllable ctfb YU into & SU. 

Thus from x3cs£o “ to do” comes having made, xST'tf I shall 

or will do ; that does &c. 

They can likewise change at pleasure the cab into & SU in the 

Infin. in TA and in the 3d pers. sing, of the affirmative aorist. 

Thus ^cax>b or to do and xScabffc or x3£>i& he, she or it 

will or, shall do. 

In the affirmative aorist and imperative the usual terminations 

are added to the root. Thus from x3dSb comes *ocabi£>;& and 

■3cs*ob;£o, Or, changing c«x>fi£> and cab# into «o and #; thus 

and 

In verbs of three syllables of this conjugation, if the middle 

syllable be C) I, it i8 changed into U in one shape of the affir¬ 

mative aorist and imperative : and in the Infin. in TA. Thui 

from to be damp, makes or and & 

or and tf&cebi& or andtf&cebl> or 
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In the Imperative the root of verbs of two syllables changes c*£o 

into Thus from xScxSojcomes tSoco or do thou. In 

other respects it presents no novelty. 

The present p|| is formed by adding to the root in U as x3cSio 

■&> or by changing cx&sfc into &. Thus doing. So also in 

the past tense I did, thou didst, become *5 

&c. 
m 

The letter being pronounced ts as cheyutsu, these 

letters change places in forming chestu. 

The letter S is written either $> or ~P or at pleasure. And 

as the initial frequently is softened into 22 or the word ^ 

(having done) may at pleasure be written ^ or 

Some learned men wish to discard § (the santi-sacaram) and 

substitute the ^ (or sulabh a-sacaram) in every place: but this is 

a refinement that never will generally be countenanced. Some 

places alone of the second* conjugation admit the (santi) % where¬ 

as all may use the (sulabha). A few accurate scholars who 

wish to exclude # (santi) altogether declare (with the grammari¬ 

an Appa Cavi) that this letter (Siva) ought to be used in Sans¬ 

crit words alone. But in the common mode of spelling some 

places admit one letter, some the other, and some both : this is 

unobjectionable ; and is countenanced by the oldest manuscripts, 

and by nearly all the soundest scholars: for even among the 

learned a few alone wish for any peculiarities in spelling. The 

difference indeed is as trifling as between the Trench words 

avait and avoit: allais, and allois ; disais and disois : and the mat¬ 

ter deserves notice only because our native instructors are apt 

to dwell much on such trifling points and condemn the use of the 

(Siva) $ though themselves use it daily. 

In apology for this inconsistency they alledge that all persons 

(themselves included) are in the wrong and they urge us there- 
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fore to write in a manner which haa no advantage to compensate 

for its peculiarity. 

The following, as well as the other verbs which belong to this 

conjugation proceed according to the rules given above. 

^rdCooij or to take 

S^dSioAJ or to pour 

g^dabot) or Sertoli lo cut 

"^d3oj±j or to throw 

or to graze 

e3e>cS5oo^> or *3vfoil to become fatigued 

cBco ±3 or to "gleam, lighten 

SSdd3ock> or to rain 

K^dSooi.) or to fear 

^©cJSooAj or fvofoi-) to mix 

ajQcCjoij or to grow. 

And or which denotes (In Latin, debet; in 

French, il faut,) ‘ Must.’ 

Roots. 

Chey, cheyy or ches. Root of 0r To do. 

(Facere.) The vulgar spelling xT°dB3o4j or ^~bcs£o±j must 

be avoided, though in general use. 

Coy, coyy.or cos. Root of §^caSo£^ 0r To cut, 

(secare.) 

Poy, poyy or pos. Root of d'daSoek or To pour 

(fundere.) 

Valay or valas. Root of SadBkAj or sSt>&^(Debere) to owe: 

whence must, ought, should, a» T7B;Se>^j$a you 

must come (debet venire, il faut venir.) 

Tady or Tadus. Root of or to b0 wet (ma(jere 

in Latin.) 

Dayy. AVeary etct&gt) or To be tired, (langueo.) 

Vrayy. Split IScS&gtj or To be broken, to split, to be 

shivered (D-ssilio.) 
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The ancient grammarians might have reasonably defined the 

verbs of the second conjugation as ending both in Y and in S. 

Of the verbs here given the first three are quite regular. 

Yalayu ‘must* is irregular. The next tf&cSfcAj i8 slightly 

irregular and the two last are peculiar in changing YY into SS 

(thus to split p|! Jj^) whereas other verbs though they 

use YY at pleasure, do not use S3. Thus 0r r'cEax-io 

to cut: p|| never 8^^. 

The conjugation will now be given at full length, although it 

uses precisely the same terminations as are U3ed in the first con¬ 

jugation : the only deviations are in the radical syllables which 

have now been given. 

Infinitive in TA or To do 

Infinitive in A t3c*6* or 

Infinitive in DAMU *&cx6tisSx>tf Doing 

Infinitive in E DI The doing. 

The roots in EDI are made from the termination in S alone— 

thus I •ar* sir6"^©. 

Pres. p|| 

Past p|| 

Rel p||' 

Aorist pH 

Affirmative Participles. 

^3cs*o<k§, or Doing 

or Having done 

or Which did 

or Which does. 

• Vulgarly spelt a form which we must avoid. Thus T’c*6oX'e>2> 

76^16 rfaotJG &c. 

t The student must be aware of the Common erroneous spelling, wherein 

are written ST’dtfitf *», TX*c*fc>±>,sr*<*6p. This 

must be cautiously avoided as well as the similar vulgarism V*c&tfo, V* ock) 

&c. 
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The shape is in daily use: it is contracted from 

t£> which is used only in poetry. 

Negative Participles. 

Keg. PU in S' Ka ^cssf, or ^cBlSSo-cr, ^cKS$&o8 

"Without doing 

Neg. Rel. pH ^cs*F>, Who does not 

Neg. Verbal noun ^0*6^ The not doing. 

Present Tense. I do, I am doing. 

Sing. 1 ^cs6»iS>F^L+^§» °r ^5* + ^ 

2 ^dacotto-fT^^g, or ^57^ 

3 m. °r 

3 f n. or [^^7® or "3 

Plu. I 

2 ^daSoiibfj^ScJ, 

3 m. /. ^]ir*So 

3 n. ^d03j£5bf6^S§, [3^S>.] 

The second and third of these forms are in common use: the 

Cist is peculiar to poems. The forms appear very numerous: 

but in fact are*, merely different modes of spelling. 

Past Tense. I did. 

Sing. 1 ^c-° + P§, + 3?^ + *, or^*F» + rfr, 

[3V+j&] 

2 + 3S>3, ^?»f5T*0,or [3^] 

3 m. [3TVfc] 

3 /. n. *5“?>4-ffr-f TSf>iia or "3f.o£, 3$o6 

Plu. 1 \:|jOOo§, -5^T* iSx, ^ 

2 ^^O0§, ^^(^os.or^i 

3 w. /. *5^0, t£j>7T»Go} 0r tS$fr»cff [^T*0c*] 

3 ?t. aS'^-'jab, \3tj6o, or *5^*j62>. 

R 
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Fctube Tense. I will or shall do. 

Sing. 1 3^o + *§> 311*, 3t* 

2 ^o©§, 3i>®, 3^3 

Zm.f n. '^T>af>§) 3‘3&;5, or ^(5, 3Ip, 3i)p 

Plu. 1 3 •?>«&.-§, 3-1)S»( 3^jS» 

2 3"?>bBo§; 3‘1)33, 3i* 

3 m. f. 3’pacfc§1 3"1it& 

3 n. ^TJ4p§, 3i>p, ^p, 34p. 

It will here be observed that « and J> are used at pleasure in 
the past and future tenses. 

AORIST. 

S. 1 

2 

3 

3 

P. 1 

2 

m. 

f « 

Affirmative. I dcf. 

S. 1 ^«5> 

+ fr [3& + j&] 

2 *5d8kc6^§, 

[*]&«] 

3«t./. «. ^<3ioi&§, xSjArk 

p X ^3cS£j5£>Jfco§, 

«Sx> [t3?&kSx] 

2 *3cJ*ofifcCo§, 

[tS&flo] 

3 »«./. ^cx*o5frtf>§t^*i>C& 

[3A'3o] 

3 n> T5dSo^»§, 

Some other forms are rarely used : these are *3 •»«&;&, 

&c. 

Negative. I do not. 

T$cJ£f&t %3dtC£&> 

^c*5o£>t 

i^d&dSS, t3c8S£fifc 

tSci&Co, \3^£6£> 

o^csfcx&o, ’ScSS^sio 

^3d*0o, ^ctfgOo 

*tt. y! t.1cs656, 

3 n. 

Sing. 2 

Plu. 1 

2 

Imperative. Do thou <£c. 

i3©x>P \3d&o s^°§, *3cS&>*£r»§f 

T^dtfcoS, -w^oC^'C, c*§ 



TO DO, TO WRITE. 

Prohibitive. 

13X 

Sing. 2 3d**', 3c&85t 3=*8od»:§, 

Pill. 2 T§d33i’o&> ^cC^sTo&j 'tS odSS&oJSc'§} tSd&Sfcl*^ 

ofi.] 

In all these, the long vowel followed by a short eya may be 

changed into the short vowel followed by a double consonant ey- 

va. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU 

Infinitive in E'DI 

[st»cs6j4>> er ljsr*^oi> 
# 

jjsr»c*6 

ljsr,cBS£ £&> 

To WRITE 

To write 

The writing 

Writing. 

Affirmative Participles. 

or Writing 

jr»f or l*3"*?* Having written 

Which wrote 

15^* L^3>*5, (jr»-?>&§, ljr-d3^§ 

Which writes. 

Negative Participle*. 

Neg. P|| in S' Ka [rr'c&f 0r \w~ctfSxrc5* Without writing 

Neg Rel. p|| [rr*c*p Who wpites not 

Neg. Verbal noun xhe nofc writing 

Present Tense. I write, I am writing. 

Sing. 1 lF*4,Tr*<i.+*> lyr^ + j* 

3 m. \jrr»7^*2Jb 

3 /! n. [vr*,5&)o&. 

Pres. p|| 

Past pj| 

Rel. p|| 

Aorist pi| 
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Plu. 1 ^Kr*-^rr.£Sx> 

2 isl*i 

3 m./ 

3 n. If 1$3. 

Some other forms also are occasionally used. Thus \jr*3&oXb 

"P^Lfk, &c, which are peculiar to poets. 

Past Tenmc. I wrote. 

Sing. 1 lF?>0 + P§. If_£ + P> iFc^-f £> [If^V*] 
2 |jr-^OS§, tF_*s, l5^7T*$, 

3 m. lF"^ + i&, \jr»^)lT*(^b [(jr>V«ib] 

3 / n. IF*”?1 -f* r&, 

Plu. 1 iFc^Svjg, \jg'p~£r**x>t 

2 Lp*^©6§, (jsr^jbQ, (jar^F^ [^oT'^CSbJ 

3 m.f tyr*® Q, (Jsra^r^Oo [Ijt»FCo] 

3 n. 

Putuke Tense. I will or shall write 

Sing. 1 lprP”?,cS + ^>§> 
2 \ 

3 m.f. n. LF*"*>&f>§, 1*4 P 

Plu. 1 t_*'‘7’c5sSo§> lir^ifco 

3 m.f 

3 n. (F^P§> or 

AORIST. 

Affirmative. I write. Negative. 

S. 1 £&+?*>§,S. 1 

2 jjr-dtfo £$>£)§, (F*^ 

3«./».L^^§,L^ * w- 

2 

3 

p 1 fjsr»d35o<£b*S>D§, \jn«bi5bo 

2 ljEr*cj£>oC£>Qo§, (jr»«bQo 

3 m./ l«r*ci^jfi6CC>§t IF** 

3 ft. tf^c^r^S. IF^* 

3 f n. 

P. 1 

2 

3 m./ 

3 n. 

I write not. 

\jr*d&fS> 

| «3 * cBj^) 

ljET®cifctfS 

[jsr> ctfiefc 

(jet* cSSoiko 

[_5X»c*60o 

[jcP’d&OS 



TO WRITE: TO BE WET. j33 

Imperative. Write thou. 

Sing 2 ljr*°00» 0^cC2osSx,§> L?'*cC£ot£r*§, 
1 (jr*oSai£sSx>§, \7r>W&& 

2 (j^cOoo^c^ ^*T»cSft>Cd$o§> ^jrrdSx 

Prohibitive. "Write not. 

Sing. 2 {j^»cSjf, (jr^d&SS, (jar»c£j&sSa?§,(jcr»c&x£t*§f ^sr»c£j5oCj“» §, 

Plu. 2 ^jr»c3of CC*, [jp-°d5j5b2*b^ c& & O& §) l^oX*cSC>&ci§. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DA MU 

Infinitive in E'DI 

<?&ctfx>*j, or v. n. To get wet. 

To be moistened. 

S&b&2*S»} QZXS&O' 

«&“£>£> 

Pres. p|| 

Past p|| 

Rel. p|| 

Aorist p|| 

Affirmative Participles. 

€$£$o aJj or Being wet 

Being wet 

Moistened 
osi>, a&-f>AS, <*a-^a§, &a*^sfc§, oa^. 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. P|| in *f Ka 

Neg. Rel. p|| 

Neg- Verbal noun 

3&dssr, saar 

oaosi^ ;s&> 

Present Tense. I am wetted. 

Sing. 1 + 

2 «££;&> CdSo^.^, 

3 m. 

3 / fi. e$££r^f5^&f tfdSb^uofc 

Plu. 1 73^*5^ dfifc^r**5aa 

3 m.f «£^7^>o3 

3 n. 
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Besides these forma others are occasionally found as, 

•Cbfr^-f <&c, which appear in poems. 

Sing. 1 

2 
3 m. 
3 /. n. 

Plu. 1 

2 
3 m.f 
3 n. 

Past Tense. I was wet. 

©a^-f-rS), pira] 

tf&j>©£o§, ^a_^oo, 

©a^©5§, &&_£d, [^a^rcso] 

aaf>a, [©a^as] 

$&^a. 

Future Tense. I shall be moistened. 

Sing. I + ;*>§, 
2 ^a^cs^)§, 3*^3) 

3 m./ ft. #&!>?> 
Plu i «aT*a«s»§, 

2 sai5fi&§,tfai>ac> 

3 m.f 
3 n. ©ai>p, *&!■?>. 

AOKIST. 

Affirmative. I am moistened. Negative. I am not wet. 

$ l f^ad8co<5Sb-(-f^§, ****>£> S. 1 

2 o2&$£§, C^uSctSb^), 

3 w. / n. #aci&>j&§, 

p j £>ac£5cos£> 

£x>t 

2 aa^>^So§, 

[©fi^b^Oo] 

3 w y ^ad3k 

3 n &$*&>(*>§, 8&frfb. 

£$ad&-f-r&§, ©2*s5-f' 

2 ©SdtC^J, 

3 w. tf&dtf£fc§, 

3 f.w> ^&c^55b§, ££as$fl£> 

P i ©ad*ss»§, 

2 ©2i 

3 OT# y s&c&&§, ^a'ss^> 

3 n# 
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Imperative. Be thou wet. 

SiDg 1 tf&cOcoiSx§, tS&cskjsfcpJ, 

G<J3b^s^r*§, i$&cS£k'©ir'§J e5^Sd)^l§. 

Plu 1 g&dSk«iix:§t titfcti&x§} ££& eT’iko 

2 oa^oa, ssssoa, oadsb^§, esf£^e£>§, 

£$ & cd>o 2fc §, && cESx a §, t$ a& -j §. 

Prohibitive. 

Sing. 2 S&c&S', tig*S', dSssSo, tfSd&SSsSx^ tftfsSSo 

S&T^tS&dSj ?£>*&'§, t$ £ S So sir* § , €£&0& $& £tor°§ 

Plu. 2 ^&=So5'c&J tigxfo&, 3&ctfj5o«£§f d£sS&:£§, 

^§, Ca'iaoo«JbS, «^5o^§, tf£sS3c^§. 

•*s®|j r<t&Z S4^ 

sS*o3»t> or Se>^t> ‘ MUST, OUGHT, SHOULD. ’ This verb 

ip a defective auxiliary and has few tenses. 

Past p|| «5 v$ 

Rel p|| *v$fi 

Irregular Neg. Rel. p|| 3o;Sp§, xr*p 

Past tense 

3 Sing. n. Si3rk or 55cj® j6& It must 

3 Plu. n. s5t>^£S> They must 

Affir. aor. 3 n. ;Se>ccCu£> Must 

Neg. aor. 3 n, *£>*&>§, a5e>&£§' Must not. 

To understand this, it will be useful to consider the verb in 

phrases. t3 c*c> *e> $$ £ p what should or must be done. \3 cBS-a* {& at p 

what ought not to be done, vr'pis the neg. p|| of jSi£v^> to come- 

•^r-tcs&sofjS© (you) must do so. (you, he) must 

not do so. 
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THIRD CONJUGATION. 

The Third Conjugation contains such verbs as end in ■&> or 

9?u> a3 to rear. to excuse. to 

examine, to approve. 

Some of these are verbs forming the causal in in^u or <ju 

as to bind, to build: S'goi&k to have it bound, get it built, 

^ctf»4j-to make, to have it made, get it done, cause 

it to be done. to write: to get it written, 

have it written. 

Nearly all such verbs as are borrowed from Sanscrit or Hin¬ 

dustani, as to try, 5'e^o-Ool) to contrive, to 

compose, ^0 7t*6o^cj to adorn, w (W-cxuoijbij (from Hind, ba¬ 

nana) to fabricate, (from Samjhana) to pacify, 

belong to this conjugation. 

These form the affirmative aorist and imperative either accord¬ 

ing to the rules of the First Conjugation as j shall rear 

and 'Sodatfi&c let us rear: or by changing ■&><£> and into 

and Thus 

Verbs ending in double likewise change the and & into 

and Jf. Thus or I shall or will approve; 

and "2o^or let us approve. 

As many verbs in this conjugation make the Injin. in A and 

the imperative in a peculiar manner they may conveniently be 

arranged in five classes. 

J. To rear. to divide. to owe, to 

think, to reckon. to rub. to attend, ^^^to ima¬ 

gine,^ think, to scrape, to scratch.^*^ to weigh. 

*-> to increase. to approve. to say. t) * 

string (pearls Ac.) [fto break in pieces. to settle. ^ 

^ to burn.^^6^ to join. to think. to change, 

to join, to sew Ac. 
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These form the Root m A in the usual way according to the 

First Conjugation. Thus Jotr, £c. 

II. Other verbs form the Root in A by changing into VA. 

1 hey use YU in the Imperative. Thus, 

Koot in A, imperative. 
f " ' * ‘ - 4^ 

6rwi, or r'w»,r«ej 

"xewfiij "KosS, Tfe>£ 

UcotJOSS, ^ "200^ 

Paj-rt>l> JbuosS, JDos5} pe£ 

etfsS, 

l)ex>s5, te^ 

?$£*, 

x'fiSoss, 

^asss, ^ass, fcag 

<^Ooifci> 

ttJOCfci) 

]6aot3bAj 

53 iio -do 4j 

^•abi> 

If 03^2) 

none 

P«3i£, po^ 

«Co£ 

t>uo£ 

rc£>$ 

5Sfi£^ 

none 

Serve, mea¬ 

sure 

conquer 

grow 

stand 

cry 

call 

bite 

walk 

suck 

pass 

weep 
Verbs of two syllables. 

\ crbs wh.ch have three syllables in the root as tea,, to ca„ 

**“t0 *"* *“** ^ ^ **«>. t0 break. uae J^ 

” “ “";.°»ijz zzr&™ 
II. Some A erbs make the Root in A in x or -< * 

Thus, * m w or at pleasure. 

In/in. in A. 

•***.■»*, 

r$U)tr, 

a 03 

To draw- 

crush 
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5o3o-CSoij^ 

^C5o^j 

£)t5o4j 

ih/fo. i# .4. 
-V -■ 

1 

churn 

grieve 

?&*<$ thresh 

Mi. bear 

tV°eisSj eV° boro 

2s 
&!S 

cast 

blow 

These make the imperative cither in -&> 0r & at pleasure. 

Thus ■6*a6ifc«&>> or but more usually in « alone as ■* 

plural 

They form the Soot in Damn in the usual manner, adding it to 

the Root in A. Thus 

IV. Some make the Root in A in either ^ or ^ at pleasure. 

Thus, 

13? u-t&io 
ir~ 

^SOt5d1> 

t?d&v^O'dbi> 

~8 43 o~£So eo 
£3-i50O tJoio 

In the Present Participle these use either or Thus & 

J&^OCbEk or afcf^OI^Tfc - l?43oor 

The same change takes place in some parts of the Affirmative 

Aorist: as ^^oi5o<KbjS> or "®JL°or 13 

££>/&. Also in the Affir. Imperative, as s^p^p-c&sSaD, 0r 

V. Irregular Verbs. These form the Root in A, the Present 

Participle, the Imperative and the Root in Damu in peculiar 

s5o|0>|Ot3’ or o5b}^o<& 

*0 ? off, 'el o& 
lr~ ’ v- 

134308& ej > 

£S-sS£)otf, 65-^0086 

To forgive 

count 

bless 

deliver 

double 

yawn. 

wavs. * 
Pres. Part■ Imp. HW i/t Damu. 

{—— — ■■ - ■ - ■ ^ 

s5^j tt* Tr,s5(^^bo Come 

'Utio^xfc, *^s52Stfoo briug 
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Pr«. P«r£. 
> 

Imp. i?oo/ tn Damn. 

/■ \ 
a» Go^Gd? odd cor* S{s5££God give 

tTGxdb, iiX^G# God die 

G^Go^Gd, -trBC5ojS» enter 

"^oGo^Gd, none ?»«$#*» pain 

Gy* do ±J Gr*GoGo, j Gcr-tfo -GTe£>£ Gdd see 

©oGbt> Co Go Go, CoGOj Co^, £>oG£ God, &o^£Gx> 

tear 
o5oGb±j doGoGo do Go do G2*Gdd count 

dioGo^j 6-0 Go Go i&oGb ^)OG2*Gdo place 

<6oGo4j StoGoGb ?6oG6 j6oG<23od divide 

Xbdb^io HoGo^Gd God string 

XGoaj ft Go Go X, ft Go ftG^GoD scratch. 

As examples of this conjugation, the regular verbs Go±o to 

rear and ^r^pGiio to forgive, st'St&.oGot> to examine may be 

conjugated throughout as follows. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DA MU 

Infinitive in EI)I 

"otO G" 

G» 

cj o Q> 

To REAR, INCREASE 

Rearing 

The rearing 

That which rears. 

Affirmative Participles. 

Pres. p|| ^oGbab or Rearing 

Past pil wf O Having reared 

Rcl. p|| XoOjS AY ho reared 

Aoristpll -o3, ■ao^tf§,‘5o3S§,ao^ab}(-aotfc§ Whichrears- 

Negative PABTicin.Es. 

Ncg. p|| in S' Ka -otsr 0r -oCKots” Without rearing 

Heg.Rel.p|| Thoop Which rears not 

Neg. Verbal noun 7,otJSo The not rearm* 
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Pbesent Tense. I rear, increase. 

Sing. 1 

3 m. ‘t>o^3b'(T^aSf loOtb-^'iSb 

3 f n, ^odbgbo£>, 

Plu. 1 ^OT&jfcTT^sfc^ 'IjOxSy&'&o 

2 ^oxSitfbfT^CS, “SjoCb^Co 

3 m. f. "Sotfo&bF^i*, lboCb^0& 

3 n. ^odbgb^ Xox$8S>. 

Other forma such aa ^o-Ekdo-far^iSj <fcc. are occasionally found 

as noticed with regard to some verba already explained. 

Past Tense. I reared. 

Sing. 1 ~Z>o€)Q-{-£>, rovT* -f-p3bJ 

2 [^otT*^] 

3 m. -J-pb, 

3/. n. IjoCo©. 

Plu. 1 TboMCo, ^ot>TT*sS» [^OiT^j] 

2 IboDQ©, ^o©]7»&, [^o^Co] 

3 m. f ^o^d, IjoCT^fiS 

3 9t. ®jo^3 r^j fc>0&J$o), 

Putube Tense. I shall increase. 

Sing 1 T,o^3&£>§, ‘^o^fSb 

2 

3 wi.y!». T>o:3ip§f 

Plu. 1 ~^»oT3i5*S»§, riOT^d» 

2 ■^oxSescsb^ ^o^cfc 

3 *•. /. "ojOxSjSC&^j "'•j0 ^Ob 

3 w. 
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AORIST. 

Affirmative. I Increase. 

S. l -f j&f 

3 m.f n. 

P, 1 '^jo-SSoafcsSx), fj oabsfco 

2 ',2>0%kribC&, XogbCo 

3 tft. f. o^jotfbOo 

3 n to-CbfS)' 

Negative. I increase not. 

S. 1 

2 i£; 

3 fn. Xotf<5£> 

3/. n. 

P. 1 T;Otfrix> 

2 

3 m. f "^o\5cs3 

3 n. ^0x5$. 

Imperative. Swell, increase. 

Sing. 2 ~Zo-&>f H>o-Ek«£»§, '^oi£>s£r°§, 
Plu. 1 "2>o-££>CSjS»§, IjOC^sSx)^, tLo-£&> sy* ? ~^.ny»4» 

2 ^otJoS, ^o-i&afcg, '^o-S5ood§ogj 

Prohibitive. Swell not, increase not. 

Sing. 2 Notts', S3s*r»§, VotfSoco^ 

Plu. 2 ^ocroa, ^otf5Sfifc§, ^OfJSoc2So§, ■^■otJSo&g. 

Infinitive in TA sfc^o-ubA) To FORGIVE, 

PARDON. 
Infinitive in A sSb^otf or «Sbf&^oj6 
Infinitive in DAMU £^^oi5aji» 
Infinitive in E'DI 

To forgive 
The forgiving 
Forgiving. 

Affirmative Participles. 

Pres. p|| '^§, 

PjL Forgiving 
Past p|| Having forgiven 

Rel. p|| ^Pa0®* Who forgave 

Aorist p!| s&^jo'dO, *>^pi}a§, eo^o^efc^j&jbjo^ § 

Forgiving. 
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Negative Pabticiples. 

Neg. p|i in ^ Ka S’, ^^pj6r§, 0r Soots*, 

^0(6^ots° Without forgiving 

Neg. Rel. pll *kpi.0^P> **P^?!6p§ UDforgiving 

Neg. Verbal noun *fcpaotfa>, The not forgiving. 

Pbese^t Tense. I forgive. 

Sing. 1 + 

^ot "h 

l£&. 

3 m. ^^ocSb^TT^a^), ^b^Ox5o-^(^sj *6 

Plu. 1 &P<£pito’9'&ny ^1^2^ 

2 sfcp^OCfogo f^fc, ^P^F^, ^Pci 
7^ go. 

3 m. ott«rc£, ^^L^r^oS, sSb^ 

3 n. sSb^ocfc^a, sfcP^S). 

Besides these forms, others are occasionally found, thus ^oj^o 

■Cbikp^pkj pr0^^ &c , which appear in poems. 

Past Tense. I forgave. 

Sing. 1 rib^o00 -t- p, + iS), [^p^oTT* + 

*] 

2 sfcjD^oOOS), S&P^OOF®^), 

3 m. r*>, sfcj&^oOF’ao 

3 f, n. r*>, o&jo^oO^a, ^Pjo^0®- 

Plu. 1 &8£)o, 55b^oO (T»sio, ^P4 [sbop^OuTrfbo] 

2 o5b^>|0089, s5b^oOp'°tfo) sSb^ r5Sb^oU**0o] 

3 m.f sfc/^00, «6^0O?7*fi&, [550^0vPCSo] 

3 a. ^?oL0^F>, ®&F^?Or&, 
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Future Tense, a shall forgive. 

Sing. 1 jfcPa0'3'4 + *§> 

2 «5bJ^Ox5e^)§, 

3 m. f 

Plu. 1 

2 «fc|6^o^3tfc£§, 

3 vi. f ^^Lo^3fiS5)§> sfcp^o^CS 

3 ft. &p±o*&p%} X>f£c£)p. 

AORIST. 

JJ/irviative. I forgive. 

S. 1 ifcp^ocbifc-i-ffcg, 

jbjLo4jai>+f6§, ** 
^ogbfS, 

^ sSbp^Otfb 

3 m.f. n. &>Q}lo*to(Si. 

P. 1 sSb^OCk2£)sSx§} sSbJtv^O 

fifc «S*> § t&> ^O «£> «S» 

2 «5b^oQ3fiSbC^>g, «5bp^o^) 

£&£&§, •&r^o<So&3 

3 m. f. s&>£^o 

3 T. •5b|D^Oii>j& 

Negative. I forgive not. 

S. 1 ^,^^086(30 § 

2 *&g 

3 m. 

3f n. ^jo^p!6aS:§. 

P. 1 tfcp^o^ 

2 sSb^OtfOo, sfc^O*Co§ 

3 tn./. ^f^o^Oag 

3 n. sfc^oa&^g. 

Imperative. Pardon thou. 

Siug. 2 ^PjLO^^X)§, ^ph^lfcD^ ^^OEk-ftng, i& 

^OT^^g, sk^o*fcfcy-§, sSbp^o^fc^g 

Plu. 1 ^3jD>lO'4)ajSX)gf ^^OxSD-c^JisOj 

_CT'£^, ^j^p’r*^ [«op^7^6»] 

sfc^ptfoa, *fi>l^o^o&§f -5b|^o4)«b§, 5ft 

P±0&>%§f 

2 
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PnOHIBITIYI. 

Sing. 2 sSo^pijg5? 

**>§, sfcp^otfSo^, 

s&^0U®0(j»§, ^JO^oi6Sofcx*§. 

Plu. 2 •foJb^o^JSToft§> sforf0(^o^?5o 

fifc§, ^1^0USS&§, ^o|D^oj6§S&§. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU 

Infinitive in ENDI 

^6jLoifci> To TRY 

sfc6oLotl or i66oLosb 

«£» The examining 

4fc6J\ot30 Trial. 

Affirmative Participles. 

Pres. p|| i)6oLo<fc«S>. 

Trying 

Past p|| 566A-0O Having tried 

Rel. p|| a66oLoajS Who examined 

Aorist p|| a&6&o3, *6&o^s, ^£6oL.O'3£&§) j66<£ko^3&§# 

Examining. 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. p|| in S' Ka ^6&otfS',i£6&0't535o“C5'# Without trying 

Neg. Rel. p|| *e&-oijp Untried 

Neg. Verbal noun j£6&otfao, *66^o^>&> The leaving without 

trial. 

Present Tense. I examine. 

Sing. 1 ^6&oi5b^^, 

-J- 

^dJLotioubfr^, }66&oi5b^*$, 
i 2 
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3 m. *6^0^857^. *6A-oV»tr^, A6X.A.7^, *» 

Z f.n. ^SiKoajso^a, i481>.oO3«606, ^SA-A^a, ^6A. 

.Ao&. 

p]u i itfilo***6A-o«>*'a», iSA-Afnjito, * 

bob^-^tX). 

2 *6 *6<koifcVC6. *$ 

ok •£*«?£>. 
_ _p 

3m / *6A.oa>*TT5L*, ^SAoiSj-y'*, rf^A-Arpr^*, *8 

oLt^ &>. 

3 n d&6&.o-cSi^b^a, db6&.o-&>#s>, [^6^ 

*4a j 
Besides these, there are some other poetical forms. Thus *5 

<S>oaoT&fT^ji>, Ac. 

Past Tense. I tried. 

Sing. 1 a&6&o£a + j&, *6&.o«F* + f&, j66&_& + ?>, [^6&o 

,5T* + fi»] 
2 £6&c$&a, [;&6oLo'0"cg)] 

3 m A6JLo^3 -f-i&, ^JLofcF®^, [j66<LoxJ°rtb] 

3 /. ft. £6o^ot3 -f rv>? <£6Jh o£);6Q, AS&o&ofi1. 

Plu. 1 ?>ao, [^6JhoTXt5fco] 

2 £6&o&86, ^6oLo£-fT*&, *6&.j^e, [£6oLoir>flS] 

3 m. /. <*6oLoQ9, ^SoLo*)^^ [i^Si^OU^Oo] 

3 n. *6!>.ot3;s>, *&6&-of5jS2>. 

Future Tense. I shall try. 

Sing. 1 ?66uhox3pS> 

2 £61».Ox3fi>$;§, 

3 m.y. ft. dbS&otS&j&gj &&&.ohp. 

plu. 1 ?66iSx.o^3assx^ oLo*3*sx> 

2 ^SJLo^Gc 

3 W. / J&6A.O j66vIxOx?fla 

3 ft. d&fi&OxJ&Jbg, £6 JLotp. 
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A0RIS1. 

Affirmative. I £ry. Negative. I try not. 

S. 1 <66A.o<Sijs> + ,s>, *6 s. 1 *6JUe*. a&SA-o* 

>5. o^) «£<*>§, &6&0 

«0* 

2 8fc6v§xoi53&b^ afc6oLo 

t4) §, A 6 oLo 

3 m.y! 

P. 1 *6 

oLo^c&tix)at6 

o£xOtfO&a 

2 abS^xO-tiaefcOo^S JLo 

^2S:C3o§>ab6JLo|jbCSo 

3 tn.f. atdoh-oOoC&fio, ?£6oLo 

^«fcflo§,*6oLojfc& 

3 n; *b%>-otop>. 

*>§ 

2 ^6«SKof5^} ab6JLoi6 

€)§ 

3 m. &6&-oi5t&} a66jUoa& 

e^b§ 

3/. n. *5Jxotfafc <£6&oA 

P. l ^6oLotj«s»> at6oLo* 

«^§ 

2 *6£xOT5Go,i66oLoria&§ 

3 m.f at6ol oi6c6 

3 n. ot6(Sxof5^, afc6oLoab 

^>§- 

Imperative. Try thou. 

Sing. 2 *6£xocb, i96oLoikjSx§, abSJLo^ik^ a&6ixotk«£n§f 

afc6ixOtf>S*r®§; 8t6oL 0t4)Dt®§. 

Plu. 1 *6JLotfoe«&:>§, a66ixc^tftf3o§^6i> jj66JLo 

^jT^dao, dtSoLotfaka, 8t 6<JLo 8&6tSx-^ojSx)§ 

2 a£>6JLotfoA, at6»5xoi6oci, at6&o-ikc£>§> ab6oLo^Jj££>§f 

at6Jk.odol#§} a&6Jt o^&§. 

Prohibitive. Try not thou. 

Sing 2 *)6oLotf<'? abSoUoaas, ab^oLotfSo, «66vSxoa69o, afcfioLo 

i5So6ao§, a&6*Sxo<6Sb^§> ^6«SxoiJSossor»§, afc6Jkoabsa 

sfcr*^ at6oLotf SoCcn>§, ab6oLoab&fcr*§. 

Plu. 2 afc6oLof5roi, a&6oLoabrcf&, at6£xotf&$£$, *l6JUoa& 

Bctfo§, *6&otf &&§, *6<$xoabSo&§. 

v; 
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Irregular Verbs. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU 

Infinitive in E'DI 

To COME 

TP» 

SSi^O. 

Pres. pj| 

Pa^,t p|| 

Rel. p|| 

Aorist p|| 

Affirmative Participle!. 

iiS)iioj§) s A), 

*%* 

i^,«S^i*S§. ^a§,ss3^fc§,s«^§ Coming. 

Coining 

Having come 

Who came 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. p|L in 5f Ka TPS’, tpSoot** Without coming 

Neg. Rel. p|| *cr»p Which comes no 

Neg. Verbal noun xr’So The not coming. 

Present Tense. I come. 

Sing. 1 + r*> 

2 

3 fn 

3 / n s5^)o&. 

Plu. 1 

2 

3 m./. 3 A*7P^flof 

3 «. ^pt 
The longer forms already noticed are seldom used : such as 

Ac. The forms thou comest 

are erroneous. We muBt shun the gross vulgarism 

of vo^uta. 
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Part Tense. I came. 

Sing. 1 ^G+P§, % + Mc&T*'+ *, [sSct^*] 

2 *«}©&§, 7**®, [S^©] 

3 m. sS^ + rk, sSf^rr*^), 

3/. n. sS^-f £>, 

Plu. 1 sS&^fcao, £ [sSUP^tf»] 

2 5S_*0, 3©>^Co, [s5xr^C5o] 

3 m.f s5^Q, [sSur^flo] 

3 f». ss^f^, 

Future Tense. I shall come. 

Sing. 1 -f* ^§) 

2 3^e>i£§, 

3 m./ n. «5^&P§, 
Plu. 1 s5^«sSx§, sS^olw 

2 sS^ss&g, 

3 #». f. s5^c6 

3 #». ^^^F>§> «5^P. 

AOKIST. 

Affirmative. 1 come. 

8. 1 s$«6j& 

2 S580& ■ ■ o 

3 m./.n, s$^£>. 

P. 1 

2 sS&Oo 

3 m. f. 

3 n. sS«jy*. 

Negative. I come not. 

S. 1 *cpj& 

2 xr’^i 

3 m. uot& 

3 / n. xrfiSb. 

p. 1 TT’tSx) 

2 t^Co 

3 m.y! ^£6 

3 w. 

The form tf^rk, &c., is wrong. 

As already noticed the final NU is dropped at pleasure Thus 

&*oa>o5*& fT* shall I go home (lit. shall I go and return, a phrase 

for ‘ Farewell’) is generally contracted into s^owsSe^0 the iast, 

vowel being elongated. 



TO OOJIE, TO GIVE. 

Imperative. Come thou. 

Sing. 2 tj-, ®^>§, S«w^§. 

Plu. 1 ^ s5^six> 

2 tfo&, ffOiKcg. 

Prohibitive. Come not thou. 

3ing. 2 ■a*!’, tjbB5, XPSo^vg, 

Pla. 2 'crp§'o^, xrt5ofi^b§f T^SocfiSog, t 

Infinitive in TA or To GIVE 

Infinitive in A ss^£, ^d^§> -&;$§ To give 

Infinitive in DAMU ts», &x} -&dt£i«&o Giving 

Infinitive in E'DI Giving. 

AFFIRMATIVE PARTICIPLES. 

Pres. p|| 

Past p|| 

Pel. p|| 

Aoristpll 3^, s|^a§, si^§ 

Giving 

Having given 

AY ho gave 

Giving. 

Negative Participles. 

Neg. pllinrKa 3|<*§r, st^So-cs*, s»aCrS50T5", J* 

cBir§.Without giving 

Neg. Eel. p|| spscgp, Not giving 

Neg. Verbal noun ataBga, The not giving. 

Present Tense. I give. 

Sing. 1 & 

3 tn. 3*»j 

3 f n. ^^,3^0©. 

i’lu. i 

2 
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Plu. 3 m.f 

3 n. [a^a.] 

There are also the forms and 

Past Tense. I gave. 

Sing. 1 *®y>+F>§, SiJi+K 3*>^ + ?&t [a*^*] 

2 ^f°£>, [*VP^] 

3 m. 3^ + r*>, 

3/. n. r*>, e^cfc. 

Plu. 1 SS\_^»o, «fi^F*sSx>, [SjU^sSw] 
2 ®\_£d, S^-pPCo, [sjar^cfc] 

3 m.f. 3^0, [ss^vJ^Oo] 

3 n. 2^(63. 

Future Tense. I shall give. 

Sing. 1 e^tf -f-ffcjj, s^jfr 

2 

3 m./ w. a^&p§, 

Plu. 1 jSy>§? S^sS» 

2 s^<£ 

3 m./ ei^tfOog, zj^os 

3 * *^ap§f 

AORIST. 
Affirmative. I give. 

5. 1 *«■& + i& 

2 *0 

3 m./ n. + 

P. | SJ^sSao 

2 3*603 

3 m.f 

3 n. 3^<&. 

'’.'here is a form 3 Ar*>, 

v- but thi* is v.rong. 

Negative. I give not. 

S. 1 

2 *<**£$, ^§ 

3 m. 3^*6, 3p&ga3,-#S3§ 

3 / n. sictf^cfc, -£*&§. 

P. 1 S^o«JS^d3o> -0* 

**§ 

2 s^03, sS°3Sg°&, ■&&§ 

3 m./ 3%0o, Btctfgtf, ■#*§ 

3 ». *#$§ 
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Imperative. 

Sing. 2 -S*, *€>£*»§, or 

Plu. 1 ^ 

2 3££oa, S}c$£goS, 3oi£>§, -&c«v«fc§, S(cS&£fifc§, q 

**$&§. 

Prohibitive. 

Sing. 2 Sc^g?, -S»r, s^S&§, S|^s3^§, a?c«i£ 

Sottx§, S»c*6£&jSr«§, £{S^5bs£r»§} Sj^SjgSo 

riu. 2 ^ro&, sid^roa, $*$§&*>§ 

^cB^5o&§) -&So&§. 

The principal parts and tenses of the remaining irregular verbs 

of this Conjugation, will be given, with a few phrases to assist the 
memory. 

"9(5^ij To bring Root ll.as"^* he did not bring.—Present. 

+ ■3A)fr><i+f6, “3 >• + ,&; Aor. ^3*+;*, Ac 

Past "3^0 + P, •3Ci7T» + pb, '9^ + p. Imperative It, ‘3^1,‘3oS. 

Neg. "&a>. 

To g'Te- Root ^ as or S(c*f£"^sSb he did 

not give. Pres. @l«Js*fVA + fj>j S( + *>, 3*7+ a>. Aor. 

«* + *. Tast + sg_?> + p, + imper. -bi, 

««£°a, [-&oa.] Neg. Jgss^a,, 3«6ga., -&a>, Past tense s^ak, or 

sgaCg^afc, ■&-get, he did not give. 

To eome- r«<h ^ as tpU«6 he did not come.-Pres. 
a«^<ssFua>§,aA73^ + *,«*. + *. Aor. *«, + ^j-a^ + ^&c 

rast *ly8 + P, a_i + p. Imperat. tp, eito, tSoiSh, tSoS, [tpoA.] 

Neg. tr*4». pa8t tense tp"3&\ 

To die- eiPire- Root or 'SPSS as vra^he did not 
dm. Pres. Ue^F^. **.*. Aor c£^_ 

Ac. Past tJC^O + p, Ojj-f-p, Ot^^Pd-^,••'KA^'P'Si, 

Imp. ^6: o»io4) Npg_ „.**,„.**/ 
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v. n. To enter. Root xT°tf as Pres. -ur*ftv^ 

or Aor.oT*^. Past -crz^& + p, 

S^-iT9 i- ?&>y ? -iS''*^>4-£>f Imperative -iS^&jfco^ -vr*tfo& 
# 

Neg. Tr*o<«b Past tense -iT*tr356 

To pain or ache; this being a neuter verb is only used 

in the third person ; as, it aches, they ache, Root^o^, 

as IbosSj'^ it did not ache. l^ssS' without aching. 

">^2oex)^)^ to speak painfully.-—Pres. 

AoS or vulgarly [!&>;<©.] Plu. &c. Aor. 

Past Plu. Neg. 

•cip>T^^> To see. Root iSr>& as he did not see. Pres. 

+ Aor. ^304-^ &c. Past 

-iSr’M 4- p, iSr>&TT° 4-(a>) -c*r>_?>4-P. Imperat. ^aso, x$r'&ste^ -tfr* 

tfoZxn, -C5cn>j£s£r>) xfr'&h. Neg. •£&"*£pb, -aro&tfo. 

GENERAL RULE 

The affirmative and negative relative participles form the basis 

of the tenses and will be best understood from examples. In 

these we shall perceive that the Affirmatives end in IN A and the 

negatives in ANI. 

To sell 

First 

e^;s 

Conjugation. 

sold &5X- 5b unsold 

£9-(3o <L> •play who played <23-& p unplaying 

sing sung p ^unsung 

become t9ooo^ done s^p undone. 

J Do 

Second Conjugation. 

done <s£> P undone 

g^dabicj cut cut S^dSp uncut 

sJr6;^' O pour poured S^dSop unpoured 

i5e>c3x£j 

& dSbo i' 

“must” 

be wet w'etted 

p 

f£>P unwottod 
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Third Conjugation. 

-S-tbi) To boil -r-** boiled unboiled 

LtJO^So^j call !»©*>*. called uncalled 

;$tiot56±j love s5e>£)j$ loved s5e>56Jt> or 

bring who brought p 

die dead undying 

have called ®)©t>o©j6 

xSoOjO have done n3oooo£)j6 *§ooootff& 

place 

s5o ■do±j bend sSoajS Sotfp 

oi o-dbt) count c^o £)j6 reckoned uncounted. 

PASSIVE VERB. 

The Passive Verb is formed by adding &&& 4 to suffer’ to the 

Indn. in A of any verb ; the initial P being softened becomes B. 

Thus from the passive forms are as follows, 

TO BE SENT. 

Present tense 1 *6o<£wfifc&oI am sent 

3 m. 

'Sfn. &c. Ac. 

Past tense 1 

I was sent 

Future tense 1 i 8hau or 

sent 
Aorist 1 

Negative Aorist 1 I shall or will not be sent. 

1 he Imperative might be formed on the same mode, but i«j 

needless in the Fassive voice. 
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As ‘to fall’ has already been conjugated, we need not 

here give more than the first person. 

borne intransitive verbs can at pleasure adopt a passive form. 

Thus from ‘ Be’ (a rustic phrase) he was, &c. 

So in English, we say he is gone, he was gone (which are Passive 

forms) instead of^as gone, /w^gont. 

Some parts of the verb to be heard are commonly 

used in the active sense, as £j6I am heard, 

I was heard for and So42?> I hear and I have heard. 

Further details will be given in the syntax. 

ON CHANGE OF CONJUGATION. 

It has been seen that the verb to fall is the sign of the 

passive voice in all verbs. It belongs to the first Conjugation and. 

accordingly in the passive voice all verbs fall under this conju¬ 

gation. 

And the causal voice ends in 911. Accordingly Whenever a verb, 

whatever its conjugation uses the causal voice ending in 9u, it 

appertains to the third Conjugation. 

The verb vrayu to write is originally of the 2d conjuga¬ 

tion ending in Yu: but its passive is \jsr» which belongs 

to the first Conjugation and its causal is which belongs 

to the third. Accordingly verbs are merely distinguished as end¬ 

ing in 9U, yu, tu <fcc. without any note of Conjugation. 

MIDDLE VOICE. 

The Middle voice is formed by adding to take either to 

the Boot in U, as has already been conjugated or to the past 

participle. Thus *or 
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r*b as meaning ‘To take, or buy’ is a regular verb. But 

as an affix of the middle voice it is in some places irregular. 

Some verbs use the middle voice; others (as in Greek) do not 

In those verbs which use it, the conjugation is uniform. 

Examples. 

Present Tense 1 or + 

Past Tense l or 

Future Tense 1 or 

Aorist l or i6otro^j6. 

And all other persons are in like manner conjugated.as in 

;&A> to send. The form pampi-conu is rarely used. 

Verbs in the Second Conjugation form the Middle voice with & 

S U or SI but not with ctfo YU or TI. Thus or 

to do, or to write, never ^ 

cHco^rk A>, A). 

Further explanation on the mode in which the Middle voice is 

formed and alters the sense of words will be given in the Syntax. 

THE CAUSAL VOICE. 

The Causal Voice is made in various modes. Some verbs have 

m causal. The simplest mode is this ; Qofla incu is added to the 

Root in \J. Thus from to send, to cause him 

to be sent, S'AoA) v. a- to build becomes Sfgox&A) to cause to be 

built, v. a. to tell, x31^ot5da> to have it told, v. a. 

to beat, to have (him) beaten, x5dtfbA> v. a. to do, *5 

cxoo-doA) to get it done, £^cakA> v, a. to cut. §"*oooorfc>A> to have 

it cut, \jt» cs&t> to write, to get it written, J^cS5ooA> 

to pour, to have it poured, ~3d&>Aj to throw, *^cx»o-tS) 

L to get it thrown, v. n. to plav, S3-&oxi)A> v. a. to play 
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In English we often U3e the same verb for both voices: thus 

is to turn, v. n. as r>& it turned: and v a> 

to turn, as I turned it, to play, v. n. £3*&oifc^ 

v. a. to play. 

Some verbs in No GU make the causal in $u. Thus ~r*i(dh 

v. n. to boil. to boil, v. a. T^Nbii y. n. to hide, 

v. a. to hide, «&^Nbi> v. n. to weigh, or &r«,S>oiS>i> v> a< to 

weigh, v. n. to extend, stretch,to stretch, 

extend, £*Nb*j v. n. to swing, v. a. to gwing, v. n. 

to break, atfodok v> ^ to break, tfcKok v. n. to bend, y. a. 

to bend. 

Some verbs are contracted as follows 

a^Noio v. n. To tear, Sofiok or v. a. to tear, 

v. n. to sink, sfcoo-&>4j v. a. to sink, to drown, y. n. to 

grow, v. a- to increase, y. n. to break, 

v. a. to break, v. n. to descend, or y, a to 

take down, "Sno^ y. n. to break, or “3°^ y. a. to break- 

Some verbs change No GU into ^ PU. Thus, 

e&Nb*j v. n. To pass, or K0fco£k4o v. a. to carry on, 

v. n. to be tamed, v. a. to tame, 3&Nbfc> y. n. 

to turn, v. a. to turn. 

Some verbs in DU, & RU and LU add $u. Thus, 

t£r>s&ij v. n. To fade, be scorched, sSr»«fc*&k or **r*5^t> v. a. to 

dry up. v. n. to fade, or to make fade. 

v. n. to be buried, or v- a* to bul7- ^ 

y. n. to change, *£r»&x5dk>, or s£r>cfc^6o y.a. to change. 

'g&u v. n. to arrive, v. a. to join. v. n. to 

be extinguished, «-*«>*>, or v. a. to extinguish. 

v. n.to sink, «&»«>«>*> or Br-o^ia to ruin.v. n. to 

burn, T-ootJWj or "S-tw^ v. a. to burn, intuit v. n. to move, S' 

jjouiSit), 5>ujtJ or fesOotiit) v. a. to move. ix'<ut> v. n. to flow, 
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♦ ;;li5 -Q'exjtfct), or v. a. to make fall. 

t j float, ^cx){S5t) 'btx>^±> or "30o-Sb±j y. a. to make it float. 

Some verbs in ^ DU, NU and <=s£> YU are still more irre¬ 

gular. Thus, 

v. n. To be loosed, v. a. to loose, 

y. n. to fall, to spread, Pcy. n. to fill, podb^ 

Po^t> or po&oc£4> y. a. to fill, S'^^j v. a. to see, S'p&o-ckl) v. a. to 

make visible, v. n. to say, ^P&o-cfcij to make it to be told, 

®fSiL> y. a. to eat, OptotbiJ to cause it to be eaten, v. a. to 

hear, 2>p» o-ib^j to recite, e&cs£o^> to fear, to frighten, 

Si8cy. n. to rain, or &6cxootfc^ to pour, '3otfcS33at> 

to shine, make shine, s6r»dH3ofc> to be foul, to 

dirty, "£ocs£o4j to graze, or to graze cattle, “&> 

y. n. to rise, v. a. to awake. 

&ofifc*-> v. n. To be, forms in the Causal To place 

Thus ^0 0, ^jo^3. Neg. middle 

tyo&r'frL>, To keep. 

Some verbs in tb change ^ into «> pin£U# Thus efcr'CfciJ to 

weigh, &r*boto have it weighed, to call, 

to send lor, to drag, to have him dragged, So 

to love, sS^Sjoco^j to enamour. 

lhose in ^ 99U are thus formed: to bring, “3 

to send for, to give, to have it delivered. 

But others are irregular. Thus puoflot, to stand, to 

stop, ~5<Z>te to rise, to arouse, awaken, ■eb'CSatj to see, -ar* 

or t&'tottt) to shew, OCa^to die. Co^lia to kill or Oofco 

to have him killed, SO^ta to come, (5t^oO* or -u-Sofloia 

to cause him to come, ^ta to increase, to have it 

increased 
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On Monosyllabic Roots and their Causal Forjus. 

"*"* That is ‘ to become* forms in the Causal T*ao^A', 

T®3oOf meaning to effect, make, perform* 

But Mtis verb i3 only used in poetry. 

That is ‘ To come,* forms in the Causal ts 

That is ‘ To give’ forms in the Causal $s^ot5g±j, ss* 

6x>? SS^O©, S{5>jO^. 

That is “3-c^A) ‘ To bring’ forms in the Causal 7$ 

"St>jo©, “32>^o*3. 

Those verbs that form the causal in, IN^U or ^ £U are of 

course included in the Third Conjugation,but those that form it in 

other terminations, are placed in the first: and various verbs take 

various forms ; which indeed are generally placed in the Dictionary 

as'separate verbs. Thus v. n. to break, "3o-&£o or 

v. a. to break, &c. 

The Causal tenses are formed exactly according to the simple 

verb to rear. Yet it may be useful to conjugate one re¬ 

gular verb throughout. 

Infinitive in TA 

Infinitive in A 

Infinitive in DAMU 

Infinitive in E'DI 

o^>oi5c>A) 

a&o&otf 
a&o&oi52*6» 

o&O&O x3o. 

To have it sent, cause it 

to be sent 

There is a form 3&o*>oa& but it is used only in verse. 

Pres. p|| 

Past p|| 

Rel. pi| 

Aorist p|| 

Affirmative Participles. 

a&o&o-ck-ckg, s£jo&o-fiotfbitfgL, 

j6ofco£) 

i6o£>o©j5 
?6ofco^fc3, 3&o5>o7?fifc§,&c°>o 

**§. 



Negative Participles. 

Negative p|| in S' Ka AcboxS* or &cloC&o-up 

Negative Rel. p|| j6ot>o-i5P 

.Negative verbal noun 

Present Tense 1 j6o*oEfo«6560^^0^+ 

1)-^ -f 

2 a&ofcotfcgo 

3/. w. ^o&o-ESb&i^©, [i6ot^Jo©.] 

Past Tenso 1 

Future Tense 1 

Affir. aorist 1 

JNeg. Aorist. 1 

Imperative sing. 2 

jfcotoOS -f- °^ot ?) -}- fj"» -f (&} 

[^Gtovr0^-,*.] 

&c&ol3ts$>, dobc^fS), 

£oloi£oZ>o&i&>. 

^otjo iSfii. 

tSC&oiS^ ^o2>oGds&t§, *&o*>otfc;£r»§, j6o 

® 0-tSigiro. 

Plu. 1 

2 

Prohibitive sing. 2 

2602)o^25^OojO'^sSMj ?6o?jOt5b'crcJS5o 

<&oZ)OWs£r>, 

j6o®)Oi5o^j a&ofco-Sb&S^ 

a&ototfS', j6o&o£>&, sto^oiJSosSxg, a&o 

f>otf35s£p>§? j6o?jOfjaos)jc§. 

Plu. 2 6o2jOt5§'o^) ^o2jOt5So2^§? ^cfcotfSootfb 

*&oS>otfSo&§. 

The various forms here omitted are the same as those used in 

the verb ‘ to rear’ which is already conjugated. 

The Middle and Passive voices are as usual formed from the 

Root in U and in A. Thus j£c*,an(j 

these are conjugated like and 

On Rustic Phrases. 

Some 

1 bus It 

forms used in common talking are considered vulgar. 

**? fur 1 will call him. This contraction 
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is equivalent to the English 4 Til give it;’ 4you re going 4 hc\, 

comingwhich rarely occur in writing. Learned natives (though 

they often talk thus) wish such phrases to be excluded from a 

Grammar : but a foreigner requires information regarding them. 

They are in daily use, even among men of education, and also 

occur in some poems. 

ON COMPOUND TENSES*. 

Having now gone through all the various conjugations and the 

irregular verbs, it is requisite to notice some forms which are ap¬ 

plicable to all verbs:—some other forms will be noticed in the 

Syntax. Indeed they all appertain to the construction of senten¬ 

ces. 

Compound tenses being formed from a pronoun joined to a re¬ 

lative participle (thus, he who was, these forms are 

some times used. 

4 I was ’ Lit. * I am he who was’ 

4 Thou art he who was’ which by contraction as already shewn 

become £)0I was, thou wast. 

The following are the compound forms of the past tense and 

are similar to those already given under the simple verbs. The 

negative affixes are applied as already shewn. 

Affirmative. 

Masc. Eem. and Neut. 

S. 1 -f I am he who was 1 + 

I am she who was 

3 m. 3 

P. 1 m. f. «£o 

2 m.f 

3 tn.f 53P>&i2)0&j5^T»c6. 
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I'he neuter has no peculiarities. it was. 

those things were. 

The first and second persons singular have a feminine form bor¬ 

rowed as usual from the pronoun. And in the first person sin¬ 

gular the NU a3 usual may be dropped: thus + fS» 

becomes 

And instead of the Rel. p|| the aorist p|| may be used. Thus, 

1.1 the Mahabharat (X. 2. 275.) "^|| 

we serve (him) and live. 

Or by adding ^ox>&p &c., the following compound tenses are 

made which are in daily use. 

Masculine. Feminine and Neut. 

S. 1 + P or*3<x»rT* f jl> -pp 

H 3 -f~ ft &C. 

&c. 

n _ 
£) 3 £ i6 & *3 £) 

3 m. Tf-^0^)0&pi-5T»2S^^_p^ 

■sr* :£> £ o a fS -sro £ ooo (W*- So 

P. 1 m.f 1k:S»£)0&;6irr°tf 

3r»t5’ (O^0 Jii') 

2 w./ 

3 m f =r»3o$oXjS^t-IjQ 

.in ^ 

^a^c&jS-sr-oao-f 

•Examples. Aniruddha Charitra, Canto 2, stanza 112, the 

heroine Usba says 7^ i.i&oa^p4»sSDjl,^L-B,iS Ever Bjnce tha(. 

day have I remained thus. Again '^’P^f'CiS^sSiieSrOiS^-CT. 

P4 I always laugh when I (fern.) see her. This is similar to the 

u‘ of tue feminine participle in Greek; AfcAPn.tSAEA 
A V -KptijVTO£ UVTOV. 

j& £)O £ £ IT® + JO 

TT^p'^ (W® j& 

r>&£)0TT°f6 *3 -pr® & 

3/ n. t9fi)^)C5?S«o8op + 

X(lp<*v 
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Negative. 

The two forms 60or * I stopped, stayed or dwelt’ 

and 41 am not’ are often combined thus, 

S. 1 I did not stay. 

2 

3 tfi. ^ ^ So 

3 / w. 

P. 1 772. y. 3oo ^ O & dbo TT'jSoo 

2 772. /. Sap>^:^)O^-c3^!f5-^*0b 

3 7H. y. 7sr*,*t^;o^ fT^Ob'Sr® ^ 

S. 

P. 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

3 n. ^ a' 

Or by adding to the Eel. p|[. 

Masc. I did not stay. Fern, and Neut. I did not stay. 

$ 0 3. £ 57’ 

^“5"^ 

m. ~5~°£o. 

m. f. £odTT*«Sx> 

771. f ^r^TT*^ 

1 

3 n. 

3 72. r*£). 

These forms are literally I am not he who was. Thus resem¬ 

bles the idiom used in French- Ce n’ etait pas lui qui l’a dit.* 

* Some propose the following forms : but they are not in use. 

Masc. I did not stay. 

1 °2 P *r»3 T! &p 

~f p5i\f)oS p =r°^ 
ft-. 

7"- & C £ p f^|p JO 

2 jb£)^o£a£.nr»& *3 £3 

pzx*# 13 *r®£\ 

Fem. I did not remain. 

~f*$> $o£p p 

p&$)o&pzr°t'li_&Z) 

pr%$. 

2 
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The termination in N (P or fr) as already noticed is dropt at 

pleasure, because the letter N occurs so frequently that it is not 

consistent with harmony: which is primarily considered in 

Telugu verse. Even in common talking it is often dropt. 

The syllable & VI which terminates the se¬ 

cond person singular of the past tense, is often dropt. 

Thus in M. 1. 1. 174 is written for and this fre¬ 

quently occurs in common talking. 

The negative aorist is sometimes compounded with the verb 

to become, in this manner. This conveys the sense “ I omit* 

ted wO stay,” “ I failed to stay,” &c. 

S. 1 #2*3+P (or) 

2 (o) 

3 m. ilobog -f fij 

■sT’>!£i£)otf*ur>o3o -j- (b) 

8/ n. + . 

TZT 63o -p fS» 

p. i *&iS»$oeraj3ao (c) 

3 m f ■Er»3o^)0(3Ta 

clSQ+ p I was not there 

15:33a 

a -f 

l5*nF°^o -f ^ 

’tieobg + fh 

+ & 

(a) Thus Surabh 114. Balram VI. 278. 

{b) (Katam Eaz, page 494) he was not insight. 

Radha. 3. 103. 

^ (<?) The compound form occurs in a stanza of the 

\ edanta Rasnyan describing the appearance of our Lord to the 

Marys after the resurrection. This poem is described in the 

Madras Journal of Literature (July 1840) in Kotices of some 
^oman Catholic Books existing in the Telugu Language,” page 

rI! 

<3 cjst*£a 
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3*. + (i) -t6GL§+^ 

**»$<* tfvOj + ff, -3*nok-f*. 

These are all conjugated like the verb to become, but the 

sense ia negative. 

There ia also another form as he is about to 

Bend. 

The verba to send, i3cto do, to rear Ac, 

take the same forms; and these forms are applicable to nearly 

all verbs. Thus, 

Ut Conju. 2d Conju. 3d Conju. 

1 &o&liG + p I did not send p I did not do TiOfJJ# 

+ P I did not rear 
Pearson d? oMb ~30S> thou 

d5oah£fcBog-f-»a& he 

^o*bjs6&>g-f-ffc she 

Or else 
SbddJTyatoH-Jfc he 

abodrcr*5to-f fb she 

Ac. 

oBo ^ -f f$i 

*5c*6fiS6&>£ -f jto 

or 

'3c56t3t,oV -f <& 
x3 dBiTT^oSo 

~«o o O 05> 

-j- £» 

or 
t)Of5mTS%3to + i& 

"SiO tJ *CT^6&>-t* |0* 

Ac. Ah. 
Some pedants assure us that is not negative but af¬ 

firmative : * I sent.’ But this, is absurd. Some forms are also 

mentioned which we may reject as wrong, such as 

I did* not send. Those who advocate such phrases ought to 

produce proofs of their assertions. 

Sfsfro jS^Oo* 

e> r,jbdSr.&U^x>?f_ 

Herefrom to adore, is we omitted to 

adofe. 

So iD G. X. 158. 

oooo^cfw, jSX’xSx^jS* t^a£c5^^dS>ffc'<$&2Jr#& «Sc©SX>. 

^d) In B. X. § 10. 391. the wordB 

of the hermit did not fail. 
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BOOK FIFTH. 

ON SYNTAX. 

Optimi ad vulgus hi sunt concionatores, qui pueriliter, triviali- 

ter, populariter et simplicissime docent. 
Luther. 

Nobis prima sit virtus perspicuitas. Quikctilian. A III 2. 

The Syntax uses an arrangement of words winch is common 

to the Peninsular languages (as Tamil and Canarese) but entirely 

different from that of Sanscrit and that of Hindustani. 

The Telugus are a people quite as highly civilized as any in 

Europe : occasionally their modes of speech resemble those of 

Italy. Thus instead of 4 Sir you told me to do so’ the phrase is 

<S^’07r*(3o ZvQ oaoft^^cft (this do saying lordships 

order gave) My lords (plural) gave me directions to do this. 

When the Telugus or Tamils speak 'English, the syntax they 

use is strange, because they think in their own language : and 

in like manner in speaking their language we cannot without 

taking much pains use the correct syntax. The Hindus, even those 

who are uneducated, are generally quite correct in speaking their 

own language ; and certainly never err in number and gender, as 

the English often do in talking English. The dialect used in 

Telugu towns is somewhat corrupted: that used in the towrn of 

Madras is objectionable : for Madras is a Tamil town: but in 

retired harnhts the language is spoken very purely/: and the style 

used in Yemana, the Lila, the’Tales of Nala, Hariscbandra, and 

Abhinmnya ought to furnish a complete key to those niceties of 

Syntax which daily occur in speaking and writing. 

Sentences or paragraphs run into one another as is the custom 

in English Acts of Parliament: being linked by past partic: 
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pies (naving so done) or gerunds (by so doing) instead of verbs 

and conjunctions : thus instead of he arose and went the phrase 

is having arisen, he went: or else S>e)*>jaoeaaj6sS 

bg (his) catling (me) I came, that'is he called me and I came. Thus 

resembles the Latin Gerund. 

When a long paragraph is composed of several smaller portions* 

it is often requisite to reverse their order. Indeed in a long in¬ 

tricate paragraph I have often been obliged to read the first line 

or member, and place the translation low down the page; the 

next line over it ; the third above that; and so on until I reached 

the final member, and placed it as the commencement of the Eng¬ 

lish paragraph. 

Numerous instances of this mav be seen in the Telugu Reader 

and in the Wars of the Rajas. 

lErom the peculiarities of the southern languages it is bard to 

translate into them from Sanscrit, or English, without a very 

great change of arrangement.! 

In poetry and in ordinary talking (as happens in English) the 

c rder of words is sometimes reversed : and the arrangement used 

in the poetry of the one language is used in the prose of the other. 

Tlfus instead of the lady gave (it to me) we 

hear she gave (it me,) the lady. Eor 

my brother is come ffgft71*tf he is come, my 

brother: S' g Tt Jjfc tie him up, the dog : which would correctlv 

be 
U— ej cO 

—~■ 

ON BRIEF EXPRESSIONS. 

Telugu like Tamil and Cannadi is as laconic as English and we 

collect the meaning from circumstances: thus ‘Give 

Bay” means tell (him) to give (it to the man.) Or it may mean 

desire (them) to give (you the things.) ‘come let 

said they,’ that is, they said ‘ permit him to come.’ #2) adi. cold i. e. 

* See Langhornes observations in his preface to Plutarch : on 

that author’B lengthened periods- 
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. *lt j3 very cold.’ fever i. e. he has got a lever. horse l 

may mean, I want my horse; or the horse is come. leave ? 

that is will you permit me ? or may I go ? to which the reply may 

be yes. Error ! i. e pardon me. your 

favour ! meaning thank you, ngtfw I entreat you : thus a sin¬ 

gle noun or a short phrase is often used in speaking to convey a 

sentence. In the ordinary language used in letters, the style is 

not difficult; but the spoken language is often obscure, because the 

natives often use a single word or a short phrase, perhaps aided 

bv “ suiting the action to the word ’ a motion of the hand, head 

or eve; which are not easily understood by a foreigner. Indeed 

silent motions or (t9^;6d*s5cc) gestures often convey the phrases 

“ I will come “ quite impossible “ I do not know” “ be is 

gone” u admirable” “ shocking” tall and thin” “ large and fat” 

“ he is gone to eat his dinner.” These and many other phrases 

are conveyed in a manner perfectly intelligible to natives. 

With peculiar gestures the single word 4 a feast’ 

denotes To-day is a feast day and I request permission to go 

home.* 

But in wrriting Telugu letters and statements such brevity re 

not used: indeed the style is often verbose and lengthy. A pri¬ 

soner or witness often gives his statements very briefly: which 

the clerk will write down in a diffuse style supplying dates, hours, 

ages and numbers according to his own knowledge. 

Even in written Telugu the brevity of the dialect often makes 

it obscure : thus ^‘ Let come if say 

anger: go if say anger:’ that is, ‘ If we call (you, you) are angry ; 

if told to go you are equally displeased.’ 

rr ‘ DOW day full, night little :’ i. e. At present the day is 

longer than the night: This brevity often renders it hard to 
translate with precision. 

In the comedies the following phrase is common 

(Sugriva Vija) Then Ramachandra spoke 

* See the remarks made by Montaigne in his apology for Ray¬ 

mond de Sebonde ; where he quotes Plin. N. H. VI. SO. 
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;,B ,ollow3- Whec a speech commences thus, the phrase 
T^«b is sometimes omitted at the end. 

Pronouns also are not used so much as in English : being often 

omitted. Thus \ ]iave written (it.) they sent 

(him me, it &c.) he sold (his) house. 

he cut (his) finger: but when they are expressed they some¬ 

times convey a doubtful meaning he sold 

Ins house, would mean that one man sold the house belonging to 

another. (I) want (my) horse. Literally horse is 
wanted.* 

The numeral “ One” (as one book, one horse, one o’clock) is 

generally omitted. Thus he came within an 

hour: one rupee : one rupee and a half. 

The verb <^c* To be’ and 1 To become’ are frequently 

(as in Hebrew f) understood and not expressed £>&£)£ 

hy leaving out the verb ^-'3c9oofoOfis&£):£eo To her 
c# 

Low many children ? that is, How many has she ?—^&'o}os5££b 

he who i. e. who (is) he? fc?£>oi>£o it what i. e. what (is) it? 

they where? i. e* where (are) they? your 

name what ? i. e. what (is) your name ? this (is) mine* 

* In ancient English of Henry Seventh both articles and posses- 

eives were omitted. Thus (Paston Letters by Fenn Vol. 1 p. 
445) each of them embraced [the] other in [his] arms. This is 
pointed Ech of them enbracyd odr in armys. 

In the English Bible we find the words he, him, I, me, we, our, 

she, her, they, them, printed in Italicks because wanting in the 

Hebrew. And these may also be omitted in translating into Te- 

lugu. 

The accusative case of nouns also is perpetually omitted : and 

this also is a Hebraism, See Exod. XVIII. 22, the burden. Judges 

V. 11, inhabitants. And in like manner the auxiliary am,, art, is 
are left out. See 1 Samuel XIX 22. 

t Thus in St. Luke XVI. 15. that which (is) highly esteemed. 
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lSoJSx)W-d6(5^<^e)tfx) we (are) his brothers. this (is) 

good ei&^#|&ax>£o this (is) his house. this (is) his. 

v^§?xS»c£> a beggar will love her brat. Lit. I he crows 

chick (is) the crow's pet. oZfa'&tooko he who has 

slain the boar (is) a hero. he (is) a good man. 

Elsewhere the verb understood is which is the root of 

ho&’ir**r»oflfo these (are) my people. ft9-d6f5o»oi5^ 

Soc£> there (is) a feast in his house to-day. to-morrow 

(there is) a marriage. The verb which is understood is 

from to become. 

On Softening Initial Consonant. 

This has been sufficiently explained in page 41. Other words 

use this change only in poetry. 

And even in poetry it is a mere matter of taste as in English, 

Governour, Saviour, behaviour, honour, favour &c. may be other¬ 

wise spelt Governor, &c. 

Accordingly even in transcribing poetry or inserting a word in 

the Dictionary the soft or hard initial is often used at pleasure. 

Thus poi or boi; P qani or zani; 5 r^kannu or 

gannu ; ^ &>_ tokku or dokku ; ■Ska or 1?£». This is a 

matter of small moment. The learned assert that all words have 

such license : but this is not correct: and as regards Sanscrit 

words the initials are softened even in poetry i5o\js ]9 sometimes 

written &o[es but sound scholars usually shun such an alteration. 

Conjunctions. 

The conjunction nnu stands (like que in Latin) at the end 

of words ending in U. Thus vandlu-nnu-memu- 

nnu, both they and we. 

Words ending in 1 as vaniki ‘ to him’ use nni : thus 
x 
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vanikinni viniki-nni ‘ both to that man and to this 
man.’* 

Sometimes the final vowel a, i, u, is merely lengthened : this 

accent serving instead of a conjunction. Thus he : but w* 

he also came. clothes, bundles may be¬ 

come clothes and bundles. 

But the conjunction is very generally dropt; thus wafc &&> 

lie and he and I. e$-ew£>£tJo the wife and children. 
Op 

P master and mistress £>p§ to him (and) to him. 

* Some foreign words which end in i also use p± but the long 

vowel is shortened. Thus §, pallakT, gad! have long termi¬ 

nations. But when there is a conjunction, these are made short: 

thus pallakinni gadinni. 

The following rule is devoid of proper authority 
4 Another form is frtbX which is added to words ending in a, a, 

and e ; but the short vowels are generally lengthenedthus 

atta mother-in-law and mama father-in-law may Decome 

(S* both his mother-in-law and father-in-law. ^^7 

a jacket, a turban, become ipA jacket 

and a turban. gadide an ass, barre, a she buffalo, 

become 

The form fr&i is occasionally used to the postpositions termi¬ 

nating in a short: without lengthening the final short: thus 

fT* ^3 & S^-6 ooo £ &. 

In poetry 4> nu alone is used, thus (B. VIII. 188.) 

r|| S^tSO0fS> (nu) 

&oQd3oojd> (nu) <5^-3 p&> j6c£> 

SmtS'MiSi (nu) ^ 

“Both the beginning of all was in Thee, And the end is in Thee ; 

both end and midst, and origin art Thou of creation: like as 

earth is to the vessel.” 
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«fco (both) you (and) we. f A reddi (a reeve or head farmer,) * * 

rej&o a clerk, 13JStressy.&^reddi carnamunnu, both the reeve and 

the-clerk. £9jf_ acca elder sister, acca chellendlu, both 

elder and younger sisters, young, old, pinna 

peddalu, both young and old. This was an old word for the com- 

mons or common council in a village. 

Sometimes the conjunction is emphatic, and used at pleasure : 

thus At present “ too’’ 

we are all happy, this is always the case. 

There is another conjunction YU which is used in poetry 

In poetry we sometimes find that the first word alone using the 

sign. Thus 2>ex> a bow, fcjsfcotx) arrow's would in common life be 

StOpk ‘both bow and arrows;* or or sim¬ 

ply But in poetry it takes the form villu-n- 

ammulu, rice and milk. 

“ Night and day”‘crB10ot>?6eu is contracted for . 

And ^6c-ir*05' ten and a quarter, 105£ These 

are similar in construction. 

D. Abtumanya p. 76. Luck (and) want 

(are) light (and) dark like, That is 1 wealth and poverty follow 

each other as do night and day.* 

sSx> 2>dSj^O 

The Tancha Tantram is written in verse with much learning 

and eloquence but it is an elevated rhetorical style and the amor¬ 

ous descriptions are highly coloured. There is a prose abridge¬ 

ment in Telugu which our native teachers often advise a learner 

to read. But the style is pedantic and the book is dry and use¬ 

less. 'I he childish volume called Vicramarka Tales 

is more paltry and should bo avoided. The 
original poem is greatly admired for its style. These prose 

abridgments are like the ordo printed in some editions of Horace. 

f Thus in P. 2. 47. ^|| So 2) 

■t'&ZXvctfxj S'd33g*Sx> JboosSfifc ^<*J3g 

wo ir>^K "^5CZ> "!v^oe;§~|| 
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after a word ending in a or 1, or & thus wUgSm tie/ctfc 

^ S ^&c*£o $^&cs£o both that and this. ^fidaoo^i^besSzs^OO 

DEB. 601. lfari and Kudra fought. So in U. E. 

WJSTP’jSjfcr'-SfS. pg'^cOoo. 

The word (jet besides, but yet) is often used as a conjunc¬ 

tion : sometimes NI or YU is added. Thus or «&dcs£> 

[Thus in Latin at or atque.] These words have been erroneous¬ 

ly used in the old version of the Scriptures in places where Telu- 

gu requires no conjunction. The word (id est, that is to 

say) has also been wrongly used for the conjunction. 

The conjunction "sr»P or 'K'P (the initial K being softened into 

G see page 41) signifies and not: it stands at the end of a phrase. 

It may be rendered indeed thus {bSowpor 

they will grant permission to you but not to him. Literally to 

thee indeed, to him permission they will not give. 

;6*s»“3^»s£) what he studied was Telugu and not Tam¬ 

il. Lit. “ What he has read is Telugu indeed, Tamil not” 

P Except this, and besides this. £_v>e£'fi'Kx,ps&do5x>Z Q 

:5w ooET'>!6pi5.jf_2£tffi6 This can be effected by none but him. Lit. 

Unless by him indeed this work cannot be settled. See Lila XX. 

219. ‘221. In such phrases the Telugu omits the affirmative and 

uses the negative verb. The words or when repeat¬ 

ed are used for either, or ; thus either 

you or he may go. either to-day or tomorrow 

but when JJ9 is not repeated it signifies even or at least: as 

r>s$ooop^TT’S'sH&S even thou hast not come- 

Other observations will be found in the rules regarding the past 

participle. 

On tiie Emphatic Affixes, A', E', O'. 

In common prose these are long. In poetry they are shorten¬ 

ed at pleasure. 

The affix a denotes question. Thus he came. sS^T^* 

-gf did he come ? E' denotes certainty : it is the intensive. Thus £ 

va^inade * surely ho came’: ‘he certainly came.’ that 

very man, only that man. O' denotes doubt va^inado 
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perhaps he came. perhaps this is his. 

&+ perhaps he is there, perhaps he is not. ^ to thee. to 

him. perhaps to thee (or else) to him. 

perhaps he will come (or perhaps) he will not come. 

If 0 is added to an interrogative, as it 

may denote doubt: as I know not who, some body or other; I know 

not where, some where or other, I wonder who, I cannot tell 

where. 

But 0/ sometimes denotes reference: thus ye said. 

I have brought the book 

which you mentioned. 

The sign of question (A') is often dropt, the voice alone denot¬ 

ing enquiry. Thus he won’t come to-morrow 5 

? you won’t stay to-day ? 

The affix a is sometimes a mere intensive : thus (from 

to rise) (sing) rise. 13o& rise ye. Intensive forms 13 ! 

Uotst5 ! Oh rise ! Thus -3^^ to say say thou. 

(or in poetry dropping one letter O tell me ! 

In poetry emphasis sometimes uses a short instead of e long. 

Thus, 'ffr Nenu ‘ I* becomes ~$f> nena, I, myself. 'sr>&o vadu 1 he’ 

vada, that very man. thou ft* nlva thou, thyself. 

now or just now, even now.* In common speaking 

these would be 

* *S|| ^0 (nlva) £>:$ £e£c*o B. 

VIII. 444. Thou alone art the great cause of all, thou verily art 

the universe! t5|| SfSS'jfcD -*--5 fonouo 

$or- *056 -5r*« (vada) (vada) ?6o&«fco 

S5Jf tr°ti j6dt6ae«bc^ 
[***>[*<* ir±**>X>r Panch Tan tram II. 

124. “If a man has accumulated wealth all his good qualities 

obtain credit. If any one is opulent he (vada) is a man of high 
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In compound verbs as -f-‘being’ $c£o*j> 

Agoing’ the emphatic aign'may fall at the end of either verb. 

When it is joined with tup first it denotes certainty. Thus from 

(to sell) he has sold (it) By adding the empha¬ 

sis to the first verb $P^*a he certainly sold it. But if add¬ 

ed to the second verb it denotes wonder. Thus Be¬ 

hold, he has sold it! to bless. p^ab he blessed. 

he certainly blessed. Behold ! he has 
blessed ! 

Sometimes E' denotes only as well as emphasis : thus 

“ these very men vfrre there” may also mean “ Only these 

men were there'' &' ^P"°£Sb iL he himself said soor “ he 

alone said so." there are hut four. 

you have merely to ask for it. Lit. Asking alone is wanting.5'* 

birth, he is a man of learning, he is graced with every virtue, 

le is a man of eloquence ; he is popular, he is celebrated for 

his powers in speaking.” 

(Et bene nummatum decorant Suadela Venusque!) Sananda 

Ganeswaram. 2. 120. ©iSow o*x> tv* *3 jSto&S. 

If the emphatic E' is followed by another vowel, N is Tnterpps- 

ed. Thus atad ena what? he? accadane 

na what ? there ? (Atadu being a Kala word adds e but £9 

accada being a druta word interposes N and likewise adds Na.) 

Sometimes E' denotes question. Thus was she 

away? (Panch 1. 801.) i. e. So again in P. 

2. 50 ^ [j «ws5o«$eS» | 2)ci€) 

aT* I I we>skotf6tJ^ We;«S»o ? Can that 
Jjjk. * * CfJ a— 

be called strength which rests in the body alone ? 

* But with druta words N is inserted: thus in the 

house. -&oooo£S‘“®'^ in the very house or only in this one house. £«& 

‘ On his only stabbing her or ‘ the moment 
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Tho E' sometimes denotes identity : thus this is the 

same man. this is the book in question, or the 

same book. 13063 p sr* *~3S'43rT®c£> the same people built the both. S{ 

"£^3 these are the same articles. her house itself is 

[_sacred as] Benares 

A past p|| as z&zu, "3$ may intensively become 

c&o£,13 | and thus takes the form of the Rel. p|| : thus ar’ecoljTo'f) 

I have already written the letter, by 

acting in this very way you have been ruined. xJlie 

already has said it.* 

As shewn in these examples the emphasis mus^ in English be 

laid upon the auxiliaries “is” “has” “did” “was” “ does” &c. 

to convey the peculiar force of E' 

The emphatic E' sometimes has a taunting sense. Thus 

^>^'3 To be sure you are a sensible man ! you are 

lie stabbed her she fell down.’ Thus in the Sumati Satacam, verse 

10 : S’ || £>~6 | e>r- I 
w> 

Yeraana says, £9-U tfo;6 c&63 | £>~? ~£p 

zr+P sJp’^X' ~£otx> ^ ^ Uo^lL. 2). ‘If a foe 

worthy of death fall into thy hand, do him no injury, do him 

every benefit and dismiss him : this is killing (him.)’ 

Here o'<%)iL this is killing merely ises the accent. 

A similar affix prevails in the language of the South Seas. See 

Cook’s Voyages Part 3. Bk. 1. Cap. 4. § 19 (in Kerr’s Voyages 

Vol. 13. page 46.) “ Here the suffixes era and ira save many 

words.” 

* In poetry (The Druta) syllable NI added to the emphatic affix 

t! forming E'NI signifies if: Thus ^tf^»sr.aaoa»#^j6 aitiveni, 

If thou be a native of that place, \3ccooabfff S /j e *^j. 

M. X. 2. 34r. If tbou fail of effecting this. 
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very clever! Tara 3. 8. I suppose you have 
nothing to do at home! 

In a few places the letter Y is inserted to prevent elision* and 

E being retained becomes EVE7: thus mothertall- 

eve karta the mother herself was manager. he 

himself consented. certain. quite certain. 

absolutely certain. <°n estate. or the very estate. V* 

tfg a wife. p his very wife said so. 

to inform, tell, M. XIII. 4. 306. O tell me ! 

Further details regarding E' and TE7 are to be found in a sub¬ 

sequent page regarding the Syntax of the Past Tense. 

The affix O generally denotes doubt but sometimes Question 

Thus Oh ? he Ft 

If O is repeated it denotes or. Thus <r* either you 

or your brother. 

If E7 is followed by E' or A7, the N is placed between. Thus 

possibly that very man. 

"When * O’ is added to the 2d pers. singular of the past tense, 

ending in VI, as potivi4 thou didst go’ a peculiar contrac¬ 

tion takes place : the VI is dropped and 4 O’ is added to the pre¬ 

ceding consonant. Thus potivo * perhaps thou didst go/ 

becomes p5to 

The verb with regard to the second person uses another 

contraction: for becomes Konito and even 

* Some object to this definition: they look upon ‘ ve’ as an 

emphatic affix, 

f P. 2. 52. ^|| jb;So43 

£>£cr» jbaoflfc X'fcJOK' Zy&tSOiX) ^60^ 

■^o^cS^ for tfQotf 
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^ Konto. Thus in Dasava IX. 310. thou didst 

take my clothes. This is a rustic phrase. 

Sometimes O is a mere interjection: thus Oh is he 

come ! tt*® thou comest not, '^'^r you won’t come ? Elsewhere 

oyi is added as (a rustic phrase) Oh come ! 

The vowel 0 added to a numeral changes it into an ordinal: 

thus four, T^ex)^ fourth, five, fifth &c. 

s&r*£r*5j6&> the third day signifies next day but one (just as 

On the eighth day, means, In a week.) 

In common letters, these are contracted by writing only tho 

last letter of the word Thus for (64th) they 

write &-* V*. And for (100th) °oo (T6 &c. &o^g^dT5 

(19th) of~ ^ & sS Twentieth is written —<&n>. 

In poetry the form is AY A. Thus tJcxvcsss &c. 

Sometimes 

lengthened. 
the first short s syllable of a Telugu word is 

s5-0jrt> Must •ST*"®?*) 

8^.0 ^3e£o A little ^0^3^ A very little 
fir* Likewise 

Some words of three syllables lengthen the second, 

Power fc9er*2> 

j6s£o A day Daily 
Regularly 

Old 

She, it is 
$7T* That is to say ^ r^X' 

6&sS£0§ To whom ok^dg 

It is callod 

Some of these words are altered thus, in verse, to suit the me 
tre: elsewhere to denote emphasis. 
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On Elision of M. 

When a Sanscrit noun ends in MU, as desamu, a country, 

a realm, \*c $ss» grandhamu a book, the MU is elided, if 

tho next word is Sanscrit, and begins with a vowel. Thus 

^ —des’an taramu, another country, u'tf' oocS 

*s4o» granth’antaramu, another book. 

But if the next word is Telugu, the first may arop the vowel as 

oca grandham’unnadi’ there is a book. But it 

never drops the consonant M. 

The MU at the end of words as we, we, 

a horse may drop the vowel U if the next word begins with a 

vowel as ‘ na gurramu unnadi’ becomes 

na gurram’unnadi ‘ my horse is here.’ 

Telugu words of two syllables, that end in MU never change 

MU into M. Thus ~&>sfco (we) never is written “&>o. pamu 

‘ & sake’ morau 4 a face’ never are written or ^o. 

Vulgarly these words are written with O. Thus s*r>-ar*o, 

Telugu words of three or four syllables continually drop 

the final U : Thus Ko|j5sSx> is constantly written rtoftfo and 

&x> is always spelt S'tfvao. But this is considered inelegant. 

In the spoken dialect the final vowrel is dropped even though 

the next word begins with a consonant. Thus 

gurramu va^inadi, gurramu nilichinadi are written 

and pronounced ?6h?op©£>jS£>. 

In the Telugu Dictionary such Sanscrit nouns are classed as 

ending in ^ mu, Thus (x'otflsfco, xr»Kg|sS» the sign 1 being 

used to denote that the final syllable is changeable and is not re¬ 

garded in the arrangement. 

Hence mana mu a Sanscrit word for mind is spelts I 
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and ihe final is not reckoned in the order of words. This 

word therefore is not placed along with the Telugu word 

L'lanamu ‘ we.’ 

ON DRUTA WORDS. 

The following remarks on Druta and Kala are needless to be¬ 

ginners. 

Grammarians have given the name Drutamu to the let¬ 

ter N when it is used to prevent elision. 

In Greek Grammar we frequently see N added to the dative 

plural or to some persons in the verb: and a similar interposition 

of N is common in Telugu poetry. 

1 Drutamu denotes the N which has no meaning. The letter N 

has a meaning when it is the sign of the accusative, as && bidda 

‘ a child’ accusative ; or the locative case as 

the house/ or the verb ; as ‘ I spoke.’ ‘he went." 

Rut when it hhs no meaning, and is merely used to prevent elision 

(like an for a in English) it is called Drutam, (or the Extra N,) 

and the words to which it may be grammatically attached are call¬ 

ed *'sS»tw druta pracriticamulu, or, words of the N 

class. 

Examples. "3^5' adv. behind, '3$^-f may become "3£s 

r*>o&6 they were behind, atlana? is it so ? Here atla end¬ 

ing in A' is followed by A', denoting interrogation, * atla-f a / and 

between these letters N is inserted, atli-na. t)d atani 

chlita n-adiginckiri, they asked it through his hands. Here cheta, 

ends in a vowel; and adiginchiri begins with a vowel : to prevent 

elision, N is inserted. Again; ran-c-ltdu he really did not 

come. Here ri ‘come’ is followed by the intensive e, ‘ ra e* 
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and to prevent elision N is inserted ; ‘ ra-n-e’ because ra the ir. • 

finitive is a druta word. 

ON CALA WORDS. 

There are particular words which are not allowed to add N in 

this manner, and these are called u Calasabdamulu or 

Cala words. 

All nominative cases are included in this rule. Thus 

vadu-undenu, 4 he was’ may by elision become ^t’<3oo‘3va- 

dundenu ; but not vadunundenu. 

Should however the N be inserted as here shewn, oT°s£>i&o'3ri> 

vadu-n-undenu, the letter N would signify ‘ AND:’ thus ‘.and 

he was,’ or * he also was because r*> or r&Ly (nu or nnu) may be 

the conjunction. Thus N may be inserted if it has a meaning * 

but cannot be inserted (as in the Greek words already noticed) for 

the purpose of preventing elision. 

Further rules regarding Druta and Cala will be placed in ano¬ 

ther Chapter : because they may be required by the advanced 

student; though unintelligible to the beginner. 

The principles of Druta and Cala have been supposed peculiar¬ 

ly obscure : but we may observe that the Telugus, even the most 

illiterate, who never heard of the Grammatical terms ‘ Druta’and 

‘ Cala’ find the distinction easy. Hence we may fairly conclude 

that the difficulty has arisen from the mode in which the subject 

has been treated in Grammars. There evidently are two parts of 

the subject, one is quite easy and has now been explained : the 

other being mgre refined can only be understood after we become 

acquainted with the Syntax and Prosody. 
✓ 

In some grammars it is asserted that all nominatives are Ivala 

except nenu, * V and iunu ‘self.’ In poetry these words 

may become nc and ^ id. But Jong final vowels, (e and a in 

no and ta) never can suffer elision : it would therefore be needless 

to add N to prevent elision. We therefore do not require any 
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euclijule. It is sufficient to know that these words have each 

two forms. 

The learner need not even peruse the rules concerning Druta 

and Cala. Native tutors insist greatly on them : but they are 

unnecessary. 

ON ADJECTIVES. 

Adjectives are of two descriptions : some being Telugu : others 

Sanscrit. Each will be considered separately. 

Telugu adjectives are all regular : in general they are devoid of 

number, gender and case : and (like those of the English language) 

form the comparative and superlative degrees by adding the words 

more or most: or by other modes of construction. Thus 

eu a large house. ~^jjSox>oe£) large houses. ox>o £ er* in large 

houses. old. an old man. an old woman. 

akoS), good. a good man. s&oC© a good woman (or 

thing) good people and good things, small, 

a young man. a young girl. little ones. 

a small house. 

Many words which in English are adjectives are in Telugu 

participles : thus fit, proper, or bad, ruined 

&c. These will be considered under the participles. 

Some nouns are used as adjectives. Thus prettiness, 

tallness, civility, a cat. These may become ad¬ 

jectives, thus a pretty girl, & a highball. 

a man of civility, c£b cat’s eyes : denoting what 

we call blue eyes or sapphire eyes. Some of these add ^oootf 

“which is” (past rel. p|| of ‘ to become,’) as ftofc-rfoMjS 

pretty. high. 

Some Telugu adjectives or adverbs ending in MU may add « 

0X1 r*> or as (or) opposite. Or 
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tin) may drop, MU, as a cross road, or 

* or a fine cloth, purity : hence pure, e 

•r^^oiHb or pure Telugu. 

These have also the liberty of being used in their Genitive 

form, being considered as nouns of the 2d declension : thus ^ 

^ slightness, slight sweat, s.cKr’esto sweetness, 2* 

words of sweetness, &*GsSx> largeness, large, 

^otftfwjbeauty, or <^ots^jS beautiful. 

The nominative form may be used instead of the Inflection : 

thus dosve) spittle forms the infl. Hence 

defiled food or leavings of food, or 

AD?.^3^r°^ex) fowl language, nonsense.* 

Certain adjectives ending in the short vowel a and denoting 

qualities which are the peculiar objects of sight, taste, or touch, 

may at pleasure add the syllable P ni or *3 ti, Thus tv black, T?e> 

white, o3o red, ' yellow or green, Scsfcg sweet, sour: thus 

£e> or P or a black man, Ho or Ho P or H<y 

a white cloth and so on. The respective nouns are black¬ 

ness, Hoo-^) whiteness, red, yellow, &'<&) sweetness. 

But the words insipid, fine invariably add P : thus 

an insipid or dry word, a handsome man 

never or 

Some add ^ or <9-^3 or Thus high, sJrribTr*^ tall, 

£r°s&-ir>&a tall man. large, er»^^S . *^'^fine or 

^■csl^S thin. 

* The Hindus look upon spittle with disgust and are much 

gratified if we so far respect their feelings as to avoid touching 

our mouths in their presence with either the hand, a pen or pen¬ 

cil. 
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Some Telugu adjectives occasionally take a plural form: thus 

little, ~ g great, both the young and the old.* 

Speaking in English, the name of fruits and flowers, and also of 

Hindu castes, are nouns: thus a mango, a rose, a carpenter, a 

merchant (these being peculiar castes.) But in Telugu and other 

languages of India they are generally adjectives. Thus a** 

means appertaining to pepper : this is the radical word : whence 

a pepper corn, So6cs<>i&>^& pepper powder, 

ko a pepper plant, appertaining to the plantain, ^6e3ir*ctfj 

a green plantain, ea43*ctf> a ripe plantain. The plural is either 

<=?063 rr*dfcoo or e663£cgo plantains. a mango, a 

mango tree, a mango blossom, an unripe 

mango (lit. a mango knop) t*n<** mango pickle. 

mango gum, mango bark. Thus the plural 

will be s£t‘-S)o&£c£& mangoes. 

The names of trees can be used as nouns in their plural form 

but not in the singular in which they are generally considered as 

adjectives : thus margosa trees, Tamarind trees, 

mango trees, lime trees : plantains, 

tumma trees, banyan trees. 

But as generic words they can be used in the singular. Thus 

£3- SS'o3joa£'*oooj$Q The arika (crop) was dried up. The same ap¬ 

plies to #&>«,"■"• S’3, lime (lime) &c.f 

So of castes, "Sax’ of the Telugu caste, Xo'&v of the goldsmith 

caste, of the highlander caste, *<£ of the carpenter caste, 

* This frequently occurs in poetry. Thus clean shaven 

£«5e>ci^toar*<5k«r» their heads are clean shaven but 

are their hearts pure ? (Verna) great are thy 

virtues B. X. 120. s&vZ crooked, s^o5'tosSr'^^ro0s6ootjo our acts 

arc crooked. 

| One poet says P°& “5^c&uG-7r*-&>jS># 
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45 of the brahmin caste, of the paria caste already ex¬ 

plained, of the cobbler caste. Hence by adding wo 

form "3<yX'^#s ‘ A Telaga’ of which the feminines are Itexfc) a 

Telaga woman, Zo-fivQ a goldsmith’s wife &c. Plural S' of: 

goldsmiths, the goldsmith’s street &c. 

FEMININE AFFIXES. 

The word S3- ew is added to a few (Tatsama) words of Sanscrit 

origin ; the letter R being inserted. Thus & a learned 

man. a learned woman. a merciful man. 

6'3oi^,ocC3oito«jo a merciful woman. (Anirud 3, 55.) he who 

is brave. she who is courageous, he who is 

right minded. she who is virtuous. 

when his father was living. **£ 

when his mother was living. 

53-oo Forms the plural SS-ogb or £3-of2& the letter R being in¬ 

serted thus wo® sSbogb'O'o&o or wo® women who are 
4> «-> <p . 

prudent, she who is barren : plural or 

; the latter form being poetical. 

A few words add -a* ETA : as 1T& belonging to the cow- 

keeper tribe. 5T°o sr°£o a herdsman. a female of that tribe. 

£13^56 a country man. a rustic girl. 

Tiie Telugu Comparative and Superlative. 

Some rules properly belonging to tne noun and the participle 

are placed here as that arrangement may be more convenient to 

the English reader. 
The Telugu comparative is formed by the word or 5^ 

added to the genitive. Time "B^oTb, (or o^e^oaa 

This is better than that. ^*8 ^l87^ lbe 

mother is fairer than the daughter. jSjoNSiir&l6 this is tall- 
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er than that. S'F^oxr0'^ Than her, this one is 

fair, i. e. this one is fairer than her. Or '*'* 

each form equally meaning. She is fairer than her. %{ot$ 

§■(0^ s&o&S ~£&. There ia nothing better than this, ®l0& S'7^ 

"eStfo there can be nothing worse than this. Here the force 

is superlative, while the form is comparative. 

csG in<& There can be no tyranny greater than this. 

Elsewhere thus do#It is fine 

as it is i. e. it is comparable. There is no saying how fine it is. 

[All adjectives are Cala; because they are looked upon as Nomi¬ 
natives.] 

The Telugu Superlative either uses « fully’ && ‘ great* 

‘ exceeding’‘much’ ‘ plentifully’ &c. as Po'cs* 

(tenerrimus) quite a child (difficilimum) very dif¬ 

ficult. equally mean Extremely hard, i. e. 

hardest very hard, Sx5§_e)s£o££> very excellent: but it 

does not mean as in Latin Greatest of most. 

[The word is in general use, ffiut the learned wish to 
spell it !$£.] 

Or like the comparative, it uses the dative sign with all, than 

all. Thus ro~& sy*So*b& she is tallest of all. 

Or the phrase runs thus s5<&3o2rs<&er«> P &X’?r*o& 
cv> 

S&tfcjrftfer* ? women talkative ? men talkative ? i. e. are women 

or men more given to chattering. £r°££>7v oooS tt* that 

one tall ? this one tall ? i. e. Is that or this the taller ? 

Another phrase is If you look at. Thus •&r°~£ ox?i 

*'**'*’ this is longer than that: lit. if you look at that 
this is long, i. e. longer- 

Two persons of the same name are distinguished thus : 

“ Seni°r master” and *>^ere-K't& “Junior master” or 

voung master.” Likewise regarding two persons in one office of 

z 
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\vhom one is the senior- Here and great and little evi¬ 

dently convey a comparative sense. 

Or else the adjective is reiterated with the dative or the loca¬ 

tive sign. thus c,iOt>§6Shrewd[est] of the shrewd. 

S a- six. s 6 hard [eat] of all, lit. hard among the hard. 

Elsewhere it is a mere metaphor. Thus &<3bt5o^sxx> ^ he is a 

jewel.’ 

Or thus Zts p ‘ which is the oldest of these ?’ 

? 4 which is the best of these ten houses p* 

00^*0‘ Telugu is the best of the country 

languages.’* 

Thus, as in English there are two superlatives : the one imply¬ 

ing contrasty the other a mere intensive phrase. There is usually 

iio sigu : thus This is the good one or this is the best 

one.f 

* Yemana 2. 29. "Se)o&ox' (/p-raczoo. £>££& 

(5>^ $ ci <6 $5© §" t&czQ c£t°&j%x) * The sweet of 

sweets [superlative] is life : but gold is sweet[er] than lives : 

and woman’s words are sweet[er] than gold.’ 

In Hebrew there is no comparative or superlative. These are 

produced by reduplication. Thus in the ordinary English we 

say the great church and the small one meaning the greater and 

the smaller. 

t See Ency. Brit. 3d Edn. “ Grammar” Chap. V. Section 93,. 

note C. says, Hie unus dolor est ex omnibus acer (i. e,acerrimus) 

amanti. (Propertius 2. 22.) So in Paradise Lost IX. 79o. O 

sovran best and precious of all trees. 

In K. P. 2/117. The poet says |>|| 

jS»3fc>c*&oSx> [ePc^exD_g^osSxeJO | “&>ex> zx>d>>£ 

^>ejd*o& \j§s3^ew | (jr fr- 

| 3$ »F£^&er€e> Sr^cSctfxoocS: || “§ || 
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On Pluiials. 

The Singular is called £= and the plural 

The usual plural form is <*> as & dogs guns, 

horses. 

The plural form is sometimes used when the conjunction is un¬ 

derstood. Thus elder and younger brothers : & 

sisters ; elder and younger. 

In such compounds it may be uncertain whether either word 

is intended to be plural. Thus either or (or neither) 

may be plural. And the same of and In such 

eompounds the word is generic not specific. There may be three 

elder brothers and only one who is younger : and still the com¬ 

pound is 

[The Second Declension has two forms in the plural, sSx>t» 

and The form ^^to, ^^'5~T,ex>> sSj’iSxtw, is by native 

tutors condemned as inelegant. But it is in general use; and the 

oldest Grammarian (Nann. § XII) merely observes that * it is to 

be used in verse only with words that poetical authority justi¬ 
fies’]. 

Other instances ; east and west, 

«xi towns and villages, &Q&o\e&*x> parents. Herein Oj) is 

spelt 80. Again #o[& father and son. £3-S’ 

(Nala D. 3. GO 1.) hunger and thirst. _Kcr^*JsS»^r winning 

and losing. loss and gain, ‘3o&z:o7rtf silver 

and gold. (Vaizayanti. 3. 93) topsy turvy, upside 

down, with fear and devotion, 

Oqe using persuasions and threats. Also see M. 9. 2. 141. 

rtoces «Bsb-a»r*3 

fi, «0-? *S>rS>a I \ *-6oX a || 
1 his is a series of comparative superlatives. 
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FiVen Sanscrit proper names and other nouns are thus combined 

Drona and Bhishma. er^g'^eer6» tt’* er6 S'«iv to 

DRU. 588. 9. inearth, heaven and hell. 

M. 7. 3. 302. &tx> Achvuta and Arjuna. 

tid£vQ~3o'g{j^p7$2rzx> ‘a letter 

addressed to T. Vencata Rao the farmer and C. Tammaya tlie 

clerk.’ Lit: To farmer and clerk so and so. S>pk§"*o£Y!e^o 

*T°o2to. The towns ofYinuconda and Bellamconda ; 

E"5]gsS>oeo;&^infancy, youth, manhood and old-age. 

[Only a few well known words use this sort of compound. 

Thus we could not form into a compound with or 

Such a compound would be simply or &o|£7t* 

As in English, you may be used for thou. Thus you 

they, or, his honor.* 

[In tne Manu Charitra I. 26. the hermit is addressed as you. 

[The plural is elsewhere used where the singular is meant, to 

denote respect. Sofl^So '©fc'jr0^. Sons were born to 

Kusu: which name bears the plural form. 

[In the popular tale of Harischandra two sages are mentioned 

*^**>1?^ and ; the plural denoting respect being used 

with the latter alone. Because the other is a hateful character.] 

• Our native tutors are usually bramhans, and instruct us to speak proudly, as 

bramhans do : saying We instead of I and Our instead ot my. In I ritchett s 

translation of the New Testament he always uses this mode regarding our 

Lord. Thus “ They seeing the multitudes, went up into a mountain and their 

disciples having come, they opened their mouth and said”—and in Matt. X\ I 

16. Ye are the Christ. This is the French fashion. 4 Koi du Ciel! je m’ anean- 

tis devant tops.’ This version by Mr. Pritchett was printed in 1810 and 1829. 

The Rev. Mr. Hough having spoken well of it in (vol. 4 p. 2/0) his History 

of Christianity in India, 1845, (citing History of British and Foreign Bible So- 

cicty vol. 3. P- 462, 463) I will mention that in 1826 I met Gurumurti Sas- 

tri the Head Telugu Master in the College: whose .favourable opinion is there 
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ITn poetry and in religious books ‘ thou’ is the respectful form, 

even'regarding a father or the deity. 1 hus (Sar. 

L)\vi)Thou art the father that bore me —Again; (Parvati, or Juno, 

thus addresses her spouse) j( (thou; - 

(thou) (tllOU) oxr» (thou) 'SOSOA'p* <$> 

& Thou art the omniscient, thou art the Lord, 

thou art the one Supreme and merciful God, nor is there a single 

occurrence unknown to thee.” Here fervent adoration uses the 

singular number.1 
O .J 

The common word ^ jU) doctor, is thus written 

Other words use 7r»cfc or thus" Father, 

Mother, Sister, Master, which in 

Lnglisli become singulars. But were the words intended to bear a 

plural sense, the form would be &o|j£«x>} lathers, «x)tu mothers, 

^ 5^tw. Thus (Their honours) merely means Ins 

reverence, a com mom phrase for a bramin and particularly for a 

schoolmaster : not intended to express much respect. 

The bramhan (or the tutor) is come. 

Some proper names derived from Sanscrit ending in LU, as 

x'c«otx)jTr>yD^«x> (like the foreign words Oos*r»tt) rumal, a 

cited. He acknowledged that he had declared to Mr. Campbell his approba¬ 

tion of Pritchett’s version ; I therefore challenged him to read and under¬ 

stand a chapter in the Gospels. He admitted he scarcely could : and laughed 

at some odd expressions. On my asking him why he had given it that sanction 

vliich had promoted its publication, he replied (like a true bramhan) “Sir,” 

who am 1, that I should oppose Mr. Campbell, when he wished to encourage 

the version ?” Mr. Gordon and some other missionaries have since printed 

T elugu versions of parts of the Bible, but these are inferior to Pritchett's, 

which is founded on Desgranges’ Telugu New Testament. The ‘ Telinga’ ver¬ 

sion printed at Serampore in 1818 is in some parts tolerably good : probably by 

Desgranges: other parts are apparently translated from the Sanscrit by a native. 

Elsewhere it is evidently composed by an Englishman who knew little of 
lelugu grammar. 
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handkerchief, ^>-^<*3 the post or mail, Council) are in¬ 

declinable and have no plural. 

[Some assert that Bamulu denotes the three heroes of that 

name : but this solution fails regarding the other names.] 

[The word, Sri Rama, being superstitiously placed at the begin¬ 

ning of every letter or account (like Allah i among Musulmans.) 

the plural form \J$s$x>tx> is used, as more honorable.] 

A singular noun major (mahat) may often govern a plural verb 

my father gave me this horse 

(Lit. Noster pater dederunt.) 

As here shewn the word my becomes our; QUr father*. 

Names of grain as <&c. are generally u^ed 

in ttre plural. Thus ten tons of paddyt (rieo in the 

husk. Pr^>& there is (are) some paddy. 

how much (many) paddy is (are) there ? 

I do not know how much green gram there is. 

The word r>§ ‘water’ is plural. Thus ‘ how 

much water is there (lit: how many waters are there ?)’ 

there is some water. ^F0 there is much water. 

a this is excellent water. The singular form r>0o is used 

only in poetry or in a few compound words, as the water 

crow. 

The word for milk is always plural, Thus rx^L^w-r»s$ 

Uffc I want some (lit: a few) milk. But a little 

milk. 

A few other words also (as taunts) have no singular. 

It has been shewn that or as 

* Just the converse of the Hebrew phrase in the first rerse of Genesis bar* 

Elohim. 

f The word paddy is borrowed from the Malay language. 
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may be added to numerals with (mabatt) major douds. 1 bis how¬ 

ever is sometimes dropped, as three hundred 

sepoys. 

Words denoting days of the Hindu lunar month are generally 

plural in form as <6s5»r><yo. See chapter on reckoning time. 

The singular is sometimes used for the plural. Thus 

B. 8. 445. deluding their eije. (Padma 

Puran 8. 7.) Closing the eye of all the world (in sleep) 

I heard it at their mouth. 

he received it at their hand, much brick, & 

they stripped all the leaf off the trees. T'jJ'o&zQ 

a 73-^30 Much people.* the worm lias- 

attacked the crop. f^cfc‘S^25p£x>tx) a hundred leagues. 
% 

The plural is sometimes (inelegantly) used for the singular to 

denote uncertainty. or t^oSossSo who is that man ? who 

is that (neuter singular) I know not who 

t was said so. I know not who is his master, 

who is his mother? Pal. 364. 

Tn the multiplication table we say four times ten: the Telugti 

phrase is four tens. 

The plural in verbs and nouns often has the singular meaning 

(as in Greek and Latin) thus &= £» (tenebrae) darkness (Surabh-. 

121,) '2o£tx> (co]ia) the neck, ££o*Sxex3 the waist. The verb some¬ 

times is incorrectly singular. Thus pr^'gosvo~^o*ko& my neck 

aches. 

The plural is sometimes colloquially used for the singular: thus 

(T. 2. 94) I (lit; We) never even look in the glass. 

S'©*© Offspring six sons were born. 

* Thus Horace (Car. 1Y. 8.) says “lingua potentium.” 
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Some Pronouns can take a double plural fprm. Thus 

you, they, e> us. 

Plural neuter nouns may (as in Greek) take a singular verb in 

the past and aorist tenses. Thus a fowl, abird, 

the cocks crowed.* 

SYNTAX OF THE NOMINATIVE CASE. 

When two nouns come together the first often has the force of 

an adjective. Thus <$'~9oX' a thief, a rogue. <^,oX's5x»£-> a roguish 

expression, a falsehood, cS^oX^sio stolen goods. 

When connected with a verb in the Infinitive the Nom. is in 

English translated by a genitive : thus your coming 

thy going. Lit. ‘you coming, thou going.’ 

In English we say ‘ let me come,’ 4 let him go,’ ‘ not let I/. 

let he :’ but in Telugu either case is used. Thus or 

‘let him come.’ 

The Nominative of neuter nouns is sometimes used instead of 

the Accusative. Thus (instead of ^^l). lrou are 

to do this. (instead of &&&) they went home, or, 

to the village. when they left their country. 

^S^r^-cr- bring water. Get fire. (for 

■eSt®&i\~v when they saw the stores. 

(for he paid the money. 

Or instead of the Locative ; being usedadverbially. Thus 

Come to-morrow. they came by day TT*[p ^0 

he arrived at night tt* they will come at night. Thus it 

* (Surabh. 1. 125) the parrots chattered. 

13 S' too S)S6>v ooj^S'to 
Lr— tJ 

riySoo 23 S' oK 
Zr~ Xr~ 

p? OS 
7,— c*' 

§^r'5v'° S^S"^' 
Tl~ u 
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may mean yesterday evening ; or this evening. 

(or instead of 0)2$& or oi<S*e>rk; on his doing so : 

2° (for tfot#) putting it under his arm: be wrote on 

the ground: there, as\1ji here.o}r_tf where when Ac. 

TT'te on that day, "^<5& to day &c. are nominatives. 

^soun8 neuter ending in A whether Sanscrit or Telugu, as 

Bleep, a bed, irequently use the nominative singular 

instead of the Instr: or Loc : that is, the affix of the case is 

dropped: Thus be buried the gold 

Ueprt) in a Pifc- kindness, viewing him with 

kindness. rising from sleep esclooking on me 

with favour. 

The first declension, which ends in DU, as can in 

poetry insert N. viz : 0*3 0*. But in common prose 

also, the N is inserted when a pronoun of the first person is 

added. Thus I am his brother. 

ON TIIE COMBINATION OF NOUNS WITH PRONOUNS. 

When a npun is compounded with a pronoun of the first or 

second person (I, we, thou, ye) the termination is changed • bv 
adding affixes borrowed from the pronoun. * J 

If the noun ends in I the affix uses the same vowel. Thus, from 

a father and a mother. 

I am (his) father. 

I am (his) mother. 

Thou art his father. 

Thou art his mother. 

In ordinary talking these affixes are not much used 

Nouns of all other persons make the affix in U • the first 

a *• Telugu Grammar. 

F r& Qo I 

K r& $$ ® £) O’, 

o* D 2) 

Thus 

per- 
a a 
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non singular uses ANU ; the second AVU, and the first person 

plural AMU, Thus, from s&jSskDfifc a grandson. 

sS3o£& or, or, I am his 

grandson. (Inserting the sunna before D.) 

«5b]6sio6€j Thou art his grandson. 

"So sSx) (*$-&&}$ sSbfS !&cvsSx) We are his grandsons. 

Of which the negative form adds *5"*rk I am not, Thus 

~s~° r&, or I am not his brother. lam not ' —t xr~ 

his sister : «fc;6s&rcrvoiI am not his granddaughter. 

The following are compounded with a noun of the first declen¬ 

sion. 

1. ibsSSorto 

"fjs$ssa 
^rk^sSSoe^ 

2. 
3. ibsSS^aSo 

A servant. 

I am a servant. 

The same. 

The same. 

The same. 

Thou art a servant. 

He is a servant. 

Thus the third person is unaltered. 

1. i5osS*> "f>s$SoocSx> We are servants. 

&>•<£> ^sSSoew Ye are. 

tdto"f)j5SScx) They are. 

Thus the 2d and 3d persons plural have no change. But in 

poetry the 2d person may add Thus Ex¬ 

ample with a noun of the 2d declension a clerk. 

1. g'tfnoSx>r&f or, ‘fifr I amaclerk. 

2. g'&&&&$) Thou art a clerk. 

But the second person usually has no affix : thus: 

The third person has no affix. 

]. ik&o S'tfresfcoesio, or, S'TPryoskD. We are clerks. 

The other persons have no change. 
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Example with a noun of the 3d declension. a tenant, 

inhabitant. 

1. & 
Jr- 

I am a tenant there. 

2. Thou art a tenant there. 

But the second person generally has no affix. 

1 & -r^asfco We are tenants there. 
Tr- 

Thus <STofr I am a master, I am his brother, 

'ijpktsS' f£ X am his sister. 
ir 

The pronoun ^*£6 he, and she, belong to the third per¬ 

son : but in compounds denote man, person, woman ; as s£ofc-5r*&i 

a good man, z&o&S a good woman. As this form is much used, 

it will now be given complete. From a good man, 

^bo&Q a good woman. 

1 m 7$|3b sSbo&oT'&rk 

1. / ifcofc-CT-iSrk 

z&oDzF*}Sr& 

3 Trt. •5T»^Oi5boO«T»i$b 

^OsSbo&Q 

3 neut. *&o«) 

In the plural the masculine and feminine are alike. 

1 m. f sfco We are good, 

wi. y. «&>oX) -sr*o^o&o We are &c. 

The remaining persons have no plural affixes. 

2 m. f, £*r*3osfco£)or<>c£> Ye are good. 

3 m. f o&*rv6 They are &c. 

3 neut. Those are good horses. 

The pronoun 4 who* is contracted for what man : 

the compounds are found in these phrases ; 

they asked who I was : they asked 

who we (were). r who am I ? (an angry expression) 

I am a good man. 

I am not a good man. 

1 am a good woman. 

I am not a good &c. 

He is a &c 

She is &c. 

That is a good horse. 
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I wonder who thou art. ■sj'fiocfc>:S<rs (Ille quia ?) 
there is no saying who he is. 

The following two pages should be committed to memory when 

we are learning the declensions. 

Nouns ending in 3 I form all the persons thusfrom #o\& 

a father and a mother. The negative forms are added. 

1. m. I am his father. 

^0[&p I am not. 

i / ® I am his mother. 

I am not. 

2 m. Thou art his father. 

e$C|j*a TT®$) Thou art not his &c. 

2 / jb^ &<Da Thou art his mother. 

£>£) &e)& *F^£) Thou art not. 

3 m. ■sr°iSb t9(5J0 That man is his father. 

<b?#jO #0|ji Is not. 

’ cn That woman is his mother. 

&-~3j e>#j& #0 -5T*(S6 
CO 

Is not. 

The neuter has no affixes. 

£5©-f3r°3f_0 That is my sword. 

t5£> 73^5*^ T°& That is not my sword. 

Plural, 

1 ??l. -sy*d We are their fathers. 

"&5E$X)'5T*Q ?5osio 'ST®3^00 We are not. 

i /. six) -5T“9 &ex>e>s£o CO We are their mothers. 

"zSo rfjc -sr*9 £^ejoos5oo -3“®o£q 
CD 

We are not &c. 

The remaining persons 1 have no affixes. 

2 7?l. £cn>& *5^9 Ye are their fathers. 

SX70O0 52nd t£o[£ceM "S"®C^> Ye are not &c. 

2 / -snd C^ex>tx) ~ J • CO 
Ye are their mothers. 

Sxr°&> sr>Q t^exiex) *3'*c£> Ye are not &c. 
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3 m. cT»9 #o|2£>eo These are their fathers. 

&S3 ¥r»d #o[£5to x^Oo These are not. 

3 /. &0o &potu oo These are their mothers. 

£>33 •r»6 e£eoto "F*03 
CO 

These are not. 

3 n. &Q s£f>£Soto Those are our swords. 

wa s5cr»s 3oeo -r*^) Those are not Ac. 

The following is an example of the Second Declension. Z&nsSx) 

a clerk. 

1 I am a clerk. 

I am not. 

2 jb^fj 5 Qrasio^) Thou art. 

3 He is. 

1 ■^>sSX) C&Q We are. 

2 3 T?tO Ye are. 
€ 
Il» ■st^So §*0 T?to They are*. 

Example of a noun of the third declension ending, in U 
a tenant, a husbandman. 

1 7§ r&!Tv'^J)r& I am a tenant. 

T*^i& -S^rJb I am not. 

2 p>& Thou. 

"sr*£) Thou art not. 

3 ■5T»25o He is. 

•5T*(^b 'F'0^ He is not. 

1 ~£o Sl>D ’F"® V s&o We are farmers. 
"A»sio -sr°xk-> We are not. 

2 £cn>33 -F^^ejo Ye are. 

&p>33 T»-4)oo “F^So Ye are not. 
3 to~»33 They are. 

■5T>S> “F*^)to nr*Qo They are not. 

From •r»2& already given, a feminine is formed in tt° to % ! 
-6o^t»<So a handsome man r^®X^>xr*tx) a pretty woman. 
1 pr&fT’Xfo TPejpk j 

am pretty (fern.) 
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I am not. 

2 TT>e>£j Thou art. 

TT°e)^) -s~°£> Thou art not. 

3 05-TT'eio She is. 

63-"Sj fr>X ttvo -5~°& She is not. 

1 fi^Xfa) TP>o^£s£o We are (f.) 

But tho Plural is not in use. 

THE GENITIVE. 

The sign does not affect the sense. and 

aSw|f_^>:£ equally mean ‘ his name.’* 

Nouns of the 2d Declension may take in the genitive : thus 

But this is rarely used with Sanscrit nouns, as 

The genitive sometimes gives the sense of an adjective. Thus 

s$^CosSsSoo beauty s^3bs5ci^D'aj-°sSx> a face of beauty : deaf¬ 

ness a deaf man. &&& a crippled state 

a man who is crippled barrenness a barren field. 

Thus Milton (Par. L. 9. 645) says, by a Hebraisin ‘ the tree 

of prohibition.’ 

In such compounds is never used. 

Even adverbs are used in such compounds. Thus. 

afterward £Tr,£9wr»£b the next man. sxr.« above, s»'Q an 

upper chamber. §o« under. S3-§oS the stone which is 

* This oSmS” is stated to be a Kala word: that is 

w >his house’ never can be written e«P3» £_*>«» atamyocca-N- 

llu. But why should rules be given regarding errors that are 

lever committed ? . 
,. . . A r e_o- itUnp oru1 ■&> ‘this we some- 

In conversation, mstead ol ^ tuai anti 

.imes hear S3-c3»£_, This error should be avoided. 
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under it. er6*'S formerly, the former account. 30 

tt°5' lately ssp’EPS'tf the late suit. 

Sanscrit nouns that end inAJDU as ‘a man would form 

the inflection in f> as <6f£p. But in poetry this P may be dropt. 

Thus instead of fi&fi by the man, •&*$. 

ON TITE* DATIVE CASE. 

The Dative originally menus To or For, as I 

gave it to him uVBp>§ for writing. But in various places it 

means from, in, by, at, of, &c. &c. implying a general indefinite 

connection. 

EXAMPLES. 

To. a house, §s^r6 g0 to the house: go home. 

J, t$&'?r,,3olIS)cs£fi6 I do not know it: it is not known to 

me. ^^6, He, ■sr>p§ex»JJ>l& I gave it to him. 

For. a word, s£p>^&?£r<>*j word for word. ?f£o<4) bell}' 

&l5<5£> he has no food for his belly. death, 

when he was ready for death. 

1 rom. a village a league from the vil¬ 

lage. w'ogb they, he hid it from them. 

In. ■5T°5sSx) a week, <3o he came in a week, 

time, in a short time. a day, 

& in ten days, a wall, ]1C dug a j10]e iu 

the wall. the middle, he broke it in the mid¬ 

dle. &>ts end &eSo in the end. 

At. the end at the end. time SS-'BtfSo at that 

time. night at night. 

I\v. 7*> a month 7^So7^ month by month. sSCc&o Cupid 
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he was agitated by Cupid. hour X'&c&SoK&o* 

hour by hour 

Of. a tiger- he was afraid of the tiger. 

Sometimes it' denotes indefinite connection. a league. 

less than a league. he after him. 

that after that. Other uses of the Dative will be 

found in the English-Telugu Dictionary: particularly under 

English prepositions- 

The verb To be connected with a dative denotes (as in Latin) he 

has. Thus he, to him there is a mother: i. e. 

he has a mother; have you no eyes: lit: to thee 

eves not ? 
•> 

Impersonal verbs (as in Latin) use the dative for the nomina¬ 

tive. to seem. he thought so. 

15<s6 r did not think so. It did not seem so to me. 

The syllable £ (as to the place) is colloquially drop¬ 

ped, and they say Thus « £>^<*6 £&>=&, for 

eS^jSgb for writing it. 

When Jo ella, all, is connected with a dative, it is (as in English) 

placed at the end: thus ^9S to’them. to them all. 

* tfb, Then, forms in the dative w and (by adding the conjunc¬ 

tion) *e> Even then, although. Thus es&r>wo»jS Ai*S§£jYet: 

Even were it so : but omitting the conjunction it merely means 

when. tt»o«&;S&\(S*&j438 on their arrival: when they arrived. 

THE ACCUSATIVE CASE. 

The sign (p, P®-, i&, i**-, ni or nin, nu or nun,) of the accusa¬ 

tive, is frequently dropped: he cut down the tree. 

0pTr° for bring the knife. 

KUU. 2. 262. mounting the car. 
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[tfaoogbiSb makes in the Accusative or else &cxw&>t 

or else In DR. 3. 33. \JxoK&oti>do&. 1 will 

bring your husbaud. TT'A^cse.^ he thought of Rama. DRK. 

217. er* % Zoo So2^'5 ^ DRU. 539. *crDi6 sj-*o&§'s$^, 

e $ S' c&ifc £>3o.] 

The plural Accusative often drops the NI or NU and ends in 

A or I ; thus &&&&> all men. G. &ocsd ; Acc. t?ocS0r& or ^oiS 

or or else ^ocstf or Pal. 106. 

The accusatives ending in as ^9^^, ^^)^are not 

used in verse. 

The word * him’ the accusative sign of or>& ‘ he,’ is also the 

Acc. Plu. Neut. of ‘ those things.’ And in like manner Si®> 

these things will form the Acc. similar to the Acc. Sing, o ' 

this man. See instances in the Dictionary. 

Sometimes an intransitive verb ‘ to become,’ governs an 

accusative xr5^. (her, acc.) S> sn> sr«>s£ax> tt0 «£> he was mar¬ 

ried to her ; wherein "s^sS^sSm * to become’ seems to govern x^6^ 

(the acc.) her. 

By adding UDU, masculine nouns borrowed from Sanscrit may 

become nouns of the First Declension. Thus xr°e&g becomes tt» 

and forms the accusative xr’skop. 

[And in some places the letter N (P or i&) may become nacara- 

pollu [e~] orsunna [o] or the semi-circle [c]. Thus "^aF>rx|38)b 

7 hit the antelope may become (in poetry) or or ; 

co ^ niceties regarding the shape of a letter . 

are much insisted upon by native grammarians as affecting rhyme.] 

I he poets occasionally double the accusative sign 

Gouri-nin-gani (for iTbpKp) when she saw Parvati. 

A few verbs (as in other languages) govern two accusatives, as 

* he asked me for the money. 

A word of Sanscrit origin ending in MU, as may drop 

tliat syllable in the accusative. straight as a line. 

***>*> f°r To sorrow, foTo be glad 

^ B. Brown s Tcluga Grammar, n b 
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[Some anomalies occur in the poets. In M. 3. 5. 262, &|| sfc 

KX[$$c*6ofcofS5o 'pyy'&Qc'^) ‘Place us as goddesses 

(mothers) to rule the universe.’ There is for sfr*#ex)fc* 

5^SAjM,’7r*‘ But ^ *a not s^eu. Probably it is a con¬ 

traction for that it is X the root in A of 

ON THE VOCATIVE. 

All nouns ending in 3 make the singular vocative by lengthen¬ 

ing the final vowel: thus O father! O mother! 1*|>! 

good woman ! wife! Sir! your honour! my Lord! &S&& 

O sage! 

In the plural, the L is often doubled. Thus sons, 

Voc. §^<£o&er»-cp> o sons. 

All other nouns make the vocative in 55- as O brother, 

Brother or Friend ! Madam ! r° O sisters. In 

the colloquial dialect the first decl. merely lengthens the final U 

of the Nominative, as O brother! my dear 

child ! 

[In poetry the final long A or I! is sometimes shortened : thus 

fcjS' er*c> O sisters ! O brother ! my friend! 
xr~ —* 

[The syllable RO is sometimes superadded. Thus from 

(madam) is formed O madam! e>r_<5^ O sister, madam! 

[In poetry, Sanscrit nouns masculine ending in UDU, often 

retain the Sanscrit vocative: thus (Tara IV. 199.) 

Hear me O God ! Here the prose Telugu vocative would be 

~gz°. Thus, one of the songs in the Radha madhava Samvadam 

says. 

*f || TT°Tr°^05J*5os£r>tf?T ! [for ! [for 

-iS^&TS0,] ~u~°tt® ^ t [for •J’73® &c.] 

[The words son, father, brother, mother, &c. denoting affection, 

are used in a very wide sense. Thus (M. 1. 2. 35. Vish. 2. 17.) 

Cadruva addresses her serpent brood as vfoyw1 O brothers ! So 
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|Q Harisch: Dwip : 2, 2009. the mother lamenting over her son 

calls him O brother ! In the Lila 8. 56. the parents la¬ 

menting their daughter’s death, call her F*O my sister. 

Thus Andromache (Iliad. 6. 430) calls her spouse father, mother 

and brother. 

, Thus instead of cs£r» 

-jji-co'jjs! i ! N. D. 3. 14. ll. AVero 

the Telugu vocative forms*used, they would be -^>o 

Lfifc-c?0, ! e&SS'cs* !] 

The pronoun feminine taQ forms the gen. ~^P and the Voc. 

■cy°F°. This occurs only in compounds Thus ©f&Pgirl. Voc. 

-uy°fr° 0 girl! a simpleton "3 (Q^F-0 ! 

-• 

ON THE ABLATLVE. 

There are two Ablatives: the instrumental and the Locative ; 

but many nouns unite these : and thus “ Ablative" becomes a 

•convenient name. 

The affixes ^3# or 1 by’ and 8* ‘ with’ denote the instru¬ 

mental: and er* or &o&> ‘in’ denote the Locative: being in 

general use they will be first explained. Thus F* by me. 

■snfixStf by them by fever. j sent 

this by him. tfo*)z)Zsr& he was killed by them. 

they took leave of him. -sr*o<£^tf 

he had it written by them. £>s5o by you. 

by him 5« &ox>$Q this is effected by him. oojSit^^ 

this cannot be done by them. 

with me. with them- S’with a knife. 

I told him lit. with him. he beat (it) 

with a stick. he shot (it) with his gun. 

Examples of the Locative. a tree or ^-xjfSoSo 

‘ In a tree’ ^j-cr6 or &r«cR6cfi6 « amongst us.’ 
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"When the plural inflection adds the sign er« in the Locative, 

contractionsometimes takes place, and LO becomes g* LLO. 

Thus ‘bushes,’ Infl. LOC. Stiver* podalalo or 

podallo 1 in the bushes.’ nighttime plu. Lee. 

or ‘ in the night time.’ 

The postposition j6 NA, when used as a sign of the Ablative is 

added to neuter words in U : as time in time 
« o —6 

the breast on the breast. Or it has the instrumental 

sense : as.*s»*& the nose s£c$fo the bird pecked it with 

its bill. timidity §"°o&jS-Gp®i?g- she hid herself out gf shame, 

tf o-3-°;S§'~c^i& he sawed it with a saw. 

Masculine nouns of Sanscrit origin in UDU as <$££>£& a man, 

may sometimes in poetry merely drop the DU in the Instrumental 

case : thus f5c6x33 instead of the longer form 

Some neuters borrowed from the Sanscrit first declension often use the 

Sanscrit form of the singular Locative : thus from jScJfi o and $To&0 are formed 

2^6§oj6 ‘ by fair or rough methods’ of which the proper Telugu form 

would be jSd&o&GiY^ if cSfcekoeY^ or £c*6sS»t3&, sJTd&sfao ViCL 

Some nouns of the 2d Declension form the Loc. in two ways 

when they add N. Thus * a field ;’ or s^p>er»f$ 'in 

the field.’ dSWsfcotf ord£r°nr°;6 * at a distance.’ or 

1 In the country.’ cs6s£o}6 or 1 at that time.’ £cn> 

or * by your favour.* ‘by your good¬ 

ness.’ ‘by his wickedness.’ 

[The form cimbuna as ^ox'tfsko war, ‘in the battle’ 

is chiefly used in poems: the common form is ana viz.: 

which the learned disapprove : but many poets use it. Thus 

for or K* otxtjS ‘by simplicity.’ (Vijaya 

vilas. 2. 428 ) 

[If is added to Sanscrit nouns ending in U, the letter N 

may be inserted at pleasure : as S>^<5oefc Vishnu-n-andu (Padma 

vii 46) or 2><&>:&j$c<& or 4 in Vishnu.’ s5{6si» 4 a forest’ 
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s'(SsSxjSGe£) or in ‘ a forest’ o^iSx> a book 

or [Xo$&osfo ‘ in a book.’ The form ia peculiar to verse. 

In speaking, sSfisSx>c&o& are used.] 

The affix «o<&> andu or fc^od&r- andun is colloquially changed 

wito anduna. Thus in the book. Oj^sfcoefcfS 

In the mind. 

fcome neuter nouns of the 3rd Deck which end in 0*1’ 

make the Ablative by \dding NI. Thus the head, 

on the nead. n3^ the ear in the ear. a road Tz^Qp 

on the road- 

Others use NU : as s"*o& a mountain on the moun¬ 

tain weariness &&&#> through weariness favour »c>&r& 

by favour. Thus P. 2. 146. tsTicca. U. R. 5. 

133. But these affixes are frequently dropped. Thus, 

hunger, makes the instrumental 0r S3-S'e) ^3. Amd yet we 

hear the phrase 1 my ears are riDg. 

ing with hunger.’ This often occurs, particularly in verse. 

Thus, from love, kindness, rescuing m 
with his love. 

[These instances occur in various poems in the earth 

(ND. 3. 1418,) for (BJJ. 5. 309) sS^ 

grief, sunk in grief. -OoSo© for sb or S3-& er« 
—< —i —i 

thinking in his heart. for ttOito.S'* with might. T. 4. 10S. 

s£f5^TJr*a regarding him with kindness.] 

Sometimes $ NA is used for p NI and NU. as TTL>p on 

the road: on the wall ”3©* for H©{& 0n such a date 
on the voke &c. for S'l^ 

• eo to ' 

All neuter plurals make the Locative in or e^e-, or (drop¬ 

ping N) in Thus §^0^03 hills r'c&vx* or §-o£or- or §-0g 

* or l"*0* in the hills : Thus y2~£> places r'&y,r**> in a 
few places. 

These examples shew that the simple Ablative (that is without 

affixes, as in or by) sometimes has the instrumental and some 
times the Locative sense. 
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Many of the Irregular nouns of the 3d Declension make the 

INSTRUMENTAL Ablative without using any of these aflixea. 

Thus a tooth (Infl. ^o*3. Abl. &oL>) £oL>fC,d~§#> he bit it 

with his tooth. mouth. (Infl. ">^43. Abl. 

"^>c^ijao43p I heard it from him. Lit. at his mouth.' 

the eye (Infl. Abl. Plural. Infl. 

%o&-r$r>&Q they saw it with their eyes. A thorn (InfL 

*3. Abl. sSx>o6j) c3;& he pierced it with a thorn. W3 

& a cord (Infl. «*T>*3. Abl. W'toX'&fr he bound it with 

a cord. 

Q3~*<& Hunger (G. £3"^^ or ^3Y^3 abl. ^3-^^) ^3*o^j to 

die of hunger. 
rrnt An axe (G. tr?® or mioti abl. fT&oi, for r’gar', 

(or else fC&ote) j6Q~?f5b he hewed it with an axe. 

a drill plough. Infl. K*_£• abl JT* ?T*_^ 

he sowed (the land) with a drill plough. 

Examoles of the LOCATIAE case. a house (G. L. 

\o^j) s;o4j TT’%'iT3t& he hid in the house. or 

^)pT°\2§o he is at uome. 

*3<w§ a band (G. ^3 ; L. ^ ;) _§ or ^0eJV* 

0 tbe sword in bis band. 
ato a°bow (G. aofi L. aoij.) soiaSivOo^j* be fastened it on 

his bow. 
6^00 a mortar (G. S'**. L. ***>) S'*** A a (otherwise S'* 

or &*&*&&&) it fell into the mortar. 
„ A -=? ..a T nn. nr ^ Q3-3r°z& P® 

t»c5o a name (G. ^ or ^643. Loc: ol •; 

Vte the letter is addressed to me: that is ‘ in my 

name.’ 

Across, an impaling stake (G‘ -k°c- or 

g-'K.) they impaled him r'{6&oaSooX>ra let 

every poetaster (be bung) on an impaling spike (Swa. 1. 200.) 

j*oa§ a well (G. L. (S^.) (or 

he pushed it into the well., 
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tS-Si a town (G. L. &e.) (or&Btf* or &£ ) 

2*c be is in town. 
a place (G. Loe. iT6^. Flu. *'•*» G and L. iT* 

*j.) r* in a few places. 

“Sdotfejo. A root, a beginning (G. 

*j2r57TB£);6^£ it is sound at the root. (plu. U and L. 

25^ at tlic roots) "a»s it is found at their roots. 

a foot (G. -s-0 L. T-e. Flu. tt-& G and L. » 

I will fall at his feet. 

s^d«55bi5 the west (G. L. in the west. 

[The Ablative ease being included in the words of the Druta 

class, the letter N is inserted. Thus ‘padamata-N- 

nnnadu, he is in the west.’ 4 I sent it by him.’]. 

[Native Grammarians, arguing on Sanscrit principles, occasion¬ 

ally doubt whether a Telugu word in the Ablative is to be ex¬ 

plained as instrumental, or as Locative : but we shall easily meet 

the doubt by considering it as the Ablative ; wherein both senses 

are included. They also some times doubt whether a word (for 

instance S'ogi from eyes) is ablative or accusative. The con¬ 

text will decide which is intended. Thus S'og may be instead of 

Gen. r°g53x>r_ or Acc. or Loc. S'o2oi& 0r S'<$£>o 

& or instr. S'o«^) (Yish. 8. 3 46.) 2:?'&sS»e>ScP!G^o& sit¬ 

ting on the banks. 

Tor the Ablative may as in Sanscrit or Greek bear three senses. 

See Classical Journal vol: xi. 148. and the ancient Telugu 

grammar called Chintamani, Section xlvi.] 

ON COMPOUND NOUNS (Samasa.) 

Samasam in Sanscrit signifies combination of words : 

formation of compound terms: unting several nouns in one 

phrase ; the final word alone having the sings of case. 

lhese rules regarding compound nouns are not to be studied 

until the student can speak Telugu easilv. 
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When two nouns in poetry are compounded, as a row “ of” 

teeth, a pair “ of” eyes, a string “ e/” English uses the 

genitive plural but Telugu uses the Nominative singular: thus 

tooth combined with row becomes 0r, o&e;£ 

** : “ tooth-row.” so eye tf«s pair or riSss a pairof 

eyes. So 5’r3^-t-*d»^RaS'^jo the pupil of the eye. So 

cxw becomes *0 Slc. o 

Indeed the spelling is altered in nearly every compound 

phrase. Thus becomes parents. 8® talli 

being written #9 tali. Elsewhere a single letter, is doubled ; 

thus ‘ head has but a single L: yet in the compound 

upside down the Li is doubled. 

In many compounds the word which is first iu English is 

last in Telugu. Thus ^o!3£b a cupful. water ^3ol3ab*)& 

a cup of water Lit. Water of a cup. land of two 

miles. That is, a mile of land. wkxyi5bcn>k> or &S a 
«o eo 

bundle of clothes. “eye-pair” i e. a pair of eyes. S"*j6 

tip and ear the tip of the ear, or ear-tip : which if 

not compounded would be : thus the tip 

of the finger. (cosa) tip ‘Solos' hair S'"**#'Sothe tip 

of the hair. 

Janscrit feminine nouns of more than one syllable, ending in 

broad A or I, must in Telugu shorten that letter : thus S 

becomes SDtfg and becomes tf^e3a woman. 

But in compounded words the original Sanscrit spelling is 

retained. Thus 5"^ becomes in Telugu ‘a story’ but X-qr° 

‘ the summary of the story ’ retains the long vowel. 

In some compounds the first word drops the last syllable : or 

retains only the first: thus s$>r-°&b -f- f&n tfcaj becomes 

three hundred. three a sixteenth 

1 three sixteenths.’ c^° becomes <5 four hundred 
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+ becomes skats'the three worlds (or uni- 

verse, heaven earth and Hades), skr^-f- e "tutu becomes 

tx> three quarters. Six*® upper -1- ley becomes txr*~rr,lod ‘ the 

upper part of the leg.’ a ruby lip “s> a ruby lip. 

'■dax£ a hand a knife a small knife. ^ & a cow a 

male a bull. 

Nouns that end in MU may drop that termination in com¬ 

pounds: thus ■t5wAo anger (compounded with i5e>^63 

being angry. H. D. 1. 2117. 

The following words combine a Sanscrit and a Telugu word : 

this is disapproved, but is in daily use, even among the learned. 

the reeve or head man of the village. a 

tenant. a poisonous tree. Ho a venomous snake, 

bad conduct. e$ysr°z~ %?f a bad habit. or -f- 

o^x) becomes the name of a certain voca¬ 

bulary. In this instance the Telugu word stands first. 

In some compound words the second is superfluous in transla¬ 

tion : thus and 8<y's~,c*£> equally mean the head. "S^and 

equally’ mean butter. 

AVhen several nouns are combined, whatever the case may be, 

they are usually in the nominative form, and the sign of case is 

added at the end. Thus ssjJSouo, 8bt5§'ex>&8 *!d 

‘By bramhans, merchants and Musulmans.’ Here the three 

nouns are Nominatives, and “ by these” is added at the 

end. I hus §jQf) TfoflO'Q ( Concerning 

his brother, son and servant.’ 65-» 0, 

Literally ‘ Cold; rain/ hunger, fear, dp these things. 

RULES REGARDING PROPER NAMES. 

Among the lelugus the family name is in the genitive case : 

and it therefore stands first: the personal name follows it.* 

* 1 has in botanical Latin wc write the name of the species but abbreviate 

that of the genus; which is placed first, like the Teluftu family name. The 

C. B. Brown's Telugu G ram mar. c c 
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The personal name is often that of a Hindu gcd or goddess : as 

TT’sfccsftg Ramaiia, and Laxmi: but the family name is usually 

that of a place. Thus 5Ramaiia of Kadapa. It is 

hence called either house-name or village name. 

Among Europeans the family name is known to all, even to 

strangers : the Christian name is not so often heard. Among the 

Telugus the contrary is the case : we may know a man wTell by 

name, though we may never have heard his family name. A man 

baptized at Madras in 1837 was named Wesley Abraham. 

The English contract the Christian or personal name and write 

the family name at length : the Telugus do the contrary. Tlius 

^ll®'©tcS*iS * P. Chinnaiia’ may stand for or 

Chinnaya of the Pasupuleti family. In signatures the personal 

name alone is generally written. In marriage the wife takes her 

husband’s family name. But some persons and castes have no 

family name- 

The family name is often that of a place. Thus there are 

places named and whence 

Ramaya of Pasupuleru Krishnaya of Conda- 

vldu. If asked the names of their respective families, these 

men would answer (using plural forms) 

we are of Pasupuleru &c. 

In such genitives is inadmissible. 

"When two or more persons bearing the same family .iuuie, are 

mentioned together, okt* ‘ This’ (equivalent to Ditto) is used. 

Thus ^5 Ramaya and Krishnaya of 

Pasupuleru. Or, Pasupuleru Ramaya, and ditto Krishnaya: like 

< John and Charles ‘Wesley.’ Thus iNarasaya of your 

family- s£r»'cr*s>bcK6 our Ramaya, &c. 

Chinese too place the family name first. So in old English, John of Gaunt, 

Anne of Geierstein, Balfour of Burley. The same is the custom among the 

Finns and also the Hungarians. See Foreign Quarterly Review No. 57, p. C5, 

where * John living at Kinte’ was called i Kinto s John &c. Sec Blackwood s 

Magazine No. 331, page 178. 
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"When junior and senior are intended the words elder and 

£> younger are used. Thus 'Z>#i)Gc&£ axr° 

Vlraya senior and junior of Yelagapudi. The words for senior 

and junior being applied to thepersonal names. 

Servants who have long been attached to some English or Mu- 

sulman or French masters occasionally bear their names. Thus a 

native Hindu family at Masulipatam bears the name of Holland. 

Another bears the name of Majumdar ; that is, Accountant. 

Just as William or Elizabeth may become "Will or Bill, Betsy 

or Betty, the same Telugu name may take various forms, some 

respectful and others familiar. Thus Jagannath Rao, Jagga Rao, 

Jagannatham, Jaggaya, Jaggappa: and a female name Laxmi 

may become and even So among men. may 

become x3o£~a ao but the word ~KX,& (equivalent to fellow,) is 

applied only to the lowest persons. In speaking they often con¬ 

tract such names into in the vocative ; dropping the last 

syllable. This should be avoided. 

Some personal names as sS.v>, S’BYOoyfcSbo have a 

neuter form. Or the termination tw as See the rules 

for the plural. 

As names (personal) take forms so numerous,* * a misnomer 

cannot well be pleaded, unless regarding the family names. Some 

few, particularly men of learning, assume new names ; or epithets : 

but cases are rare of an alias assumed for a fraudulent design. 

Sometimes one person signs on behalf of another ; using this 

phrase ‘signed by me, 

Medideh Krishnamma, on behalf of my uncle Viresa.’ Literally 

‘Signature (II. nishan) of Krishnamma by consent of Viresa.’ 

It is considered improper for a man to call his wife, or a wife 

to call her husband, or, in short to call any respected person, 

b) name. J bus English servants it respectful, do not speak 

*--- 

• So m ancient English, some names as Raleigh, Burleigh, Shakespeare, 
were spelt in various ways, without any rule. 
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of their master or mistress by name. A man never mentions 

his wife s name ; nor does a woman mention her husband’s; 

unless by compulsion in a court of justice: where it is consider¬ 

ed a hardship and indignity, A woman speaks of her husband 

as or as c&fi Master, or my Lord. 

Though Sita (the spouse of Rama) is a feminine name (in Telugu 

it is also borne by men, with the masculine affix, viz, 

Sitaya (as Maria forms the name of some Frenchmen; 

or as Helena and Helenus in Greek). But Telugu ladies of rank 

(Yelamas) use the masculine affix : and sign their names as 

Sitaya, or tf otfctf^'Rangaiia ; instead of Sitamma or 

Rangamma. 

This refinement originates in pride: the common salutation 

“Madam” is ‘ Amma’ Mother; but a proud Hindu dame 

scorning to let every man, whatever his caste, addresses her as 

fnother, assumes the title 1 Ayya ’ “ Father ”—equivalent to 

Sir or Lord. Such is the reason alledged. 

Thus Moriamur pro rege nostro Maria Theresa, he Highland 

Scotch use the word Sir respectfully to ladies. 

Hindu letters generally commence with absurd flatteries. “ To 

the most noble, most reverend” &c. which are mere expressions 

of course, like * your obedient servant.’ In modern days Hindus 

see the emptiness of this ; and to get rid of the custom many begin 

their letters with “ My dear Sir” (written in English) adding, at 

the end, “ Your obedient servant”-while the rest of the letter 

is written in Telugu or Tamil. In the native newspapers correspon¬ 

dents fairly commence in the Englisl fashion, with ‘ Sir’ 

ending with ‘ your servant.’ Even the English 

mode of using a fanciful signature “ A Friend” “An Observer” 

&c is imitated. 

IJ1 as the natives pronounce English names we enunciate their 

names yet worse. Thus on the map we see Kotta Kotta for ^ 

r*k Kotta Kota (New Fort) and Visakha Patnam be¬ 

comes Vizagapatam, Sricaculam is written Chicacole: 

Giidulur becomes Cuddalore. s$ctfsr»J> Vandavasi be¬ 

comes Wandiwash : Hirdda is turned into Errode. 
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Eight points of the compass are named as follows : 

North. also called because its regent is 

Plutus the god of wealth. 

North-East. *€*7Dj5g26an»«>, ruled by the Destroyer. 

East. Sometimes called as its regent is Ju¬ 

piter. 

South-East. ^9-o its regent being Vulcan. 

South. e&resStf. Sometimes its regent being Pluto. 

South-west 2e^93>3-e>. This is often written wrongly 2.^8, 

75 or ^ named after a regent named ptfjd 

whose name also is written or pzxs£~Q 

AVest (Genitive ^£<^43, western : Loc. in the 

west) which is occasionally called s50o«SgS. as Neptune is the 

regent. 

North-west. the regent being ^Eolus. 

ON PRONOUNS. 

Pronouns, as ‘ he, she, they’ and possessives as ‘ My, his, their 

are not so often used as in English. Thus (be) 

told (it) to (his) brother. ‘ father came’ may mean my, 

t/ovr, or his father. 

The singular pronouns £>#‘thou’ £>‘thy,’ ‘ thee,’ are 

in colloquial English rendered as plurals, ‘ You, your, you,’ as 

S where (is) your brother. 

Rut the plural pronouns ‘ those men,’ f>0o ‘ these men’ 

when used to denote honour, become singular in English. Thus 

&TT£& l,ig honour is coming : literally, ‘ They are coming.- 

The pronouns of the 3d person are these. ■sr-xSo < be,’ or 

~ ‘ they.’ © (a feminine or neuter affix) is contracted from 

she or it, the neuter plural affix a is contracted from && ‘those 

things. These may be added to the relative participles, and some 
other words; and then denote man, woman or thing. 
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Thus. s£r®sr*£& 1 mj man.’ s£r»sr»o£&> ‘my people,’ ‘ mj rela¬ 

tions.’ & si a man 0f that place < a clever 

man’ «5£\ (6«r»oi^> those who came. ^oa?p;^ ‘those who are 

there.’ ‘ l3^sr»cgb’ those who came not; absentees, 

\jzr> 4*r»£& a writer. 43sr*£Sb a man l>ke him. 

a Telugu man. ~&ix>Xd-zrjogo) Telugu people 

'sr*z&> and sometimes denote disrespect. Tims 

a boy, a fellow of that place. But in the plural disres¬ 

pect is not always implied: thus oift mv people, ■&pjjzr’0& 

children. 

Tzr>& or ~k~& denotes respect. H0$jS«T»Oo wise men : 

my honored mother dole* "*"*<£> his father, or my father never 

~£* tSvT*tfS Yrour honor, my lord, 

honored madam. 

[The word ‘Mother’ is always used to denote homage. 

‘ You are my mother,’ signifies 4 Xou are my all in all. 

x^r? t*Sx> ‘ Sanscrit is the mother that is 4 We cannot do without 

Sanscrit.’ This has been wrongly understood as though it meant 

that the Telugu language was the daughter of Sanscrit.] 

/V £& or is always used disrespectfully that man, 

ojTC-SnO a man of peevish temper, ^oss a handsome man, 

r°<J& a pretty fellow. 

The * neuter affix is *, plural 2); for it, ea those things, 

his. this horse is his 

these jewels are her’s. 

Sometimes this affix comes before the noun. Thus 

ej-3 a cow of his r^S F°wX> four guns of mine. 

The affixes of pronouns may be added to postpositions. Thus 

from ^P, (inflection of «r«, ‘in’) W-tf***’*## these 

fruits are from that garden. Sfl© eS ?oBe- This is the upper 

one, that is the lower one. 
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Of feminine pronouns, && is equally used for all grades. II 

is contracted into », as a good woman an old 

woman, a girl, "3 a clever woman a bramm 

woman, oL^^ she that is not come. 

£9-"^, denote respect as a bramlian 

woman. 
In poetry eta is used as an affix denoting slight, as 

a milk maid a fish woman. 

t9-C(Sdb and ^5-ckSj^ are used respectfully for 4 lie.’ 

he w ho is the junior, the senior. ^$ the young 

gentleman the old gentleman. a man of 

sense. 
Contrast this with the disrespectful plural. arVdw® an ac¬ 

tress: plural (feminine) dancers. So or 

^5X63^^ a shopkeeper ; in the plural ^«fcfe3?r*o&p. 

Elder relations address their juniors as 4 thou’ (en tutoyant is 

the French phrase*.) who in reply say ‘you.’ Every woman 

(unless when talking affectionately, or to a servant) addresses 

every man as fcy*t£> or 'you’ or ‘your honour.’ 

The common respectful address of a woman to a stranger is 

wcfc£rg Sir, or Father. Other men are saluted as elder 

brother or 8 «S»xr> younger brother: according to his age. Women 

are saluted as mother! or & elder sister ! 

In poetry £>0 thou is much used : especially as expressing love 

or honour In II. D. 2 151 the wife addressing her husband w ith 

affectionate reverence styles him 44 Thou.” 

[Some plural forms are peculiar to poetry, as vT'tfuo, 

Also some contractions, as for o5s56§ to whom r] 

A pronoun which in English applies to one person, often changes 

in Telugu into another. Thus ‘ They asked him who he was’ be- ‘ 

comes 4 they asked him saying who art 
thou. 

‘ They discouraged me in this business’ become? jb 

‘They said this work is not (possible) to thee. 
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So in the Gospels ; Mark. XI. 24. * Relieve that ye shall receive 

them, and ye shall receive them, incorrectly rendered ir*o 

cvjixii) ■5T»>3jD &x*>££> si-0o£o£oCo Believe saying 1 tve 

shall receive them’ and ye shall receive them. 

The various degrees of respect denoted by pronouns can be 

learnt only by practico. We may say to a footman 

‘call the doctor.’ He replies T°^oo-Tr*6jb ®>©$iy?5b ‘ I havv 

called bis reverence.’ 

The English pronoun sometimes denotes the mind, as “ they are 

angry' or the body, as “ I am hot." But in Telugu and its sister 

languages the word body or mind must be expressed: thus $) 

&> ~5~10§'-a1} (my body is hot : 1. e.) I am hot ^P% 

he is ill. (it is angrily 

with her mind : i. e.) she is angry "?!) &"3©cs£>S'i6 rjr»2£>. or 

—ii)® he fell down senseless. 

The relative words who, ichen, where, &c. when combined with a 

negative must be rendered (“ not any”) nobody, never, nowhere, &c. 

Thus o)f ^ where nowhere ; when ^ 

& never ; who ds$c£>l5<& nobody ; what nothing. 

"When we translate from Greek or from English, the relative 

pronouns, * wrho, which,’ must often be rendered by direct pro¬ 

nouns. 4 He, She, they, or, 4 and he,’ 4 and they.’ Thus in the 

135th Psalm, in the first chapter of the Epistle to the' Hebrews, 

and elsew'here, the pronoun c who’ must be translated He. 

The pronoun «5^r& self, or I, is thus used ; 

t* rT^&o he says he teas there literally ; “ he says I (or self) wa3 

there.” 

When in English the phrase is “ He said that he went ” the 

Telugu phrase is He spoke saying I went “ ^cxx> 

For the wTord s^oco ^<2 73^26 would mean that he who went 

was not the speaker. Thus ^*>7^ he said they had 

seen (it) ^fr&*$pP?3poS she said she had gone. Lit. she spoke 

saying I went they said they would 

come next day : lit. they said we will come to-morrow. 
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•The pronouit ‘ he,’ in: composition is translated ‘ A man.’ 

Thus a pood man, o£r?sr»£b my man, my relation. 

£)st'o££> good men s£r* cr* c my people. old men. 

So in the feminine*^© ‘She’ is translated a unman: being 

contracted into S'. Thus a good woman, she or it; 

She belongs to us. 

The neuter pronoun *3© “ it” it, forming ‘ those’ in the 

plural, are contracted in to © and 3 thus, ‘ that is his,’ 

‘ they are his.’ 

These affixes may be added even to the words in, from, &c. as 

that story is from the Bhagavatani. 

[In poetry the spelling of pronouns is sometimes altered to 

suit the metre. P£>gL» may become £>, £■#>, Pfa, 

thus jb ^3 cc£u 73(for 73sSm) the ill thou hast 

done. H. D. I. 1987. The word ' us’ may change into 

Badha 1. 49. For i>£p (those things, these 

tilings) the poets use ^P and ip. In Yasu 3. 189 are three 

instances. In G. 1. 284. sp» r^sS^ua 
7 ’ —i 

‘you should not trust those [creatures] which 

have tusks, or claws or horns.’ The possessives, mine and 

thine, are peculiar to poetry aud have no plural form : thus 

* my hands’ Adbyatma UK. 399.] 

‘ That’ added to a p|| forms a noun. Thus that 

which is written ; or, that which writes -5rv&o 

when is he coming. As here shewn, it is translated by a verb. It 

may be conveniently considered as an Infinitive: and it has no 

plural. It is also used in the Negative. that which is 
not written. 

^uch nouns are in English governed by a genitive. Thus «r« 

fS©‘his coming’ but the Telugu uses a Nominative 1 ho 
arrival’ not 4 his 

This subject will be more fully explained under the Infinitive 
in DI. J 

^ B. Brown s Telvfju Grammar. d d 
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Some other words admit of gender and therefore may be consi¬ 

dered with pronouns. 4 where’ (with the hard D) is mascu¬ 

line, and o-ft ‘ where’ (with the soft D) is feminine ; thus ; 

‘ where is my father’ where is my mother. 

In addressing a superior, the Hindus use the respectful pro¬ 

nouns ‘you’ or self, selves. But in respectful affection 

or strong devotion ‘ Thou’ is the only phrase. So in poetry, 

(H* U. 2. 151.) the wife addresses her husband with reverence 
as Thou. 

In addressing a respectable native (particularly a paid tutor) 

A ou is the proper word. But in conversation we may gra¬ 

dually learn how to avoid pronouns: thus instead of S tt*-sr® 

hast thou written it P we can say jy it written ? In- 
* 

stead of go (thou) and tell him, we can say 

s5e>#fS£> Ufaut dire. But the niceties of conversational style can 

only be acquired by closely observing the manner in which natives 

express themselves. There are delicate points of politeness which 

cannot be defined in rules. 

Relative pronouns are sometimes translated without the rela¬ 

tive form Thus £9* Did anybody 

«(quis) do anything (quid) to the box ? Lit. Who did what ? 

The defective pronoun (noticed under the Adverbial 

declension) may be added as a gerund to any past or Aorist p|| 

thu3 ; * by coming’ Tr°jSos£>fS ‘ by not coming,’ ^£^^0 

<s£>33 for having come. And it uses a plural dative form tt-Xoo 

ribej&S (ad veniendum) that (he) may be able to come. 

Relative w'ords (who, where, which, wherefore,) must often be 

turned into Telugu by ‘ he, they, there, it, therefore ? In the 

135th Psalm, in the first chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 

as also in many parts of the Liturgy, a series of relative pronouns 

cannot be translated intelligibly into Telugu Tamil or Cannadi 

without such an alteration. 
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SYNTAX OP THE TELUGU VERB. 

The following Table exhibits the principal parts of those 

Tclugu Verbs which have been already conjugated 
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Infinitive 

Iu TA. In A. 
L 

In Damn. 1 n E'DI. 

First Conjugation. 

To send <& c& ?v o <£ <£ s£o £<C^ft 

Read t5 2& »5 \5£cS$£»Sx> *5 ft coft 

S r5b *-> Hoar £>r$ a ft & &oa . - o^a 

?r°fcL> Buy tTjiZsSx) r^Cft 

fT' (&* L) The Middl e A'oice) r* S^z-'tSZy) 

Fall ^ ! ol' £i u« ^lx) 

&*$<-> Go ^cSo^ft 

&z££>*j Be, Si; ay. dj o£» d?o$i $' *oo ri'OCjft 

or or Become IT* -5^s5^^n> 
0 

I'exi/XofiJ 
-4 

Be, 11a ppen. t' GO K S*o?r^s5dD o'O'TXu) 

JU-- 

, Second Conjugation. 

or Do \5 3v£> (^a "Sx”) 

^j3T°cOoo€J or Write ^TT»-a5S (yr> exo 2* «5x> 

t5 ^(JSoo^j or jJj&jAxb Be Avet G> d G& £a s5xi t 

S$e>:J£o&-> or S$e> Must i 

Third Conjugation. 

Rear ■^>0*5 ^jOt5 £ ejO Xk ft 

®3b ^Oi^> Forgive ; 
&

 
I 

-a
 

o 
l. 

&
 

Try ui 6 JLoU ) oi)6i»- Ofo&siv *}$i5*.0-£ 

/ -&> -€d> o“6 io aAo 

$'VJ 
Give J «rf5 =} ^ sro:> s^.\a 

(^3 
^cSj^cSdo 

■6^e> 
£t5}yk> Come 77* TT°3 £ £x> 
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Affirmative. Negative. 

Pres.p || Past pj Rel.pH Aorist p]| 
Neg. p]| 

in Ka. 

Neg. 

Rel. p|| 

IS eg. 

Verbal 
VT 
iSoun- 

j6c '6c& 6o 6o6S' 360 6p 6c6sx> 

tje'a j6 >-5cfc5sr ijaca'ja xS&s$&> 

aob a p 2) p , S SpS* SfSp >) 56 So 

0^A> r^p r’frt,§~6 r^r £~;*P s"*fSao 

none none none none r*r §^{0 none 

6%;6, 
’ o 

oC’G. 6a s' 6ap 6as> 

3^000 sJt^oto^ SlPoSo? 
O ts^p s^so 

& o<bo &o a ^oaj6,<3.^ CTo"^ (30<5 S' 0 a p 

«=*>£;& £J)O00 ^ooojo cA>^ ir° S’ “5~°$ ^5"* So 

S'tuoKoSb (T0A rcr* S'otfS’ S' uKp,l5p So 

none none 

-0 w ^5 ce$j§" Cx&P cf£ £0 

1 oT* ^ l®'?> U^c-'f6 \jar»*+ ^sr°d5o S' [_oT,»cJ6 p l^T-cSi 

Oo 

^SfSiS #&"f> j^acsj ?r 
1 
iidcc&p t$ &d£>So 

none none none tivssp none 

^o-ek& ToC & ~oft;S ^>0^3 ~£>0-i3S' \ ~Zc^f) ZotfSb 
s5c£>^o£ 

^b^o\5 jo s&^of5 

£5&o£ 66ixO£)£ s06ixo^ 66«SRofj *f 66oLotfp 

0^ ) 

660^0 

/ 
f-&r ■>5 5X3 

s;xij 
*®o •j «s5sr S^SP $S*$So 

jS^&J 
_A *> ^ 

U=^r 
cr* S’ 

) 3<3£gr> 

VT* jb 

^d&gS? 

TT»So 
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Present Tense. Past Tense. Future Tense. 

j6o®)0^t j6o2>-(T*;& ^o'wWj*, a&cf£j& 
I send I sent I shall send 

t5©aS?>, feas-jT®^) ^ © **3 25 pfc, 
W°fS> 

£o&x> ao&r>;& ao£?p, a^arSo, a^k 

§~* o <bo (& §^o£3?>, r^-jcn^jk S*~* 25 pfo y pi p5o 

none none ■ none 

?£ «b W°^> & 0 p, <£ S p° r*> d&'Sfipk, ri^pk 

S^^F^rSb, d*«F°rk S^QP, S^OMp* /& S^cSofipfcj S^PoSo^^ 

^ 0 &x> f3"^_ p5o, d* o 6r° f&, &063p,^0&f3r°;&, & teoUtSlk, dsoapj 

d? fO •pr^jS) 

t^CXoOJOj fc9OCO7T°^0 fc9o3o£25,&; fc9o5o£p5j 

none §'0A^P, 5'0AF°p53 none 

x3 ^(v °r& 

[*r’&PTX*>,lP'*~fb Ijr^&p, l_pT> j^Mjp^ 

3*j;p, £$& 

^pT>^ 

none s5e»§^© must 
(In French, 11 faut 
In Latin, Debet.) 

none 

ljo-&&> "So ti> ~ioO\3 25r&, "ojOxSpJo 

er5,^ 

s5bp^> s&fi^O-K)fT°pS3 «5b & <& ,^> ^o t3|& 

o£6JL a&SJLo^tf ^ c£6JLo 

__0 1 

SS^F^fc, S^J'pk 3 *P, ^t3^25p&, 

sS'AjfT^iS^ s5^^So ^■S^fSp^, «S x5^r6 
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Aoeist. 
Imperative. Prohibitive. 

Affirmative. Negative. 

I seD(I 

&&&&$) 

i6o£j& 

I send not 

tfs&zic& 

o9o^)S$-0 

Send thou 

\5«Sod 

afcoa&So 

i?end not thou 

©fifcSga 

2)Ofi£j& 

none 

2£2£><&,& 

^ o <SScpSb 

j6££> 

sV^So 

<So£(&0r'^f& 

Sj&«Sxi 

§~°j&«fco 

none 

sir6 or dr»jSv> 
A 

dz'Oi&o jfoo 

S?SSo 

^ f$ So 

F^So 

*(5 So 

sHSo 

&o£95 

S'aortbifc^ S'al& 

S'wcfc, S'ck it is, 

there is 
it is not 

"5"®, S's&o 

S'aortbsSbo 

"B~®So 

nonc 

&&&& 

sSU + ffc, must 

x5 c5Sop5o 

(jr»c«o^> 

££<5 S$p£ 

must not 

t^cEoo s&o 

(jr»dSx> sio 

•$ dSb^sko 

none 

^cKo So 

ljsr*c«jSo 

&£ s5 So 

none 

'Zo&fr "^Oi5p5o "^>0 "CSb sSxj 
"woyS5 

*£6oLogo;& 

2*6 (£> 

£6JLo 

f oar»(& 

l3^ 

TPj& 

«6jb^OtS3 Jix> 

^6oLor3b6x> 

C cco-» 

U* tjsfro 
. —A 

*6JLotfSb 

\ -&S5 

C «*S« 

TT^Sb 
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All verbs arc Traumnw active) governing an accusative ; as 

ffff l8aW’ be called: or Intransitive (likewise 
ca ed Aeuterj governing no accusative; as it appeared. 

r Verbs o{9oin9 ov arriving generally understand to or at. Thus 

<s£> to what village has begone? ^ 
arrived at home. 

T erbs of descending &c. generally understand from : thus 

***% alighting from his horse. he went forth from 

the town. descending from on the impaling spikef. 

In English ‘ To Have’ is an active verb, but in Telugu there is 

no such verb. It's place is supplied by the verb ‘ To Be’ (&o£o^ 

Uunduta or Kaluguta) Thus Mg ? 

‘ have you a gun ?’ ‘ have y<Tu dogs : Lit/ By 

thee is there a gun : are there dogs? *e5j0 fSOojd's’X'Q ~$c£) 

0 ema) * he who hath nothing shall receive nothing.’ 

^ (gala) one who has sense. ~tp sr>& < one wh0 has no 
sense.’ 

The Passive voice merely adds (to fall) to the root in A. 

Thus tfo&u ‘to kill’ rtodvs&b ‘ to be killed’ ‘to 

call’ bvzutibtj or ‘to be called.’ 

The passive voice with an active sense is used even with some 

verbs as ‘ Be,’ ‘ Bend,’ and ‘ Hear’: and sometimes is applied to 

active verbs without giving them a passive sense. Thus 

W cT^ ^or ^ d$b ‘ he was’: -sSoXj6 and equally mean 

bended, stooping, and aequally mean I heard. 

or, ‘ music hears tome’ that 

is ‘ is heard by me'—That is, I hear some music. (See Telugu 

Dialogues.) ^^7$ (act pjj) an(j (passive p||) equally mean 

‘ Arrived, come.’ and uo equally 

mean. The witnesses whom I called. and 
rA 
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equally mean He became, Stt&m and equally mean 

To appear, become known.* 

It sometimes bears either sense: thus ?c&£aa?ora fearful 

antelope, a fearful tiger : one word meaning timid: 

the other meaning terrible. 'ion 

should fear him who is to be dreaded. j6^4|D2 25'cs££&£'0(& 

you should, be afraid where there is cause for fear. 

Sometimes the active form is used when the sense is passive : 

Thus +r*P & s5§^43 s5§'432>o4>a when you say one 

tkiug to him another thing is heard : that is, ‘ he is deaf and hears 

wrong. Thus ‘ it hears,’ is used for yfi ‘ it is 

heard.’t 

ON YES AND NO. 

if a question is put with a noun, as * (id) he 

your brother?’ the answer ‘yes’ is the same noun ; as “ 

& or else with the intensive accent, frT3^^^~d yes. Or else, 

the aorist of 

The negative would be or No. 

If the question includes a verb, as ‘Did he come?’ 

the reply “yesi’ repeats that verb : yes : or else, £)&> 

It is so.* ‘ is it enough, ‘yes’ ‘no.’ 

If the question is regarding a future occurrence, the reply 

merely repeats the phrase: thus : “• can you go ?” 

r& “ I can go “will you bring it?-’ “ I will bring 

it.” In such instances cannot be used. 

* Virgil uses penetrabile for penetrans ; G. 1. 93. JEn. X. 481. 

tin the Greek verb the active and passive senses are sometimes 

undistinguished. In English we. sometimes use the passive for 

were gone’ : meaning ‘ they had 
gone.’ In Shakespeare (In Romeo, 4. 2.) Juliet sava “ becomed 

love" for becoming. And the foot note says, ‘ One participle toi 
the other ; a frequent practice with our author.’ 

C P. Promt's Telugn Grammar E e 
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This happens in other oriental languages. But Telugu baa 

no separate word for 4 yes’ or 4 no.* Compare Genesis xlii. 11, 
and xliv. 28. 

Some interjections are used in conversation, to express yes! Thus 

^9-sr*$ha or ^^9-aye, aye! Elsewhere some nouns are used to denote 

reverence : as or yes sir, (your pleasure !)or & 

which bears the same meaning. The words ‘the same!’ 

4 the very thing !’ 4 right!’ 4 aye!’ "^f'oSoio ‘ whv not ?’ 

are also used. 

An easy hum or grunt, mb, mh, with a shake of the head 

44 Humph.” denotes 4 No.’ In the negative the lips are closed : 

but in the affirmative * aha’ the lips are not closed. 

ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

"S'*3k Kadu and Ledu. 

The verb < to become’ connects two nominative cases : or 

a nominative and an adjective, as it is not mine 

Sx> s&o&G'-g"•££> the horse is not a good one. 

a dog is not a lion. Here we see two nominative cases connected. 

The verb ‘to dwell’ always implies a locative; in a 

place, or at a time. Thus ‘ is he at home ?’ is he 

alive? (lit. 4 he is’) yes. he is not. This locative 

is often understood, not expressed. 

Kadu denotes kind, quality, or condition ; Ledu denies 4 life' 

and * locality.’ 
Thus much is sufficient for the learner: but after some pro¬ 

gress has been made in the language the following statements 

will be found useful. Meantime he may pass by these rules with¬ 

out perusal. 

The verb Ledu is the Negative Acrist of <&o£o<b * To Be, 

dwell, remain’: and is also the negative Aorist of S'4 to be or 

accrue.’ it is, it is not. The affirmative is con- 
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traded into S'A. Thus S' tI cannot tell whether it is there 

or not. there is a road. there is no road. 

[So Horace says ‘“Quodversu dicere nonest." And in one 

of the epodes Nequt est levare tenta spiritu praecordia. Thus 

Shakespeare says 4< This is no place.” (As you like it, Act 2, 

Scene 3).] 

Again ®^©§ to whom dost thou give it ? to 

no one. This is contracted for oissfif ax\^<S 

It is often joined to the root in A, to denote the past tense : as 

& (he) did not give, (we) did not 6end it. This 

is alike in all persons. 

The word is the negative aorist of to become, turn 

into, be done or finished. This is often rendered in English ‘ To 

be.’ Thus S3& K)(dsSx> ~s~°sh that is not his horse. 

cfc, 'sr»Ski jf wpg not I but he. &e)£)?SQ •r*&> T'®6£) it was not he 

who called. not me. •**?>§ not to him. ^ 

^(5Sj Is this your statement ? No. ooo&r^© j£r»§3 

he gave it (but) not to us. £3-Xo2» cooc^e'S~=sSb that 

marriage did not take place in their house. ntcJ^g' 

(contracted for that work cannot be effected 

unless you send me. &o~tthis carriage-is not to 
be sent. 

In a few instances may be used for 1?<&. Thus Tr»s£e> 

(you) must come: of which the Negative may be either 

& or Trs5t>$£Q Again:—;Sc&"§ 

'^0'c^ ? If you bend it thus is not there pain ? Here we may 

uaj l5‘cr> instead of Again 0r, it i^not 
practicable. 

Occasionally a masculine noun takes a neuter verb. Thus 

**18 not a bad man. (for he is 

not h (good; workman. 0r, my brotner is 
not here. 
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The two verba are contrasted in these phrases- F* 

it is not my horse, Tr* Hb(j5sS» my horse is not here. 

~s~n°e£) or ~e!s£>, when ioined with an instrumental by”) may 

imply possibility. Thus WoLgft this can be ejected 

by him. it cannot be done by him. T^iSe; i 

cannot be effected by me. :3'^fc>oe&S6 1 cannot sav. 

ON THE INFINITIVE. 

The Infinitive form of verbs, as shewn in the Dictionary, enaa 

in ; as pamputa, povuta, \a9cuta. Some 

have called this the Root. 

It is declined as a noun of the third declension: thus; N. 

sending, Dative Abla. for sending. 

Acc. Ins. &ot£)us$vt by sending. Loc. 

in sending. Plural the sendings. 

Another form of the Infinitive ends in Adamu. This is a noun 

of the second declension. Thus N. £x> sending. D. 

or or 6oi)£o£o}6^§ for sending. Acc. 

s<xj& sending. Ins. or *£»?s or by 

sending. Loc. sSoatSi in sending. Plural. #o££s£v)to the 

sendings. 

This is sometimes wrongly spelt *■>•&>, thus pampatamu. 

Another form of the Infinitive ends in EDI and is declined like 

the pronoun «©, ‘that:’ N. the sending. D. ^o^zrPi 

or*o^*r>p3 for sending. Acc. &o'*T3'f>x the sending: Instr. 

by sending. Loc. £0t&ts'P'H in sending. This has 

no Genitive, nor a plural. 

The noun ending in DI is declined in the same manner. Thus 

N. 6ol>*& the sending. Dat. *otj6T^f»S for sending: Ins. 

£ci>;6 by sending. 

The negative ending in MI is similarly declined. x>o&&> the 

not sending. by not sending. Plural. #0»*w. 
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The negative noun ending in ANIDI is similarly declined. N. 

<£o*?>© the not sending. Instr. by not sending.* 

In English these infinitives are generally translated by tenses : 

Thus 

TA. f>zic6x) It is true that (he) called (his) sister. 

fc?<5’3o&v or, ab OjSt <2^ s53C) So t^ToSoSo 

4 what prevented (your) sending them ?’ Lit. 4 for sending them 

hind ranee what ?’ dofyuvj ooo&r* Fit. their sendings 

are thus! 

LAMU. *>^*£5*0 pzsbo The same. 

£cd&o&> “e5fi£> (He) will not send (his) horse. Lit. 

horse sending is not. ■sr*® dod&&itx> oxr«er»^a (the same) This 

implies that they sent nothing. 

This is my departure : I am now going. Lit. this 
(is) going. 

Writing is finished; that is, (I) have written. 
■sr»£& xr°%sir*s5£ o£x> -£ by his not coming. 

P sic ~e> by sending me. 

DAME. m sending the horse. 

DI. (]) do not know whether (the) j 

will send (him) or not. Lit. the sending, the not sending is 
unknown. 

* In considering the Infinitive as a noun, we are justified by 

some English Grammarians. See article 4 Grammar’ in third Edi¬ 

tion of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (§83) where the critic shewr 

that “ the Infinitive is no mode of the verb but an abstract noun. 

So in Latin, 4 Non est vivere sed valere vita.’ 4 l)ulce et decoru 

est pro patria moriand in English 4 To err is human, to forgive 

divine.’ So in Greek (Acts XX. 35) 4 It is more blessed to give 
than to receive.’ So in French ‘baiser’ to kiss is also the noun 

‘ a kiss Tae same principle is found in Persian and in Hindus, 

tani. And see Lee s Hebrew Grammar, note on Article 145. And 

as to the negative noun see Ovid 44 Heu <* am difficile est crimen 
non prodere vultu,” 
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EDI. !$<Dc&e& It is not known when the 
carriage is to be sent. 

J3I. pai^he will really come: lit. His coming is sure. 

& &&&> &o-iiTF>f>g be agreed to send (lit. for the 

sending) (his) son. 

c6ol'j6'cr,Po c§jsfcfy^j5& what did he say about sending 

the carriage ? 

i£c&iS£> §0 “30cs£i£> I did not know of your sending it. 

(vp» ?f6a d what I have written I have written, 

it was we that sent it. 

tt*1 s^ox>j6£) -Kr-fiJb it was he that came not: i. e. he failed to 

come. 

<£)ct>;S do you observe their sending this ? 

what did he say to (my) sending 

you ? ( 
&c*l>$-uyT,pzrr* 0000fS all the uproar wqS' 

caused by (our) sending you. Lit. Thee in sending, this confusion 

happened. 
£>;ss^3S>o £>»;*» it is true that (they) did not send the 

rice. 

rto(j*s^*£ &0&P& “3tw;Ar& they know that (you) did not send 

the horse. Lit, ‘ horse not-sending is known. 

t£r>Ztjfr <£o£pz^p$ by reason of (your) not sending the 

money. 

DI. thou not coming, (it) cannot (be none,) that 

is, how (can it be done) unless you come ? 
It has been shewn that the ‘ Root in Adamu’ has a dative case. 

Thus forms in the dative d?o<£cjsix,£& ‘ for staying/ 

And this may be changed into the ‘ root in A.’ Thus 

‘being afraid to stay,’ becomes ‘StfS. Examples:— 

-cr>Xb*j v. n. ‘To hide/ mav become 

tt’X' c£> ‘he went to hide. to play, to dance. 

§a or. ‘ she learned to dance.’ to 

. Root in A tpsS; or, there oi'.me 
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is no occasion to come. to rise. Root in A ^ ; lienee 

or I was g6ing to rise. to go. Root in 

A s^T6^ or sfr* ; hence sfr{3> coming and going, && 

££«£o«jo It will take ten days to go and return. 

Verbs which have monosyllabic imperatives, insert V and Y; 
thus. 

Imperative. Inf in UTA. Inf in ADAMU. 

po-v-adamu 10 go. 
b b i3co4o b CRfc oa sfoo 11-y-a da mu to take. 

none C? -do ^a-v adamu to die. 

"^s5£'sfco te-v adamu to get. 
-&> adov aj 

-sJ SJcS*^aS»' 

or «{£££&» ' 
) i-yy-adamu) 

) i-vv-adamu , 
to give. 

T hese mlinitiv es, as already shewn, are translated by tenses : as 

?3fiSb tcxt* this day my hopes are fulfilled : Lit. 

‘ to-day, indeed, my w ish successful being.’ *3© 'a&es x> 

T'' ever s‘nce hearing it. ^>S) «»S_&e sseb^jj what means your 

coming here ? Lit, ‘ thy coming here, how 

Substantive noufas are governed by genitives, as f^cooejo mv 

l.ouse, your name, ^pdp his business: but verbal nouns 

take a nominative: thus to-* SiSyta ESs^jfi, when are you 

coming ? Lit. You coming when ? vn^oiSh xr’iUtSx, they 

are coming* to morrow : Lit. they arrival to morrow. 

ON THE INFINITIVE IN A, OB “BOOT IN A.” 

If tho Infinitive sign UTA is dropped, and A is substituted 

this is called the Hoot m A. It is tne adverbial form Thus 
«£>«-> unduta becomes 60S unda. *«**, pCvuta ^ 

pova; or, by contraction, p5. 

And this is translated as an infinitive, thus he 

thought to stay. **^*6 he )et (them) co. he ,uffwd them 
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The syllables «", X, if, »r, -^r*, x>, tv?£>, and with „ 

sunna preceding these ex', ot^cxp, &c may be added to the 

infinitive, without altering the sense : and these are used both in 

prose and verse. Thus in the various dialects, <So£, 60s*-, 

6oSf!). ^OS K, 6o5-7V-( Foster-, dioa-TTf-, ^OiSX^,^0STV=ia,t 

droetox-, 6oSo'ff>. 6c£o*F-, SoSo-a-F- ^oaoX"^ drctfoTV;* 

These are exemplified by adding another verb. Thus, £eoSo*:> “£0 

speak” the rootin A is §”, ofce>s r3o ^oS'x'. 77^ &z>%xT~ 

A'oS-K'f-AegXfr, d)o*--7r‘f6, fe.tr, a6o.ri& &c. a^ro*, ste.ro 

-/V", AeiroXT", sfee-roTV*!-, ifcorotfr£> iFtirow’pk. and hv eontrac- 
•/ 

tion, , <^e> K, a&w tv &c> 
7 lr- ’ tr- ’ ir~ 

Hie shortest of these forms is in daily use. Thus from Ijr^dCSTvij 

vray-uta, ‘ to write’ by substituting A lor UTA, (p^cjsj vray-a is 

‘ to write.’ Thus kyr° ox> pT0£o he -was going to write, fy3"* 

(you) must not write. $Q (you or he) must 

write. 

Elsewhere N is inserted because the next word begins with a 

vowel. Thus atla vray-an-ela, ‘ why write thus ?’ 
% 

vray-an-arambhinche ‘ he began to write. 

Where the N (called ‘o’ sunna) is optional, as &o£7r* midaga 

or undanga, some modern grammarians propose the 

(arddha bindu) semicircle or dot; as ~k~°' But the semicircle 

has never come into general use : and the few who use It, particu¬ 

larly the printers of Telugu newspapers, are in error. Sound 

scholars declare that the semicircle ought never to be used in 

prose. The semicircle does not appear in ancient 

manuscripts, nor in the common writing of learned men. But the 

circle is often written instead. Thus we sometimes see vr*o«o 

vandu while the proper spelling is vildu, ‘he.’ The vulgar 

speak much through the nose. 

The affix ^ has an adverbial force. Thus fid, (adj.) right, 

•fidrightly back. m3pf~KJ’ backwards. error, 

erroneously. 
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Che ‘root in A’ may sometimes be considered as a noun, and 

governed by *6^3 By, through. Thus from &Qb the ‘root 

in A’ is ”5"* whence by being so; Therefore. And the ‘root 

in A’ of &o&b is &o£ ■ whence &o£wg by his being there. 

vr>o<gb €Se£>3o Had not I been there they would have 

died. (Lila XIY. 7.) by his being born there. 

From to bring (the same as ~3£^fSod£i6) by bring¬ 

ing. asooJfi&otv° |?ea)g (i. e. &8j6ofi£jS) as the season 

turned out well. 5r»§'o3CS^g by having money. 

The root in A of some verbs has an adverbial force as in 

for d^bb-tir* when joined with another verb. Thus. 

Inf. inL TA. Root in A. Adverb. Examples. 

to fall down 
to to knock down. 

"c5&>4j to rise up to lift up 

<2oa£>*j to dry v. n. hotly <£o&lZjfoab 
«o 

to sun. 

to gather v. n. &"°2« together b to save. 

UfoD to snap breakin g 1$K S'* fob to cut off. 

ptu-cuio to stand standin g r>e>;5l3&x> b to raise up. 

to break v. n. skx'o in bits \ &K*>T*bnb 
60 to break to piece*. 

to run Tlrotf through to read over. 

away ~$~°6~&fob to throw away. 
Xofcb to stoop s?ox' down s5oa'13 

60 
to bow down. 

to go on •^r»X' on- ■^Xf6o^)io to send on. 
sotted to redden redly it is red hot. 

to go off r^bab 
<*> 60 

to drive off. 

to become loosed# loosely to knock out. 
to descend ©X" away © X" pj ° b to.leaye. 
to fall i£r»o down &r°£>&Skb to fall down. 

b 
7i— to knock down. 

t.oendv.n. finally ©a ire as be read to the end. 

Q Brown s Telwju Grammar. j- f 
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The Precatory or Imprecatory forms, used in blessing and curs¬ 

ing whether in prose or verse belong to the Root in A. Thus; 

IT*ex- (from sense and to burn) ‘ perish, his 

wisdom!’ or, (fyCe) may his form perish, or 

let his face be cursed. ^-cs6j6 -r*cr» Be then his love 

accurs’d (Paradise Lost, IV. 69) These are equivalent to the 

phrase in '^6' as may it be so ! S'ejoxo 

Mayest thou be happy! ooootr* 2®‘c3<5$o-ax>e>-5y* (from 

May the wild tree grow over his house: i. e. Mav 

be be ruined ^ I wish you the lock jaw. 

K>07V° Perish thy pride ! These exclamations are in common 

use. 

ON THE INFINITIVE IN U. 

This is formed by dropping the sign to ; so from 

are formed But forms it 

irregularly or d*. 

It is often used as an imperative: as put (it) there. 

£s£)02£> Stay here. 

Elsewhere this form ending in U is the 3d person singular 

aorist; as he will grant, he will give, he will go. 

This is also used as an aorist participle : thus fyr»ccGj^n»iSo i3 

the same as he who writes. for 

•sr»o^b those who go. for the words 

she said. £&^?6Xb5cJ5ootfo«s&>;S for like a torrent 

of rain. Lit. like the raining of a heavy shower. 

[This form is Druta : and accordingly uses N to prevent elision 

of the vowel. Thus \b + **&$& becomes But this 

N is never used unless in poetry, so N. D. 3. 102. 

for M. 5. 4. 86. and in M. XIN. 3. 103. 

In modern Telugu these would be written tfoS>;$43.] 
CO 
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[The verb ‘ to become1 retains this form in poetry, 

bearing the same sense as Thus for 3 
O 

5Sx'4>sSx; her lovely face ] 

ON IRREGULAR VERBAL NOUNS. 

It has been seen that the Infinitive is a noun. Thus from 

to to dance or play is derived ‘dancing,1 4 playing’ 

(saltatio, ludus*.) This is a regular form* But there is an irregu- 

lar form which equally means 4 a play, a game.’ 

The phrase ‘ Irregular is objectionable but it is the only word 

in use for “ the minor portion ; the smaller number.” According 

to their principles all these are quite regular. 

The Regular forms, already exhibited, as (J3-3o 

to- are common to all verbs : but some have peculiar verbals. 

To exemplify this in English : To arrive 4 To receive1 4 to con¬ 

trive,' make ‘ arriving1 4 receiving,’ 4 contriving1 which are regular : 

and 4 arrival' 4 reception' 4 contrivance' which are irregular. And 

in words of Saxon origin, 4 To Live, to Grow, to Die,’ make 

‘ Living, growing, dying,’ which are regular, and 4 life, growth, 
death,’ which are irregular. [Thus in Greek *p^oj, Xtyw, TTpCHJO a/, 
have the. derivatives Kpiaig, \tfrs, npa^ig.J 

I hese Irregular nouns form a convenient vocabulary of words 
which are in daily use. 

Class Ending in A. 

to fruit a green fruit. 

aj to bind 
eo ’ a bundle. 

Ending in AKA. 

to come TT'S' arrival. 
to go going. 

&VO)&to to be angry feJejg' anger. 
TT*rtoi> to be hot "5“® ?f heat or fever. 

to plunge stems' a plunge. 
dSooi to break a bit. 

to know knowledge. 
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Fading in IKA. To these also the Negative participle in AKA 
will be subjoined for the sake of contrast. 

These nouns ending in IKA being nominatives are therefore 

Cala (?$) words. But the Negative participle in AKA, like 

the infinitive in GA, is a Druta word. Thus Ho 

comes not. 

Infinitive. Noun. Negative P|| 

TA IKA AKA. 

to believe 
—4 

what is believed; $ not believing, 

belief 

to settle SSSQS' settlement not settled. 

to think thinking Aft* without thinking. 

to plait plaiting S’ without plaiting. 

Sirixiifck to fit v. n. fitting without fitting 

to use custom *r>tiZ without using. 

to resemble resemblance sfrSwg* not resembling. 

vo bear endurance i.^5* not enduring. 

&£zx)Ij to weary waiQS' w’earinese not wearied. 

Class Ending in Akamu. Elural. «S'sS»eo. 

to share boats'«£o sharing 

j$sSy^L> to believe belief. 

D 
to sell s£o selling, sale. 

sSo&oij to cook s5o^j5'«5» food. 

Ending in, KAEA plural 

to stand 5Do & 
Xr~ 

steauiastness. 

to come TT-Z& coming. 

Ending in 1KIplural 

to dwell being, remaining. 

TT= 56 absence. 

absence. 

to plough fi£>§ 
Tr- 

ploughing. 

to hear a n hearsay. 
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In TA. These are distinct from the Infinitive in TA ; which, 

as already shewn, , is common to all verbs, and is here placed in the 

first column. Plurals , ssotjvj &c. 

to fruit abo^j a crop. 

to boil sS cookery. 

L> to sing a song. 

to play play, sport 

In TV plural TLU. 

1Jb£Si> to fall ~ir° <^o, kxi ’ <v> fall, trouble. 
Q'SK^^L) to rebel Qsxrrto rebellion- 

m to return sfo Si) TT® ix>' 
on return. 

IZ&ij to ruin ruinplu: 
■*§d8oo4j to cast ~tbx> a blow, a shot, a hit, 

plural 1 co 

Ending in El plural £&oo or or $>. 

to walk 
7 on conduct. 

to eat QoS Q02S0 ’ o> diet. 

to rob ) Or> plunder. 
TT'xSiij to rub 7 ro rubbing. 
Looi) to rule &<yozoS reign. 

to extend tillage. 
sStiv to come s5-jS^2o& income. 

Ending in TA plurals f5ro 
f:5ew ^ im’fe 

tenting. 

6'"c dQooij to reap reaping. 
Scr°cS3oJij to cry a cry. 

&C. <&c. &c. 
And some of the third conjugation change 

thus. 
IN£U. int0 1NTA. 

to deliver delivery. 
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Ending in P U or PP U plurals 

to owe debt. 

to produce productiveness. 
-l5t° tfo£j to see sight. 

to ruin ^33o<&) ruin. 
Ac. Ac. Ac 

Ending in VU. 

§^*ejoCSb^ to serve §r°wo 5$) employ. 

£>ex>-iS>4j to stand pew© a man’s height. 

to die xT$ death. 

Ending In VA. 

te descend Q s5 the lower part. 

Jr~ 
to mount upper part. 

to subside humiliation. 

Ending in VI. 

g(tkyL> to give gift. 

"3exi^o^) to know *e$DS). knowledge. 

The Middle verb in KONU sometimes makes the verbal in 

-SooSor'fkij _0 
to wail ^ CO 

lamentations. 

to give givings. 

to receive receivings 

df&CoS'-0 ?5o^> to meet oi^Oogr6^) 
CO 

meetings. 

The regular verb ‘To Take’ never has this form. 

It will be observed that some verbs take two or three? different 

forms in the noun: some of which have various senses. Thus ; 

To cast "3^, hunting, a shot. 

£>e> & height, steadfastness 

jStfS', sSt, j6£sconduct. 

pootkij to stand 

j6£fc>-i5D^ to walk 

to arrive 

j6 i> to trust 

^cfcsS nearness. 

5\ trust, 
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All these classes are peculiar to nouns of Telugu origin : these 

nouns are derived from the verbs : but in words of Sanscrit origin 

the noun is the root and the verb is the derivative. Thus £9-f$osssSy> 

rejoicing to rejoice. Examination 

to examine. pleasure, to be pleased. 

On the NEGATIVE VERBAL in MI. 

This is derived from the Infinitive in DAMU. Thus ; 

TT*c5£j sSm coming TP So the not coming, non arrival 

djO#£sS» being "^£>0 the not being, want. 

jiS s5x doing the not doing. 

(5b K £ rix> knowing ignorance. 

seeing blindness. 

to 
agreeing 0 «o enmity. 

& & He ooX) settling unsettledness. 

& Si oSX) arriving So the non arrival. 

It is governed by a nominative, not by a genitive ; as ‘F'omoj 

my house. Yaypti 3. 1‘26 grieving at his non 

arrival. 

un verbs in INfUTA. IMPUTA, and ILLUTA. 

Some of these which end in INfTJTA are derivatives : others 

are causals. The form illuta is used only with a few verbs and 
never gives the causal sense. 

The affix in9uta sometimes changes a noun into a verb. Thus 

the name of this language ; Hr&ftosSDt) to Telugu : that is, 

to turn (or translate) into Telugu. Some Sanscrit words are thus 

formed into Telugu verbs: creation, ^ to create • 

reasoning, to reason or argue; 

pleasure (0r in poetry, t0 rejoice. 

a curse to curse. The noun ls the root of 

to bloom. From fainting, E~ex)£j to faint. 
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The form IN£U sometimes changes £U into ; thus. 

i biess> 

^ •xo^SdtSj^o-<4) tfc oT°^^ I will protect. 

&j&^ox£^ j^c^jxSdI will pardon. 

■sT^3o(5^i5ip^^==^5o^i5i'f3^r^ I will do away. 

A few verbs admit •&> or 4) ? u or Pu at pleasure. 

or to pound, 

or (Sex>*i)k> to crush. 

-£)o-cfrAj or to tear. 

”3ox£>£j or 1$oi6)kj to break, 

obo-db^o or to share 

The negative aorist is 5j£3oi5<s6 or &&o=6afc4 it does not happen.’ 

Some verbs insert G before INfU. Thus from anger 

y. n. to be angry ; 6^ixsS» fury to rage; 

prettiness to be pretty. But the learned 

condemn-this form as inelegant. 

The middle sign is added to the verb in9u. as l^crt&r* 

fki-> but never to the form which ends in impu. 

The vowel that precedes in^u is sometimes either A or I at 

pleasure. Thus sJP’exxuo^S} pola-in9U or poli-in9u. Ac¬ 

cordingly if one form does not appear in the Dictionary we must 

turn to the other. Only a few verbs are thus uncertain in 

spelling. 
SYNTAX OF CAUSAL VERBS. 

The causal* adds in9U to the root of regular verbs. Thus k* 

chev-uta to do forms TiSfooaofibAj chev-in9uta to have it done : cause 

him to do. \j3-°dSbo6j to write \jj*ox>o&tj vray-in9uta to get it 

written : cause it to be written. In old English “to cause write” 

was the form. 

* The original grammarians call the causal eteo&lic*6 Nij-anta- 

cnya i. e. the verb which ends in the vowel 3 which is techni¬ 

cally called Nich. 
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Verbs ending in 911, as to boil, form the causal in 4) as 

xr*tot&fc> to have it boiled. to occur to the mind ® t'° 

to remind : to come to summon) or cause to 

come. v. a. to settle, decide. to get it decided, 

to do away sfc'j&joBbt> to get it done away. 

Sometimes the causal form gives a passive sense. ■FTBS6t*dx'>ap 

!>o£);$G it sounded so to ms, is the same as it was heard. 

In English the causal verb governs the agent, as I made him 

write : they caused him to sell it. But in. Telugu (as in other 

modern languages of India) it governs the object, as 

I got the letter written. o©fT°fii T got it sold. 

43o©pjr»rk I got the house built. 

In such places English uses the accusative as ‘ I made him go 

but Telugu uses the nominative &&&> s^^ger'Ko x5?^p. And 

*x> {jr^ er* to t3he made I (me) wrrite the letter. 

The Telugu frequently uses the causal form where the English 

omits it. “ I built, a house” would in Telugu be 

J caused it to be built. “ He wrote me a letter” is often (respect¬ 

fully) expressed Qnr-oMOfcfTofio “ he had a letter written to me.” 

s^o££>i6*i9o£) ar’iio [j^oooo £) I wrote a letter 

and gave it him. 

So in English 11 wish you to have this done’ denotes ‘ I desire 

you to do it.’ ‘ to get* tSx,£r>cSon-£r> I got 

them a cargo. I enabled them to obtain cargo “ Thou hast slain 

him by their sword” would become j^a thou hast caused 

him to be slain. 

The Causal is often expressed in English by using the neuter 

verb with the active sense* :—Thus. 

♦Native grammarians disapprove of the mode in which this 

rule is stated. They would say ‘ Some neuter verbs are changed 

into actives thus For they do not call these verbs causals. 

C. P. Brown s Telugu Grammar. o g 
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y. n. To boil 

Ufoto v. n. To break 

v. n. To bide 

~5"^ew£j v. n. To burn 

^c&to v. n. To spoil 

&&to v. n. To play 

v. n. To tear 
9 

Some verbs adopt the past 

pleasure: thus ( 

v. a. To boil 

~doi$>to v. a. To break 

~cy>xbL> v. a. To hide 

~5~Dex)tfc±j v a. To burn 

njOotfok) v. a. To spoil 

v. a. To play 

So^i) y. a. To tear 

Rel. Participle or causal form a 

• ‘:30oS)f6Ocr»§'a5 the money paid. 

or <£o2jo©j68r°wo the letter sent. or 

the seed sown. 

Some verbs are changed into the Causal, by using the Boot with 

the addition of or some other auxiliary : as in English 1 

madeliim write it. Thus ; 1° giye» or 

floto to make him give; have it delivered ; cause it to be given. 

sS-db^fcj to come, C&\0-Efc£j or TPaocfcij to send for; t3c*£o^ 

get him to come. \J3"°cs£o4j to write get it written Cp° 

c&lzcs&jto get him to write, have it written. y. n. To 

hang, ~£zr°&bs&jto °(act) to hang, ‘Zr'&to to flow, or run, v. n. 

-2r>6 d8coto to make it flow or run. S'ewTfci: to happen 3’e>rt’ 

l£&to to cause, effect, bring about. &&to v. n. to end 

c&toto v. a. to end. to go, £xto To drive away, to lose. 

■®SoSo4j To burst v. n. v. a. To burst or shatter. £'~b\ 

to to come Trutoato v. a. To receive. or v. n. 
tiO 

To break or split. v. a. To break or split. $£>&&&to 

to make good, to turn to profit. -cfck> to strengthen. 

Thus 3cr°ifc^ofifc4j To sit forms S^Co^o# 13kTot> To seat. ^oi^to 

to stoop down, £oi<t$£>to to make him stoop, v. n. To 

extend forms -fr*%o-&>tof r'X’Sa&to or to send away. 

ON THE MIDDLE VOICE. 

The following rules for the Middle voice may at first be passed 

over with a simple perusal: as we acquire more familiarity with 

the language the principles will become clear. 
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The middle voice is formed by adding KONU or (less 

often 9b/3o^> KUNU or S' KA to the verb. The verb being either 

in the past participle as (almost peculiar to poems) 

or else changing the final I of that participle into U viz. 

Thus from *3^^. to bring or Sr'frL, to 

procure. to ask, or to request, 

to say or to say. &dt£o£-> to take, 

S'tt" bring it take it away. to wriggle, to 

wince (formed from and is also written §'"*£»S' jj+ 

sk to. From ktf<=*£>*-> comes to be bruised. Lila 

XIX. 169. &t»tfcS'sS':3^ he called and brought her (Kadha 1. 81.) 
From comes sr°a^a&S's^r6<xOf$& the well has fallen in. 

^9o?f_o they tore and devoured it. 

Verbs of the 2d Conjugation end in Yu or & SU thus t5cx£o 

or But in forming the Middle voice the only shape 

used is & SU viz. (jy^rT&A^ bfasTfrij never 

TSdS'-o^ <fec. 

The verb to buy (like to hear) is a Eegular verb. 

But the sign of the Middle voice is in some tenses irregular. 

Thus the Inf. in A. of To buy would be §^7$ KONA; but 

the Inf. of the middle verb is Ko. Thus he 

proposed (or thought) to buy it: but he propos¬ 

ed to write it. §'"0££Cona-N-accara ledu ; there is no 

occasion to buy it. But kfaT* Tisuco N-accara ledu 

there is no occasion to take it. 

When the Middle verb is added to the root in A, such verbs as 

end in S' or * often double that letter. Thus bUy( 

makes : and er»rtto pull, makes er° 7«o S"* f&ij 0r «r*^ 

: and or 
**» tl— 

[The Middle verb answers to the French Eeciprocal verb in se. 

Thus : 11 se maria, ‘ he married.’ ‘ Ils sont jaloux et se battent,’ 

meaning They fought together. Napoleon said to Lord Whitworth 

si vous voulez armer, j’armerai aussi: si vous voulez vous bat- 

tre, je me battrai aussi. (Gent. Mag. 1803, vol. 73, part 1, p. 580 ) 
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This verb S’"'originally meant to take ; and in Hindustani 

the verb lena is used in a similar phrase. Thus woh apne ap mar 

Ilya he killed himself; Here 

Lena is the same as 

The force of the middle voice is seen in these phrases. 

■pr>3o they built the house ; they got a house built; 

they built a house for themselves; S'gorli 

they got a house built for themselves. to kill, 

to kill himself; I lostwy 

money ; W* &r>Xvo he lost my money, sj^jo e>ska r* 

r^^he sold his own house; F* -<r*c& he sold my 

house. The word green or yellow also signifies tattooed marks 

on the skin ; to tattoo another person; 

he got himself tattooed. he who 

mortgages. SosfcsS^gar*’?!^^ he who lends upon mortgage. 

xStOTT** I saw *n&**o*p I saw myself in 

the glass. snQp K~he had them shaved 

QfcoefcS^^ab he got himself shaved. to give charge ; 

to take charge. 

The Middle voice usually denotes volition : that which is dono 

by choice, or, for one’s own good : not what is done either by 

command, or for the good of another person.* The robbers plun¬ 

dered the town’ iS^r-fr^A; here the middle voice is used : 

but * the troops plundered it’ is : without the middle 

voice. But -IT-O s5 0 cor- *n& e>otf& ‘Soi^r'^e ‘ the ship 

broko away from her anchor.’ Here the noun is neuter: there is 

no volition: and there is no advantage. Tet, as in English, the 

ship is spoken of as a temale. 

The middle voice alters the meaning of the verb according to 

circumstances. Some verbs always use it: some as *«**, *8, 60 

never do : some uso it only in poetry ; others only in prose 
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The brief remarks found in the older grammars were insuffici¬ 

ent to es plain the use of the Middle voice. In the course of reading 

I formed the following classification which appears to me to em¬ 

brace all the senses of this verb. The reader may refer to this 

statement when requisite. 

Instance of change of sense so great that a separate English 

verb is used to translate the middle voice. *&•£*&*» v. n. to 

speak ; v. a. to bargain for. to owe, 

g^pjbi) to pay. to say, to suppose * 

to protect, give shelter or refuge ; x3r^> = fat* to take shelter 

or refuge, seek protection. •cfcP’Ctoij to see; S'" to tend 

to send, to take. to p-ull, 

to take. to pour, to bathe in. To be 

pregnant as ghe is pregnant. 

to put, to put on, or wear, v. n.- to heal, 

v. n. to desist. wd&jfcoifcfc to deliver over, give into his 

charge ; to take charge of, take into .his own 

hands. 5^^ to bear or bring forth, to perceive. S'p 

Z)0& to appear, to visit: (see the Reader, p. 68, 

line 19.) to walk, to behave. &e; 

to rear a child ; but ta nk'SjOT&r^Aj to adopt a child. 

It gives a Neuter sense to some transitive verbs : as v. 

a. to beat v. n. to play or beat, as the pulse 

v. a. to fix v. n. tg take root, to fix ot become fix¬ 

ed. v. a. to join, set ; &r°c&^§~rX>Aj v. n. to sit down. 

Sometimes the sense is reflective or reciprocal, Thus 2-S'6“^o§' 

they fought together, they beat each other. And 

in such phrases the nominative is sometimes neuter; as steals 

*<rPoe> the tide rose : ^eMear^a the house caught fire *bo^ 

po<£br poft the pit filled, ^o£*3cfikij to prop, 3f5o§^,&£j 

to lean against, lean on. 
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Wherever self is intended this middle verb is used—so 
Tj— 

put on your jacket. -7^»c*6s5co3 he gave a wound : 

he wounded himself. he applied 

charcoal he blackened himself with charcoal. 

he went out shooting and got shot. 

The imperative rarely uses the middle form : only if a benefit is 

intended to the doer or to them to whom the act is done. Thus 

Lift it up ! never A mere command never ought 

to use the middle voice. * £9-^ £er*s$S'B-e3jr°&x> put the nail into 

the wall: not 
to 

The middle voice is very vague in its application, and the die- 
> 

IJonary and general custom furnished the only guides ; the poet 

also sometimes deviate from common usage. 

In the following instances is simply the verb To take : it 

is not the middle voice. It changes some nouns into verbs. &*> 

n. s. the head, to begin. &>& a w*hirl to whirl, 

a stream, (Yasu 2. 101) to form aline. 
m 

heap (P- 1. 670) to form heaps. commence¬ 

ment- to begin. a prop, to be sup¬ 

ported. a.turn, to surround. opportunity, 

•^oefcfr’rk^ to seize the opportunity.— without 

to do without, to be quite-—J above, to mount 

within, eHSTrfcfc* to submit (Tara 2 75) love, 

fSitJ to make love. 
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BOOK EIGHTH. 

ON PARTICIPLES. 

The Participles are (as in English) indeclinable, being applied 

without change to all. cases (,) numbers, genders, and persons. 

They are present, past, past Relative Q aorist, and negative as 

already shewn : the aorist and the past Relative participles have 

relative forms : Examples. 

Present P|| sending. 

Past P|| ^ct> having sent. 

Past Relative rel P|| IN A, who sent, as 

he who sent. 

Aorist P|| *o-3» who sends, as *o 

Neg. p|| in Ka without sending. 

Negative P|| ANI, who sends not, as 
he who sends not. 

The passive verb and participles are formed by adding the verb 

‘to fall’ to the root in A of another verb ; as 

to send,’ *oAn&l) ‘ to be sent.’ *o*a‘ who was sent.’ 

When two nouns are connected, one being the agent and one 

the subject, the English phrase varies thus; from y. D 

‘tobreak,’ s ‘ a man whose leg is broken ;’ lit. * a 

leg broken man.’ From y, n. ‘ To swell,’ ^3ooog«r»©j6© * a 

woman whose hand is swollen ;’ Lit: ‘a hand swollen one ’ And 

the same words may mean ; ‘ The hand is swollen ;’ From 

‘ t° do,’ «the work thou dost;’ From &o£o«j < to be,’ 

‘ the town in which chou livest;’ From < to 

read, IX'otfsfcofifc ‘ in the book which I was reading.’ 

^ ‘the time at which you must come;’ From 

‘to go,’ (P. 3.. 199) « the day after his going 



there;’ From ‘to go,’ 

(Anirud. 3. G6.) 1 the matter regarding which lie went on my 

account;’ From 4to be’ ‘ as if you were 

there ;’ From 4 to cut’ ^3|»j60§iSJC*£© ‘ the axe with which 

he felled the treehere both nouns are in the Nominative form 

though one has the Instrumental sense; From 4 to die’ 

4 a child whose father is dead,’ or 

‘ she whose father is dead,’—here though the verb is masculine 

the form is neuter; From ‘to deliver’ 

SXr®&o\&7r*So e^oaj53 ‘These are the things which 

your father committed to me.’ 

When two similar nouns are thus connected, one of them may 

be translated by the Instrumental or locative case ; Thus 

"e55Docoejo 4 a house wherein there is nobody.’ Lit. 4 Any one not- 

house.’ |&s£>olcS ‘a seal whereupon no name is engraven 

(a blank seal) lit: ‘a name unengraven seal;’ For is the 

ueg., rel., pH of ‘ to engrave.’ 

In the English Telugu Dictionary it will be seen that many 

participles (both active and passive) are translated by words dif¬ 

ferent from the English verb to which they belong. 
The word ‘ before' may govern an affirmative or a nega¬ 

te participle at pleasure.. Thus e**r«r*>** • before he 

ame,’ (lit. before his not coming.) And (in the affirmative form) 

303b has the same meaning. 

The P || is often translated by a tense, particularly whenfo 

owed by 4 then’ or any word of reference. Thus 

to see;’ but ‘ when he perceived,’ «**** ‘when he 

sailed; tiSOjS^*3® ‘on his calling.’ ‘after I came 

‘when he sent me.-’ 

The Past Rel: p|| is sometimes used as a gerund and translated 

of . or lfor;’_as ‘ the trouble of writing it.’ 

^eoSgiS^oKS < the circumstance of (his) building the house. 
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When verba are compounded, they are generally Past Parti¬ 

ciples except the last one. Thus from v. a. ‘ To open/ 

* to lay open.’ ‘ he called and said to 

me.’ Literally, ‘Having called, he said.’ ^£>630 §__ 

dQV o&ogr6 -cr* q he got over the wall, opened the door, and 

entered into the house. 

When the word 'doXQ « matter/ is added to a participle, it is 

usually left untranslated. Thus ^3S£iS.t&oX'© ‘ what he saidr 

^0§j6-£ox'S 15e5oX& H0cj£>~£aft. ‘ X know not whether 

ne is alive or dead.’ 

Present, Past, and Negative participles are governed by the 

next verb; thus. Pvesent. 4 jt came roaring.’ §T* 

‘ he went beating it.’ Past. pSa^e < they stopped and ' 

said this.’ Negative in KA. ■^&"3e)d&§'sJr€Qp *I went witli- 

out knowing that he was there.’ ‘ ]ie did not eat/ 

lit: ‘he went without eating.’ v9 * he did not come’, 

in»ak 4 unless you go there, it cannot be done.’ 

‘he failed to come.’ ‘ he did not say.’ s£r»j$j& < j 

cannot avoid going.’ ‘ give them to me or it 

won’t do.’ sc‘ If you will not give it no matter.’ 

■o^r^^sS < he came not,’ Lit: ‘ he was without coming.’ 

The Past Relative, Negative Relative and Aorist participles as 

well as the ‘root in A’ of a verb ending in & have the liberty of 

using certain afhxes. Thus. |», »fcoSo«3 as §^8^4» (and) 

sSS^fcosSoa and these are translated by verbs; thus 

or ‘ I hoard that they were 

in trouble.’ * I heard that he arrived.-’ 

P ^ or 3 < i heard that the business is 

mined.’ «« ^***»j» ‘ I heard she grieves for if ’ 

This is the same as the Latin fccisle, vaniese.’periiss-*. TT •<; Hv 
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s5043 that did not come, ia the same as ‘which 

is not done is the same as "s^P. 

ON THE PRESENT PARTICIPLE. 

This is formed from the root by adding & TU, or ^ £U, or 

t&j STU. The final U is lengthened at pleasure. The form in & 

is pedantic, unless in poetry. Thus ‘she 

came dancing and singing.’ ‘ beating and scolding.’ 

In the rustic dialect the & or ^ (U or L7) often changes into 

A! : thus So&x>s£r° (TU) 4 she is sewing’ becomes 

(TA') 

It adds UNNA or ^o'S UNDA. (which are from 

To Be) at pleasure : thus(M. 1. 1. 210.) ‘to 

him who was angry :* he who sings, 
t 

‘ the business which you have here.’ 

• The Present Tense (as shewn in the conjugation) is formed 

from the present p||. The present Tense is, as in other languages, 

often used with a future sense : Thus ‘he is coming 

to-morrow.’ s^Sbl^T^ (vulgarly l?»3*) ‘ I will write it 

immediately.* 

ON THE PAST PARTICIPLE. 

This always ends in I; thus *obpampi,having sent; cum, 

having done. 
Verbs in YYTT form the past P|| in SSI, as to be 

wearied, Sfo DASSI ‘being wearied’ From to pene¬ 

trate *4), having penetrated. 

Compound tenses are formed by adding auxiliary verbs to the 

past p||; thus from ‘ to arrive’ he ha3 arrived : 

lit he is having arrived. Prom ‘to wnte’ 

. i have written.’ lit. ‘ I am having written.’ Prom ‘ to 

be, or stay’ ‘ he actually is there.’ 
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On the Compound NEGATIVE Tenses. 

The compound forma of the Negative verba'are formed by 

adding some Negative verba to the root in “ A” of another verb 

and to the Neg. p]| in Ka as or ^ from to fall. 

or from to write. or from to rise. 

Thus or it is not or I was not of to be 

&} (I) did not fall, write, rise or 

I cannot fall, write, rise (see page 160.) Thus 

one refers to act and the other to ability. S' 

to be, to suffice, to bear, are used to express can, and negatively 

cannot. Thus (j>r'cs6X'e;&D) \jr-d* all mean, 

he can write and iyr'>c*6:crou«fcj all 

mean he cannot write. In the last of these vraya-n-opadu, the 

N is inserted to prevent elision. or an irregular negative 

of to learn, or i& I cannot go, 

or cannot do so they cannot come, and from 

^ to go to stay, to refrain, to fail &c. Thus 

IF-03&Z£Sc>x>d they failed to write ; (j5T»dSj§'r^o&(T*0o they re¬ 

mained without writing; hsr»c*c>S's£r°‘^ he abstained from writing, 

he missed writing. 

For these the Telugu uses the negative form while in English 
as here shewn, we use the affirmative form. 

The difference in spelling, between the aff. and neg. partici¬ 

ples, is in many verbs slight and scarcely perceptible. Thus 

©oOjSo&jS vicharinchi nanduna, ‘ by examining’ jSocfcfS 

vicharin<> nanduna,/by not examining.’ pampi- 

nanduna, ‘by sending.’ *0**0*^ pampananduna, ‘by not 
sending.’ J 

Whether the intensive accent is on the past p|| or on the auxi¬ 

liary verb, it gives the same meaning. Thus chere un- 

nadu; or else cheri unnade, ‘ he actually has arrived.’ 
See pages 18 and 33. 
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0T> THE TAST EELATIYE rAETK'irLE. 

This Ending in IN A, as vrasina 4 written’ : or the 

passive form w# baddaa.8 jjr-c&wg 4 vrayabadda' ‘ written’ arc 

used as adjectives without reference to gender, number, case or 

tense. Thus \j5_v$<6'S'"D§ds&oJ or s-'l&cAo ‘ a written 

paper.’ 

But when the A at the end of or w J is lengthened, it gives 

the meaning of ‘ tliough’, as 1 though you 

wrote.’ <• although it was written.’ In such phrases 

it has no relative force. 

And it may denote 4 whether’ as 

whether you or your brother come. 

The following expressions are in daily use : they shew the vari 

ous senses of one word ; the past rel. p|| of |j*r>cx6^. 

2j~3CO -5r°CvO 

cr°£)o lrp<$;5 -sr°o2£> 1 OO 

\] r5b zT'20O,l»T»f>i6 4rCS 

2T~zXi \jxr°§j6 

he who wrote the letter, 

they who wrote the letter, 

the letter which he wrote, 

the town at which I wrote the letter, 

the date on which I wrote the letter, 

the matter about which I wrote 

the letter. 

(jr^eT5 43 e-36 

ZSTzX) X0<bsS» 

rsTJ-n V*J 

the palm leaf on which the letter 

was written. 

the iron pen with which the letter 

was written. 

the reason for writing it. 

And from ’tJQcSkfc to be known, the past rel p|| being 2 

“3 he who knows. 

■zr>p% 130|!>j6sSr>4J what he knows. 

In such phrases the passive form may be used without altering 

the sense : thus rm^r***** ‘ ho who wrote the letter.’ 

<^\j^;^§'^w£erowo 4 the letter which he wrote. •T* 
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Certain affixes caD be used with the past Rel. p]|; one is 

or such (in Latin ‘ Tabs’) Thus *5'®^, 

^043 or equally mean ‘ That came,’ or ‘which came’ 

tj*jd or ~u*pZ»£ot3 ‘that did not come.’ 

The affixes «=5o5fc|6, 0r ‘ thereby’ or «tee> 

‘therein’ (See page 65) are also added thus: sSS^ocfcjS, ‘by 

coming,’ rrto&t ‘by his not coming,’ s5&^ocfc;5© ‘by coming,’ 

l5;S05kj6 ‘by his not being there.’* P& ‘ on. 

my going there.’ 

This or the aorist p|| may be changed into a verb without 

altering the import as 4 the man whose face is 

swollen,’ his face is swollen, 

‘the man whose house was burnt.’ ^"°Pcxx>ejo ^0^3 his house 

was burnt, ‘a kettle in which three seers 

may be boiled.’ e* ‘ this pot boils 

three seers of rice.’ That is ‘ three seers may be boiled in it.’ 

ON THE RELATIVE AORISTPARTICIPLE 

This usually terminates in E' Thus from coru-ta ‘ to 

desire’ sr* ££> core-vadu he who desires, ‘ the 

horse which I desire,’ (or) ‘ which I ask for’; So from &o£54->. 

‘ to be, to dwell,’ ‘ the house in which he lives.’ 

From t3cJ£o4j ‘ to do’ <frr«c£> ‘ the business iu which you are 

engaged.’ From t0 be got, ss^<5^0~£-gt'8'3c£> ‘there is no 

means of getting it.’ From ‘ to read,’ he who 

reads. From s5^^> to come «|\&§sS^QSosSao or «5f_&§sS^ 

who is he that comes there ? from to say t^sSm 

a man called Rama, s£p^ ^jgg*£»f a poem called 

the Magha, x'ok’sSO’ot9^j^pC^ a village called Gangavaram. 

*r ^ee Wilson's Sanscrit Grammar, p. 413, note. 
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There are some affixes added to E', Thus, etxisSo^, thus 

^o^^&x>sSofc3. < such as stay or remain.’ From sSa6\^ 

* t° come’ 3^43 ? “coming.” from to say, 

saying.* 

Another form of this is the Root in U as d-^.f 

Thus from to go, £-8£>*n>3b he who goes, she 

who goes, ^r-ogb £*#<5^ the way they go. From t0be 

ripe, ripe (i. e. bright) moon light: from to fail, 

a falsehood, a wrong expression. From 

"ZS&gi* to say, T3^£bs£r*l3e» (literally the said words) backbiting. 

Prom IjOttotj to rear, a nursing father. Prom 

* In poems there are other affixes : Thus S&, 

or &o~5e&. Each of these is the same as Hence come 

£r dro*5Sb-sr°c& he who is. djro’SS©, or dio"<^4S0 she who 

is. S$o‘3£o^t»o£6 t those who did not go.’ 

€Hc*6f6§”* like the bowls of a balance. Prom sJew^eo to speak, 

narrate, 2&e)l^01ijF*K's$ The 

poem now written is the Bhagavat and he who inspires it is 

Rama the* blessed. 

t As this is a Druta word it inserts N when it is followed by a 

word beginning with a vowel. Thus. S]| ^3>^£0 a&g ; tf«*s»j5| 

"ScoX'^oao ; jkS'§3f£8&e>F" I ^^£0 ; -svtfb&l 

a5vS^f6t& 1*6 ; [&S&J ] 

‘iuberality alone is wisdom : [nothing but] entering the com¬ 

bat is bravery : criticism is a right relishing of good poets : med¬ 

dling with gramels [causes] grief. [The remaining words merely 

fill the metre.]’ 

[The verses of Sumati S's&oand Bhascara 

are popular books in Hindu Schools : but we should not attempt 

them until we have mastered Yemana.] 
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to mount, a saddle horse. From £r&\ht> to pierce, 

zTt&'4))s&&r>i)tx> taunting words, from cso&b) to beat with, 

a pestle, o?<o 56 £)oi6$«fao pounded rice. 

The verb forms the Ao P|| in *«>. Thus TrKvs^c& one 

who can come. I am ready 

to receive it whenever you give it. a house that 

has a thatched roof. a house that has not a 

thatched roof. 'SSsx'ej •r»<3o one who has sense. 

he who has no sense. 

ON THE NEGATIVE PAETICIPLE “ AKA.” 

This is formed by adding S' to the root in A, and is translated 

“ without” as a3cto Do; root x3ct6 ; and hence ^<=*6S' “ chey- 

aka” without doing. &xScs&S" without doing so. From 

to be (,) the neg. p|| is '32' without. Thus ^S'ex>l5g' ‘without 

money,’ or 6 for want of money.' vT'toA) ‘ to suffice’ Claws' "without 

sufficing. P[tS^ror ‘/or want of sleep: is the neg*. from 

to become. Thence d*ok§fco«68fStfe>-7r»Sf being unable to go. 

In a few phrases the affirmative and the neg. p|j give the same 

sense in English. Thus “How long is it since the house was 

painted ? It was painted two years ago” : may be thus expressed 

*&> sgr*^cxojSQ “this house having been painted 

how long?” or aqo43W»s-*»^<*fi*eto?rk$ ‘this house without 

painting, how long ?’ Again:—4 How long is it since he came’' 

‘ he having come, how many days ?’ Of- 

■=r»«fcTT'S'ao7j^ fc t he not having come, how loDg ?’ 

Sometimes the a berore S' is lengthened as See the rules 
for empnasis. 

Some veros form an irregular noun (see p. 235) spelt the same 

asthia participle. Thus T^r, d*?, TT-r, *as mean ‘ without 

coming,’ ‘ without going,’ ‘ without becoming,’ ‘ without falling.’ 
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But as nouns, they signify coming, (arrival) going, (departure) 
heat, a bed.* 

The affixes (meaning Before) govern 

the neg. p|| in S' Ka : thus ^before he comes : lit. be¬ 

fore he come not. (lit. before it was not written) 

before it was written, before he said.f 

On the Negative Relative Participle in NI. 
i 

This is formed by adding P NI to the Root. Thus 

utukuta ‘to wash,’ &©§£ utikina washed utacani ‘unwash¬ 

ed.’ 4 to come,’ Root, xr>, Neg. P|| xr>p ‘ who comes not,’ 

‘that came not.’ jjjs not coming.’ TrDjt>?r®<3o 

‘ he who is absent’ Y" 4 to become,’ or ‘ be :’ (the root of this 

is B~*) Neg. P|| 4 that is not done,’ ‘which cannot be done.’ 

‘ why do you fret yourself for that which 

cannot be effected ?’ ‘ one who is not a king’ tifo 

c unhandy.’ ‘ at an unfit time.’ ~&>z$xZ3&-cr° 

‘ when he learned that we were innocent.’ 

* But this part of speech (p||) is Druta, inserting N :—whereas 

those nouns, being Nominatives are Kala: thus tt'S'c6oSxd or 

raca-n-emi why should not (you &c.) come tpS'i&o c*,& he 

was without coming (Do so to be sure) why 

should (you &c.) not do so ? lit. Without doing what ? 

■whereas the nouns [which are Ivala words] would be thus formed 

without the [£fc^sSx> N. *5“®^ what [do you mean by] 

saying heat? 'not for here the N if inserted would 

be the sign of the accusative, 

t In French we sometimes find a negative which in English is 

rendered by an affirmative. Thus ‘ Ayez pitie d’un homrne qui a 

vecu plus long terns qu ’il ne croyait.’ Have pity on one who has 

lived longer than he expected, (lit: than he expected not.) And 

in Persian Gulistan 1.18. “danah ta Na yafshani” until thou 

pow the seed. Lit: until thou sow not the gram. 
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‘in the event of it’s not being so.’ ‘ Should it 

not be so.’ 

4 his statement that the signature on the bond is not his, cannot 

avail him.’ &>t* ‘to be, to dwell;’ Root in A Neg. P|j 

<So£|& or ‘ as he was not there.’ 

jo^r»2^b ‘ he who is devoid of sense.’ C5P 2So ‘ lie who is fault¬ 

less.’ ‘ he who is unable to come.* 

* it is very true that there is no crop.’ ■st»££> t9o2£j$oafcj6 ‘ as he 

would not stay there.’ to return. Root, in A, OCX, Neg. P|| 

OtfX'p ‘ unretuming.’ (Childe Harold. III. 27.) 

acurse that will not fail. to love. Root in A, tfwsS. Neg. P|| 

;Se>;5j& or ‘unloving.’ (Padma Puran III. 62.) p 

' the thing that ought not to be done.’ 

Verbs in can form the root in tf or & as Trtx&^« 

‘ To wear’ ; hence the Negative P|| is in like manner, formed, in 

tfp, or Thus the Neg P|| ^^P or ‘ unwearing, 

unworn.’ (Tara 2.) 

The Neg. P|J is translated ‘ un’ or ‘in’ as fcrkk ‘to hear’ SfSw 

‘ audible’ ‘inaudible, unheard.’ ‘to 

say,’ x3i6^T7e?)s^4ja) * unutterable words.’ ’SOcSCoi) ‘ to be under¬ 

stood’ 'S&c&P 1 unknown, incomprehensible, unintelligible.’ 

&>*-> ‘ to write’ \jr»c*c>r>~3~0§ ‘unwritten papers.’ ‘to 

suffer’ ‘intolerable trouble.’ R. 3. 64. &&£r°£P 4 into¬ 

lerable, unsufferable.’ Thus Horace uses amabilem for amandum : 

and Virgil uses non imitabile fulmen for non imitandum, and vsne- 

rabile for venerandum. 

ON THE CONDITIONAL AORIST. 

This is translated If or when. It is formed by adding “ 

to the past p|| whatever be the Nominative case. From 

to bite, if (it) bites, from to drink if (he) 

drmks, from to pierce if (you) fix it in the earth. 

C* B. Brown's Telugu Grammar. i i 
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but when the root of a verb ends in or the affix 

is changed into iS, as to boil, or ifit was 

boiled. From or to write if (I, you, he, 

they,) write. 

The verb to be and some other verbs ending in fc NU 

as to say, to hear, to eat, change the NU into 

(Sunna) and have the form in &o~£> if (I, thou, he,) remain «o“i> 

if you say, S>olL, if you hear, if you eat. But when the 

first letter of the verb ending in NU is long as in to soak, 

to cease, or be healed, these have the form in "S as 

‘ifit was soaked,’ ‘if it were healed’ if it was 

touched, if he takes. 

It is also formed by adding (,) &o~&> to the past tense and' 

&>i>ooo"§ to the Past Rel. p|| and to the Aoristp||. Thus, 

■Zs^P if he comes, 2S\^><3b aMj^sSo-^ if you give it now, 

or if you were to come. 

And it is formed by changing 3 1 or ^ U into S3- A7 which is 

at the end of the past tense. Thus if you come, 

Oisr» if I promise, 63- £ if he comes (lit. 

Did he come ?) the business would be ruined. if 

I come. 

It is often translated by a tense. Thus d^^sr°oS, Go if (you) 

choose (Lit. if you go, go). come if (you) are coming, 

i oT*~i61 oT°cxx5 wrte it if vou choose. Bead it if you like. 
Q '• A tf 

stay if you choose. 

The phrase ^ooo'tj when used after a noun, differs from the 

sense If” It is rendered, Indeed. Thus I indeed 

came, ooo“§ Tr°"e5aSb As to them they did not come. (j^gax>"3 

indeed it is getting late, to be sure it is late. 

The phrase used separately means “ But” The literal 

sense being, ‘ Should it be so.’ 
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ON TUE IMPERATIVE. 

The common forms of the imperative have been exemplified in 

tlie various conjugations. ‘ Do thou’ singular ends 

in UMU. But if ‘ to say’ is added, UMU. changes into AM. 

Thus from 3*$^> ‘ to say’ the imperative is 3cheppumu, 

say thou’ but cheppamani “saying tell thou,” from 

'gfakj ‘ to do’ chey-umu, ‘ Do thou ^a^^P . cheyamani 

< saying Do thou.’ to become agumu, ‘ become thou’ 

D. B, P. 436. “ In wrath he said 

become a pariah ! and I becamo one”—amicable settlement 

They desired me to come to terms with them : 

but in common life either in speaking, or writing, only these 

forms are used. 3^ (which is the Inf. in U) or for the 

eingular ; and 3dE)0& for the plural. So 3a>>g, and 

Some forms are colloquial (though used in poems) and cannot 

be reduced to rule. Some of these regard the 1st person. Thus 

]et us do so, 3 &*** 1TTAMU Let us give. Pal. 53. 

line 8. ■c£r»'^sS^ iet us see. ]et us read. Observe 

(page 229 line 3 ) S'ofiJSx) let's see. 3**^ for let us cast. 

The 1st person plural has an irregular form. From to 

go, it makes and colloquially &ts or ■cr'>«&o6 es let’s go. 

Some forms even of the 2nd person are irregular. From 

to put, forms ^om, veyi, ‘ put it.’ O do thus ! 

e tfr;, rise and come to me. oh. Stop. K. P. 5. 52. for 

stop. M. 4. 3. 194. 

There are poetical forms of the 3d person: as May he 

bestow ! so be it! These are irregular and therefore 

are placed in the Dictionary. These are in the colloquial form 

as S^sSe^jSQ. 

If two or more imperative verbs come together, and form a 

sentence, the last alone bears that form, tho others being parti- 
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ciples, either past or present. Thus Go and 

tell him. 

But a serious of imperatives, not bo connected,' may retain the 

imperative form, as in the following version of (Luke XI. 2.) 

the Lord’s prayer. 

sSboefc (,) ^7T»«5aS$» SETTS' (,) 

xS» S5f5)^7r*S' Q jboco&s5» sfco 13 

~i ejOoXo'^g' Q sSrj&t^g ^CfSxkork rT®7T°63§ s£n>&>^ (,) s£r>55 

[&Q sSbJDSxp “&>SS» &.aoo£>^;Sx> *{6^ (,) sfcr* -^*Sboe;;& 

&Stoo^s£r* Q £ ^Q& tJ^^SosSr* (,) ffiioer^f^oQ s£sk^5&.o 

vOsfr*. 
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BOOK NINTH 

SYNTAX OF THE TENSES. 

THE AOEIST. 

The Telugu Aoriat ia often translated by the present tense, 

a8 (from S'<**>*>.) ‘There is a garden 

near the town.’ **©7^0 that is mine (Here the verb to be is 

understood,) ‘that is not mine’ (from tc 

become) 1 it is usual to say so.’ 

«I know.’ ‘ I know nothing :* this is the phrase used toi 

pleading “ Not guilty.” 

Elsewhere it is translated by the Future : as he will 

come to-morrow. I will bring it afterwards. 

Or it implies doubt: as it may perhaps be so. 

In a few instances it may have a past sense : as 

car»3r8~5'*^ex>~&'t“So Their forefathers were net inhabitants of 

this place. 

It is sometimes translated icould, should, could, as 

would they do so ? Every body would know it 

Or it is translated ‘ Can,’ as tt® Can it be so i 

I will add a few instances of the Aorist: which the advancing 

student will find useful in solving doubts. But the beginner has 

no occasion to read them. 

* It is rendered in Latin by the Potential or Subjunctive : thus ‘ Trojaque 

nunc .stares Priamique aux alta maneres’ 1 thou would still be standing.' 

And ir. Ovid &c. Metam. VII. 677. “ Certe si fraxinus e&set (if it were 

ashen) fulna colore foret (it would be yellow) si cornu nodus inesset (if it 

were cherry there would be knots.) Again. XIV. 650. lecturum pomaputares, 

you trouW fancy, you might have thought. Elsewhere this has the force of 

tie past, as in the Eclogues Mirabar cur maesta “ Deos !” Amarylli vocares 

1 wondered why you exclaimed “ Mon Dieu!” 
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The Aorist is used to denote perpetual action. 1 copy the follow¬ 

ing from the <6^°^S'#5*sS>o which is in print: it is a small poem 

much admired and well depicts the superstitions which fill the 

minds of Hindus. 

fo|| if oSo£pp> 

S5ntfI3gjS^^ So^^zs-6^. 

No one brings ("§sfc) negative of ("3-^^) wealth with him from 

his mother’s womb : nor does it follow him ("2o6jtv>i& neg. Aor. 

of sSvb^ij) on the day when he departs. He may hoard up wealth 

and pride himself on. it but he cannot consume the 

goods he has laid up. 

Or it has a Past sense. Thus Did not 

(those ancient heroes) the Pandavas suffer hardships ? 

(nivuniki caua) I did not see to see,) that you were there. 

(fc^fkejto say) s£r»TT*£§j£?kwithout contradicting her he spoke thus. 

7$r^sr,cs6«S (Lila XII. 16) he never quitted my side. The follow- 

jnfy verse M. IV. 207 contains a series of verbs (here marked with 

stars) which evidently have a past import. 

jf_pk * ~2>s>Kczx>$$\Jftx> "3© JT’ewycS^ 

(43o?6ab* 

ae>sSM«Sskf&^3$8§ ^€Sbxj6^oX'o7fer-*-3^i~w£b§“* 

In the following verse the Aorist is exemplified with a present 

tense JL VII. 371. 

■JT’IJ £)0-db§" * 

^Ex£"0£5bi~ * $TT"sfcO&££~ 

(po£fc§~* * ^ 

©o-r5o§“ * 
* s&o-p&XrXrv&^O&sS»tu7V° 

flNoticr * I ^$e>S'c<-f^0S'ex)*' 
•>> '—■«* 

O^otior* * 
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The following well known stanza in the Gajendramoxam, 

(a legend in the eighth book of the Bhagavat lately printed sepa¬ 

rate) uses a succession of verbs, (which I have marked with scars) 

'n the Aorist form, with the past sense. “ The god” (says the 

poet.) “heard bis prayer,”— 

jjb|] * ^04; <£?£ 

* (jp'X'^&o *S'e3e“5_*o 

g ^ejsSx> ^(jS-6\% SotS^ 

i65^er'>o •tfej'SufS §)£& • * XK \]T>T? -^Sr*o5:>|| 

“ lie spoke not to his spouse, he arrayed not himself with the 

conch and discus : he called not his train ; he saddled not (his 

steed) the feathered king, he tarried not even to bind up his clus¬ 

tering tresses, and even forgot that in his grasp he held the veil 

of his queen ; as ne descended in haste to rescue his suppliant in 

the hour of need.” 

The Aorist denotes usage, or custom: thus they 

would come on being called, they used t^ 

pass their time thus. 

S|| xtfjSX'e? o&Xp 

ct£5?c£>ofto©<JSo£>b 55Qs5ejo gS55be^ 

X'(Sjo<S^«yo5\fS 

j5*ofifcCSo £>5fc8|| 

“ Women will lay down their very cloaks before the feet of a 

money making husband ; they view him with all respect. But if 

a husband be able to earn nothing, they will laugh at him and say 

There comes, the walking corpse.” 

”ti|| II^sS^sScojS 

J5xn>o 

jS 5 2) Jh. 1-5 K) dSozJtioo&esS 8eo 
CT) 5 

sSb0^5s5oo^ e-db^|J 

(B. VII. 64. Tale of Prahlada.) ** wealth may be safe in the 

street under the eaie of providence : it may vanish out of the 
purse. An infant left in the wilderness unprotected may [or often 

"’ll] thrive : one duly tended in the palace expires.” 
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See further instances in I*. YII. 40. aT'S' Cr * 
^Scskji£tfi> Also for the Neg. Aor. feminine See Padma 3. 17. 

describing Ahalya. 

a|| x$r’5 5So sfcQ <6s$£5<b s£p»CfcsSr» 

:r»^%j5 tfo~c3fi£> 'So25rix>7Tc£o 

'3&oS'al>e> el^ rfb«o:d^oj6^f) 

i5otf«Sx>o 'Kofis'd3W& ar*;S;S-ifc>^|| 

“ She never turns her glance towards me : or if she looks, she 

will not smile : if she smiles, she will not fall into conversation : 

if she begins talking, she is not frank. Nc it is of no avail to set 

my heart upon her: why did I give myself up to these thoughts ? 

Love incited me to try every method to gain her: ah I had better 

be dead!” 

The following verse P. 2. 123 well exemplifies the Negative 

Aor. 

t5 1| a;5£jb<r*d& (,) £p§)X& (,) Socftew 

K^Oo (}) 2>rt££oxk r&JTecBj?5o()) ^jScj& (,) 

(,) tf£P£jb s^j60o (,) (T^Xi^Soo 

C5S (,) lg£-(T*£So zT* (A vbj^w^e'^oesopr j| 

‘ When the noble behold a man of wealth they not scorn him 

because he listens not. They will not despise him though a blind 

man : they will not gibe him on account of his paunch : if he has 

lost his ears, they will not avoid him. Though he be a dwarf they 

will not depart, they will not quit him though he is sour minded 

or ignorant, nor shun him nor will they call him a wretched diseased 

creature, and even though he be (a man of no morals) immoral, 

they will not revile him, provided he be opulent.’ 

Or it has a future sense. Thus s^tto-gs* will not* he come 

agaip ? l$4l38ocJ3 they will come to-morrow. o^2&2>§'‘*oc£>c£atf^ 

(for, and §*;&££>i&) Ah! when shall I em¬ 

brace him, when again shall I hear him. speak ? In the Tale of 

Tara (3. 87.) She says; 

“§[| ^r^ocfc, tfocfc, 

tro&, 3o£>, 
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'•* Ah when shall I obtain him, when shall I enjoy sweet converse 

with him, when shall I gain an interview, when shall I quench the 

flame of desire r” 

Again : I will state. he will say (Luke XIII. 

27, here the older English says, he shall say) shall I 

send it? it will be seen or made clear. 

[The following occur in poems] ^ 

N. IX. They were indeed in hope of beholding him 

£^«sx>i3<5Sb Nothing shall be impossible to you s545o\*) Pray come 

s5 I hope you will come and see it §o_0%fSTr%^t$o&o 

0$'£j-T,e;X'£^£b3£jo^ ! Will you ruin the family which is in a 

flourishing state ? Tr°fr° shall I come ~uV!& wilt not thou come 

S}?SX';5o&> W. I. VII. 174. I should like to hear that story. 

In some of these, it will be observed that though a question is 

intended, the sign of interrogation is omitted. 

It may have eitner a past or future sense. Thus o) 

<^§[_^§siP>^'£T£) (Tales of a Parrot p. 40.) AVhere have you 

come from ? where are you going ? whence are you and w here are 

you going ‘If he knew the 

language, I would get him teach it me.’ 

Verbs that end in N* as S'rk^, Sp5bt>, &c. use a contract 

ed form in the 3d pers. Masc. plu. Thus S'rksfcCo they probably 

may perceive, becomes Zo{& and they perhaps will say, 

becomes &c[!& never ° <5^ Vaisaianti. 3. 23. Thus tin- 

duma shall we eat it ? This is vulgarly written &oas£r* tindama. 

from Pancb. P. 1. 366. Shall we go ? 

Some critics think that the form (du) is “ Can” “ we 

go r” But (da) denotes “ shall we go”? see P. 1. 366. 

But the colloquial form is sir* (da.) So OocstSr^ 

shall we eat ? so CefcsSr*, or * shall we 

die ?’ 

C. P. Brown's Telitgu Grammar. k k 
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The Aoriat Tense sometimes nas an Optative sense.. Th-iu 

(from, To bestow, confer) may the 

Lord bestow ! This phrase occurs at the close of each canto of the 

Lila. ScD} -c^^)s07r»r pray come an(j i00k at jfc j or plura]? s6&\ 

■tST'^3o'7r°5 ! 

And it may have an Imperative sense I wish yOU 

would come! I wish you would give it! 

I wish you would tell me. I hope you will explain it. 

Yemana says 425. Sootf §r°c& fy&g 

t)*r*s&o\tio They call a pot, ‘ olla’ and a hill, ‘collis,’ and salt, 

4 sal.’* 

By adding ~fr*p the Aor. takes a precative sense. Sar. dwi. 

188. tw’E£re eft $ tt1 p Mayest thou enjoy the fruit 

hereof. 

The verb S'ex^ij has these irregular forms : he is or wa 

or ^& it is or was there are, they are, neuter. 

Some forms are peculiar to poetry. Thus £>,& I become 

«^rftz^x>?|&o2« (6 (\ ishn. P. 3. 402.) ‘Iam Hubhu byname.’ 

s&c&t(Bhasc.§ 60) 4 would it not flame 

* Sir William Jones has spoken of the mystic obscurity in which the sntras 

or metrical Aphorisms of Sanscrit Grammar are involved. The treatises writ¬ 

ten in Sanscrit verse by Nannaya, and his commentators, on Telugu Gram¬ 

mar, are equally abstruse, and the rules on EDI. (Chap. LXXVII,) are peculi¬ 

arly intricate. Every Telugu rule is laboriously adduced from a Sanscrit 

canon ; the connection of which with the Telugu language, is not easily dis¬ 

cernible. That arrangement is, to an English enquirer, illogical, and were 

Nannaya and his laborious commentators translated into plain English, the 

rules would still remain nearly unavailable. Happily for the English reader, 

Mr. Campbell’s Telugu Grammar contains all the more useful rules; he has 

excluded much that was unprofitable, and I have yet further abridged the old 

rules while I have added many that are new. 

Tho Grammar written by Nannaia Bhatta (who is also called Annaparyulu 

ex>) has the title ‘ Andhra Sabda Chinlamani,’ Or, The Etymolo¬ 

gical Standard. It passes over, with very brief notice, those niceties regarding 

c ‘dha bindu, and tacata Repla in which modern pedants waste all their stre 
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The middle voice uses ^ tD thus 2*"^ thou wilt not take. 

The 3d person singular Masc. may insert N if the metre re¬ 

quires it d 3oX”iSb becomes Kalahasti 3. 58. He knows not* 

THE PRESENT TENSE. 

The present tense, as in English, often has a future import; 

thus ^4)^They are coming to-morrow. 

Some contract forms of the 1st person singular though condemn¬ 

ed as inelegant are in daily use: thus I bring, or I 

will bring, becomes "3^ testa or and be¬ 

comes or and becomes or 

s5 ; Tliese are only used in conversation. 

In the 1st conjugation likewise are used for 

^ I will tell you. And this is even pronounced xS*^. 

Instances.—£ ‘jackals howl.’ £3-&ojTrejo#a ‘leaves 

fall’ j6gbtS)OjjS2Kl>rtf> ‘girls laugh.’ These phrases use the. 

or habitual present: but the or 

f or (the occasional present 

tense,) is exemplified in the following expressions. 

denote they are howling, falling, laughing: 

these are marked by the longer form of the verb, rendered in 

English by the affix ing ’ Thus one denotes habit, the other 

present act. And the habitual present is equivalent to the Aorist 

participle; thus W-aouyu*-^ ? r eu^o^a, 

The forms ^and have different senses. Thus 

may be either (present or past:) thus ‘ Here is (or here 

was) a manbut <^o6j-£b denotes (present and Future) ‘He 

stays, remains, ,r else, ‘ he will stay ‘ will remain.’ iSfrXnnir 

when I saw him he was there.’ 

£o{Sr»s& lie will be in the house : you go and see,’ Coders 

* © ‘ There are (or were) four persons therein.’—but 60^, 

* denotes tkat ‘four dwell (or will dwell, or stay) therein.’ In 
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like manner &c. often convey & past sense ; but 

for olten bear a future meaning. 

Thus in English, lie goes, he eats, is often used with reference to 

a past act: but he is going, often conveys a future import. 

Thus may be considered Preterit: Thus ■jSffaTf'Tr 

‘when I was coming it remained there:* and the 

lengthened form is it remains, it goes. [Thus in 

the Parujat. 1. 114. *fc|l i. e. 

••>sSx>j6^.] The forms he is coming, it is Known, 

wherein unnadi changes into W-® are considered inelegant: and 

the vulgar (but very common) forms s^tT5#, 

or S’ are equivalent with the antiquated English expressions 

“ he goeth” “ he speaketh.” Instead of they are going. 

The expression for ‘ I will go and 

return,’ is the colloquial phrase : as the other word 

‘ I depart’ is imagined to mean ominously ‘ I am departing’ or 

« I die.’ Thus aft^r his father’s death. 

EUTUKE TENSE. 

The first person singular may as usual drop the NU at pleasure ; 

6 or ‘ I will tell you or 3^* ‘ I will give.* 

(M. XIII. 2. 178.) ‘ I will ask you one thing.* 

‘I will die wTith my husband. (P. 3. 303.) 

In the second person ‘ what wilt thou ask me t 

(Kira Bahattari. p. 61.) Lila (L. XIX. 198) thou 

wilt see,’ ■sr*p&* '3&K£r,&>£$) ‘Take care or you will 

tell him.’ 

Colloquially, the present tense is much used instead of the 

future : thus ‘ what will you ask for this ?’ ^ 

i& ‘I will come.’ ‘I will go ; (or) lam going’ *0#0o 

‘ Let us examine it.’ 
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The two forms, endiug in EDANU and E'NU are alike in 

meaning: thus or ‘ I will ask’ ^3^ or 

4 I will give.’ 

Or the future is expressed by x'e><oan,’ from S'uoHok (page 

120,) -which is added to the Boot in A. Thus aoX'opfc ‘I can 

or will do it. ""^3 ~^) t) +3 * & six* 4 we will abide by 

that decision.’ 

Instead of this, the indeclinable affix FNI, -&P is sometimes 

used : and this is the same in all genders, persons and numbers. 

Thus alia ayy-ini it may De so.’ ^ffg;fccar°£j& < y0u 

will surely perceive, or, will know.’ -oVcangp ‘ he probably will 

come.’ d’cor»£P poyy-ini4 He shall go’ ‘ they must go,’ trsSf &go 

He (she, it, they) may be there.’ * the 

business will be settled.’ ‘then it will (or may) 

be ten o’clock.’ 

Or I’NI has an imperative sense: as e * Jet the com 

mand be executed’ or 1 it shall or will be executed.’ 

THE PAST TENSE. 

1st. As to its form. Contraction takes place. Thus XQH 

may become S'e] it happened and *13_ said. 

The termination N is dropped at pleasure. Thus ^oB 

$cZfr, or by dropping N, x wa^ 

it was. 

In the 2d person singular also, the termination VI, is often 

omitted. Thus from S>oii> to rule, £>£>3a becomes £>Od thou didst 
rule. 

And if the sign of interrogation is added, A may become E’; 

thus •EST'COnr. may become ■Or-O'3 < didst thou see 

The 2d person singular in poetry may be thus contracted. 7*8* 

+ may become • thou hast taught.’ M. 5. 3. 23i. 
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Contraction is used in poetry even when E’ or O’ (see page 

172.) is added. Thus ^for ‘ *Ven though thou 

do so.* Thus ^<xoO!£S'for (M. X. 3. 34) * i; 

thou fail to effect this.’ s5'S^<$f* for (Bhadra Parin. 3. 93.) 

‘ Perhaps you came,’ ‘ I suppose you came,’ 41 imagine you came’ 

^5^*^ for BOSS'S have you forgotten. M. XY. 1. 137. 2)otj f0P 

2>o£3^r», didst thou hear?’ for possibly you 

were there. (Tara 4. 107.) for ‘ surely you were 

born there !’ for (Ellana 1. 254) ‘ hast 

thou learned ?’ Radha. 1. 93. i. e. ‘ surely 

thou didst reject (my advice.) 

In poems the final N of the third person often drops its vowel, 

t^cdo^, poyenu, chesenu, become 5^63of~, xS^r" poven, 

ehesen. This N is sometimes w'ritten o (Sunna) as "T^o^c 

for 4 the child saw;’ or else the N is entirely dropped 

(if metre requires a short syllable) as "7TO^3£)£. Those gramma 

•ians who approve of the semicircle, use it in such places : thus, 

If the metre requires it the N may be doubled: thus 

65-dSo^ may be written he said. 

2ndly. As to the meaning: some verbs (particularly those of 

seeing, hearing and thinking) use the past for the present tense. 

Thus • do you see ?’ * didst thou perceive ?’ ~3€pj6ict» ‘ d0 

(did) you understand it ?’ « Yes,’ ‘ if you came 

to-morrow.’ Bit. 4 Didst thou come to-morrow.’ 4 I die, 

I die,!’ or, 4 I shall die’ &&& 4 O I shall fall,’ 4 I’ll come,’ or 

< I’m coming,’ cj1" 1 do you think so t o43 J 

5^0043! Lila XV. 117. 41 behold thee ! I live again !’ ]Si&^F^cKS 

sSm x3d&l5fik ‘Ido thee no wrong.’ (Pal. 319) ‘ it has hit 

him’ i. e. 4 it assuredly will hit him.’ "S"*(Pal. 500) 41 will 

spare his life.’ 
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In such places were the present used, it would give a future 

sense. Horace says 4 Tern pus crat dapibu3 sodales: ‘ it is 

lime for a least.’ 

Additional examples. e£_4§*_**r* ‘ if you come.’ sr'ogbsSfiytr* 

‘ should they come ‘ if they come.’ 4 do you hear ?’ 

& 4 what do you say ?’ lit,4 what didst thou say ?’ ^^ 9~**£Kr* 

4 does the water (Plural) boil ?’ ‘ Yes’ ‘ we bless 

you’ (a phrase common in letters) 3 4 I’m coming.’ 

' Here ! I’ll give it you.’ Pf^* 4 I rely on you alone.’ Lit: 

‘ I have trusted thee.’ ‘ when he comes to¬ 

morrow.’ Lit. 4 when he came.’ j> 4 Oh I Bhall die’ 

(‘Horatio I am dead!’ says Hamlet.) 4 he is 

of this opinion 4 such is his belief 1 what think 

you?’ 15Oyi6^^ he is breaking his 

heart about the death of his son.’ £3-c*£>j6& "&>«&>&sSx^e> 

4 we are (w’ere) his brothers.’ 41 forget,’ Lit. 4 3 

have forgotten’ £9- jSQ 4 it turns (turned) out to be 

the very book,’ it is wet. 

It has already been noticed that in rustic talking the N of the 

past tense is sometimes slurred. (In the or come¬ 

dies such irregularities occur in verse describing rural conversa¬ 

tion) Thus va^inava is written vi^’ava. 

The poets use some anomalous words which are referred to the 

past tense : thus he said &c. on his saying 

so and Chenna. B. P. 4. 82. 4 he appeared’ 

1 he did not see’.] 

ON THE POETICAL DIALECT. 

44 What an excellent horse do they lose through want of address 

and boldness how to manage him!” says Alexander concerning 

Bucephalus. (Plutarch.) 

The Poetical dialect varies in several points from the ordinary 
colloquial Telugu in orthography, syntax, and phrase. 
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N ORTHOGRAPHY. 

I* IN ORTHOGRAPHY. 

As a short vowel (lSghtt) becomes long (guru) when followed bv 

two consonants, the letter N (sunna) is frequently inserted for 

the purpose of lengthening a short syllable when the metre re- 

quires it. Thus atadu becomes w;SoSb StSndu, and .teas 

evadii becomes gvvandu. poliltt becomes 6*.09 

poliintl -3«a, veladl ‘SooS, velandl «ea, alatl ooto, 

Iu like manner, in the 3d pers. sing. masc. of the Negative, 3ts 

Ssb ‘ he z'eacls not’ ‘ he goes not’ &o5«b *he stays not,’ 

are in poetry occasionally spelt t5«;5o£S, s^oaS &o£o<£o 

The sunna thus inserted is called O-tt=&>& • the optional JNV 

The insertion of N in poetry is more fully described in the 
next chapter, on Druta. 

Words commencing with I, I’, E, E,’ F, U,’ O, O,’ AU are in 

poetry, as in the Dictionary written with ^ & i, 37 

as 33sib ‘he,’ .teas ‘ who’ but in the ordinary style of every day 

like these are changed into cor-? 63^ ^ ^ ap(j 

: Thus ‘ age’ is in the Dictionary written and 4p 

‘ breath,’ is shaped 

But in words of Sanscrit origin, as 

sio, Lfa^o and the vowels &c 

ought not to be written thus om, car* &c. 

The semicircle or viz c ; is a charac¬ 

ter invenied by the learned, and much used in printing. But it 

has never come into general vogue, and we need not either use it 

or regard it. It represents the circle : thus, £rvc3n "Sooft, 

&c. noticed above, are supposed to be the original or full forms, 

and to be contracted forms: wherefore they 

are written ‘Swcft, <fcc. 

But the simple forms devoid of both circle and semicircle are 

original. The circle was introduced only to lengthen the preced¬ 

ing short sy llable : as atudii, ataudii. 
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[ Another alteration in the verb occurs in the 3d pers. sing, 

m. f. aorist. becomes S'p&z ‘hesaw* S’"*? cone ‘ lie bought’ 

becomes coniye. This form is only used in poetry.] 

In Tenses :—occasionally the present is used for the past: thus 

Parvati Kalyan. 2. 43. ‘To which, 

what replies he ?’ 

in pronouns: thus & (Hunc me) KP. 3. 31. “ This me.” 

Some poetical forms as Trar’^p'^ are now vulgar : Thus in English 

To Ketch’ is very vulgar and is used in Spenser 3. VI Q7 Thus 

in every language some vulgarisms are merely the antique forms. 

Peculiar contractions are used in the verb : thus sfctft3for 

KP. 3. 18. 

Several words drop the final vowel: particularly TJ. Thus ato 

becomes Sc5~, S'#, * 

w8 Or- 
’ * 7r— 

ON IMPERSONAL VERBS. 

In Telugu as in other languages there are impersonal verbs : 

that is verbs which use only the third person singular : as it seems, 

it rains, it ought, it must, it should. 

Examples : from 'ZQcx&t) to appear it seems 

it appeared, it is evident, I know. Aorist. or the 

same. These may often be governed, as usual, by a dative i thus 

it seems so to me, I am of opinion. r|S3‘3ex>^n;S>L^ 

you see it 53*30 cJ6ay£<*£ they cannot see it. This verb 

originally meant To love, but as an impersonal denotes Must, 

should. (Aorist) must go Trssufr must come. The nomi¬ 

native may be any word, singular or plural. Thus ~&> SPSS'S £> 

(we) must go (you) must go. Past tense se>$i6& 

thus $p9 (you, we, he, it, &c.) must go. The aorist and the 

t>ist aie in English translated bv tho present equivalent to il 
fullait in French. 

C. P. Browns Telugu Grammar f, | 
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4he negative is (Aorist) : thus Tj's5ej5j) (it ne faut pas vemr> 

must not come, or, 'c^j6e>$j6&'5'n®£o< Or by contraction as 

Dont come -&jbi&s$Ty* j)o not you want this water ? 

Another word of the same import is borrowed from to 

come. Aor. Neg. Aor. thus may* come 

may go must not come, cannot come s^TT’tfb 

must not go, cannot go. Thus y0u may come 

-5r*°gb-cr*TT®^ they are not to come. 

The neuter verb to fit, to meet, is thus used, 

is it meet (Aor.) to go ? it is not proper to go 

it is wrong or impossible, to say so tr>$r>Si£ as hu 

could not come : as coming was out of his power. 

The verb opputa to suit. The initial being a vowel, the 

drita N is inserted. Thus & gTr* is it fit to do so ? 

/& yes 2-^c£> no. 

The v^rb to dawn, appears to be impersonal: thus 

■S0it is dawning -sr»6^a it has dawned, it is day 

"So-5t»5 S'sbo before it dawned. In fact it is (albescere) from 

"3^ white, and pariita to flow. 

In English we say day dawned or morning dawned, but in Telugu 

it is strictly impersonal. Thus also in Sanscrit Ramayan. 1. 

XVII. 21. 

s5b(rr°cSxo f6oi<£^rB'3"D pV*s&&. “ This day has 

my night given way to a most auspicious dawn.” Here Carey’s 

note points out that instead of morning dawns, the Hindu phrase 

is that night dawns. 

The verb (of Sanscrit origin) or 

it grows to evening (vesperascit) Lit: to set. Thus 

before sunset. 

The verb t5i*^> to go, may be used impersonally: thus Vishnu 

Pur. 4. 257. I it is improper 

to behold these. 



DEFECTIVE ETC. 

The verb S'with its derivatives may often be impersonal. 

Thus when he is wealthy, instead of $ ;6sSx>S'£)A;6£sj>#o 

when he has wealth. Tnis and a few other verbs only seem to be 

impersonal, because the object is not mentioned. Thus 

it happens among us, instead of ^c&Sox>5 e><& and 

a thing of nought: for and not 

to-morrow: for l$o6) t3cs£eSo#j6&ir',<&. 

DEFECTIVES. 

There are a few Defective verbs among- the Auxiliaries. Thus 

(an irregular Aorist of I cannot 2 3 

l 2, 3 

The Sanscrit Interjection (peculiar to poems) Listen ! 

inveear! is generally considered defective, (see the Chintamani, 

Chapter 86.) 

ON THE FORM USED IN PRAYER. 

[“ Oh bestow this ?”] is much used in entreaty. Thus DRB. 

277. ‘3^*^ Deign to reveal this ! 2>(Ss5c*fc£ M. 1. 5. 220. Deign to 

hear me : also in the introductory prayer to the Sadguru Bodha. 

~s_c s5 ~^rS I | "5^ sS "3 jS J S^>sS^ d& i& l 

| £&&2S^(S^D The feminine forms O Madam, &c. 

are &c. and the plural afStfctfg, CBP, 
4. 154.1 
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BOOK TENTH. 
ON CERTAIN VERBS USED AS AUXILIARIES. 

The verbs to fall 7§csto cast to strike 
CO 

to go, and a few more are used as Auxiliaries, being added to the 

Boot m A of other verba; or else, they are added to Participles : 

thus 60$^ or &b equally mean. To start or to be startled, 

to joy or be overjoyed. Some alter the meaning, others do not. 

Thus cx£o£j to cut, by adding to the Past Participle 

forms to cut off. This is equivalent to dalna to “cast” 

in Hindustani. Thus marna is to strike or kill ; and mardalna to 

kill. Liklma and Likh-dalna equally mean to write and bear 

nearly similar senses. In translating into English we generally 

omit such auxiliaries. 

To go, as an Auxiliary generally denotes completeness : 

or alters the sense otherwise. Thus it is spoilt or ruined. 

it is spoilt or injured. to fail to fall 

down. they are already come. Thus or 

■*5^^000^(30 he died. ‘‘The phantom’s sex was chang’d an 

gone’ Lady of the Lake. 

Added to the Inf. in A it denotes attempt: thus 

when I was going to tell you. I was just falling. 

(This may be called the Inchoative. See Adam Clarke on Luke. 

V. 6. which would be expressed Thus 

do not attempt to say so. Do not think of coming 

oupo&zr* just as I was thinking of coming: as I was about 

to come. 
To come or it became known, 

jewa^a^sa or the words were heard or became 

audible. 
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is an Auxiliary used impersonally. Thus sSaJ>;6£ is 

must, ought, shall, and the negative (irregular) is £&& contracted 

into s5&d must not, shall not. Or else (the negative of 

to come) is used. Examples you (&c.) must do so. 

the same; (you, he, &c.) must, shall, shalt do so. 

(you, &c.) must not, cannot do so. Thus ^’oXOo-d' 

"cr»c£5 Thou, (&c.) shalt not steal. 

y. n. To be able I am unable to do it. 

It answers to can (anciently ken or know) Tr-^csr^ I cannot 

come I did it unintentionally. ,5 (Yem.) 

if they cannot understand this. Can I endure 

to behold it ? 

i^)ij To be able, to be possible. r& i cannot go, 

cxxj^_rfcofi~^n <£<26 it cannot be here. 

v. n. To be fit, be possible. 23&3oh>£^ This is out of 

the question : it is unfit. 3©£r*fi£oIf this is impracticable. 

(Tara. 3. 75.) you must not do so. I hope (you) 

will not do so. 30t&v*3X& Fail not of doing this. Li: : 

herein failure will not do. r as I could not go there. 

was such a thing ever known r 

These are added even to nouns. Thus Soeso£» is ‘ a gleam, 

a flash.’ By adding is formed a verb SoSojo£o«r'£kij t To be 

dazzled.’ lP(_« sleep to sleep tp'c&s&o fear 
to fear *>Ta($b a tree 262^5 Aj to be stunned 

This liberty however has its limits. Thus To go is used 

in many various senses as an Auxiliary. And yet the verbs 

*0 or which mean ‘ To go’ can never be used as auxiliaries. 

In hasty talking they often drop the verb and merely use the 
auxiliary. For they merely say ^ooog as 

for Shut the door. ^ 

it would be easy to extend this list of Auxiliary verbs : bat 

these will suffice : the rest will be found in the Dictionary. 
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ON THE FORMATION OF VERBS FROM NOUNS. 

Many verbs are directly borrowed from nouns. Thus from S&C& 

^ n. s. form j y. n. To form, and causally y, a. 
To form. 

Others are derived from Sanscrit. Thus from En¬ 

trance (2. W 580) by adding in^u y. n. To enter. And 

hence the causal pravesa + pettuta, to admit or 

introduce. The affix MU being omitted. 

So from -^o^6pleasure (2W) is formed. ocfcio to 

feel pleasure, to joy, and Santos-irapm^u or^’o 

Santosha + pettuta to please, delight, charm, v. a 

MISCELLANEOUS RULES. 

The Rules contained in the following pages govern all parts 

of speech. 

They originate in principles which may at first appear anoma¬ 

lous : but pervade all the languages of India. 

ON REITERATION. 

The principle of reiterating a word is found in every part of 

Telugu Grammar and calls for particular explanation, because in 

translating it is requisite to convey the intended import without 

using a repetition which varies from English idiom.* 

When a noun is reiterated, the words are in the nominative 

though a dative affix is added. Thus s^Socxoew room by room, 

house for house: every house : not ^o4S§cxoo63?; every 

tooth, not <6o£3§6o438. 

* The principle of reiteration often occurs in Hebrew. So in Gen. XXXII. 

16. oder oder, “drove by drove” In VII. 2. sabaa sabaa “by sevens” In 

Psalm LXXVII. 9. ledor wedor “ for ever and ever” “ to generation and gene* 

ration, in Deut. XXVI. 2. eben we eben, a stone and a stone: i. e. different 

weights. Thus in St.Mark. VI. 39. ovinrooia ovpnooia, ttpauiai trpaoiai, 

companies (and) companies; ranks (by) ranks. So in Psahn 40, Waiting, 

I waited. And in Luke XXII. 15. Desiring I have desired- So in Sanscrit 

in every house. 
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Reiteration of a noun sometimes denotes Every. Thus a 

village to every village. q. v to every fair. 

Reiteration is frequently used in poetry as also in daily conver¬ 

sation and writing. [But in Telugu the Sanscrit words are not 

often reiterated.] 

I. Reiteration of an Article gives a distributive sense. Thus 

C5-in those different houses : in every house : lit: in 
CO CO 

those and those houses wherever they 

searched, Lit: in which and which places they looked. 

iSttfSofikat various times 2-"5'°'^o§"5~t'e>sio^ocfc atone hour, at some 

one time. 
II. Reiteration of an Adjective gives it a superlative sense. 

The noun is invariably plural. 

Thus very fine fruit: the finest fruit. (Lit. 

Good good fruits.) Or it denotes some, a few, as 

some ('several, or very) little children several royal 

tigers, or very large tigers. 
III. When a pronoun is reiterated the second is rendered 

respective : as £5 55ox>ce& the respective houses in which 

and which places, our various names: (Lit : our and 

our names.) ^9vr»9"§ej To all of them. 

when the different people came. (Lit: when they and they came.) 

© Let each speak for himself: (Lit: 

whose speech they must say.) jbScTJoo 

r^T*'0 Do you know what particular articles each of them took. 

(Lit : who what took ; knowest thou ?) 

»*•© their wages per month were duly paid. 

The pronoun is self: and if doubled thus, (first Dative 

then nominative) it implies, He came of his 

own accord : of himself. So in the plural and in the 

neuter "cr’p? plural sr*42Sw3. 

IV. 1 he word Qne> takes a different sense when reiterated. 
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$3 tr* s5 w § o& i wanted one and 

you have brought another. (Lit • One was wanted ; thou one hast 

brought.) the roots of each 

tree were twisted into those of another. 2-5A p^)S tf sScoift-* t3$<6 

c5n>Xsi»©&_ we had no opportunity of seeing each other 

&7qrt’£oZ}£& it was one thing and he took it for an¬ 

other: it was entirely different from what he supposed. 

tf when we met * (Lit: when we, one and one saw.) 

?o§^?f in one place or another one man here and 

there. at one time he will listen; 

and at another he will not 

Y. The word ‘ where’ is repeated (as happens in Sanscrit, 

in Hindustani, &c.) to denote wide difference, or contempt (so in 

Psalm 42, where is now thy God.) as ^>"3 where art 

thou and where is he: i. e. what comparison can there he between 

you and him. Compare H. D. I. 257 and I. 1023. A learned man 

speaking to me on the 'fcist inferiority of Telugu to Sanscrit ex¬ 

claimed £ where is the cat, where is the tiger ! 

YI. The doubling a question implies Or: as He? 

or he ? i. e. This man ? or that man ? And also if the sign of doubt 

is used, as whether it was this or that man. In sueli* 

places what, may be used, as whether to 

thee or to me. Both to thee and to me. 

YII. If Adverbs are reiterated, the sense changes. ^_£ there, 

but S’*S' 3 here and there ; « then, but now 

and then, the same at times’ occasionally » 

or, quicker and quicker. 

AYhen the second adverb ends in it denotes safety or entire¬ 

ness : as The property is untouched or safe 

S3- So &■ So ir* £> the entire leaf is missing 

no one has meddled with his house. 
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The Locative Case is generally considered an adverb. 

the wells in the different houses. 

VIII. A Nominative case is reiterated to denote pre-eminence 

whether tne first one has or has not the intensive E .* 

Thus -CT»[0^ow5o*f&c«tfiS» or The even¬ 

ing rite is the rite ! i. e. is most worth beholding or the finest 

part of the festival is what takes place at night. 

■fio&ts'£o&a Verna. 2 202. to grow old together is the boon of 

boons! Q3-6;>, He plays the play, he 

sings the tune: i. e All he does is right, all he says is law! (a 

taunting proverb) SS-fcS'itSs' (Herein the first word has the inten¬ 

sive E .) That is indeed a tica, or commentar}r. 

The following instances occur in a page of the Bhagavat VII. 

194 (printed) being an extasy in applause of the god Vishnu by 

Plahlada 

^1] §'£&er*dop;S©^Oi5i §*6 sSxaor ot5b2?^2?sr^ 

iSr*e£>tx>iSr><3boo sPcxoil 'aooSSStf 
Xr~ lr- v— 

Sjfeop-og' 6 OU) £>&oo£)ife> S5b^"39ga0j6 jSoo 

■§|| jfc&cOo-do ©;6jfco$i$s£D 

|jf «£'?6uj&(wS'43otk 

5c2& 

i$o[p>£r*d ^Ooa5bpo&35i o |J* O . 

A nominative case used adverbially is reiterated to denote con¬ 

tinued action. Thus iS^bniS^kyiTr0 drop by drop. 

IX. Elsewhere a Nominative is repeated to denote distinction. 

Thus v That is one story and this is ono 

story i. e. That story (or account) is quite different from this one 

[* As in Othello, though that his joy be joy. i. e. be supreme 

Again, in Hamlet, and say to all mankind This teas a man.J 

C. P. Browns lelutja Grammar. m ni 
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They are certain persons and we are cer¬ 

tain persons. That is, we are quite separate from them. 

X. The reiteration of a number implies difference. Thus ~oo 

435~30(jfcsSi5 The two have two colours i. e. each of them is 
CQr • 

of a different colour The three have three o 

names i. e. each of the three bears a different name. 

The four men went four ways: i. e. each of the 

four went a different way. 

XI. Sometimes the first noun is Locative plural. Thus 

(Vema. 647.) She is the girl of girls (this is an 

allegorical description of wisdom as a female.) 

XII. Sometimes the last vowel of the first noun is made long ; 

as <^>xy°(S^>6 ex>, kings of kings, rulers of rulers. 

A verb may be reiterated, using the Boot in A, or GA twice. 

Thus (A. D. C. 484.) or as 

he continued to write tfessS -tfcssS or as he went 

on reading. 

The second verb with an emphasis denotes assurance: thus 

£r8o»;Ssr*!SS ir*Dw;5vr''3 he is assuredly gone for ever; (Lit. He 

v.ho is gone is really he who is gone.) 1 a8‘ 

suredly said so. 
But with an emphasis preceding it, the particle w*» denotes 

as it was. Thus *r *£*&•*> sitting as he 

was, he died. 

The Past Relative Participle with the same particle preceding 

a oast pH denotes pretence. Thus dV^-t**08* pretending that 

he was going pretending that he was giving 

“S*! form .f tk. ™b b. ~mbi«d .ith « T»..! 

, (XO&-5 unda-ne-unnadi, ‘ it assuredly (or a rea y) is 

1 , 0„ Not at all. f ^ 

Hearing ye shall hear and seeing ye shall see, L 



ON KEITERATION. 2b:; 

LftS* & I will certainly write he is positively coming. 

Negatively. Tr»*^T7e& they are positively not come : they certainly 

will not come. 

Reiteration of a participle denotes continued action: thus 

15^5"* as he continued to write Spap continually hearing. 

Lila. XIV. 9. Parama Yogi, page 411. cik.'«sSx> Anirud. 

4. 20. continually waging war. t*#£&s£r»cxx>o63§ he 

came often, or was in the habit of coming sJr^cxo going again 

and again. There are now no points left unexplained. 

A verb or p|[ used first affirmatively and then negatively denotes 

uncertainty. he may perhaps come: lit. he comes 

or comes not. I do not know whether it is 

his or not. v. n. To boil. boiling: and not 

boiling. ,i. e. half boiled. xr*ps> whether arrived or not. 

the work is and is not finished: is as good as 

finished they are and are not at enmity. 

f^&13e)c*6<& I do not know whether (he, they, it, &c.) 

be there or not (Ticc UR. 5. 69.) the seeing 

and not seeing 7T°£o he did it unwittingly, or 

aware and unaware the child’s teeth 

are incomplete : lit. have come and have not come -ckr»£> £fcn>&§oc£o 

he pretends not to see him. Vem. 1. 39. 

Occasionally two verbs are contrasted instead of a negative. 

Thus we were half dead: Lit. having died we 

have lived * PiS»*»*> &r. Hsu«*r>qjS^a that affair is half settled : 

lit. it sinks and it floats. 

Sometimes the negative noun (in MI see page) is used: as 

They are hardly on good terms (fc^So being 

the neg. noun of To be known 

He may be said to know Tamil. Lit. It is and 

is not known to him &o<3b^To be &ob$oZj$ t]leir 

being there is of no use To suffice, v. n. ^ 
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There is hardly water enough. v. n. To go on 

w^aBOfte&x'£«k>e>^*$ As I was hardly able to live there. Lit. 

by thriving and not thriving. 

The Aor. P)j may be prefixed to the verb. Thus s6'^tp, 0r, sS % 

30-1-0", come, if you like 3^ Tell him, if you choose 

Go, if you like. stay if you choose, or 

if you think fit. perhaps I shall come to-morrow. 

(3^"05 ^ If I awake, well, otherwise dc 

not awake me. 

ON PARTICLES. 

A few words are used which may be considered adverbs or 

auxiliaries. These will be arranged alphabetically. 

1. —is a contraction for &)o&r>&} or any other portion of 

the verb to say : and is equivalent to They say : it is said. 

It may also drop N becoming It sometimes has a taunting 

sense : as ^cxo^^otr* I tell you he is gone. 

2. ~ij This is merely the conditional of the same verb. 

&o~fj ‘ That is’—1 id est.’ 3x^i£n4DOtf o*l If you will only come 

and see. 

3. This is a plural vocative “ Sirs” or Sir : as sir 

& They are here, Sir. [4. —See on 

4. e>j& (the past p|| of &$>& to say) Having said. This is otten 

used in combination with ^3^^, <6ex)§6ij, &c. meaning the same. 

Thus he desired [me] to come. Lit. Come thou 

saying he said. Other remarks on this verb are placed under the 

syntax of the past and aor. participles. The past rel. pH ^gt is 

rendered “ called” : as ^rfbiSjS^r.* Yeman’anna yogi, “ Verna 

the philosopher.” 

5 t?i6j^3§^L Even when. This is the dative of then. 

Added to a Rel P,| it implies Although. Thus ^o&jS^gpgL Even 
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though be was there Though he was not there. ^2? 

Happen as it may. 

6. 63-53-£9-? or Aye, aye—These are conversational 

interjections. 

7. £3-er«^ Just so. Very well. Be it so. 

8- By, At the rate of to multiply by 
four. 

9. s5^o43§ At the rate of X'«~5oo;f*3oAJ!s®do& at how much per 

yard about forty men came. 

10. Here, hither. Added to numerals, this changes them 

into adverbs. &-&*-> Sixthly, in the sixth place. 

11. The affix ‘ ful’ as a cupful, a bagful; but it is generally 

untranslated. Thus a coss-ful: i. e. the distance of two 

miles a seerful: i. e. the quantity of two pounds. sSxro~Ss^b 

a cubit s length. Xa basketful. 

12 ^ At, at the rate of at four, four at once. Xo’Zg^j 
by basketfulls. 

13. (or less correctly «e>) Just, exactly d&KotjvXg* just 

at ten o’clock. v just as he pleased t. 

Even when he asked ^&l^?>re^<S~eb§o;& (Luke XI 10 ) He 

that seeketh shall 1 even’ find. 

U. ip or £s» Though ? What? * "3 p even though they come. 

What, wont you believe me. 

15. tvs' Contracted from ^ “ <x>” • is it not so ?’ Z&^gkxxr- 

He is come you know. I tell you it is not so. ^So 

1 fear, he is a rogue anfiXScSj pray ]ook) sir 

*1°*'**' Vasu 2. 103. You sec that what .1 said is true. 

/'*” An like **'* able> fit fit ,0 be given 

‘ “ ProcuraWe violent, forcible in heap3| 

bountifully an affix likens,. The plural is 

acceptation Girino- ^ 
** ^ Umilg marriage and taking j„ 

marriage. » ]n 



-3G ON (ANUCARANAMU) ADVERBIAL PARTICLES. 

An affix like ness. goodness. This is with 

1 elugu nouns equivalent to in Sanscrit nouns : as t3s5g£s&o. 

But, yet, also, besides. 15, 130^ 130T3* 

(Derived from to rise) Get out of the way ! rise! also 

” Of course, or You see.” Well, right. 

$-sr>t or or*Os3r»6 Exclamations like Oh mon dieu! generally 

denoting horror. 

ON. (ANUCARANAMU) ADVERBIAL PARTICLES. 

Simple adverbs call for few rules and have been already noticed 

lpages 131, 132, 167.) Of these, some are Sanscrit: as 

On a sudden. S through Justice, i. e. Justly. 

ignorantly. But AnuKaranams or Adverbial Particles call for 

separate notice. They are used in Sanscrit, in Hindustani, and in 

all the modern languages of India. Being purely idiomatical, they 

are not easily translated. They may generally be considered aa 

interjections. 

Dr. Johnson calls such words (in his remark, in the dictionary, 

on Milton’s use of Sheer, adv.) “ Cant terms or proverbial expres¬ 

sions, not now in use except in low langurge.” His coadjutor 

Steevens in a note on Shakespear’s Richard III. (Act I. Sc. 4.) 

designates them as ‘‘ words of mere enforcement with different 

shades of meaning, subject to no obvious principle yet certain 

in their import.” These allow of much latitude in translation, 

and we are often obliged to omit them ; because like some Greek 

particles, they have no definable meaning. 

Some precede : others follow the words to which they belong. 

Some are used as nouns and have plural forms : others appear as 

adjectives or adverbs. 
Some are altered at pleasure in spelling, to suit the metre or to 

give emphasis. This is generally done by lengthening the second 

vowel Thus becomes and ^^5* becomes 

The various words 

and some others mean Violently: being equivalent with the 

English words Bang! all at once, slapdash, &c. fcfrxr'Sr'xr, 
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all mean, helter, skelter when connected 

with the verbs To tremble merely mean violently, excessively. 

And to Tinkle is expressed XnXnzcfrli. 

The words KsfcKco, mean finely, sweetly, nicely, 

prettily, fragrantly. The phrase is melodiously, audibly, 

aloud.—The word&o&tf, or means round and round: 

spinningly. or aloud (of howling), 

csog-ctotf fiercely They wept bitterly aloud, 

roaringly glitteringly. *=?e>lip^'7ro Vastly, hugely, 

terribly. 

Some nouns admit at pleasure a second word. Thus butter 

53-& leaf -3^ a tree water tt°cxw a stone butter oil 

(ghee) are often called £>& 

^—in all which, the second word has 

do meaning and nearly answers to etcetera ; TT6 millions 

upon millions. 

*a boil there was no boil or anything 

of the sort, q. y. Art aud cunning fo(TT,a)fc|TT»<Lo 

horses, &c. So in English, wear and tear, odds and ends, house and 

home. So in Lila XIX. 139. denoting 

scorn. 

Sometimes the anucaranam like bag and baggage, wear and tear, 

house and home, has a meaning, but must not be literally translated. 

Thus a house a door. But g<Jpsr*§© means House and 

home. esfc he has neither house nor home, 

emerely means “A garden, &c.” 

Some precede the word. Thus ^xsiois speed 55-x”3X'sl)o7ro very 

speedily a pilgrim o ^ ■S* a rover and rambler wcSi 

to the outside the very outside delusion &>kx>&r* 

ct£ strong delusion and ^ Lila 19. 336 to struggle 

violently. nice, pleasant. or &&&»& delightful. 
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All such imitative phrases are called or 

fabrications. Thus in English, piping hot, spick and span new 

Many such phrases, now considered inelegant are. found in the 

most popular English poets. 

Some add the verb with an adverbial force. Thus 

Gh tun man a (sweetly) Ivhanill-ana shrilly 

Phela-phelam-anuta to explode with a loud sound; the expressions 

^~z^S~ or are merely words for violently 

or suddenly. 

Others add Thus sharply smarting.— 

Or To give or to put: as or 

to give a shriek.—Or Thus ^ 65 a sound imitative of 

lowing or bellowing To low—Some colloquial phrases 

or interjections, as ^ go to ! come! l5 up! are equally 

untranslateablc expletives, such as occur in all languages. 

Some few phrases are used in poetry (as happens in Greek and 

Persian) merely to fill up the metre ; accordingly they are called 

tfS'sfcoeu pada-purnaca or pegs to “ fill the line” : such are 
f3 

s5b6 sSolr* some of these 

have indeed a meaning, as in the earth, in the world, well, fitly, &c. 

But, as used in verse, they are mere pegs. Some similar words 

are borrowed from verbs ; as 13^0^ Ac. and are 

often interpreted as meaning shining ; But in truth, 

they mean nothing. 

Ordinary bratniu tutors are content to use && brightness 

for any poun and or To shine, for any verb, 

the meaning for which they cannot precisely express. They also 

use (see T. E. D. in ’Sog'-fyex)) to explain any noun 

unknown to them. 

Many similar phrases will be found in the Dictionary. In 

Auirud IV 58 is a curious string of these phrases. Indeed such 

will be found in Hindustani and in every language of India, as also 

in French and English. 



ON SOME WORDS USED IDIOMATICALLY. 2S0 

Though so fond of imitative sounds, the poets have never 

adopted the (onomatopoeia) method of letting: the sound correspond 

with the sense : a rhetorical device which is equally used in 

Sanscrit and in Latin. 

Under this class of indistinct expressions may be placed the 

indistinct sounds like hum, humph, ah, aha, &c, which in Telugu 

conversation denote that what is said has been understood. 

ON SOME WORDS USED IDIOMATICALLY. 

In translating from Telugu into English, we are constrained 

to omit particular words, the meaning of which is purely 

idiomafcical./ 

The word '^oX'S sangati, affair, or &P pani, work, denote * thing" 

and here the English uses the pronoun alone. Thus ox 

6ov) regarding * this’ Lit. ‘regarding this affair or circumstance' 

ofi has the same import it is 

certain that they will come regarding the neces¬ 

sity of his coming. 

The word hand is omitted. Thus J gave 

it to him. Lit: t£ his hand. 

The word word, news, matter, affair is like ^ox» omitted 

Thus or -#0oX’6‘30J: when I heard of this estec 

■2? pwg it is ascertained that he went "&s£o e>a&-cr'£> 

as he knew (or when he learned) that wo 

were not guilty. This is equivalent to 

In English, we say A dozen or a score or a hundred, meaning 

an indefinite number. The Telugus generally use the word four. 

Thus a matter known to half a dozen people 

on an sides . lit; on four sides *|| <6«o;io3ofT»«xxoSg';) v 

tSeU&rtfr-tf Vish. Puran VI. 56. Four people on four sides 

lifted up their heads, That is, all pertont around her. In similar 

manner ten may be used instead of or four 

C* ^ Brown 6 Telugu Grammar. n 
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The wrong uses of body” and “belly” have been already 

noticed in page 12L-122, The learner will also meet with a few 

expressions, wherein Hindu simplicity sees no harm whatever, 

while to our notions they are, however harmless, very disgusting. 

But we, on the other hand, unintentionally offend the Hindus 

(who warily conceal their annoyance) by many trivial acts or ex¬ 

pressions wherein we perceive no impropriety. 

AY ords ol relationship are often applied in a manner at variance 

with the notions of Europeans. 

The words chiefly used are S$o|J* father mother elder 

brother younger brother elder sister younger 

sister mother-in-law father-in-law. 

But some idioms exist regarding these, .great is used for 

Senior: thus the eldest among my elder brothers : It is 

also contracted. Thus become &°L£ father’s 

elder brother father’s elder brother’s wife. 

little, is used for Junior. Thus the junior among 

my elder brothers. 

My father's brothers and their wuvcs are styled my fathers 

and mothers. 

The respectful affix u They” somewhat like “his honour” 

is used regarding all my seniors. Thus c£> my honoured : 

my reverend mother. 

Uncles and their wives with fathers are perpetually through 

affection styled fathers and mothers: nephews and nieces are 

styled sons and daughters : while cousins are called brothers and 

sisters : the marriage prohibitions among Hindus being very 

extensive. In the Palnati Charitra page 322, the Lady says to 

her son “ Your seven fathers are gone to this war.” This pecu¬ 

liarity of idiom sometimes misleads us in reading the evidence 

given by witnesses who when desired to specify which, they mean 

call one the father by blood as opposed to 

the father by affinity. The feeling of oneness in a family goes 

bo far that a man will depose that he was alone, whereas, it soon 

after appears that his wile, children and perhaps other relations 
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were present. In such cases, we should be in error, were we to 

condemn his statement as false. 

The rules here given may facilitate the translation of Telugu 

into English, but let us not imagine that translating English into 

Telugu will be an easy undertaking. 

RULES FOE FINDING WORDS IN THE DICTIONARY. 

In the Telugu Dictionary, Sanscrit words we easily found as 

they retain one uniform mode of spelling. Telugu words admit 

many changes. First as to vowels.—The compound vowels ai 

and au are at pleasure written as one or as two syllables. Thus 

2' pai or payi kaugili or cavugili an embrace. 

In the Dictionary, the monosyllabic form, V~° is retained and 

are excluded. Each form is equally good: but the 

monosyllabic form is preferable because used in all words whether 

Sanscrit or Telugu : while the other form is not so generally used. 

The remainder is given under Alphabet. 

END of the grammar. 





BOOK XI 

ON PEOSODY. 

($ o 6 S&, or ?oC^.) 

*« Thou art arriv’d where of itself, ray ken 

4 No further reaches. I with skill and art 

‘ Thus far have drawn thee. Now thy pleasure take 

‘ For guide. Thou hast o’ercome the steeper way 

‘ O’er come the straiter. Lo ! the sun that darts 

‘ Ilia beam upon thy forehead.” 

DANTE, PURGATORY CANTO XXVIl. 

Telugu literaturrbeing principally in verse, a knowledge of pro¬ 

sody is requisite as a guide in enunciation: the natives rarely 

study this art because they are in childhood taught the traditionally 

proper mode of reading. But those who study the language at a 

later period of life will find a knowledge of chhandarau, 

-Vos^ chbandas) prosody profitable as a guide in*accent. 

I acknowledge that I was reluctant to study the art, and was per¬ 

suaded to do so only because I was shewn it’s utility in under¬ 

standing the proper stops: and in reading so as to be intelligible 
to others. To use the words of Pope. 

What will a child learn sooner than a song ? 

What better teach a foreigner the tongue / 

What’s long or short, each accent where to place. 

And speak in public with some sort of grace ? 

Rut the literature of a foreigu country furnishes the means of 

attaining a higher object: for it gives us an insight into the minds 
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and feelings of the people. We live among them, to use their 

own metaphor, like oil on water: we have little confidential 

intercourse with them and after a residence of many years in 

India, few of our countrymen can answer easy questions regarding 

the Hindus. Missionaries enjoy, because they seek greater faci¬ 

lities : and those Christian teachers who have resided among the 

Hindus (chiefly Roman Catholic priests though a few Pro¬ 

testants have done the same) confess that they have derived 

much benefit from such studies. I for my part can avow that 

when I commenced the study of Tel-ugu authors, I was already 

acquainted with what was already printed on Hinduism, both 

in English and French: and yet I was progressively taught 

notions entertained by the Hindus or customs observed among 

them which were entirely novel to me. This experience has 

shewn me that we cannot understand the peculiarities of any 

nation unless we not only live among them (and as a magistrate, 

I had much intercourse with all classes) but also study a few 

volumes of the literature they cultivate. Such study however has 

its inconvcniencies : natives who make much progress in English 

are looked upon as almost Heretics: and equally mild is the 

epithet bestowed on those who have devoted some attention to 

Hindu literature. 

In other languages, we may safely neglect prosody: but in Telu¬ 

gu almost everything is taught in verse: indeed grammars, vo¬ 

cabularies, school books, rules of arithmetic and mensuration, 

all are in rhyme. 
But the prosody may fairly be discriminated as Common, 

Bare and Fantastic : the first class is short and easy : the second 

is still more concise : and the third (which I exclude) forms the 

bulk of the vernacular treatises on the art. 

Even in the first class, I have omitted about three quarters 

of the rules : retaining only what a learner requires : thus much 

may easily he learnt in a few days : the remainder embraced a 

variety of precepts intended to guide (in reality to shack e) ve, 

sifiers^ for were we to believe these pedants, it ,s almost impn .- 

siblo to compose a truly correct line: or a stanza free from ill 

omened letters. 

4 
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Even in the simplest .chapters, every difficulty is conjured up : 

we are assured that there are fifty species of teet, forty five modes 

of rhyme, and more thau a thousand sorts ol metre: besides the 

art of composing verses iu fanciful shapes (as that ot a chess¬ 

board, a sword or a serpent) and writing so that a stanza may be 

scanned two different ways. I mention these lollies because native 

assistants are fond of pressing them on our notice to magnify the 

difficulty of their favourite art. Yht the mode ol suiting the sound 

to the sense, so common in other languages has been totally 

neglected. 
The few rules that are requisite may be easily acquired as soon 

as we have learnt the alphabet: and the beginner should accord¬ 

ingly devote some attention to prosody. 

The first part of the Prosody is borrowed from Sanscrit: the 

second (on changing metres) is entirely foreign to that language. 

ON THE DRAWLING STYLE OF READING. 

It is the custom to read verse in a loud tone with strong into 

nation : and regardless of the subject: for every thing"is read 

alike. This is also the custom in Italy. Made, de Stael, in Corinne 

chap HI. says regarding Improvisation. ‘ In reading verse, most 

Italians use a monotonous chant called cantilena which destroys 

every emotion. No matter how different the words are, the ac¬ 

cent never changes.’ 

Suiting sound to sense so fondly described in. Rambler 92 is 

unkuovvn. 

SECTION FIRST. ON FEET. 

Every syllable is distinctly either long or short as it appears to 

the eye: none are doubtful : every vowel is pronounced as it is in 

the alphabet, w 6 U, T, fi, <£c. being short, and 6* 

n, 7, ii, Stc. being invariably long. 

A vowel that is short becomes loDg, if followed by two conso¬ 

nants (just as in Latin': thus accada, there, has the first 

vowel loDg by position though short by nature. 
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Even if the double letter begins another word. But, as in 

1 akmang a. 63 tanudwijudu, if one word is Telugu, this is need- 
less, also N aisli 5. 8. nalupra. 

If a consonant is silent, it lengthens the preceding vowel. Thus 

in the words paliken, or ^0o<T chetul, the final syllable 
becomes long. 

A short vowel is called laghu or hraswamu 

(meaning light) while a long syllable is called (meaning 

heavy) whether it be long by nature or long by position.* 

The quantity being always visible to the eye, marks are seldom 

used : and wo may conveniently retain-for long and * for short: 

bin in the native treatises, the semi circle \j which we use for short 

denotes toy; while an upright line | denotes short. Thus the 

dactyl (instead of— \j w ) is written ‘to I I ” I shall endeavour to 
dispense with these marks. 

Foots sometimes insert the circle (sunna) to lengthen the pre- 

ceding syllaole. Thus ^#£0 atadu becomes atandu * 

\irndu becomes Sc&oao virundu; elsewhere they write for 

and for 5^ inserting or dropping a doubirconso- 
nant when the metre requires a change. 

The letter chh is always considered to be double: thus in 

the word ^os (more correctly ^^oa) the first syllable is 

lengthened, thus swa-chhand. The letter zooo as in pracriti 

is considered a voicel: and does not lengthen the preceding syllable. 

The letter o always lengthens the preceding short vowel. 

T hus is swataii : but prosidially the second short is reckoned 

long. Colloquially this is prouounced swa-ta-ha: but 

this is wrong. 

In verse a word is often divided: part being in one line and 

part in the next. 

(*' In the Rambler, No. 90. regarding English Prosody, Johnson 

instead of longs, and shorts uses the better words strong and weak 

syllables. And I should prefer these expressions were they in 

general use.) 
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A line is called padamu or charan'amu, meaning 

a foot: of which each padyamu or stanza has four. A foot 

(as it is called in Latin) is tfrerfo ganamu, and consists of two, 

three or four syllables. A syllable is called axaramu, i. e. 

letter. Thus Ij^ke^wskDtry-axara-sabdamu means a word of three 

syllables, kike Sam*scru-tamu, the Sanscrit language. 

Frose, called sStJrSsio vachanamu, is in most of the poems, in¬ 

terspersed among the stanzas: it is harmoniously modulated 

(somewhat like that in Lalla Rookh) or Terentian iambics but 

is not under any law of scansion. The letter «s|| (meaning vacha¬ 

namu) is placed at the beginning of each passage of prose: 

which is entirely different from the prose of every day life. 

The Feet are denoted by letters, Ma, Ya, Ea, Sa, Ta, Ja, Bha, 

Na: which were selected by the ancient grammarians and are 

invariably retained in every Hindu language that uses the Sans¬ 
crit alphabet. 

To facilitate recollection, I have in the following table placed 

opposite each ganam a Sanscrit and a Latin word containing the 

requisite syllables and beginning with the letter that denotes the 

foot. The ancient prosodians have so arranged this table that 

the first columa contains alternately a long and a short: the ’ 

second has two : and the third has four of eaeh. 

This table is called x0r Basis of numbers : Ganam 

and Rhythmus have the same meaning, Number (Zeunius in 

Anabas. Index : and Cleveland de Rhythmo. p. 95. 90.) 

kS* a user it Name Memorial Words. Latin marks 
and Marks. ,- A 

r ana is a me. 
M u ww O T? O Maecenas — Molossus. 
Y 1 SJ SJ csfi&jS ‘ Ymetto VJ- Bacchic. 
R v | w JLcS£n> Reddidi -sJ - Cretic. 
S 1 I ^ Similes VJ VJ - Anapaest. 
T \j \j 1 

J M 

B w| | 

Tentare -w Antibacchie. 
ear 8b Juvabit vJ — VJ Amphibrach. 
V £ 8b Bucula - \J w Dactyl. 

N III 

G P. Brown 

1\T* 
±* iv<?a VJ VJ II Tribrach. 

s Tclugu Grammar. 0 0 
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FEET HAVING TWO SYLLABLES IN EACH. 

X, or K \j XO~7V Xerxes — — Spondee. 
LL | | Liber Pyrrhic. 
GL or H I KOJC Hcesit — \j Trochee. 
LG or V 1 w» vXo Vagans w — Iamb*is. 

(•Native writers on prosody often express the by tt* and 

the 0* by «rv Thus also Ja would denote “ two amphibrachs.” 
Syllables being used to denote feet as ut, re, mi, &c. in the gamut 

signify notes.) 

SECTION II. ON THE UNIFORM METRES. 

The learned assert that there are many thousand uniform me¬ 

tres: but in fact only tenor twelve are in common use. 
The Regular or uniform metres have the four lines of the 

stanza alike ; • in the following instance, as in some English 

verses, there is a long and a short syllable alternately: the 

Btar denotes the yate or pause (ccesura) in each line. 

ikew 2)0*3 * SXrod t£r«56s*r*e^ 

•r’uox'o437>oo*3aoa * 

■^jJe>s£r*d6f)-3<SooX’ * 

Ramabhyud. V. 213. Again, in the novel of Bhanumanta 

(5. 112.) 
sjboQsndfT°es6o& * s$r°^ 

;5otf?SOiM“f>ds6&h* * 24>esn^°*** 

Sr*ofSznd&d&te* * OtoTPMBV. 

This metre, called Hamsa-yana is the same as the Greek Te¬ 

trameter Catalectic or the common ballad metre. 

What though silent is my anguish 

Or breath’d only to the air 
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&6&x*voX&fr6OifyB?)0^ * 

In all these stanzas, it is evident that the line is divided at the 

Tati into two unequal parts : of which the initials rhyme to¬ 

gether. There is also the prasa rhyme, which connects all four 

lines. The prasa is “ the consonant or consonants standing be¬ 

tween the two first vowels in a line of verse.” Accordingly in 

the first verse now cited, &c. L is the prasa: in the second, 

Ac. the letters NCH: in the third &c. It is the 

prasa being alike in all the lines. The vowel is of importance in 

the Tati rhyme but not in the prasa. 

It may be thought that N is a consonant, but this is Sunna 

which is regarded merely as an adjunct to a vowel. 

It is evident that some of these Uniform metres may be scan¬ 

ned with feet of two syllables: but the native custom is to scan 

every fixed line with feet of three syllables disregarding the 

harmony: this strictness renders many metres intricate : which 

otherwise would present no difficulty. 

In the uniform metres, each line must end with a long 

syllable. There is no liberty whatever should it be short by 

nature (as ^ pa at toe end of the 2d line in the last verse exhi¬ 

bited) it is long by position : because the next line begins with 

a double consonant. 

As exemplified in the same word, it is often convenient to 

divide a word, between two lines. 

The above metres are placed first because particularly easy : but 

they are not in common use : the four most used are the following : 

and will be found to be in truth but two : from which, the other 

two deviate only in the first syllable. 

The utpala-mala or “chain of violets” runs thus: yati falling 
on the tenth syllable. 

B R N B B R LG 
I fresH | I | «Sj.£>r I I jSdSj. 

That is 

-UU|— U — 1 U U U | * — UUI-UUI— U — |U — 
And the Champaca-mala or Tulip-wreath is the same, excepting 
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that the first syllable of one metre is long ami in the other is di¬ 

vided into two shorts. Thus yati falls on the eleventh syllable. 

NL R N B B R LG 

| %p>vtSo | | | OS' | I jSdSr* 

That is 

UUUU|-U-|UUU|#-UU|-UU|-U-|U- 
Ilerein the first foot, consisting of four short syllables is 

marked NL denoting N the tribrach to which is added L, being 

one short syllable. Such a foot of four shorts, (in Greek called 

proceleusmatic) is in Sanscrit and Telugu called Nalamu, 

If the Champacamala is according to native custom, scanned 

by feet of three syllables, the names of the feet will of course be 

different:—thus, 

N J B J J J R 
*50* | | S| IWj | Z&r+O | | r^fSciSr’ 

but the metre never varies and we may divide it in either manner 

at pleasure. 

The following verses are written in these metres. 

UTPALAMALA. 

^§3^oTTr^0^3Z * 

-CP&fdtfoo<5>o^5og>;&4 * 

it Can acquired honours remain permanent in bloom, as in¬ 

trinsic merit? They may endure fora while but soon perish. The 

hire of gold remains bright for ever: a piece of iron may be polish¬ 

ed and flash for a while: but how long will that brilliancy last r 

Oh Bhascara!” 

CHAMPACAMALA METRE. 

tfll 

13pb'3*'3oAi6g?58 * •Stu^^V^aoT^5'! 

jfjAisJiiE-SsiMr<3S' * goswcusrtoiiti^’r^.17'- 
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.. y a distinguished man fall into difficulties, lie may indeed be 

raised by a potent protector, but can the insignificant, however 

numerous, aid him ? when a lake is dried up, a cloud may re¬ 

plenish it, but what would avail a million drops of dew ? Oh 

Bhascara.”* 
In these verses, the star points out the yati rhymes: some ol 

these are obvious, thus in the second line VE answers to YE. 

But in the first line, HA answers to tiram * Aina. Thus we find 

the same vowel in each: for ai is a compound of two vowels. The 

prasa is obvious. In the first verse, it falls on L, in the second on 

N ; which letters stand second in each of the four lines. 

In the third line L is doubled: this is considered somewhat 

irregular : as the prasa consonant ought to be the same in each line. 

The four syllables preceding the four prasas are required to be 

alike: all long or all short: each of the six stanzas already pro¬ 

duced exemplifies this principle. Each line ends with a long syllable. 

These remarks apply equally to all metres and the reader will 

therefore revert to them though in the following pages I shall not 

weary him by reiterating them. 

The next pair of metres is of Sanscrit origin. The Sardula 

runs thus 

T"o&ozT* a "3# MS J S 

* sja T T G 

having yati on the thirteenth syllable: and by dividing the initial, 

the Mattebha is formed : having yati on the fourteenth. 

S G S J S 

* TT G 

The yati and prasa rhymes are placed as usual; whenever a 

stanza is written, it is the custom to prefix the initial that denotes 

the metre. 

Tim following description of a Hindu beauty is given in the 

Cala Piirnd dayam : it is in the Sardula metre : I have divided 

each line at the yati rhyme. 

* The Bhascara Satacam which furnishes the two last verses is 

i common school book and is admired as displaying much genius 
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jCflxS^oooc*5t»j6^o -2ogK'o 

ET'KoWN -£Sr*?)c2£ Xo 

•atT^rS CoOcJSr*?^ f^on> 'jty^jSo 

2y°53oj^y i5 t*3ij - D? r~ 

Iw'Co •oXoTT'-Q $©• 

fi'oatoax) rio-®# 03- 

& ^^^^{680 }6 

dfcj"ipoh. ^oLo£)j$£r~ 

This verse is cited by Appa Cavi 3,377 to show that in the 4th 

line, the prasa sometimes is slightly changed. Though quoted from 

the Kala Purno dayam, it does not appear in that poem. 

Here every line, or couplet, contains the feet m, 3,j, s, t, t,g. 

The Mattebha is exemplified in the following verse, in the 

(Bh?gavat) Gajendra Moxam. 

*b|| $©§§“ l!d&.6b ^o<;^U'cace>r^ff- 

*#o5os&cl 

d&OoT^tfoioor^ t^rK^Oo 

a&f'O^TS* ^ e3 £” *B~®o 

t5S' "^o 
■  . .vs 1.— '  O 

<£6:d«r‘073e>'2ojS Ke; 

|j£r* T? sS c& 

The four fixed metres now described are in constant use : others 

which more rarely occur will be placed in a future page. It is 

evident that the Fixed or Uniform Metres are (like the first ode 

of Horace) alike in every line. The variable metres proceed on a 

different principle. The first of these is the Canda padyam. 

SECTION III. THE CANDA PADYAM. 

The fotsAe§&> Canda Padyamu (for which the sign is £|i) 

admits those feet which are equal to four short syllables. These 

are (K, B, J, S, and NL) the Spondee, Dactyl, amphibrach, ana- 
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vast, and proceleusmatic : this last consisting of four short B}1 

tables : as hominlbus, or * 

THE FOLLOWING IS AN INSTANCE. 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 7 8 
t'SBjS SofiSojfr # Xrudo (6o7T- 

1 2 3 

fizz'd 'ZpSfrAS 

SBNL 

N L, S J S K 

N L, N L, N L 

4 5 6 7 8 

<*63"^ fcaj£* £wo*-» * S S J S S 

Thus each stanza has sixteen feet: three in the uneven lines 

and five in those which are (second and fourth) even. Eight feet 

form the half verse. The feet are shewn in the margin. 

The prasa as usual connects the four lines: and in this in¬ 

stance, the prasa is the consonant Y. In the first and third (the 

odd) lines, there is no yati. In the even lines the yati, a3 shewn 

by the star falls on the fourth fqot: wMch is the seventh foot 

of the couplet. 

The sixth foot oi each couplet must be either J or NL. In the 

following verses, these feet are specified. 

The foot J is inadmissible in the uneven seats: being the 1st, 

3d, 5th and 7th. 

The last syllable of each half must be long: accordingly S and 

K are the only feet admissible in the eighth place. 

The following popular stanzas written in this metro are taken 

from the Sumati Satacam, a common school book. Each stanza 

ends with the word Sumati, or Oh wise man ! (Sixth foot.) 

* When I commenced the study of prosody thirty years ago, 

to aid memory 1 framed the rules in Latin : with these five words 

to exemplify the feet. Sylvis opaca coliii dfilcia taettagne. Citing 

as instances the Iliad, 13. 39. ©rprcu' c/acAAcy aAyca, crroi'a^a; 
adding 7r<pt</>pa<7(i. 
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?pr*tf;Sx> 

"rxr>*c5 * i&<3ctf)e> Iwr Q— OO 
*pr®l$ jS&ejSo tf^s£v> 

£)~3 ^o"7V* tfsko^fib * ;6o5Sb&. 

s5on»^jSo ^j^r»r3sS» ^J&£sSx> 

g^ej§3 ^-^>r3o zx> * £**31$ 00<6r~ 

zS^^S ^j^rasSbo s£r*j6sSv> 

£)635 Ijb^raO wo\_-5r»0O * ® ^jS» 

<ST^ft§ 

t£ j6“2ooo fl o^oO~5 * C^TfoxT0 "?)oS 

tfj6tfo Xp3o cST^?,§ 

&«o"e5 

X05J-*O j653s5 £3#^ * £>43oooo o£.'&£cp> 
to ^ 

JfeiSfo ©So63 5^ 

(S^SIjS ^aoooo 4oi&o£ * ^X3056 ^o5b§. 

S' tf ra sSoo S'tfrasSoo £ £o F$ 

a6hT?o ^rixo ijTr*S' * 

tftfrasSoD fiS($-£9 rcfrasS^ 

sfcQ* &Ytia tf Sxr^ * &sfc£. * " o “1 “6 

*^r°cr<S5' 

*tfsfc£ -©^S?6 * ■B'tfgo w«b^ 

T3%£-€ 00016-5-° tfg^o * J 

( * This line shews that a final syllable of a teluGu word may 

remain short though the nest word begins with a double con- 

sonant.) 

TRANSLATION. 

J 

J 

NL 

10 All living beings are sustained by water alone; out of the 

mouth alone come words expressive of all feelings: woman is tin- 

one masterpiece of the human race: and her chief ornament is 

her veil 
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1G. Truth is the soul of speech. The soul of a fort is the host 

of stout soldiers. The soul of a woman is modesty : and the 

signature is the soul of a letter. 

18. Listen O holy one! To him who is vested with office, will 

accrue wealth and glory, but likewise death. And he who is out 

of employment gains neither wealth nor fame;—yet death is 

equally certain! 

31. Never quarrel with your honorable wife, nor lay empty 

faults on her ; if tears gush from the eyes of a sweet-voiced 

woman, Fortune shall never remain in that house. 

42. If a Carnam (or attorney) were to trust a carnam, he might 

look upon his days as ended; he never could survive it: a car¬ 

nam can only live by excluding from his confidence his brother 

carnam. 

If you will not bear delay nor put up with expense, but burst 

out hastily in impatience, can the work prosper ? If you will 

alLow time and afford the cost, any undertaking, though ruined, 

may be accomplished. 

The Canda verse is a variety of the Sanscrit Arya a very 

melodious metre constantly used in poems and plays : it is the 

metre employed by Nannaya Bhatta in his Chintamani, or 

treatise on Telugu grammar: for instance, in the Introduction 

that author says— 

1 2 3 

*S>t' KJK 
4 5 G 7 8 

fy&W' 

1 2 3 

d&S S K J B a 

K S K 

4 5 6 7 8 • 

^~Csr°'S esa&Sr* 

Swa stha—na vesha—bhasha 

cSSj BKJSL. 

Bhimatas—santo—rasapra—lubdhadhi_yah 

Loke—bahuman—yante 

^ aicnta—cavya—mch any ad—_ apaha_ya 

C. P. Brown's Telvgu Grammar. P p 
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1 he wise love the abode, the dress, and the polished language 

which appertain to their own nation: such take pleasure iu tb^ 

poetry ot their own land, rather than in that which is foreign. 

It w ill he perceived that the Arya in one of its varieties is the 
harmonious rhythm used by Horace. 

Misera—rum est Deque a—mori 

Hare lu—ium neque—dul—ci mala-vino 

lavere aut—exam_mari 

Metuen—tes patru—ae—verbera_linguae 

S B K 
SBGBK 

S B K 

SBGBK 

Because in the sixth foot, the Sanscrit uses a single syllable, 

either long or short: a liberty not known in Teiugu. 

SECTION IV. ON THE TELUGU CHANGING METRES. 

The Changing or Upajati metres originate in 

the Kannadi language. These were at first regulated by harmony 

alone but were afterwards limited by certain rules. 

It would seem that before the introduction of Sanscrit learning, 

the oldest Teiugu metres were mere Harmonies, or 

melodies, such as will be described in a future page. In the 

course of time, prosodians observed that in these songs the dactyl, 

cretic and antibacchic (BRT, remembered by the word Bha- 

rata) were prevalent feet: and that, to vary the rhythm, the 

initial long syllable of each foot was divided into two shorts: this 

principle has already been noticed, with regard to the Champa- 

eamala and Mattebha metres. Hereby B the dactyl became NL 

the procelleusmatic: while R became N G, the cretic being con¬ 

verted into the pccon quartus : and T the antibacchic became SL 

the poeon tertius. 

Thus three feet were changed so as to furnish a larger number: 

and the poet was left at liberty to use whichever was most con¬ 

venient : having the choice of six varieties. These metres thus 

being particularly easy to compose, the greater part of Teiugu 

literature is written in upajatis. 

Arranged on the original plan, these feet stand thus. The first 

pair, M and V are rejected as in harmoiiious. 
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Indian Notation. Latin JN Dotation. 

Marks. 2\amc. Jut me. Marks. 

If w | v 6 K n Cretic - SJ - 

m; |||u $ X Poeon 4tus O O O — 

T w vj | <3 K rasNx) Anti baechic - 

SL 1M ~i' jSv> Poeon 3tius O O — VJ 

B V II Dactyl — o o 

■NL 1 1 1 1 Proceleusmatic US O O O O 

Here a short syllable being prefixed to each foot that had a 

short initial, makes that foot equal to the one above it. 

At first sight, this ancient mode of arrangement may appear 

fanciful: but is convenient as fixing the feet in the recollection. 

The six feet thus formed are denominated Jndra 

feet; Indra being a name of Jupiter: which we may conveniently 

call the greater feet. The Greek would call them Dactylic. 

If we take the first couple of these, 

1\ o { o and NG | | | o, and drop the last syllable, we have two 

11 lesser” feet which are called or Apollonian. 

Accordingly the Surya feet (or Trochaicks) are 

hL or II o | or the Trochee — \j 

N | ! | the Tribrach o o o 

1 he Indra and rurya feet, (or, greater and lesser feet) are used 

in all the Telugu Changing Metres. The Chandra feet are found 

only in a few metres which will be afterwards noticed. 

I no L niform metres, as already shewn, require particular feet 

in particular places ; but the changing metres admit any Indra foot 

in the Indra seats and any Surya foot in the Surya places. 

[Every line in the Changing metres ends with a Surya foot: 

and as the Surya feet end in shorts, every changing metre has the 

final syllable short: whereas the fixed metres have it lon^.J 
~ - ■ ■ - - — -— _ » 

* } oot note —And if we add a syllable to any Indra foot this i t 

called, a 130^X0^ or Adonian. That is ‘ Choriambic. The 

syllable thus added is, as far as 1 have observed, always short • 
but this is not stated in the treatises on prosody 

t Rut in all manuscripts of poems, the final short syllables are 

-rongly written long: because in reading, it is usual to draw out 

'o final vowel in a sort of whire or drawling tone. 
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There are also peculiarities in the rhyme. The Dwipada uses 

both yati and prasa: as do also the Ragada, Taruvaja, Utsaha 

and Accara. But in the simpler metres (Giti and Sisa) the yati 

rhyme is requisite but prasa is needless. 

But sometimes instead of yati, prasa is used in the same line : 

this will be afterwards explained. 

Thus some of the Changing metres have & fixed prasa and 

others an optional prasa ) No metre that uses the fixed 

ought to use the other kind: but many poets break this rule. 

The fixed prasa is always used in combination, with yati: the op¬ 

tional prasa is used instead of yati.] 

These remarks will be understood better when we have examined 

the verses now to be cited. 

To aid the memory, we may observe that some of the Indra feet 

have four syllables and others three : and one Surya foot having 

three syllables and the other two :—the longer foot of each kind 

has a short initial. In other words, if any Indra foot begins with 

a long syllable, it has three syllables : but four if the initial is 

short: a Surya that begins with a long has two syllables: the 

one beginning with a short has three. 

The commonest upajati Metres are called Giti, Sisa, and 

Dwipada. The Giti Metres Two metres are known 

by this name: the Ataveladi and the Tetagiti 

both of which are denoted by the initial K||. 

The Ataveladi has, both in the first and third lines, three 

Suryas and two Indras: the second and fourth lines have five 

Suryas in each. In all four lines, the \ K rhyme falls on the fourth 

foot, denoted by the asterisk. The following Ataveladi is in the 

Vishnu Puran. VII. 227. 

ts s£oex> t * ptf er° 
*” tJ 1 _ 

dKr*§' $oaoo ooj~^ 

hnh * rr 

hhh # nh 

hhh * ngt 

hhh * hh 

Devoid of clouds, the azure sky 

In stainless glory shone 
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Like souls that idol—homage fly 

And worship God alone. 

The other Giti metre, Tetagiti has in eachjine one 

Suryn, two Indras and lastly two Suryas : having five feet in a line. 

In the following instances prasa yati occurs and is denoted 

by P. 

-§j| 2r®2? 53oo?f 43 hbt * nn 

P nbt, P, nh 

SS2r« Zifiitx) using # nn 

■fic& i6cSx257,o«s 1§'^s5 * 'do# hslb * hh 

Sunanda Parinayam. 4. 22. 

“ In spring, the earth is adorned wit* every flower—save the 

‘‘iasmiue: spring rejoices the heart of all living creatures—save 

“the lovelorn maid.” 

■S|| §~So So r^«y ^sSjo^(T P fifc&S £0 

Jy>T-°6pp IT^kL) * 1^0^ C&)Sfc> 

£;6Sor& * 6«ewSS i5)o^ 

76OP * d*Hoxk fSpSo 

nbr P nh 

nbb * hh 

nixlr * nh 

ntb * nn 

VISHNU PUPAN II. 16 (LEGEND OF DHRUVA.) 

“ His mother wiped away the boy’s tears and putting her face 

“ to his head as she embraced him, she calmed his grief, while her 

“own eyes brimmed with tears: and in a voice broken with sobs 

(t she exclaimed, Ac.” 

In all these verses there is no regular prasa, but where prasa 

yati occurs, the poet has found it more convenient to use prasa 

instead of yati. 

The Sisa metre consists of four lines : of eight feet 

in each: but each may be conveniently divided into a couplet, 

of which the first half has four Indra feet with two Indras and 

two Suryas in the second. Six varieties of the Sisa are defined 

by Telugu prosodians but it is needless to describe them as tlio 

fundamental rule explains them all. 

Each ot the eight half lines has a separate yati : or else a prasa : 

dividing it in the middle : and the third foot rhymes to the initial. 
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The following instance occurs in the legend of Bharata in the 

Vishnu Puran book 3, verse 290. 

|)|| jgp>6i$0 cS6KCS ^ * zr*a»“3 fcX^tD^o&o rsl * rsl 

* &a^ ss-z nib * nh 

*£n>~8 '695«T5'0 * [jfobOuo (6 rng * ngb 

X'oSoew * ^0800 rb * hh 

a£.e>d3coi$D # sfcej^oX' o^ooX^osoo nlr * sit 

«3> fopxo P rng P hh 

tScwojS P GXfro& tb * rsl 

tng P hb 

If grazing on the distant plain 

The fawn a tiger spied 

All timid she would turn again 

And near the hermit hide 

She frolic danc’d about his bower, 

And, at the stilly vesper hour, 

While mute he sat and pray’d, 

Approaching close, with gesture bland 

In his soft lap beneath his hand 

Her forehead fair she laid. 

But a Sisa verse is not complete without the addition of a Giti 

verse, in either of the metres already described : such a chorus 

is called and that attached to the verse now cited is m the 

Ataveladi metre. 

V**) hhh * nib 

-$& hhh * hh 

(Scioo }?>*•» * cnhh * bt 

tfogj * jfcofbsS 0oj6^> hhh * nn 

On dewy buds she still would graze 

His hermitage around 

And woo’d her fostering master s gaze 

The closing 

course short : 

With high elastic bound. 

foot of the giti verse being always a Surya is of 

but in reading or reciting, it is enstomary to draw 
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out the final in a monotonous drawl or whine : and hence tran¬ 

scribers ignorant of prosody usually make all these syllables long. 

ON THE DWIPADA. 

The Dwipada or Common Metre is written in couplets, each of 

which is connected by prasa. The learned despise couplets be¬ 

cause the poems thus written are in a flowing easy style which 

uneducated persons read with enjoyment. They resemble the 

Latin iambic of Terence, using colloquial expressions (seimoni 

propriora) such as Horace found most suitable to his satires, feir 

Samuel Eomilly (in a letter dated 13th October, 1810,) speaking 

of the Lady of the Lake, observes that it hardly can be viewed 

as a poem. All this I notice that we may not be led to despise 

a class of literature which though unpretending is peculiarly 

profitable to a student. Natives admire pendantry of all sorts : 

but to a taste formed on English authors, the couplet style of 

Telugu verse is more agreeable than compositions of more 

pretence. 

The dwipada has in each line three Indra feet and one Surya. 

with yati in the middle. Some ancient poets, as the author of 

the Basava Puran, useprasa yati at pleasure : but in more correct 

compositions of modern date, prasa yati is forbidden in all verse 
that uses the regular prasa. 

In the Lila canto XI. the poet describes a beauti¬ 

ful garden the retreat.of a hermit, and then proceeds thus— 

W-jSfSo «o£d33o * raozjo 

* X'dtfcjS) s>T5S 

569° X'iJcSft * 

tr*£ 

0(SL> 7r*o £) 

<&*&>[*> #>-U'dSx> 

^*3^;6£'to 

ouvrroz{ts^ 
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xTt>s$a»*ooX'‘^ 60 
r°£cs£§3oPfc$r _| ?r€^o«)o‘aex)j6 

Ci oiS^ozodXr* &c. &C. 

The prasa rhyme duly connects every couplet: thus in the first 

it falls on the letter Y. in the next, st, in the third, N. &c. Oc¬ 

casionally we find three lines rhyming together: . and elsewhere 

poets indulge in rhyming terminations: thus in the Dwipada 

Ramayan, Yuddha, P. 2178. 

sSj&>s5bOXo&oS& ■sr°&ex)XoK 

£)&33?) *3cr*<5” "3e$t5Kk>e> 
O lr~ &> 

tfgoS) J>OSr<> oP* #sS»x3J)o& eJ_. 

Prasa yati is used in some Dwipada. poems of ancient date, but 

is considered inelegant. 

By adding these, the poet has employed eight rhymes in each 

couplet. > . * 
If Prasa is not used, the metre is denominated &cvo Man- 

jari. In this metre is written that entertaining historical romance 

the ^er^3htf-r50U> or Legends of Palnaud. 

SECTION V. ON SOME UNUSUAL METRES. 

There are a few uniform metres which call for explanation 

because they occasionally occur: and the reader may revert to 

them after acquiriug a little familiarity with the prosody. These 

are chiefly borrowed from Sanscrit. 
The Sragdhara: which divides the line of twenty-one syllables 

into three parts: and the yati comes thrice. Prasa as usual. The 

following, in the Sura Bhand Eswaram, is evidently translated 

from averse in the Amrugam which is in the metre. Bit the 

Sanscrit metre commences with a long syllable which the Telugu 

divides into two shorts. 

1 sfc£g 
* nno 
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* V'sSiSbocfc A>^sjoQ3r~ 

« o d3oo s~ 0 2utS)^S~ 

I'd* 

^?tS^?.oaCSjo|L§~ 

& e; c3Sr» So r* T3 ^ ~2>*> © & S~ 

a;&r*6oS' abE~ 

"9 t5£ sS^U^r»t$ txr°Xf“ 

*Jbeio3oo&~TTT>J5« <*Ot5gE~ 
CO 

jfcsftQ iS"* tf to (61 

rrg^ 

2 stgg 

EDg 

rrg 

3 st Ac. Ac. 

4 st &.c 

^3“°pGoo'S . 

Each line consists of the feet ERG * STGG * NNG * REG. 

Maha Srag. R. G. 81. 

Another metre is the Matta cokila: the following occurs in 

the Ramabhyudayam VI. 79. 

# 2T’ft^re££3'ot00f$r- 

SaoGbo&GoX'oX^X'S * tisSx)^ 

^ # TJ*45''* TaMoO S' Jjp’ « ZuO&TT 

5"^^^ g^g- ^ Q # ocooiXiTr0^^^©^^ F~# 

Herein each line* may he scanned, either in the ancient mode, 

RSJJBR or, more harmoniously thus, hb, hb, Air, with trochees 
and dactyls alternately. 

The name of this metre may be recollected by the following 
line. 

t-n^m-ineb&oaxAXr'tezoUrr' and if the first syllable 

is divided into two shorts, the metre is called 8s? Tarala, of which 
the memorial line is 

t$e«> f5j$ S™t> 

* cT’odJ ao&fS 
NBne 

HBR 

M. I. VIII. 106. K. 6. 80. 

The following instance occurs in the Vira Bhadra Viiaram 
written by Potu Raju I, 41. J ^ 

fcw&iSoBBft^er-aO * •Sixett-x-BScsif),- 

■Soc&^cKlrut’KoiSbiS, * •38-3^*^^!- 

Sroxcn s Telugu Grammar. o n 
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^?S * eT3<5b*^0»X)^zr,,o^cSfir* 

41tw6c.fi di>6b-^»}6iJc&>i£o * S'^E“fi(&6ofi'Sjp c*. 

See Yayati 3. 73. 

But in Yasu 5. 148 it is a little different. It is called in the 

margin Tarala but appears in no treatise on prosody either Sans¬ 

crit or Telugu. 

There are a few other uniform metres which occasionally occur 

in poems, but do not require explanation, the ear always furnishing 

a sufficient guide: in fact these are in general mere choruses full 

of pedantic phrases. 

Maha Sragd. Swa. 4. 134. xSx^ir** pSg « ** * 

-ST*OWO 

Trithwi. Swa. IV. 139. xtt'>st'85f».£ trotf »j68ycr* 

Tancha Chamaram. Swa. 4. 137. £13-^8 
"^r*68 

Layavibhati. Swa. 4. 169. $X$Xf>^£i'*e?Xfixps50tsi5^) 

tfflbcb 

*3cn>6^ 

Layagrahi. Swa. 5. 37. e^Xs^eSI^Ue 

£ ?> ^*j So ■25 e> 

The Manini s&'Pp a dactylic metre runs thus 

iSoo'SS)* 
v °— y 

T-°«s5coej§“W^roo^CKoX'«'6£fi^ * \jpot5tf-qr°oX'tt5'|_ote <vO 

Off 

h$S$Xit)OX 8& O^CSt)^^1 * OOj62S^oi”h53r*tftfxB^w'^. 

Nelluri Harisch. 3. 87. 

This evidently resembles the song 

“ Come to the cliff where the beacon is blazing 

Come with the buckler the lance and the bow. 

Another instance of the Manini in M. 1. IV. 24. 

^Xb-sr-®e»2ro^*s»e>E- 

■7T*a‘32foHoX'«o&i5c«:^-^s^ ■S^t5^«yr-g' «§3soe>r- 
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This is nearly the metre of the English ballad :—Pity kind 

gentle folks, friends of humanity. 

The Pancha Chamara metre is purely Iambic, having a short 

and long syllable alternately. 

e> O 0 er® 0 o>r» <5 j£iO& * 

3e>o^-35"'S'0£o'3r * 

Surya Tanaya 2. 53. 

“ 0 ladies, when you went hence last night, I lay down in my 

bed without a single anxious thought, and fell asleep : but in the 

morning w atch, 1 saw a portentous vision—I will describe it. 

All metre in Telugu except Dwip requires rhyme: the 

terminations of the lines do not rhyme together as in English 

(unless by chance or caprice) but the rhyme falls on the 

initials. The first syllable, or vowel, of a line rhymes to some one 

syllable (not always the beginning of a word) in that line: which 

rhyme is called yati. Again if the second syllable (more strictly, the 

consonant that is between the two first rowels) rhymes to the 

second of the next line, this is called prasa. Such rhymes 

were used in Saxon and our oldest English poet Spenser says 

FQ 1. XII. 23. 

The blazing brightness of her beauty’s beam 

And glorious light of her sunshining face 

To tell, were as to strive against the stream 

My ragged rhymes are all too rude and base. 

And see also 2. VI. 16. The lilly, Ac. 

Prior uses quadruple rhymes : in “ an English Padlock”— 

Be to her virtues very kind 

He to her faults a little blind 

Let all her ways be unconfin’d 

And clap your padlock on her mind. 

Sec also Penny Cyclop, on Alliteration and Quarterly Review 

UJ'i, vol. 31, p. 14. Such alliteration is used in Icelandic and in¬ 

deed throughout the Gothic languages. Sec account of versifica¬ 

tion in Tymwhitt’s Introduction to Chancer. Gray uses it. 

Ruin seize thee ruthless king, Ac. And Byron So darkly deenjy 
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beautifully blue. Tbe yati “ AsoD&ncia” is used in Spanish verse. 

Sco Penny Cyclop, in “ Spain” p. 302. 

Scott uses quadruple rhymes 

O in that day that dreadful day 

When man to judgment wakes from clay 

What pow^r shall bo the siners stay 

When heaven and earth shall pass away. 

Snakespeare uses quadruple rhymes (prasa) in Merchant of 

Venice, Act 5. 

But here the same word is reiterated as is tbte Persian custom : 

whereas in Telugu this is not allowed. 

The following, in Paidimarri 3. 8. gives a clear view of yati 

and prasa. 

'ar*&3'3e>ir,otf•ar‘©&'3 ejx'^g’^o«er~. 

SECTION VI. ON MUSICAL METRES- 

All the more useful part of Telugu prosody has now bee7i 

described: a few metres remain to be noticed which use four and 

even five syllables in a foot. Some of these are melodious and 

all are very easy. Being derived from certain tunes (laya) some 

retain that word in tho denomination, as Layagrahi, Layahari, 

Layavibhati, Ac. 

An instance of the Laya-grahi occurs in the Tale of Tara 

(Book V. 137.) in the description of the battle of the gods. 

Ramabhyu. V. 19. ‘28. Radha Samagamam. 3. 112. 

Parijata 2. 122 &c. or Vasu. 2. 38. KP. 6. 263. or 

Sarang Pad. I. 85. 

*cr°C5ors£i 

* * * * rSr*# Ac. 
*_ 

Herein the line of thirty syllables) is divided into eight feet; of 

which seven contain each (BL) a dactyl and short s\ liable. 

The rhyme as here shewn falls in four places in the line: and 

this is'a prasa not a yati. Thus each 1m* four rhvmes : the 

lafft foot is a spondee. 
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There are many varieties of this chiming metre. If the foot 

BL is used six times, with the yati after every eight syllables, it 

is called the If all the longs except the two last 

of the Laya-grahi are resolved into two shorts each (like a-chime 

of 4 bells) the metre is named Laya vibhati,. oi which there is 

an instance at the close of the Bhanumad "\ ijayam, one line run¬ 

ning thus 

The Laya-vibhati would be thus arranged. 

UUU UU-UUUIUUU UU-UUUIUUU UU-UUUIUUU UU-- 

having 34 syllables in the line, divided into four portions, and the 

second syllable of each portion being pras'a—here denoted by 

a star. It is a smooth melodious chiming metre—Take the 

following example Vizaia Vil. 3. 88. 

1st line ^3fJo^o3oov<3 

i5<$ S' trv&titi o3lDj5§~ 

2d line §"1*e>Sxti •sr*£o3^§’ zxr* 

&zj$L&*ss e)3^=~ 

3d line 

Iii the Telugu Pancha Tantram, and the Rama Stava Rajam, 

several other varieties ogcur. But in principle these are per¬ 

fectly easy, for the rhythm is evident to the ear ; and whenever 

an uuusual metre is used, the name is appended. Vencat Arva 

page 177. Sragdhara KP. 6. 280. Manigana nicaram KP. 6. 233. 

ON TIIE RAGADA METRE. 

The Ragada is a melody, similar to the descants or tirades (as 

they are termed) in French poetry. (See New Monthly Magazine 

1827, page 78.) Prosodians have laboured to reduce these harmonies 

to metrical rule, and have invented many names for various species: 

calling some, the “ Amble, the Elephant pace, the Swan,” Ac. 

but these are superfluous: the Ragada usually is mentioned in 

poems without any such epithet. 
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It is a “carol” ditty* or harmony that occurs in moat poems 
or romances, in the passages that describe rural scenes and plea¬ 

sures. It uses both the yati, the prasa, and the 

rhyming terminations.. The feet are very irregular, and some 

erroneously imagine they may be measured by the “Chandra” 

feet (see page 234.) The fact is that the composer’s ear is the 

only criterion, and the sense is not always clear. For, as their 

ovni criticks remark, a Ragada or melody, is as independant of 
sense as a bird’s song is of words. In fact this is in verse what 

the capriccio is in music : though wild, it is theTesult of premedi¬ 
tation. The following are instances. 

§ ©HeX'ofcoe) * S' 

2?D£)e)c* 2?*2o vw*o&z$x> 

S^ S' o tF’o&jio 

tSxj&z&X zx>~Tb& 

sSx &C. &C. 

Tale of Tara. 11. 135. 

But the favourite sort is the following: — 

* UoX'iSodwP oX"iS>:e) 

jr*Pwo-sr*1^oO'r* *> ^ t~> Xx v 

tSo'D O * ^e>s£»e;e5^oskot> &c &C. 

Bhanumati Parinayam 11. 92. 

The ear will easily perceive the prosody of these verses : in the 
first instance the lines may be measured by dactyls : or by four 
feet of four short syllables (proceleusma) which are equivalent to 
dactyls : in the second each line has four feet and each foot is 
equal to five short syllables, That is, a dactyl with a short added: 

or, five breves. # , 
Different sorts oi Kagadas are marked with various fanciful 

names: of which nine are given in boohs of prosody, such as the 

•“Ditty” see Paradise Lost XI. 584. and 1. 449 Caroll” ib 

XII. 367. A Melody.-See Midsummer Nights Dream. 
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the ££B«SXOtfX'£ Ac. Ac. i. e. the sweet-pacer, the 

elephant pace, the horse pace, Ac. Ac. which I omit because they 

are not in use even among good scholars: every poet uses any 

name he thinks suitable. 

The £c5jSx> or carol appears in several of those poems which are 

written in musical measures. Thus in the 6 0^ £©««$£ 

iSao, dSjJCkTT’fS sSx> page 35. 

25v^2»C‘ctc^2§5 err'S^'3©£o-»e|| It is evident that each of these 

l#nes consists of four surya feet and eight such feet form a couplet: 

with Yati and prasa as usual. Such metres are regulated by the 

ear alone and have no well known name: though various prosodi- 

ans have attempted to discriminate one as the horse’s amlle < 

XO'iKH and other the lions pace, Ac. borrowed from a fancied 

analogy to the tread of various animals. 

The Ragada appears to have originated in the **>;$£oir»*jejo or 

j5sSx>uj ballads which on particular feasts are sung by 

choruses of children in the streets. These antiquated ditties have a 

loose rhythm which generally may be scanned with four Indra 

feet in a.line : they use or neglect alliteration at pleasure. See TT 

(paper) 497 page 32 where are these lines in the 
©ooeS. 

SStfftQ 35o$'^;S<S»ejo 

g'^Lej"a)Xe> 5 £)§&oTTDf5oejo 

sSXej&SSool&cS} 

WOXtfS '&Q'7,v 

tfoX^X CSltx) t5sS^er*aoj& Ac, Ac. 

It will be observed that the last couplet is regularlv formed of 

four Indra feet, with prasa, and with yati (as in Dwipada) in the 

middle. These rude ballads which often use fescennine expressions, 

appear to be remnants of the, primitive Telugu: $nd the Ragada 
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metre appears to be the modernized form : while the same basis 

(as Greek prosodians term it) with an abbreviation of the fourth 

foot formed the Dwipada. Thus some metres which at first sight 

appear refined and intricate prove to be merely musical melodies 

reduced to rule. 

Other verses denominated I hymn, chant, cSfijLTrjS 

sS^Odes V* * s5 es chorus, &c. appertain tomusi¬ 

cal composition and deviate widely from the laws of prosody. For 

they pay no regard to quantity : the word Krishna becomes an iam¬ 

bus, (LG) and the word Govlnda (T) becomes (S) Govinda 

becomes ^ ^ fa* ekkenu Rama, Rama. 

Some attempts have been made to write Christian Hymns in 

Telugu metre : not the metres already known in the language 

but new ones moulded to English tunes. These will I hope suc¬ 

ceed ultimately though we must look for a few failures before 

the work is well executed.. The plan has succeeded in other 

languages. 

Suitmg the sound to the senses so fondly described in Rambler 

92 is unknown. 

ON THE DANDACAM. 

The Dandacam or chant or blank verse is p measured proso, 

consisting of one short and two long syllables alternately. It may 

therefore be looked upon as a Series of bacchicks (Y) or (T) anti- 

bacchicks. At the close of the paragraph, one or two long syllables 

are added Sometimes the first six syllables are short. This 

metre Is conveniently transcribed in lines, of which each 

contains four or five feet. The following instance occurs in the 

Bhagavat. 

\§&r>p 6 ^ XT 

sSb-l^ofco do 

m 

¥£i$c>2i ^o. 
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Bat a more free Btyle of blank verse is used in poems, under 

the denomination of prose. In this, feet are not scanned, 

but the whole is constructed with a certain melodious flow ut¬ 

terly different from common verse. In English, we have in¬ 

stances of this in Lalla Rookh. To write it well is considered 

more difficult than composing verse. Grammarians remark that 

in YacJianam the semicircle (arddha bindu) is inadmissible. But 

in ignorance of this rule, we may observe its use in nearly all the 

modern printed Telugu prose. This is certainly erroneous. 

SECT. VII. ON THE TARUVA JA, UTSAHA AND ACCARA. 

A few metres imitated from those in the Cannadi language 

have been introduced but have never become popular or common. 

One of these is the Taruvaja : the Dwipada has three 

ludras and one Surya in each line: but two such lines form one 

Taruvaja line : four of which form one stanza, governed as usual 

by prasn. The Taruvaja mav otherwise be defined as having 

eight Dwipada lines, of which prasa governs the irregular (1st, 

3d, 5th and 7th) lines : while each line has yati four times repeat¬ 

ed : this as usual will be pointed out by a star. Though so hard 

to define the verse*is easy to read and the harmony is easily per¬ 

ceived. The following occurs in the first book of the Mahabha- 

rat, (canto 2, verse 152. of the printed edition.) 

* * c*6 o X o zoo ;6 o 

G> 

£“ $ * K& cSo 

* X'<£*Dar»;5-*oi00 * TT' e 
Tr- 

Tr* 

Herein we may observe that the lines (here placed as alternate 

lines) have N as prasa and the poet has thought fit to use the 

same yati rhyme throughout. 

C. P. Brown $ Telugu Grammar. E r 
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The Utsaha is merely a variety of the Hamsa-yana already 

described : it is composed of seven Surya feet and a long syllable : 

whereas most of the Changing metres end in a short syllable : the 

yati falls on the fifth foot and the prasa is as usual. The following 

instance is in the Yishnu Puran. 2. 58. 

sfc %raSo C "SsSb * cJSoOzoo 

c<!c§o s&r*Co d&od&sSoo 

'^SocS530^>'^3oOX'l5c §* * 

* j6^oer°5i:caX)^r' 

See a better instance in Kaia Purnodayam 3. 238. 

«T^sj^o&cS£*S» - §'TT>^y° c^€«5cB3c&o 3 - —2)3 o“ 

£So£So ~7txr° a5o ,!Zj £ U }S-5T«!£)5S£eqtL|_7'r0 

xpote cT°3££cX3-° 

And in the same poem. E—°°V^. 

2Jbo3oo3otf cJ6^>er«COMA'S 

s&ox>j$i$cto£-njPccxr* 

£s6j65Si&c»'a'aE)ai)«0 tsfr-fc>Tito^t);J7S©Tf 

-SjSr %r‘t&tr£'fiS> SfiXfTO$ptil<S~ 

Also Padma 8. 118. 

The last changing Metre to be described is the &%* Accara 

which is used only by Nannaya Bhatt, and one or two imitators. 

The poet himself uses only two varieties ; which he calls by.the 

one name Accara : but the prosodians not only have given sepa¬ 

rate names to these two, but have named four others : of which 

I have met no instances. In all probability, these were mere Melo¬ 

dies like the Bagada; or like some songs in Moore and Byron ; they 

were experiments in metre which have not attained popularity . 

These metres use the Chandra feet: that is, an Inara foot to 

which a syllable (usually short) is added. The urst is called the 

s Madhy’accara; wherein the line consists of two equal 

portions; or, we may consider it as eight lines ; each containing 
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two Indras and one Surya. Yati falls on the fourth foot, as 

shewn by the asterisk. The prasa is as usual. 

Or else; as occurs in these instances, the poet has capriciously 

made the yati fall on the fifth foot. 

INSTANCES OF 

&Oi6sSs£r»Jbos&7rDf3JOj62)rsozxttfv & 

■j6 0 5"sSyt)eP^ \aost-^ * 

Adi Parvam. Book VI. 303. 

'ZfrZxr* «)^*00 JT0^ TyjScir* * Sooasb 

^i*^2"0^c£)cn>^cCS^^!5ow * 566^30 

■CT*pg;6?)ftSfcr*-^d&M0ft§ * 

£)P^ &cX~£ir*Xir£$3t>&>D * ‘S«x)^o:dOoT'^ 

Book VII. 1G2. 

The Accara is in truth a kannadi metre and has been natura¬ 

lized in very few Telugu poems. 

The other species, called Madhur-accara is defined as contain¬ 

ing one Surya foot, four Indras, and an additional syllable : or, in 

the usual phrase, one Surya, three Indras, and one Chandra. 

The prasa as usual: the yati falls on the initial of the third 
Indra. Instances— 

CfStf EjS&Ofifc 7676^6 * TT>&d3oo j&-<v 

•csfcjf&jj $xp0S0 * 6^Af6cx» 6*o&^to 

£££> cS£o£;6oco £5cS53or&p * Oo&xT° -qr^ afcSoc£?o 

76^^ * tfj6c86c*jo XoC5o^ew?3b 

Adi Parvam, IV. 49. 

s'* -tt-[ftS3 

sSjSBSfco^^rtf * sS^£co76oCor^{DO») 

*i>76rjSi*2?Od6s5^j$ * S^*S»j6So^©^j5 

jS (Sett'Sotfcflfc3*iitfi * 

Aranva Parvam, VI. 377. 
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SECTION VIII. ON RHYME. 

In rhyme, the Telugn rules are precise and simple. As to Prasa, 

entire uniformity of the consonant is the principal requisite. 

But occasionally a slight license occurs. 

In the yati rhyme, it is necessary for the vowels* to correspond, 

as well a3 the consonants. The prasa allows K instance; 

to rhyme'to no other letter : Yati will allow it to rhyme to Kha, 

Ga, and Gha. Eor a perfect uniformity is needless and it is 

enough if a consonant rhymes to any letter in the same line (or 

class) of the alphabet. Thus §*, 4>, tf, and & are alike ; vJ, a 

and are alike and & $ ts $ are alike. The letter not 

only rhyme to each other, but also to *5 £, &c. The letter 

rhymes both to S’ and also to & and also to ^ chha. 

The sunna rhymes to The sunna also preceding any 

letter of a class, is allowed to rhyme to the nasal of that class. 

Thus may rhyme to <3 because this is the nasal of the class 

to which & belongs. 

The letters R, viz. tf and » are in the older writers not suffered 

to rhyme; because the w was harsher in sound than tf and there¬ 

fore was discordant. But the later poets for three centuries past 

have dropped the w wholly and to revive this letter is absurd. 

Regarding Welsh rhymes, see the treatise in Newcastle Maga¬ 

zine for 1822, penes me and Penny Cycl. in Welsh, p. 218—219. 

Christian hymns generally deviate from the prosody of the 

secular poets. Thus Prudentius uses metres suited to tunes and 

disregards quantity. 

In his song on Beatrice, Benedick calls scorn and horn a hard 

rhyme* (Much Ado. 5. 2.) but in modern days, we see the ear 

perceives no difference. 

The rules regarding vowels are equally easy. The short and 

long sounds of each vowel correspond. Thus ii rhymes to u &c. 

* Similar to tho Spanish rhymes called Assonants: Sec that 

article in the Penny Cyclopaedia, Or Icelandic Rhyme, See Edinb. 

Rev. 1805. p. 384. 
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Compound vowels (ai, au, the diphthongs) rhyme to either of 

the letters with which they are compounded. 

The vowels Ru ril and 'J? lu are often considered as 

consonants : but being rarely used, merely as a feat, they are not 

worth notice. When they are used in prasa, they are disregarded 

because reckoned as vowels, and the prasa requires uniformity of 

consonants alone. Thus in prasa, S’ and Sj would rhyme, but S’ 

or Sj would not rhyme with Uf because R is a consonant, and 

if one prasa line uses S' or fjf, the other must use the same letter. 

These rules are obvious. Others can only be acquired by 

practice. Of these, the most remarkable is regarding initial 

vowels. In the word to him, and the word §ocs under, 

the same consonant and vowel § occur, nor is it any objection 

that one is at the beginning and the other at the end of a word. 

Yret these two can never rhyme. 

This and similar points are mere matters of taste, interesting 
* © 

to learned natives who write in verse and are experienced in its 

principles: but unprofitable to a foreigner, as he will i^ever be 

expected to compose in Telugu metre. 
• 

The rules for rhyme furnish a valuable criterion in orthography. 

Thus the word To live is also spelt a peculiarity 

which the prasa rhyme demonstrates : because it answers to 

another word which uses D. Many quotations in the Telugu 

dictionary now ready for printing are marked “ yati” or “prasa” 

denoting that the passage so noted proves the spelling. For 

instance—the words and now adduced. Also 

(Tadbhavam of c^gx'j&o) which some erroneously write 

*tjtdX'o£o ehhagamu : also q. y. 

Some verses occur with Antya niyamam thboughout as 
Kanyaca VIII. 31G and Manu 3. 30 $$e>, &c. 

Though accuracy of rhyme is studied, the most celebrated poems 

furnish instances of careless rhymes. Thus in the Vasu Charitra 

3. 152. fJ|| The second line has chi rhyming to za—thus 

* Sec Both the ancient com- 

mentators insist much on matters of prosody and rhyme: Y^t 

on this remarkable deviation both are silent. 
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CHAPTER XII. ON ETYMOLOGY, 

Motto—Woodhouses Trigonometry, page 216. 

The exact formuloe with which the foreign treatises abound are 

formula? of curiosity. They are tools finer than is required for 

the work to be done. 

Some points remain to be considered, which are interesting 

only to those learned natives wrho write in the poetical dialect. 

These rules are of small advantage to foreigners. In modern 

days even poets, as already noticed have relaxed in regard to 

them: but they will now be given entire without regarding 

whether some have already been explained or otherwise. 

The ancient Telugu grammarians place these abstruse subjects 

immediately after remarks on the Alphabet. Eor they wrote only 

on a few disputed points to aid the judgment of poets already 

familiar with Sanscrit and Telugu. And as these topics can 

be understood only after we know every part of the grammar, and 

have made some progress in reading the Poems, it seems reason¬ 

able to place this chapter merely as a supplement to the 

Grammar. 

Among living native grammarians many rely confidently on the 

brief rules regarding Gala and Druta, framed by Nannaya Bhatt. 

More learned men are less confident. Indeed Appa Cavi the 

Aristarchus of the language says (Book 5, 43.) “ To determine 

regarding some words whether they are Druta or not, is an 

arduous task: if indeed it be at all possible (Literally, arduous 

even to Bramha). In the Cavi Siro Bhushanam (see printed 

Essays on Telugu Literature) the critic remarks that “ deviations 

from the rules of Cala are allowable only if poetical authority be 

discovered.” Let this form an apology for any obscurity that 

may rest on the subject. 

This discussion is restricted to poets alone : even those natives 

who read and enjoy the poems, safely neglect the abstruse rules 

of Cala and Druta “ Andhra—Sandhi” and saral-adesam. Few 

will own their ignorance of these superfluous matters, but still 

fewer can prove their acquaintance with the principles now to be 

described. 
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It is particularly to be borne in mind that til# rules lor alter¬ 

ation of initials, for elision and for permutation though indispon- 

sible in poetry are inapplicable in common life and ought not to 

be used. The dialect used in talking, in common writing, 

and in ordinary books of morals or education, excludes these 

poetical customs ; unless in a few obvious words established by- 

custom. Native critics teach the poetical dialect alone : and our 

native assistants inconsiderately reject the common dialect. 

They insist on poetical spelling, and yet will not themselves use 

it in common talking or writing. Thus the words a° 

SoSo Chhandamu anaga emi ? (what is Prosody) would according 

to the poetical method be written Chhandamb’ 

anangan’emi: a form which in common life is unintelligible. 

Here place the Lists of Verbals which were printed in, 

See page 139, 144. 

Although I have used a new mode of expressing these principles, 

I have in the chapter on elision and permutation followed Mr. 

Campbell’s grammar; having found, on comparison that it cor¬ 

rect^ stated all the more important rules given in the ancient 

philological treatises. 

ON DRUTA WORDS. 

tfc&sSx>e*>. 

The name Drutam is given to the letter N when used to prevent 

elision This is used frequently in verse, as M. Dro. 2. 141. 

manaku-N-ela inka-N-epudo ; at some 

other time ; but in common talking and writing, the N is omitted, 

thus or is the usual mode of spelling. 

The following instances may suffice. 

M. 12. 3. 308. Yalalona-N-unna rS&ho&d ata-nicheta- 

N-adiginchiri. M. 8. 2. 272. fitted* Garu- 

dastram besina N^eruvuga. In talking, in-common letters 

or ordinary papers, we drop the N and say 
fcfj'Cb. 
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GifeSsSw ttb2?> itlvala-n-undi, &c. the late king. Z&K 

fbo~Q$> cadaga-n-undenu, he stood aloof. ataniche-n- 

iclii giving it to him. 

cheteke-n-o. I gave it either to you or to your brother. 

<c9 c*6 sSx) j6 §3 j6 qoj anyayamunaku lo-n-ai; having come into 

the plot. in his life. janmamuna-n-a in his 

life ? The sign of question (A’see page) being added, N is insert¬ 

ed. The root of the verb, which ends in U being Druta, 

may become Thus ghanud-agu-n-atti 

vadu, (Bhascara Satacam. 99.) one who is noble. 

IN THE YISH P. VIII. 141. 

S' || | ?6 * * tf 3oo‘Ssr>tfe>3'* 

f) * Here the letter N is inserted where the star is placed, 
• co 

viz. Emiyu Nanaka nagu£u N iiracunde vara-la to-N-itlanu. 

The same words in common life would not use N being written 

thus sSoSoo&a e£§>£)£■& 

The classical or poetical usage differs so far from the spoken 

dialect (as it does in English) that what is ri^ht in one would be 

wrong, or in bad taste in the other. In the common dialect, druta 

is almost entirely excluded, and even in verse it is avoided. 

There are some portions of the verb to which N (either NI or 

NU) may be added. All these are Druta. Thus, in the Past Tens© 

er«$*p*I went. he, she, it, they (neuter) went. In the 

Euture sJr°6&§«#?5b I shall go. £r>5&g£*?> he, she, it, they (neut.) 

will go. In the Aorist may go. ^he, she, it, they 

(neut.) may go. In the Negative Aorist I shall not go. 

In the infinitive the form which ends in A as Tr’» "r*» 

to which N may be added. Thus ra-n-opadu. 

Also the forms ending in EDI and EDIJ (see page 137, 180) 

Also the Root, &c. when used instead of a participle 

(see page 135.) Thus povu-n-atadu tor he 

who goes. 
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Also the Root, in A viz. or feostTC* or &o#7T*£ 

These forma are peculiar to poetry. 

ON CALA WORDS. 

The Druta words being those to which N can be added to pre¬ 

vent elision, the Cala words are those to which the letter N can¬ 

not be added for this purpose : as has been remarked in 

page 180. 

All Nominative cases except I and Self, [the rule is 

«r°&&ssj»o«Pg are cala.. Thus 
—4 

he was there, may become atad* 

undi-nadu. But not atadu-n-undi-nadu. a 

bed & there is, becomes there is a bed; never 

padaca-n-unnadi. 

If the N were thus inserted, it would be the sign of conjunc¬ 

tion (See page 180.1 

Should it be requisite to prevent elision in some places, the 

letter T may be used: or else Vulgarly V. Thus tf^SbcOfoo'S# 

my uncle was or 

The Second person singular or plural of any verb or the verbs 

of any person ending in « or aro Cala. Thus £r*h.ot)&a or s!r*Lo 

008 Thou or you protected him. The verbs ending in rs, &h.o 

tS>tS>F°^5i or A<tx0t>a They protect or protected him, .n «&, £r6 

or **oee&» We protect or protected him. 

The Genitive sign <3»f *« Cala (This is stated in page 198.) 

Thus xr.ps»r.esb*tt> his footsteps, may by inserting V become 

»•*&.£.«***« vani-yocea-T-adugulu : but never (by insert- 
ing n) ■zt'Po3wr 

The Jnftnitive forms in UTA, EDI, and ADAM (page 136 

138) and all the verbals (139) are considered to be nouns • and 

therefore when they are in the Nominative case, they are cala 

Accordingly (not inbringi 

C. P. Brown s Tclugu Grammar. s 8 J 
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5<3 ^86 (not when will you come 

(not TPsS&sfco'^o) why do you come. 

d he words then <^^j££b now when, arc always 

specified to be cala. 

The Past Participle is Cala. Thus TO cb &c. may add 

N when connected into the Relative participle, but never can use 

N to prevent elision. Thus Can never become 

The same rule applies to the affixes r&oS, 0r $>o& from, 

or Xo9o€) concerning or through, from, all of which 

are in truth the past participles of certain verbs meaning 

to leave *o6o-&6->, to concern to hold ^c££ok> to make. Thus 
tv 

t3^£^p<o0oC)cs^6y\f3^ fk can never become Xbdo£>j6&5mw°p£>. 

It has already been pointed out (page 216.) that some portions 

of the verb have borrowed the terminations of the nominative case 

of pronouns. Now these terminations being borrowed from No¬ 

minatives, are included under the first rule of Cala, whereby all 

nominatives are Cala. Thus may become 

never ^ P. 

All indeclinable words are Cala: such as the particles 

X’cs, x'-ct’, s5b0, pottos', &c. with all interjections and vocative 

cases. Such as well, well done ! ^ ! Alas! 

59-Ah, Aha! O my friend! For, all these are 

considered equivalent to Nominatives- Thus sfr*awjsr,,«jo-j-ft9£j may 

become never 

The Negative participle in KA (see page 175) is also a Cala 

word: but in particular passages is Druta: that is, the N is 

inserted when requisite : thus xr>r+ &o£p may become tt&o&P 

or Tr£i&c63p I did not come. 5'f&o63£> I did not fall. 

But other words ending in KA, which are nouns derived from 

verbs are often in the nominative case and therefore, being 

Cala cannot add N. Thus -o'* coming sxr^ro^ga not tours' 

£"(Ct3©. ir6 S' going not Slr»£r6S'pfcxcuo'3. 
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[Concluding remark on Cala and Druta] The learned assert 

that the rules of Cala and Druta must be followed in all compo¬ 

sitions. But experience may lead us to dissent from this doctrine. 

And that for the following reasons. These rules were strictly 

observed by some (not all) poets in the earliest ages. Several of 

the most popular Telugu poets of the last and present century 

deviate from these rules at pleasure: even that rule is neglected 

which requires the final vowel U to be elided in metre : and they 

unscrupulously insert N to prevent elision in several places where¬ 

in rule would forbid such a convenience 

The rule regarding Cala goes on a principle that may be under¬ 

stood if we consider what has happened in the English language. 

Saxon made much use of the letter as a termination. This is 

sufficiently shewn in any page of Saxon : as for instance tthat is 

given in Johnson's Dictionary. 

ON SOFTENING INITIAL CONSONANTS IN POETRY. 

In a few compound nouns, initial consonants are soften oil. Thus 

K becomes G as «8 the share both of the government and 

of the inhabitants. J becomes D as a brother 

brothers 3°La father. Hence mother and father. Cha 

becomes ja. Thus Helena young sister wg_^TSof*> akkajellendlu, 

more properly sisters. hands and feet 

more properly p. becomes B. Thus 7^5)19 I 8ai(l. p 

becomes V. Thus villages and hamlets. 

In all these places, we perceive the change though the reason 

is not obvious.* The following rules arc intended to convey the 

bnt vZ t ar° msi8ting greatl>' on these chants • 

poems the spelling is devoid of rule. E. g. in M. XV 2 f «'J 
word apelt in the80 wnva ,u vari0U3 ms ‘^ 

2=0*. rJffoX' ?!s0x\] 
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principles of this alteration. They are of avail to poets but are 

wholly superfluous to those who are not called upon to write 

Telugu poetry. 

These rules are very rarely applied to Sanscrit words. Indeed 

some learned men disapprove of softening the initial in any Sans¬ 

crit word whatever. In modern Telugu poetry, they are frequently 

neglected even as regards Telugu words. Sanscrit Grammarians 

have arranged the alphabet in two classes as follows. 

?f o<Sf£s£»exD Guttural 

•0 
Palatals 

Cerebrals 

eo^«5ootx> Dentals’ 

©y 
Labials 

Sibilants 

Hard riao&ao Soft 

r V — X 

^ — 23 sr- 

<*r — — & $ ra 

$ — — $ £ 

* M sSb 

sS. $ — £ 

The remaining letters are not classed and may belong to either 

species. 

The letters S' IS <b & * which in the alphabet form the first 

column, are designated (hy Grammarians alone) as parusha 

hard ; and when any of these happens to be th. initial of a Telugu 

word in poetry ; and is not the initial of a Sanscrit word but fol¬ 

lows another Telugu word, these letters are liable to change. 

That is they are dropped, and the letters in the third column 

(which are called soft) are substituted. If a 

druta word is followed by a hard letter, this must be softened: but 

this is peculiar to poetry ; thus *1*^® seeing me becomes 

or rSi*}?:*”®, or ssc^rjSir'o* becomes 

or sS^Xi^o* 

the damsel came. 

The sunna thus inserted is contracted for Nu, thus 

acc. plu. of a master and <S~«e"*+- §~£>^3 he served 

the rulers, may by softening become dorala-mngoh- 

cheh or, by dropping the vowel. <S~ee>f-ira3 or ° 

doralan-golitfheh or by dropping N dorala-gohcheh: 
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in which last form some grammarians wish to use the semicircle 

<5^6 a refinement that never has become popular. 

The hard initials f tJ a A following the Nominative are sub¬ 

stituted by the softening initials X ib & CS z5. Thus rr^L«b§' 

becomes 0 the robber is going. be¬ 

comes Hari is gone s^^'^rofopkhe is gone now 

eT'tf s' tfx) becomes *^si£6't3"D0JfeSx> we wholly depend upon Rama. 

If two Tadbhavam words come together, as 

(for softening is requisite: but if the first word is 

Telugu, as [a-f-*fArgo'S Such a change does not take place : 

as father is a king, not ^ljfsS_2. 

he is A ishnu, not Such refinements are worth the 

attention of poets alone: a foreigner should never use the softened 
initial in such places. 

These rules have little claim to a place in Grammar; for they 

more properly belong to a treatise on versification ; a subject with 

which we, as foreigners have no concern. It has however hitherto 

been the custom not only to describe them in native Grammars, 

but to give them a very prominent place. I would willingly omit 

them, were it not that the student requires to be warned that 

many words which occur in poems have the initial altered. Thus 

the word 3*3 fc> chepputa to say, is often spelt S*** jepputa 

and even and even Sepputa. 

T* is obvious that these niceties though important to poets are 

o no use to men who study a language only with a view to public 

business. Even among the poets themselves, there is some discre-' 

pancy ot opinion. For these changes are regulated rat Jer by taste 
than by any fixed rule. (See page 41.) 

ON CONTRACTION IN POETRY. 

Some Sanscrit mahat nouns (see page 31, 221) as Tr«fv-«S 

Ramudu (a well known proper name) can in poetry form the ac¬ 

cusative by dropping or else by substituting P. Thus tr-sto 

*■?“ °;T tV? loured Rama. And though ^ 
ends in V, the form -u'tefr i8 not admissible. S 
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This mode of contraction is peculiar to poetry : wherein it fre¬ 

quently occurs. It is only applicable to Tatsama Sanscrit words. 

5 er,C?o^jS &tSts 

jSossotf 

Here the words j and arc in the accusative singular. 

Nouns ending in iyamu as muttiyamu; a pearl, may 

c \ s into — q muttemu, or into «*» muttyamu. 

And nouns in iya as (a poetical name for damsel) may 

contract Hus into x513. 

Some Sanscrit and some Telugu words may drop the final s5co 

even when compounded with Telugu words. Thus jp'csfcsfco fear 

cjrc*a&x>60 to frighten ~&Xo or half •$x'‘3aMo£-ogb mid¬ 

night : or the hour of half night. 

In poetry, the phrase by dropping the vowel U, be¬ 

comes §' r^£b. 

ON ELISION AND CHANGE OF VOWELS. 

Few of the following rules are used unless* by those who have 

occasion to write in Telugu verse. For this reason, I have placed 

them at the end of the grammar. 

When an open vowel occurs, that is when a short final vowel 

is followed by a word beginning with a vowel, either the final 

vowel is dropped, or some consonant is inserted to prevent 

such a change. In regard to (Sandhi,) elision, the Sanscrit vowels 

eooo Ru, aud <^^r° Ru are considered as consonants: but require 

no notice. 

The wrords already described as druta require the insertion of 

N (as happens in Greek, or an for the article in English :) but 

other words insert Y in certain places. Either elision is required 

or else the insertion of a specified letter to prevent elision is 

prescribed : there is very little room for option. 

The final short U, as &c. being always subject to 

elision, it is not allowed to insert N, or Y, to prevent this. 
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Sanscrit words either neuter as o pain, or masculine 

3 1^0? g a book S a country or a village, equally become 

o8^>*Sv»? {XoZ&i, sS», in Telugu. Herein the sylla- 

lc MLT is an affix, and may be dropt if another word follows, as 

?Co^ g -f- s^s==i_X’oxi5^of^(5£iv), Tr* = !%'73~0 six>, 

7crs5:g q-t?o^5sS» = \_7^s^>o^tf sfco, But this happens only if both 

vords arc Sanscrit. For instance + (where is the 

)ook r) may become but never can become 

is the word (<o£sk> is become a Telugu word ending in ^; for 

n such places MU is radical. Thus Hbftfoko-f cJsSjea gurramu* 

evvaridi (whose is the horse) can become gurram’ 

cvvaridi, but never KofJSsSjSS gurr’evvaridi. In common talking 

and writing, the more easy form rto(tfo^j;$£6£> gurram-yevvaridi 

is often used though Ko\J5 ^sS£6ft is owned to be best. It is 

particularly to be observed that such Sanscrit words sometimes 

form the inflection in PU as according to the 

second Telugu declension, but more usually use no inflection and 

therefore fall under the third declension. Thus 

the name of that book, likewise in the Dative; (ac¬ 

cording to the 2d Declension) or (according to the 3d) 

being equally admissible in common prose : while in verse such 

words are considered to belong to the 2d Declension alone. 

The three first short vowels A, I, U are generally liable to eli¬ 

sion. The others rarely are elided. Long vowels are never elided. 

If Druta, they insert N : if kala, they insert Y. 

The vowel A is elided at pleasure; that is we may either 

drop it or insert a letter to prevent elision. Thus ~&>cCa>&> to graze 

forms the past rel. P|| to which, if we add the words 

+ mesina-a’vu, the cow that grazed, may by dropping 

A, become mesin’avu ; or, by inserting Y, may become 

mesina-y-avu. The letter N cannot beinserted ; be¬ 

cause the past rel. P|| is one of the Cala words. 

But druta words that end in A, never lose it by elision. Ex- 
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costing the word 2Ro§' inca more ; which may drop the A in 30 

inc emi, or retain it, inserting N, thus sjor^So. 

A ocative cases that end in short A, particularly certain Telugu 

poetical words for woman, and a word i. e. a Sanscrit word 

with a termination altered, may lose that letter by elision. As 

these are Cala words, they can insert Y. Thus -f The 

damsel bestowed it, may become nelata-y-icchenu, 

but cannot, by elision become The vocative 

0 Krishna! and come here, make (by inserting Y) 

but do not by elision take the form 
r ... Of# Ir- 

agtfss^, Krishnudhccadici-rammu. sj-*o**5 -f &£> where is the swan 

may become but not where is the 

grass, may become not -j- & A^ishnu went, 

may become s5-*d6§o"7?i& not s5-*lf~7?rk. 

AVords ending in «( do not in general admit of elision. Thus 

a knife, combined with where, may become 

catti-y-eccada, where is the knife ? but cannot, by elision become 

3*SPJl** katt’eccada. Because the word keing in the Nomina¬ 

tive case is a Cala word. 

But some parts of the Past tense which end in ^ as or sir6 

&& thou wentest. you went, always elide the final ^ : thus 

-££r° may become 9ustiv’anna, do you see, 

brother ? 

But in this tense the first and last words, viz. I went, 

and s^cxx>6 they went, retain or drop the final vowel at pleasure. 

Thus ^ I saw his sister, may become or 

else ■Efcre&OfS^rk ^bfichiti-n-accanu. So in the 3d person plural 

*3©^ 8 4-they brought the dinner, may become 

or ”3S^flcBGj5}8fc> In the former instance N is inserted because the 

first person ending in N belongs to the Druta class. In the second 

instance Y is inserted (tecchiri-y-annamunu) because the 3d 

person is a Cala w ord. 
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Pronouns whicn end in % as also 

the words what, and again, and the dative affix § have or 

neglect elision at pleasure. Thus oiSto or what is that ? 

If elision is not used, Y is inserted. Thus w£c&>sx>. 

But if a word ending in si is followed by enta how much ? 

the elision is used: or prevented (by inserting Y) at pleasure. 

Thus becomes t>o‘3o?J or 

Final ^ ought (in poetry) to be elided Thus 

=&c£>?Stf esowo M. 7. 4, 52. sT’iS + €$-&= a palm leaf, 

o50-f «j6*7T'='B^«Sbrfe) ^tt* But inmost manuscripts, there are 

erroneously written Or ever ^ &r*,§ &, 

Final U, is almost invariably elided. Thus be¬ 

comes fc?«$‘3ss£<2fc. In common talking and writing, however the 

Y is often inserted. Thus w&sfc-f assSjfifc who is he? 

Such is the rule as regards a nominative word ending in U, but 

suck elision is optional as regards words which are not nominative. 

Thus the accusative Pr&x me, thee, himself, them, 

us, you ; also the affixes iT6^ .for, & to, as wep 

as the words &oefof &>o&} <^oe6 (see page 65, No, 16. and page 

58 :) also the present participle ending in (page 163.) All 

these when followed by a vowel may at option use the elision, 

or substitute N to prevent it. Thus Pr&x me, followed bv 

to rule, may become *>^i»s^nann-elum’a. Buie thou me; or Pfr^ 

■^x>s£r» nannu-n-elum’a. Likewise speaking, -f 3£>J&aao thus 

he said, may become. *=* anu^itl-aniye* he said (literally, 

saying he said) or JD53a. Again :_^i^eSb he is 

saying, may become (in common Telugu) but in the 

* ^ot anuchitla. The letter ch when followed by I would be 

pronounced chi, but when followed by U the sound would be soft; 

viz. anu9u and though the final U is elided, the same sound is 
retained. 

C. P. Broum's Telugu Grammar. t t 
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poetical style, if the metre requires it The N is thus 

inserted because the preceding words belong to the Druta class. 

See a remarkable instance inM. Asw. 1. 191. ^|| 

1 Here Kuttuka-ku N adda padi and in Vish. P. 2. 

308. 86^63? adinaku Netiki (entered in T E D in ^o£3§.) 

It has been shewn (page 235) that the Sisa, Gita and Dwipada 

metres end each line with a short syllable : (the last foot being a 

Surya.^) If the final vowel is liable to elision—that is if the next 

line begins witjb a vowel, poets often neglect such elision. But 

this depends upon the sense of the passage, and rarely occurs. 

The following words never admit of elision although they end in 

U. Accordingly N is inserted. 

Examples -f- I will come now, may become 

Also he will come now, may become 

& or calling. «=?<*£) him (Acc. of Iswara, God :) 

and I saw, will in a compound phrase, become 

or I saw him who called. 

In the same manner, the word sevacu assuming the accusative 

form “f>sS& $nd having no druta affix, if combined with a word 

commencing with a vowel, as he saw, may become “r^ 

goSboLo^i* he beheld the servant. 

Words which end in the short vowels A, I, U drop these vowels 

if followed by certain words. These are and 

words denoting kinsfolk, as »&, «<*§> 

&c» Thus a fathom a fathom s length. 

the palm. a hand full. a nut 

as large as a nut. eight. at the rate of eight. 

;&>a\ exl^, “ftk &c. are names of women and adding (equiva¬ 

lent to Mrs. or Miss,) the words are spelt &c. To the 

word (mentioned above) by adding brother, (a word 

equivalent to Mr.) forms In some common expressions, 

the Sanscrit mode is wrongfully used. Thus £>tf+ W-:Sfc«to should 

he £) "a* sSij «&>, 
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All words ending with vowels except U have no elision : but 

the letter Y is inserted. Thus fS^er0-fbecomes ;$sfer*cx»0 

this is a woman -j- becomes he is \ ishnu 

($1 + S|43^ becomes fortune favoured him Sr°-f^a be¬ 

comes Scr°o^"3 he yelled 2^ becomes & coloured 

cloth -I- <^o£ becomes ~c5^oo<5 moonlight + becomes *§2 

c&x>g4>) the beauty of the person. 

The words or **3 when followed by some other words, the 

letter A is elided and the letter Y is inserted. Thus 

or ^3 becomes Y*^0 or ^^3 or a large 

one or large ones. £>4-^9 or **3 becomes or fccRfc®, &3 or r>cs6 

3 yours, 7r°-pw-£> becomes T^cSoa mine. becomes 

or a farmer’s wife. 

Cala words that end in U when used in forming compounds, 

may insert N. Thus fronting Kama, 

or in his presence. Also a snake4-=~>q5n)^m 

a snake’s bones. 

The words ending in U when preceded with a word beginning 

with a vowel, admit* the letter T. Thus Ortbffc + S3- Bo eu becomes 

^x>r££r>g5to the young leaves becomes a 

male fly. tssSy^ex) becomes So to sharp arrows. 

■3ex>^pe3-£) becomes the cOw of plenty. 

Usually the last short vowel in a line of verse must be elided : 

but even the best poets sometimes neglect this: and that it is 

optional, is stated in the Ckintamani. 

ON SOME CONTRACTIONS. 

Verbs in J*, as to say, 3i&iJ to hear, may in the present 

participle change r& into sunna. That is the two last vowels 

being alike the first of them may be dropped. Accordingly 5o 

anu9u, saying, becomes an^u, vinu^u hearing, 

becomes 3o-uk vin’^u. And as shewn above, this is sometimes 

(in poetry) written This is a mere nicety apper¬ 

taining to a rhyme: wherein some prosodiana attempt to draw 
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distinctions between the sounds of o ; all of which are 

merely modes of writing the letter N. 

Some of tbe third conjugation which have U in the two last 

syllables of the Infinitive in U, as edu9u, to weep, 

to plait, may be contracted into ed’^u, pen’^u. Other 

verbs, as to wipe ?Sa£>to walk, cannot be thus con¬ 

tracted in poetry : but in common writing, such words are often 

written in the contract form (see page 39,) though pronounced 

without any contraction. 

The words now then when, can (in poetry 

alone) drop the penultimate U when the metre requires it. Thus 

apudu may become v4) ap’du. 

Nouns of three syllables which have U as the second vowel, 

can in poetry drop this. Thus fcewS" becomes a parrot. 

becomes TT°e§ a watercourse. 

And in some compound words, the final U of the first, is dropped 

even though the second begins with a consonant. Thus 

black a male buffalo, forms a wild buffalo. 

M. 1. 8. 271. 

Those who wish to extend their enquiries in Etymology further 

after perusing the poets will be amply satisfied in the learned 

treatises written by Appa Cavi and Ahobala Pandit. Observing 

that these rules were framed for the guidance of poets alone, I 

would willingly have omitted them in this volume which is intend¬ 

ed solely to assist beginners in the study of Telugu. 

ON SANSCRIT ELISION AND PERMUTATION. 

Sanscrit words used in Telugu sometimes adhere to Sanscrit 

principles and elsewhere deviate. No Telugu grammarian has 

specified the instances wherein the phrase adheres to Sanscrit 

rule or those wherein it adopts a new course. 

Sanscrit words, if two occur together, may be united in the 

Sanscrit manner: thus maha-hunnata may become 

mahonnata; but in common life, elision is not allowed: thus 

“ the office of minister of state” is always 

written never which is the proper 

Sanscrit form. 
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The Sanscrit comparative and superlative forms are sometimes 

used (as in English inferior, or superior:) thus very 

hard, very noble. The word $>* low, may use the 

superlative which is thus used with a masculine termina¬ 

tion. M. 3. 5. 138. 

e$-|| -in»fcs5 _0 &o<£b 

A bramin whose acts are sinful is lower than a Sudra. 

In this passage the poet has used the superlative form whereas 

grammarians w’ould prefer the comparative. The poet however is 

Natmaya himself. 

It may be useful here to give a short abstract of the Sanscrit 

rules (borrowed from Wilkins’s Grammar) with a view to point¬ 

ing out the variations that exist between the two languages. 

PERMUTATION OF VOWELS. 

When any simple vowel opens upon another simple vowel 

similar to itself, the two shall be resolved into one long. Thus if 

& opens upon *=* or S3-, or S3- upon S3- or & the two coalesce and 

form one long vowel; namely The same rule serves for and 

•&, & and each pair being considered one power, differing only 

in duration of sound. 

The final M dropped, if a Sanscrit word follows, is retained, if 

a Telugu word follows. Thus sio-j- obut 

may become never Thus 

4;^ _l_ ^^^=4) IjCslo but 4- would become 

sfocSpQ and this contraction, used in poetry is inadmissible in 

common prose, wherein we must write ~&;?sSx>&t£QQ and 4>So$x> 

jb». 
Thus «o£sS» a stick and the end, form the 

end of a stick. charioteer of the sun 0 rising, form3 

&&cy*eS3&sSx> the dawn of the day. 

[In Telugu only those Sanscrit compounds are used, which have 

a noun or adjective as component parts. Those wherein a Sans¬ 

crit verb is united with a noun are not used: and I accordingly 

omit such examples. Thus + our property, may in poems 
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become 0r colloquially remains unaltered • being written 

?>. It can never .become S>."| 

Any simple vowel excepting & and ^ opening upon any dissi¬ 

milar vowel, simple or compound is (In Sanscrit) changed to a 

semivowel congenial to itself. Thus 3, are changed into Y. 

into V. Thus becomes ; «56rk-f-<t*odtf xto 

becomes 

The simple vowels a and a coming in a state to unite with any 

dissimilar vowel, simple or compound, undergo the following 

changes. 

Kott* 4- &«5'o=x'oJT® esg'o Gange’s water. 

dsS +• "Z?Thy rectitude. 

The Kur 1. 175 actually spells TT°e}^e- thus with *6 

and writes o for o. 

[But supposing the first word is Telugu, no such change takes 

place. Thus (SsSer^ 4- “The word navala” may become 

(in poetry) er*cs6‘^s£r*±j but no other change is allowable. 

Colloquially even this Y is excluded and the words are written, as 

above. But the phrase which all use 

clearly breaks this rule. Ex-obverse *4 tf q. v. and 

EXCEPTIONS AND ANOMALIES. 

“ 5T* an ox, requires the introduction of a ^ before **^8 an 

eye, &c. thus forming the compound terms ^ -f-e^S=sX'«p»X.g a 

bull’s eye (a small window) K*+ 2*3[«S=*"3o[tf S alordofkine. 

i e a bull t92?f5o=x'-5r»2?i6o an oxhide.” 

u and W* being in a state to form a compound with lip, 

may be dropped.—Thus forming 8oiS«L Cherry-lipped : for 

4- i.6,. But if the word be of a nature not to admit of their form¬ 

ing a compound, the union is different. Thus 3+ 1^0 = 31^ 

sS o thy lip.” 
° [The Telugu poets sometimes deviate from rule even in pure 

Sanscrit words thus. Custom sanctions that we should say 

a host, not They however prefer the latter 

ppelling.] 
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COALITION OF CONSONANTS. 

[The following few rules Dorrowed from the same Grammar 

nave their use in Telugu where Sanscrit compounds occur.] 

Each of the consonants called 5" ‘O’ ^ & £ has a soft sound, viz. 

X ea <5 es w and the first letter changes into the soft before any 

sonant letter whether vowel or consonant as in these examples 

•p»^^TsSo eloquence; for 1‘ending in ach 

for ach-antah, t*d&*SgSthe passions, for «e«S4*T + So %. 

&o he who aids in distress, for -f wc<£g. 

“ £ i: Q may not only change to their respective sonants before 

a nasal, by the preceding rule, but also to their proper nasals ; 

that is, K, to g or ng; & to & or » ; & to C or £ : as 

deposition, for Magha, the merchant for 

§~ i-sir'Spb. 6. ra for o5b€^ • or &r& TT°6 for s5oo 
* * -■D ' ‘ D ' ^ 

That Murari.” The preceding rule ; as, intelligent, 

rational, for s&c&o. 

The fourth or dental class of consonants # £ $ £ besides 

being subject to the above general rules are changeable to palatals 

before palatals and to cerebrals before cerebrals. The palatals are 

ij $ e sf and the cerebrals S’ £ # ra . (the letter & being 

excepted.) Examples ; that wonder, for 

for that art. Again, that liveth, for -p 

MUTATIONS OF SIBILANTS. 

The letter preceded by 5* *-> O 16 may be changed into v 
r 

or not. Thus, for w»r"-ptfr»ffg they also write •r»s~iST^\5gj ^ 

£$n&o and for -ptfr®jjg that hero, they write £>x5t*^o, 

MUTATION OF 8 VISABGAH. 

2 

The g of the word day, being the final of that word is 

changed into R before the initial of any word excepting tt (3 

(and a few others beginning with R) when the change is' as 
follows. 
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c9s3^»c^Ss lor the god of day, the surij 

fcHj'tfres for t^Sj^SX'rag the (foys. 

Exceptions for fc?s^’STr’|j5o Day and night. 

The visarga “§” preceded by a and followed by a, ha, or any 

sonant, changes into U ; and a and u. make (as in the French 

language) 5. Thus <£8 becomes ^>“^eThe word^o 

<&S jantuh becomes jantuvu a beast. Kodanda XV. *^^3 

for fKgZ&P. 

The above short abstract is intended to assist such learners as 

may not have read the Sanscrit Grammar from which these parti¬ 

culars are transcribed. 

The rules regarding Samasa in Sanscrit Grammar being those 

regarding compound words, should bo carefully studied, as 

many of them, (nearly one-half) are commonly required with 

regard to the Sanscrit words used in Telugu. 

ON COMPOUND WORDS. 

If Sanscrit words are compounded with Sanscrit words, the 

Sanscrit rules are observed : as cjp'o But to say 

£ would be wrong. And though a common phrase is 

not right—Unless it be an Exception. 

The tract on Samasas, called has been printed in 

Sanscrit in the Grandha character by Harkness and should be 

reprinted in the Telugu character. 
Grammarians require a very strict observance of these rules, 

but they are often broken by poets. Thus m the popular tale or 

comedy of Garudachalam, which is a common school book, we find 

the phrase S’s5rioctoS’iS§'4- which is condemned 

also, in the next page roflfc3afco©8o«»a> thl9 

is a similar false compound : the first word being Sanscrit and 

the second Telugu. 
The rules of Sanscrit elision are clearly defined in the grammars 

of that language and therefore present no difficulties. Those 

Teluau rules which are in this grammar placed with the alphabet, 

are easy and in common use. The remaining Telugu rules now 

exhibited would change into S*** arc obsolete ac¬ 

cording to some learned men, but maintained by others. A de- 
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cision onihese matters can interest those learned bramins alone 

who write Telugu poetry. To a foreigner, they are useless and 

I have therefore compressed into five or six pages all that is of 

any avaii in the old grammarians, who have multiplied rules 

and exceptions in such profusion that according to them, no author 

is entirely correct 

CHAOS, UMPIRE SITS. 

And by decision more embroils the fray. 

The principle of altering initials according to certain rules of 

syntax is found in all the languages of the Celtic family. Owen 

orates in his Welsh Grammar that the mutable consonants are 

thus classed. 

Radical, K, P, B, D ; (The Telugu hard) 

Light, G, B, Y, Z; (The Telugu soft) 

Aspirate, ngh, nh, m, n; 

Soft 9, th- 

The principal rules for the assumption of the soft sound aro 

these. 1. After all verbs except those in the infinitive mood. 

After interjections, &c. 2. After personal pronouus ; after thy, 

mine, thine ; after ei when it denotes his and its, but not when it 

denotes her. 3. The participial sign yu makes the initial of the 

object light, &c. 

Such are the rules in Welsn, and the similarity to the Telugu 

rules is remarkable. In both languages, these rules are intended 

for the guidance of poets alone. We even find in Welsh as in 

Telugu, the initial sound of J changes into S. Thus George be- 

comes Seorus. In Gaelic also James becomes Shemus 

It will be observed that the letters PKT which Greek grammar 

calls soft, are in Sanscrit called hard; and the Greek middle 

letters BGD take the name sarala, soft. Thus what is in ono 

language called hardening a letter is in the other called 
softening it. 

The initial rhyme, already described (page 227,) as Tati,— 

which is sometimes called Alliteration, is found in Icelandic ; in 

Pinnish (see “Eastern Europe” 1846, vol. 2. p. 170.) and indeed 

throughout the Gothic languages, and in our oldest English 

C. I*. Brown's Telugu Oramvjar.. \j u 
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poets, coeval with the first Telugu authors. Tho proofs will be 

found in the account of English versification given in the Intro¬ 

duction to Chaucer. 

On both Tati and prasa in Saxon, the reader is referred to tho 

Gentleman’s Magazine for 1822, page 39G. And on Dryden’s use 

of both, see Quarterly Beview 182G, vol. 34, p. 14. 

The principle of softening initials is used in Cannadi likewise. 

Also in Italy where Wolf and Waiblingen were changed into 

Guelf and Ghibelline. See Campbell’s Petrarch, p. 19. 

Not only does primitive English occasionally soften initials, 

(as also German does) but it even inserts B, and thus resembles 

Telugu in a most remarkable peculiarity. Thus Toil and Droil 

are in Johnson shewn from Spenser and Milton to be the same 

word. In our dictionaries and in the ancient English Bible 

(as Crudens Concordance and an ancient Ainsworth will shew) 

a gin or snare was spelt grin. Eor curl, thorpe (i. e. village) thirst 

birds, third, Chaucer writes crull, thrope, briddes, thrist, thriddle. 

The words Couch and crouch are the same word ; Cave and grave, 

Cove and grove each mean a hollow : Johnson and Ainsworth 

shew thrill and thirl, crud and curd to be the same word. 
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The Hindus use the number sixteen as a general divider: a 

sixteenth of a pagoda (eight shillings, nearly) and of various mea¬ 

sures, is called a viss: a sixteenth of the Rupee (which 

coin the Mahoinedans introduced) is called by the Hindustani 

name ana, or &T? anna. Thus “2)—” denotes one anna (or 

viss, one sixteenth, or G^ per cent.) and “ —” denotes One 

and a sixteenth. “ c£n>os—” is one rupee and one anna. 

One-eighth, or two annas “<=’* is written called 

Three annas (or three viss) are called : four of these 

make the quarter (four annas) named which is noted by an 

upright line (I). This being doubled, forms M called half. 

Three such lines w are three quarters (twelve annas). 

Thus the table of annas runs as follows: 

One anna is called : for which the mark is Ccr* 8 “ ” a 

single line. 

2 annas are called 

3 

4 

5 

0 

7 

8 

1) 

10 

11 

12 

or tr* a quarter. 

"S'® & (C* sSx># 

W, Half. 

«T7°?6er 

&T7'Sbcg)£i6£y) 

Tiiree quarters. 

C£h> 8 2- 

>> 8 2- 

99 8 1 

99 8 1— 

99 8 12— 

99 8 12- 

99 8 M 

99 S M— 

99 8 M2_ 

99 8 m2_ 

99 8 <x| 
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annas arc called 8 — 

li „ „• „ „ 8 

15 „ „ „ „ 8 u\2- 

10 annas form the Rupee. 

The Anna or sixteenth part is divided by four: and the one 

sixty-fourth is called ~^°P marked Of this, one quarter 

is called a Thus the following fractions are not now in use. 

1—256th part is a priya marked — 

Twice which is do. U* 

Three times is cSx>U>cs& do. [}> 

Four priyas thus form one Cani - - — 

The priya again is divided by four: thus. 

One 1024th part of unity is fati marked & | 

Two of these are (one, 512th) 13oa£if£otfex: fa* il 

Three - -- -- -- -- s£>t»£& 

Four suras form the . - - - \Jjc*6 L5* I 

And the sura being divided into quarters; 

One of these, i. e. l-40(J6tli is one marked *“* — 

Two of these are written thus ’5o<3o)T€S'o'3~* fro; do. fr6^— 

Three of these do. s&rt&IC5 do. 

Four forms one sura -. **■ I 

The sura-Cani merely means a farthing—cent, a millionth of 

a half penny. 

Money accounts formerly were kept in gold Pagodas, of four 

Rupees each. The present gold Pagoda is three Rupees and a 

half-: but the pagoda reckoning is now laid aside by the Eng¬ 

lish though retained by Hindus. The Pagoda is called ****, 

“the boar” which was the armorial bearing of the ancient Kings, 

but is usually called hunn, which appears to be the same 

as -^roolS^ honnu or ponnu:* meaning gold: for several 

* Honnu is the ancient Cannadi word for gold: the old Telugn word is ponnu. 

Varaha is said to he the name of a district near Surat. See Kelly’s Cambist anu 

Major • Jervis’s Ancient Records, page 42. llaughton Bengali Diet. p. 

supposes honu to be corrupted from Hirauya. 
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ancient Canada (or Canarese) words have been introduced into 

Tclugu, changing the initial H into P. This word hunn however 

is usually supposed to be Hindustani. 
i 

But in accounts, as we use £ to denote pounds, so ^ a eon- 

traction for K oi&> a coin, is used for Pagoda. dhc pmral is 

marked K’X’. 

And the sign halli shaped like the English numeral 8, 

is used to separate between the integer and the fraction. Thus 

{£>1^82- denotes, Rupees 55-2-0. This mark answers to the 

cypher in the column of annas, and a cypher in the column of 

pice, is, as in English accounts, a circle or sunna. 

The silver Rupee js written or &X and the 

Fanam or fraction of the Pagoda is called and written 6 . 

The Current Rupee is at present worth nearly two shillings. 

But the Rupee is divided into 16 Annas and the Anna into 

twelve pice. The pagoda of three Rupees and a half is reckoned 

us forty-five fanams, and the Rupee as twelve fanams and sixty 

£oex> cash: of which eighty are reckoned to the ruca or fanam. 

The copper coin called ten cash is a half penny and the coin of 

twenty cash was about-a penny. Eor these, the pice is now 

substituted and is of a ditferent value. The gold rupee is called 

and is=15 silver rupees. 

The fanam is now a mere nominal coin (like the crown in 

England) and in accounts of Rupees is never retained for honest 

purposes. In South Malabar, the fanam reckoning is still used : 

but that bears a very different value: one thousand fanams of 

Cochin (Malabar) being but Rupees 77-12-6. 

Thus the calculation of Rupees, annas and pice is quite at vari¬ 

ance with that of Pagodas, fanams and cash; which Go¬ 

vernment have abolished. The natives generally adhere to the anci¬ 

ent routine, wherein the pagoda equalled four rupees : -but instead 

of annas, they usually rate the rupee at so many £££& doods or 

pence. This mode reckons about three **< doods to the anna. 
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('The (Joed or farthing is in many parts of the country a men* 

hammered bit of copper, and these copper bits are generally called 

Khoordh, i. e. crumbs.) 

At Madras, the rupee usually is worth one hundred doods; 

fifteen pice make one fanam : and twelve fanams and ^ make oiie 

rupee. Three rupees and a half make one pagoda, which is worth 

56 Annas : and this forms the basis of all. native reckoning. 

The sixteenth part of a pagoda is called a fi&X'osio and mark¬ 

ed X'oS—wherein the X denotes that this reckoning is regarding 

the varaha. 
equal to 

One dugalam X'oS— is called Rs 0 3 6 

2 or one eighth Ko8^- do. tfsSosfco. 0 7 0 

3 six' C&Kv 
u> >> 0 10 6 

4 or quarter X'o | >> 0 14 0 

8 or half X'o 4 )) 1 1? 0 

12 or three quarters X'o 
yy 2 10 0 

And the mada or half pagoda denotes fifty per cent. Thus 

denotes, I paid fifty per cent. The word 

dokada is used for a cent or hundredth part 

~8~°tSzSx> per cent ^CS§^>ocfc<g^€§''i^ex) is eleven-hundredth or, eleven 

centesimal parts. 

Interest is calculated per mensem. Thus one per cent in India 

denotes twelve per cent per annum. 

The word or signifies a quarter: and often de¬ 

notes 25 as a quarter of a hundred. Elsewhere it is a colloquial 

phrase, like half a dozen. “ He is one patica” denotes, he is 

twenty-five years old. The fraction named patica is thus denoted, 

I when it is regarding a pagoda *08c|. The subdivisions are 

marked and named thus. 

The is written Xo8o So | 

Twice which is the X'cSo Sc* U 

Twice which is the or viss, Xo So 8 

Twice which is one or X'oSoS 
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The or three-fourth of a fanain is marked 

One quarter of a fanam being marked. 5“ | 

The annas or sixteenths of a Rupee are thus marked. 

One anna is marked Coo 8— 

Two Gao 8^- 

Three tfio 8^— 

Four OoO 1 

Eight Co-0 ^r»ooo. 
9 

Coo q 

Twelve CoO ULJ 

quarter of a or fanam is called *^$5' and marked 

which seems to be a contraction for the letter R with the silent 

mark. 

Two of these are 6~ u 
Os “ 

Three quarters of a fanam aj 

A single fanam is called a double famam is Can.S’. 

sSr'O A nominal money used in Canarese accounts. One gold 

chacrum or EaJiti ruca is four chinna rucalu ; and four such rucas 

(40 fanams) make one Tahiti hoon. Rahti seems to mean Icontavoy 

There is another reckoning by Tancams. The ';Sx> ig an an¬ 

cient coin, not now found, and used only in accounts :_it was 

worth 16 dubs or four single silver fanams. The half Tancarn is 

called The quarter Tancarn is called a The eighth 

part is one The sixteenth is one The thirty-second part 

is one c£r»7T»e3. The sixty-fourth part is one Three vo 

dammams make one dabbu. The gold fanam is also callertho 

gold tancarn, but is not now current in the Telugu country. 

•DIVISIONS OF MEASURES. 

The or candy is a measure answering to the ton of which 

one-twentieth is called toom or cbaldron> In 8pcakillg% it 

is called but in writing V is used as the sign. Thus ia 

one putti or candy. The actual bulk of the putti varies in various 
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places or in regard to various goods, as does also tlie English 

stone. At Masulipatam, the candy of tobacco is 4801b: that of 

metals and hard ware is 5001b. (which is the Madras rate): that 

of sugar, dates, and other soft articles 560, Applied to land, 

the phrase denotes that extent of land 

which will be sown by that quantity of grain. The putty ranges 

from 800 to 960 seers ; for the seer also is a variable measure. 

The *s divided into eighty SSc-ffstoex; ; thus a cun9am is 

the fourth part of a toom. The 0r Malacca ton is 

from 200 to 240 cun^ams. The toom is denoted in accotints by £ 

(the letter N) at Masulipatam; the reason of which I have not 

learnt. At Madras it is marked thus. 

1 j5 o 

2 £ -9 

3 * 3 

4 

5 4>o|o 

6 G> 
43 jjo 

7 a 
430j_2> 

• 

8 o) fS o5o O oSxi 4>°1 3 

9 4^1# 

10 OS&sSx) 4joqo 

11 j££§TT’ev>s&o 4>oqo 

12 4) O M—3> 

13 —O 4>oq3 

14 
430148' 

15 &&j'rSoro&&a 4>oiqo 

16 
4301^0 

17 ij&grir'«£>**» 430lA| _J3 

18 jj&^j6s5bo 4300] 3 

19 OC&okO 43 0(A|b/ 

20 <6)43 4) 0 
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Or the following arrangement may be more clear : it is the 

native method wherein each line contains a different fraction cf 

one putty. Thus. 

>6)^3 
eo 

©SSSbsSM 

'V0 One putty. 

Half a putty. 

4>°|o A quarter do. 

+>08 -®Mo or j5 -®Mo an 8th do. 

+>c8n|o or $ o|o one 16th do. 

3 5 «£or3 $ 
<^c8oq_sqo or ^cM_stio one 32d do. 

+>c8o|ojo or ^o|o|o one 64th do. 

“Soc&z&ps 

Soo-3fifc 

or Sop^t) ^^<*Sb 

^>^fifcsir*^-?4)Oo^D^+)o8o8582- or £08^82- one I28th do. 

4Jo8o8oM_or ^o8oM__one 250th do. 

4>o8'8ouloq or *c>8oiqoq one 512th do. 

^£S^e>e>ir>o;*13«6 4)o8o8c|2_io 0r £o8o)i>_|o one 1024th do. 

There is another reckoning by or Maund's weight, viz. 

Three quarters of tbeskra*ois called tf»r-'3g(^<ind marked^oojo. 

Half of the is called &and marked <&cmo 

One quarter of the t&wfo is called ^olo. 

One 8th of do. (five seers) §>-%& ^oor'^'A 
One 16th of do. 
• <^c£> *6o. _sqo 

One 32d of do. floor ^ 3oo ^r*£> ^olo 
Or\e 40th of do. is a seer ioo 1o 
One 64th of do. 

<? oq^— 

One 80th of do. is a half seer 
cf) ■^oqo 

One 160th of do. is a quarter seer 
r 

^o|o 
One 320th of the same ?6 s5&r° 35 “4o8^_ 
One 640th of the same T5&r6£5 ~4o8_ 

Eight maunds are called 

The calculation of s$x>oj> jg gg follows 

marked so | at Masulipatam. Elsewhere the 

C. P. Pro,n't Teluyu Grammar. 

The SootJsSy) ]g 

mark «/| i3 thus 
w w 
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used. Two cun^ams form the which is marked \ \ or. 

at Madras J M. Three form the written v;% The division 

of the (one quarter) is sometimes rated as follows. 

The quarter of the cun9am is a manika written s^o. 

The halt of this is an “ adda’’ which is written s£r»_2> or <$ c 8 _2>. 

The three quarters (tfxr-p-ge*,) is written thus 3 or *083 

and the Soot5sSx) ig marked o 1 o. 

The &o>5s£o of the is divided into five rnanikas : but 

that of the ^g^^ is divided into six manikas. The greater 

toom is divided into 24 manikas and the smaller toom is divided 

into 20 manikas. > If the manika is divided into four parts, these 

are called ^e>ex>: 0f which one sola is marked^ I o. Two solas are 

one tavva marked ^oqo. The three quarter manika is called 

and marked f^oa-jo. 

Again the is divided iuto quarters called One fttf is 
(a) O 

marked ft — Two form the marked ft = Three are called 

and written thus ft sL-. 

The Tola or weight of one Rupee (one hundred and 

eighty grains) is used regarding the post office, and in weighing 

medicines. The pagoda weight ig used regarding the 

"gold, silver and medicines and is (52. 56) nearly 53 grains. The 

or garce used regarding corn and rice is 3201b. Five 

putties make one X6#. 

MEASURES OF LENGTH. 

The fathom or contains two or yards. The yard 

being two or cubits. Three orfeetform the yard. 

This however is not a customary mode of reckoning. The inch is 

called The or cubit is divided into two 

or spans- The ?("sSo[eS tfesSw or great .yard is equal to 90 square 

feet being 30 feet in length and 3 in width. The 13J>&b or 

bandbreadth is the third of a span. 

The English yard and foot have come into use as well as the 

English acre, which foreign phrase the natives spell thus csfiS'rr»etf. 
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The measures of length depend upon the <6^*0, or ^ coss 

(parugu a&tfcKo literally means one run) which is a variable measure, 

on a plain country ; it varies two miles or two miles and half: and 

4 coss make one or gow, which under the English Govern¬ 

ment is about 10 miles. 

In square measurement, the or Gunta (Literally, one 

\vell) lorms the basis : it is a square measure of land, of which 

there are two, the greater and the less. One S'"0 contains fifty 

‘t'g&otjtx) or one hundred and twenty-live Then, 

sixty four guntas make one These measures vary in vari¬ 

ous parts of the country as the “ field” is the land which one 

well can irrigate. At Bombay, it is a square chain of 1089 square 

feet and 40 Guntas are one acre. 

A book printed at Madras some years ago, and lately republish¬ 

ed, called the Commercial Beady Assistant, reduces the Indian 

io the English arithmetical procers. 

POINTS OF THE COMPASS. 

Sixteen points of the compass are reckoned and are universally 

kuown by the names of the Genii supposed to rule them. 

Jj £ tSx) North or Sol 
lr— * 

N. East 

East »> 2S\o 

W- 3co S. East » 

£S JLrssSy: South cCo«fc£So . 

S. West 

West M sSOorspSo . 
jj— * 

N. West » s&xr* t)' 

The name * tfsfcO West,forms in the Genitive Western, and 

Locative in the west. Plural East and West. 

The name Nairruti is wrongly written or The 

error is of no consequence. 

What we call the Northern Division, the people themselves 

call the East. In fact, the shore runs in a N. E. 
direction. 



ON ETYMOLOGY. 
TATSAMAMU, TADBHAVAMU, DESYAMU, AND 

GBAMYAMU. 

Telugu Grammarians have discussed at great length some 

points of Etymology which more properly appertain to a Dictionary 

or separate philological treatise. The native mode of treating this 

subject may be seen in the learned Mr. Ellis’s note appended to 

the Introduction to Mr. Campbell’s Grammar. But the defi¬ 

nitions there extracted from Mamadi Vencaya and others, may I 

believe, be rendered clear by another mode of statement. 

Thesre topics are allowed to retain a place in the grammar, be¬ 

cause learned natives are so much addicted to talking on etymo¬ 

logy : of which in general, they have do clear notions : I will 

merely state enough to solve the riddle : while oh the native mode, 

this one theme would occupy a w’hole volume : I recommend 

the reader to pass over the subject entirely, until he has read 

some volumes of the poems so as to acquire correct notions on 

the matter. 

ON TATSAMAMU. 

Those Sanscrit words (including proper names) introduced into 

Telugu are either unaltered or slightly changed : these are called 

Tatsamamulu : wherein the termination alone 

alters. Thus usually, personally, (for 

a woman, (§X (for 6 o) fortune. Thus in English we use odiumy 

ratio, momentum, Cicero, Venus &c. which are unaltered from a 

Latin original. 
The termination is considerably altered in maDy words. Thus 

tT-2T becomes and becomes ssc£>2&, and becomes 



OX TAD BH AY AMU. OO' 

c* ^6 $, So from traditio, ratio, are formed the Lnglish words 

tradition, ration. 

Feminine nouns ending in long a or T, as ma)*e 

those vowels short: thus |'<5, Thus in Latin fama and seen a 

have short terminations though derived from Greek words ending 

in long vowels. 

But if* these words occur in a Sanscrit compound, the long final 

is unchanged. £9-"^ becomes but iu a compound phrase, 

the long fiual remains unaltered. Thus £9-^ ^o4>e>sSr> Panch. 

•2. 151. 

ON TADBHAVAMU. 

Words which are much altered are called Tadbhava 
z) 00 

to. Thus * J?, &5*S, S6»S, become «o*, So from 

the Latin traditio, ratio, we form treason, reason. 

Some of the Tadbhava words are derived through other lan¬ 

guages just as we derive reason, treason &c. from French words 

(raison, trahison &c) originally taken from Latin. So some 

canscrit words are alleged to be derived through the medium of 

the Canada Canarese or Carnatic) or the Tamil. The 

ulterior refinements denominated Sauraseni, Magadhi, Paisachica, 

<S:c. learnedly discussed by Appa Cavi and others seem to be un¬ 

known and convey no definite information. 

Several instances of the Paisachica &c. with the names of the 

dialects specified are given iu the preface to the 

and in the Parvata Puranam as also in the note in Camp, 

bell’s Grammar taken from Dipica. 

Learned Telugus are fond of tracing every word in their lan¬ 

guage to a Sanscrit root Thus our older etymologists (as stated 

ill the Preface to Johnson’s Dictionary) attempted to trace every 

English word to a Latin root. The Telugu grammarians like 

“ - Delight to chase. 

“ A panting syllable through time and space—” 

Considering the meaning of the word unimportant provided 

resemblance can be found in the spelling. 
nnv 



ON DE'SYAMU, GKAMYAMU. * / t) / 

ON DE'SYAMU. 

Desyamu:— such words as 33 £*33, a horse, 

dog. cat, town &c. being aboriginal, like the corresponding words 

in English are called the Desya, country dialect, or language of 

the land. 

One class of these is denominated anya-desyamu or 

Dialect being local expressions peculiar to the foreign countries. 

The following are instances. "&>;&, 
/* 

Lip, body, milk, curd, place, inroad, a clever 

woman, fineness. 

A$<ja Telugu is “ Pure Telugu” the name given to 

a dialect used more or less in all poems, wherein the author shuns 

Sanscrit words: or, if obliged to use them, softens the sound, 

changing £**> Vishnu into Vennudu, &c. 

ON GRAMYAMU. 

Another class is called Gramyairu, or Rustic being 

the colloquial dialect embracing several words of Hindustani and 

English origin: such as Natives! This is often used in 

the Telugu newspaper with some (as sSjJS'sfco, 

tSx>j Such vulgarisms occur, as in Eng¬ 

lish, in the most highly admired poems : for instance 

occurs in the Vasu Charitra. 3. 165. 

A ppa Cavi and other grammarians delight in such questions: thus 

he changes the author ot the Telugu naishadham with a rusticisin 

in the exordium of that poem. But Livy sallust and Virgil (as 

Quintition remarks) have fallen under the same censure : and 

we even find Longinus (Chap. XXXI.) blaming Herodotus for 

using low language. 

Some forms of the noun are held to be rustic, and inadmissible 

inverse. Thus ^ a country, forms 

s&xw, which in the other mode are held 



ON SOME ABBREVIATIONS. ’“,s 

lobe inelegant: yet these “barbarisms” are in daily use and 

occur in the best poems. 
Some other words (styled are coarse and indeli¬ 

cate : yet we often hear them used by men of education. 

Another class of words is called \ aidica, or Clerkly, 

scholarlike expressions being affected by the Vaidicabramins: these 

are chiefly peculiar in an affected or effeminate lisping pronuncia¬ 

tion, wherein I go, becomes J^^^or r&. These 

pretenders to learning are fond of talking about the arddha bindu, 

the Sacata llepha and some other refinements, while they are 

unable to scan or explain (correctly) a common passage of verse. 

But men of sound learning have no such niceness of style and often 

indulge in a simplicity or rudeness of dialect such as we meet in 

the conversations of Johnson, Burke, or Milner. 

ON SOME ABBREVIATIONS. 

Though obliged to omit the greater part of the quotations, 

I had collected in illustration of this Grammar I have retained 

a few which are referred to as follows. 

M denotes the Mahabharat: wherein M. 1. 1. 200, is verse 

200 of the first aswasam or Canto of the “ Adi Parvam” or First 

Book. Elsewhere the names are given, in the native mode. 

Thus M. Aranya 1. 200 is a reference to Canto 1 of the Aranya 

Parvam or Third Book and M Santi 1. 200 or M. XII. 1. 200 

refers to the Twelfth Book. 

The Mahabharat, the Bhagavat, and the Ramayan are not in 

general referred to, among natives, by name. Thus “ This occurs ■ 
in the Santi Parvam” denotes “ This occurs in the twelfth book 

of the Mahabharat” or “ In the Aranya Parvam” denotes “In 

the Third book of the Mahabharat. 

Thus of the Ramayan : which is divided into portions called 

Candas. “ The Aranya Canda” denotes “ The Third Book of 

the Ramayan.” 

The Bhagavat is divided into books called by numerical names: 

a volume superscribed “ Dasamam” would in English 

style be, The Tenth book of the Bhagavat : and “ Uttara 

Dasamam” denotes, “ The second part of the Tenth Book.” The 
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Tenth Book, containing the Life of Krishna is perhaps the most 

popular volume in the language. In these titles, ’the word 

“ Bhagavat” is omitted. 

The eighteen books of the Mahabharat are named 1. Adi Par- 

vam, 2. Sabha Parvam, 3. Aranya Parvam or Yana, P. 4. Virata P. 

5. Udyoga, P. 6. Bhishma, P. 7. Drona, P. 8. Carna, P. 9. Salya, P. 

10. Sauptica, P II. Stri P. 12 Santi P. 13. Anusasanica, P. 14. 

Aswamedha, P. 15. Asramavasa, P. 16. Mosala, P. 17. MahaPrastha- 

nica, P. and 18. Swarga Rohana, P—In the Telugu version, the 

translators have greatly abridged the story, and setting aside the 

original division into (adhyayams) have' divided 

the whole into sixty-three Cantos. 

The six books of the Ramayan are called the 1. Bala Canda. 

2. Ayodhya Canda, 3. Aranya, C. 4. Ivisbkindha, C. 5- Sundara C. 

6. Ymddha C. This sixth book is in extent equal to the preceding 

five. The Uttara Ramayan is a separate poem. 

The following Abbreviations are also used. 

R being the mark for the Ramayan. 

DR is the Dwipada Ramayan. 

BR the Bhascara Ramayan. 

UR the Uttara Ramayan. 

DRY the Yuddha Canda or Sixth book of the Dwipada Ramayan. 

BRB the Bala Canda or first book of "the Bhascara Ramayan. 

SKETCH OF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 

IN TELUGU GRAMMAR. 

CHAPTER I. 

Translate the following Pages of Reader 1, 10, 20, 25, 30. 

I put no questions regarding the Telugu alphabet, spelling, 

etymology, sandhi, saral-adesam, Kala, or Druta. Natives when 

they examine, delight in distressing students with such matters : 

under native tutors some learners have proved expert in theso 

things : but remained ignorant of all that is useful. 

I therefore put few questions regarding the first book. 
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BOOK II. 

Describe the declensions. 

To which declension do these belong? &&>?£> a son-in-law 

a cord a book VjO 'c**s$x> ;• wife a clerk 

the mind ^i^JL an elder brother the eye s&r>&»'crceo a grand 

daughter a belle; state the Genitive and the Plural 

of each ? 

Specify the various classes of the third Declension. 

What is the rule regarding Hindustani and other foreign words? 

BOOK III. 

State the usual pronouns mentioning the Genitive and Plural 

forms. Specify the peculiarities of 

State any remarks on Adjectives ? 

Describe the Adverbs and the words thence derived. 

Give a few remarks on the semicircle. 

BOOK IV. 

State the conjugations of verbs with an instance of each : both 

regular and irregular. 

'Can verbs change out of one conjugation into another? give 
instances. 

State the leading tenses (only 3d person singular) of sJT8^ 

to go and t0 take out, and to come. 

State the infinitive forms of an(] vjZi . 

the forms in A, in Adamu, in UTA, in EDI. 

Define the causal voice. How do you translate cjO 
? * 9 

How are Compound tenses formed ? 

Define the Aorist, both affirmative, and negative ? 

Explain and 

Translate these phrases into Telugu. 

This is my horse. 

This is not his horse. 

C. P. Brown's Telugu Grammar. x x 



oG1 examination questions. 

AJy horse is here. 

His carriage is not here. 

He is here. 

He is not here. 

She is my elder sister. 

She is not my younger sister. 

He is my elder brother. 

He is not my younger brother. 

They are our relations. 

They are not merchants. 

How do you reconcile the phrases 

£6, 

BOOK V. 

SYNTAX. 

Give short explanation of softening initial consonants. 

Explain Conjunctions. 

Explain the affixes A' E' O' 

Explain the prefixes A' I' E' 

BOOK VI. 

Describe Telugu and Sanscrit Adjectives ? 

Explain the Comparative and Superlatives. 

State briefly any observations on plurals? 

State the plural form of water ? 

Is the Nominative ever used for other cases? For which ; 

with all nouns ? 

Can pronouns do this ? 

Is the Genitive ever like the Nominative ? 

How are nouns and pronouns compounded ? as, 1 am his 

brother, &c. 

State the various senses of the Dative ? 

Can the nominative be used for the accusative? 

How would you say bring .the horses ? 

Can the nominative be used for (lie Vocative? 
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Describe the Instrumental and Local Ablatives ? 

State a few of the rules regarding Proper names? 

BOOK VII. 

Which verb governs an Accusative, which not ? 

Which verbs understand to or from ? 

By what Telugu verbs, is the verb to have supplied ? give 

instances ? 

What does the Passive voice add to the root in A ? 

With what verbs, is the Passive voice used with an active 

sense ? 

W'hat does the verb ‘S'® <s6 deny ? 

What does the verb deny? 

Translate the following phrases iuto Telugu. 

There is no road. 

He is not my brother. 

It was not he who called. 

If you bend it thus, is there not pain ? 

Decline the infinitive ending in EDI. 

What are the plural forms of the middle verbs in KONU 

What are the negative forms of the words 

What are the verbs that admit ^ or at pleasure? 

Prom what verb are the words derived? 

By adding what, is the middle voice formed ? 

BOOK VIII. 

By adding what verb to the root in A of another verb, are 

the passive verb and participles formed ? 

How do you form the Present, Past, and Negative participles 

of the verb ? 
CO 

With what letter does the Relative Aorist participle terminate? 
give some instances. 
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By adding what to the root in A, is the Negative participle 

formed ? give some instances. 

By adding what to the root, is the Negative Relative Parti¬ 

ciple formed ? 

Can you give some instances ? 

How do you form the Conditional Aorist of the verb 

to bite ? 

Give the Singular and Plural fonns of the Imperative of the 

verb j. 

BOOK IX. 

What would be the third person singular Aorist of the verbs 

What is the third person singular present tense of the verb 

What is the first person singular future tense of the verbs 

BOOK X. 

Add the auxiliary verb l&s&ii), or to the root 

of some other verbs. 

Could you reiterate the adjectives £)&, or with a 

noun at the end ? 

The Questions may easily be extended. 

THE END. 










